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Preface to ”Optical Methods in Sensing and Imaging
for Medical and Biological Applications”
The recent advances in optical sources and detectors have opened up new opportunities for 
sensing and imaging techniques which can be successfully used in biomedical and healthcare 
applications. This book, entitled Optical Methods in Sensing and Imaging for Medical and Biological 
Applications, focuses on all aspects of the research and development related to these areas.
With 19 works and a review paper, this book covers different areas of the most advantageous 
biomedical sensing and imaging applications. These include novel imaging modalities that are 
efficient tools for the improvement of healthcare quality. The review paper describes multispectral, 
fluorescent, and photoplethysmographic imaging technologies which ensure patient-friendly remote 
skin assessment. It relates not only to diagnostics in dermatology, e.g., the identification of skin 
cancers, but also to the monitoring of patient condition during surgeries (distant control of anesthesia 
efficiency) and in longer periods of time (development/healing of skin malformations, post-operative 
follow-up, etc.).
Another interesting example presented in the book is a work on an extended near-infrared 
multispectral imaging system based on an InGaAs sensor used to improve the diagnosis of skin 
cancer with respect to that offered by silicon sensors. While the new system provides similar values 
of sensitivity, it also offers significantly better specificity.
There is still a need for low-cost measuring devices for biology and medicine which can be 
fulfilled by the fiber-optic sensors. Fiber-optic sensors are insensitive to electric and magnetic field 
interferences as well as ionizing radiation. This class of sensors is characterized by small size, which 
allows for nearly pointwise measurements. Moreover, while analyzing signals in the frequency 
domain, changes in the intensity of the optical signal do not affect the transmitted information. On the 
other hand, the development in nanotechnology and techniques of depositing thin films open new 
opportunities for tuning the optical parameters of such sensors. One of the key paper describes the 
possibility of improving the reflectivity of a fiber-optic Fabry-Pérot cavity by the use of a dielectric 
film: titanium dioxide (TiO2). A thin film was deposited on the tip of single-mode fiber-optic via the 
atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique. The deposition of TiO2 allows for measurements of 
samples characterized by a similar refractive index to the silica glass fiber, which are impossible to 
perform without the film. Another advantage is that TiO2 introduces better resistance to aggressive 
chemicals and biocompatibility. This expands the measurement abilities of the sensor; biomedical 
measurements can be performed as was proven in the article by the successful measurement of the 
refractive index of glucose and hemoglobin. Another good example is the application of an indium 
tin oxide (ITO) in an optical fiber sensor for the real-time optical monitoring of the electrochemical 
deposition of ketoprofen during its anodic oxidation.
The papers contributed to this book also address issues of high relevance for practical 
applications; for example, in one paper the authors describe the use of in-vivo OCT (optical coherent 
tomography) imaging for perfusion evaluation in patients with esophageal cancer undergoing gastric 
tube surgery. The incidence of esophageal cancer is rising and post-operative complications, because 
of impaired perfusion, account for a high morbidity and even mortality. Described intra-operative 
perfusion imaging with OCT using speckle contrast percentage is a non-invasive, real-time technique 
to help the surgeon in decision-making for the desirable anastomosis placement. The widespread 
and growing amount of human and veterinary prescriptions of pain-killers needs to be followed
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by the development of novel sensing techniques allowing for the detection of their traces in various
biofluids or sludge water. The direct or indirect contamination of the environment by, e.g., ketoprofen
(KP) enhances the bacterial resistance against these drugs and has a negative effect on non-targeted
organisms, even at very low environmental concentrations. Thus, KP and other pain-killer drugs have
been recognized as emerging contaminants. To overcome the aforementioned issues, the authors of
one featured paper propose a novel approach for KP detection where an electrochemical method
and an indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated optical fiber sensor is used. The described solution offers
reliability and accuracy, enabling the development of simple, rapid, and cost-effective approaches
for the detection of electroactive compounds like ketoprofen.
One can also find in this book a comprehensive set of results and studies on novel optical
techniques and methods in ophthalmology. One of the papers describes the results showing
that excimer laser surgery with an advanced eye tracker system achieves much better results of
astigmatism refractive error correction. Furthermore, the analyses of biomechanical corneal effects
using the dynamic of pterygium disease progression combined with an adequate mathematical model
leads to a better prediction of further corneal changes. That gives us a good platform to simulate
corneal surgery with a better clinical prediction and potentially a more successful clinical outcome.
Another study presented in the book showed that the femtosecond laser gives us the possibility
to perform customized surgery with higher precision, that is repeatable and minimally invasive.
Supracor is a customized PresyLASIK procedure which is proven to give good refractive results for
far, intermediate, and near visual acuity with improvement of contrast vision.
We strongly believe that this book will be a valuable source of information presenting the
recent advances in optical methods and techniques, in addition to their applications in the field of
biomedicine and healthcare, to anyone interested in this subject.
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Abstract: Optical tissue imaging has several advantages over the routine clinical imaging methods,
including non-invasiveness (it does not change the structure of tissues), remote operation (it avoids
infections) and the ability to quantify the tissue condition by means of specific image parameters.
Dermatologists and other skin experts need compact (preferably pocket-size), self-sustaining and
easy-to-use imaging devices. The operational principles and designs of ten portable in-vivo skin
imaging prototypes developed at the Biophotonics Laboratory of Institute of Atomic Physics and
Spectroscopy, University of Latvia during the recent five years are presented in this paper. Four groups
of imaging devices are considered. Multi-spectral imagers offer possibilities for distant mapping of
specific skin parameters, thus facilitating better diagnostics of skin malformations. Autofluorescence
intensity and photobleaching rate imagers show a promising potential for skin tumor identification
and margin delineation. Photoplethysmography video-imagers ensure remote detection of cutaneous
blood pulsations and can provide real-time information on cardiovascular parameters and anesthesia
efficiency. Multimodal skin imagers perform several of the abovementioned functions by taking a
number of spectral and video images with the same image sensor. Design details of the developed
prototypes and results of clinical tests illustrating their functionality are presented and discussed.
Keywords: multispectral skin imaging; skin autofluorescence and photobleaching;
photoplethysmography imaging
1. Introduction
Biomedical imaging has become a powerful tool for diagnostics and monitoring of human health
condition. Apart from routine clinical imaging modalities (e.g., x-ray, ultrasound, endoscopy, computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging), a number of advanced “open air” optical imaging methods
and technologies have been introduced recently. Their main advantages are remote operation (avoids
infection) and non-invasiveness (does not change the structure of tissues). Besides, digital imaging
ensures quantitative documentation on the skin condition and its changes.
There are several commercially available skin diagnostic imaging devices for dermatologists
(e.g., SIAscope [1], MelaFind [2], confocal microscopes [3], multi-photon tomographs [4]), but most of
them are bulky, cable-connected to computers and also too expensive for GPs or small clinics. With a
perspective on personalized medicine, new more compact and less expensive self-sustaining designs
for skin imaging are preferable. The recently commercialized pocket-size digital dermatoscopes [5],
video-microscopes [6] and smartphone-based solutions [7] have shown promising potential for primary
skin diagnostics. Further developments of portable skin imaging technologies would facilitate their
wider and more efficient implementation in hospitals and clinics. They may also prove useful for home
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monitoring of skin condition, follow-up after skin therapies and for some forensic applications, e.g.,
for age estimation of bruises [8].
This review paper (which follows a previous review [9]) presents the operational principles,
designs and clinical test results of ten portable in-vivo skin imaging prototypes developed over
the last five years at the Biophotonics Laboratory of the University of Latvia. Four groups of
imaging devices are presented. Multi-spectral imagers offer possibilities for distant mapping of
specific skin parameters (e.g., distribution of skin chromophore concentrations) so facilitating better
diagnostics of skin malformations. Autofluorescence photobleaching rate imagers show a promising
potential for skin tumor identification and margin delineation. Photoplethysmography video-imagers
ensure remote detection of cutaneous blood pulsations and can provide real-time information on
cardiovascular parameters and anesthesia efficiency. Finally, multimodal skin imagers perform several
of the abovementioned functions by taking a number of spectral and video images with the same
image sensor. All devices are portable and most of them wireless; original software solutions (not
discussed here) provide fast data processing for obtaining clinically significant tissue parameters.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Prototype Devices for Multispectral Skin Imaging
Multispectral imaging is a method based on acquisition of a limited number (typically three to 10)
of images within relatively narrow non-overlapping spectral bands—so-called spectral images [10].
The captured spectral images of skin can be further converted into parametric images, e.g., 2-D maps
that specify distribution of skin chromophore concentrations [11,12]. In the visible spectral range, a
relatively simple 3-chromophore skin model can be applied for obtaining chromophore distribution
maps over the imaged area [13]. The hardware implementing this approach should ensure easy capture
of three narrowband spectral images of skin as fast as possible. One option for that is subsequent
narrowband illumination by means of different color LEDs and capturing one spectral image under
each illumination mode [11]. This approach was examined earlier by a compact research grade RGB
camera-LED illumination ring system [14]. As the next steps, three prototype devices comprising
commercial consumer cameras and spectrally specific illuminators were developed.
2.1.1. RGB-LED Add-On Illumination System for Smartphones
Thanks to the rapid development of communication technologies, a number of smartphone
camera-based health assessment software applications are available, both in ambient light and under
white LED illumination from the same phone [15,16]. Such applications may provide, for instance,
information about the potential malignancy of skin lesions [7]. To extend the smartphone applications
for skin evaluation, we developed a technique for mapping the main skin chromophores using a RGB
light source specially designed as add-on for various smartphone models.
The system design scheme is presented at Figure 1. The smartphone is fixed on a flat sticky surface
with a window for its rear camera [17], which is surrounded from bottom by a ring of LEDs mounted
within cylindrical screening spacers (6 cm between the skin and camera). The ring includes four types
of LEDs, with four diodes of each type: white—to find and adjust location of the skin malformation, and
colored—with emission in blue (maximum at 460 nm), green (maximum at 535 nm), and red (maximum
at 663 nm) spectral bands (Figure 1b) which are suitable for mapping of three skin chromophores.
LEDs are operated in continuous mode and switched on and off manually or automatically by a
special software using a Bluetooth connection between the smartphone and the illumination system.
Illumination and image detection are performed normally to the skin surface. Two orthogonally
oriented polarizers are used in front of the LEDs and smartphone camera, respectively, to reduce
detection of skin specular reflection. Five AA 2800 mAh rechargeable battery blocks provide the
system power supply.
2
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Figure 1. Design scheme of smartphone RGB illuminator (a) and normalized emission spectra of the
used color LEDs (b) [18].
Figure 2a provides more design details of the prototype. A driver placed in the compartment
10 ensures Bluetooth wireless connection between the smartphone and illumination unit and enables
automatic sequential on-off switching of the color LEDs within less than 1 s (one image for each
illumination band) by command from the smartphone touchscreen. Specially developed software
transmits the obtained spectral images via mobile network to a remote server that converts them into
distribution maps of the three main skin chromophores (melanin, oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin) and
then transmits the maps back for displaying on the smartphone touchscreen. More details on the
RGB-LED smartphone add-on prototype and its tests are provided in [17,18].
   
     (a)      (b) 
Figure 2. Design details of the smartphone-LED prototype device (a) and its outlook with a
smartphone on it (b): 1—smartphone, 2—sticky fixing platform with a camera window, 3—holding
ring, 4—polarizer of the detected light, 5—LED ring comprising four sets of LEDs, 6—light diffuser,
7—illumination polarizer (oriented orthogonally to the polarizer 4), 8—screening spacer, 9—silicone
skin contact ring, 10—compartment for batteries and electronic components [17].
2.1.2. Modified Multispectral Video-Microscope
A number of digital microscopes nowadays are small handheld devices connected to a PC via
a USB cable; they can be applied also for visual skin assessment [19]. A typical digital microscope
consists of a webcam with a high-powered macro-lens and a built-in LED light source. Advantages of
such microscopes are their compactness, low power consumption and relatively low price, typically a
few hundreds of USD. Most of the digital microscopes have white illumination source(s) and some of
3
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them–also ultraviolet illuminators [20]. These devices, however, cannot be used for detailed spectral
analysis of skin. To overcome this drawback, we adapted a standard digital microscope (model DinoLite
AD413, series AM-4013) for multispectral imaging by replacing the built-in LEDs with specifically
selected color LEDs and by developing the LED management software.
Figure 3 presents the block diagram of the custom-modified microscope. A standard white/UV
LED illuminator ring has been removed and replaced by a lab-designed illuminator ring comprising
sixteen LEDs combined in four groups: (1) four infrared 940 nm LEDs; (2) four red 660 nm LEDs;
(3) four green 545 nm LEDs; and (4) four blue 450 nm LEDs. To each group of LEDs a current of 80 mA
is fed by LED drivers that are controlled by a FTDI USB controller. The two-port USB hub provides
control over the LEDs and the original CMOS image sensor of the microscope. The power support,
LED switching and CMOS control are executed through the USB interface.
Figure 3. Block diagram of the modified video-microscope [21].
Figure 4. The developed LED control unit (a) and the modified video-microscope with replaced
illumination unit (b) [21].
The custom-designed control unit module is installed on the rear side of microscope as shown on
Figure 4a. The lab-made 16-LED ring is mounted on the front side (Figure 4b); it is even more
compact than the original 8-LED DinoLite ring. For better homogeneity of skin illumination, a
diffuser film is attached to the new LED-ring. To avoid detection of the directly reflected radiation
4
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from the skin surface (thus distinguishing the diffusely reflected radiation from the upper layers
of skin), a pair of orthogonally-oriented polarizing filters are added: one of them directly after the
diffuser, and the other-in front of the camera sensor matrix. The microscope is computer-controlled.
The custom-developed program written in MatLab with a standard FTDI USB driver and a custom
LED driver (written in C programming language) performs the control over LEDs and the acquisition
of images. The software provides two image processing modes: (1) the preview mode, for focusing
the microscope to the skin object, and (2) the video acquisition/processing mode, where the software
performs sequential switching of LEDs and triggering of the video sensor. Each single measurement
includes capturing of four frames (taken within the four wavelength bands). After recording, the
images are stored in a 4-image matrix and saved as a data file for further processing. The image
processing software allowed mapping of three above-mentioned skin chromophores, erythema
index and the melanoma/nevus differentiation parameter [22]. More details on the modified
video-microscope and its tests are available in [21,23,24].
2.1.3. Prototypes for Smartphone Monochromatic Spectral Imaging of Skin at Multi-Laser Illumination
If skin is evenly illuminated by several laser sources, monochromatic spectral images can be
extracted from a single RGB image file [25], thus making it possible to map several chromophores in
a single snapshot. Such an approach speeds-up the image processing and excludes image artefacts
caused by the tissue movements. First demonstration of skin hemoglobin snapshot RGB mapping
under double-wavelength laser illumination was reported at [26]. Later mapping of three main skin
chromophores under triple-wavelength laser illumination was demonstrated with laboratory [27] and
smartphone-based [28] setups.
Figure 5. Absorption of three main skin chromophores [29,30] at three fixed wavelengths [28].
The general concept of snapshot skin chromophore mapping at fixed wavelengths is illustrated
at Figure 5. Let us suppose that an RGB color image of skin is captured under illumination that
comprises only three equal intensity spectral lines at wavelengths λ1, λ2 and λ3 (the vertical lines in
Figure 5). With respect to the spectral sensitivity of RGB image sensor and the cross-talk between
its detection bands at the fixed wavelengths, three monochromatic spectral images can be extracted
from the color image data set by the technique described in [25,31]. If the skin surface reflection is
suppressed (e.g., by means of two crossed polarizers), variations in chromophore composition induce
changes of the diffusely reflected light intensities at each of the fixed wavelengths. Such variations
in the pathology region relatively to the healthy skin can be estimated by measuring reflected light
intensities from equally sized regions of interest in the pathology (Ij) and the adjacent healthy skin
(Ioj). The ratios Ij/Ijo at each pixel or pixel’s group of three monochromatic spectral images contain
5
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information on the concentration increase or decrease of all three regarded chromophores, which can
be further mapped over the whole image area [28].
A compact smartphone-compatible three wavelength illuminator has been designed, assembled
and tested in the laboratory and clinics. Figure 6 shows the design details (left) and outlook of
operating prototype with smartphone on it (right). Flat ring-shaped laser diffuser [17] ensures uniform
three wavelength illumination of the round target area with diameter 40 mm. The illumination
wavelengths 448 nm, 532 nm and 659 nm are emitted by three pairs of compact 20 mW
power laser modules (models PGL-DF-450nm-20mW-15011564, PGL-VI-1-532nm-20mW-15030443 and
PGL-DF-655nm-20mW-150302232 from Changchun New Industries Optoelectronics Tech. Co., Ltd.,
Changchun, China). Laser modules (1, Figure 6a—showing three out of six) of each equal-wavelength
pair are mounted at opposite sides on the internal wall of a hollow 3D-printed plastic shielding
cylinder 2; the round bottom opening of this cylinder is in contact with skin and forms the field of
view for the smartphone camera, situated 80 mm apart. All six coaxial laser beams are pointed to the
45-degree conical reflecting edge of a Plexiglass transparent disc 3 (beam collector); after reflections
they are turned radial towards the internal ring-shaped flat milky-Plexiglas diffuser 4. In result, the
flat diffuser 4 evenly illuminates the 65 mm distant skin target area simultaneously by the three
laser wavelengths.
 
Figure 6. Design scheme of the 3-wavelength laser add-on illuminator (a) and the mobile prototype with
smartphone on it (b): 1—laser modules (3 pairs, 448-532-659nm), 2—shielding cylinder, 3—collector
of laser beams, 4—flat ring-shaped diffuser of laser light, 5—sticky platform for the smartphone,
6—electronics compartment [28].
The smartphone is placed on flat sticky platform 5 (Figure 6a) with a round window for the
smartphone rear camera, co-aligned with the internal opening of the diffuser 4. The round camera
window is covered by a film polarizer; another film with orthogonal direction of polarization covers
the diffuser 4 from bottom, so avoiding detection of skin surface-reflected light by the smartphone
camera. We used a model Google Nexus5 smartphone comprising an 8Mpx SONY IMX179 image sensor
with known RGB-sensitivities; spatial resolution of the imaging system was better than 0.1 mm.
The single-snapshot RGB technique is not applicable for express-mapping of more than three
skin chromophores. The double-snapshot approach [32] for obtaining four monochromatic images has
been implemented in a model device comprising switchable four laser illuminator and a smartphone.
Figure 7 shows the design scheme and outlook of a smartphone add-on illuminator intended for
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mapping of four skin chromophores, e.g., melanin, oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-hemoglobin and bilirubin.
Two of the laser modules can be manually switched on and off, so providing two sets of 3-wavelengths
illumination (405, 532, 650 nm and 450, 532, 650 nm). Four rechargeable AA-type batteries are used
for power supply. Relatively uniform illumination of round skin spot (dia. 18 mm) is provided by an
advanced optical design which also reduces laser speckle artefacts [33]. More details on the multi-laser
smartphone add-on prototypes and their test results can be found in [17,28,34].
    
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Design scheme (a) and outlook (b) of the prototype device for switchable 4-wavelengths skin
illumination [33,34].
2.2. Prototype Device for Skin Fluorescence Imaging With a Smartphone
If the light is absorbed in skin, it can be further re-emitted at longer wavelengths as
autofluorescence (AF), i.e., self-fluorescence without any specific additives on or inside the skin.
There is a number of fluorescing compounds called fluorophores in the upper skin, each with its
specific emission spectrum. Even if excited by a narrow laser line, several emission spectra overlap
and skin autofluorescence spectrum usually is bell-shaped, without a pronounced structure. Besides,
a phenomenon called autofluorescence photobleaching (AFPB) normally takes place: the in-vivo
skin emitted intensity decreases during continuous optical excitation and does not fully recover after
interruptions of the excitation (Figure 8). AFPB causes some interesting effects like low power radiation
induced “fingerprints” on in-vivo skin [35].
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Skin autofluorescence photobleaching at continuous 532nm laser irradiation (~85 mW/cm2):
(a)—temporal changes of the emission spectrum [36]; (b)—partial recovery of the autofluorescence
intensity at two wavelengths after interrupted excitation [37].
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The decrease of skin autofluorescence intensity during the laser exposure in most cases can be
approximated by a double-exponential expression:
I(t) = a exp(−t/τ1) + b exp(−t/τ2) + A (1)
where I—autofluorescence intensity at a fixed wavelength band, t—time, a and b—weighting
coefficients, A—the “bottomline” constant, and τ1, τ2—the “fast” and “slow” AFPB rate coefficients,
respectively. The “fast” AFPB (when sharp intensity decrease is observed) usually takes place during
the first 5–15 s of the irradiation, while the “slow” AFPB continues up to several min.
Our first set-up for skin AFPB imaging comprised laser illuminator and consumer photo
camera equipped with a band-pass filter in front of the objective; it was operating at a slow
video-mode (~2 frames/s) [38]. After the image processing, distribution of τ-values over the imaged
skin area was mapped and analyzed. This study showed that the τ-values are sensitive to skin
structural changes—e.g., AFPB rates detected from melanin-pigmented nevi were always slower
than those detected from healthy skin. Thus, the AFPB rate measurements and spatial mapping
may have a potential for skin diagnostics and recovery monitoring, as well as for better skin tumor
margin delineation.
As the next step, a smartphone-compatible technique for acquisition and analysis of violet LED
excited skin fluorescence intensity and AFPB rate distribution images has been developed and clinically
tested [39]. Design of the prototype device is illustrated on Figure 9. For parametric mapping of skin
AF intensity decrease rates, a sequence of AF images under continuous 405 nm LED (model LED Engin
LZ1-00UA00-U8, spectral band half-width 30 nm) excitation at a power density of ~20 mW/cm2
with framerate 0.5 fr/s is recorded for 20 s. Four battery-powered violet LEDs placed within a
cylindrical light-shielding wall (which also ensures a fixed 60 mm distance between the smartphone
camera and skin) evenly irradiate a 40 mm round spot of the examined skin tissue. A long pass filter
(>515 nm) is placed in front of the smartphone camera to prevent detection of the exciting LED emission.
The battery/electronics compartment comprises a set of rechargeable batteries and a Bluetooth Low




Figure 9. Design scheme (a) and outlook (b) of the prototype device for skin fluorescence imaging
with a smartphone: 1—smartphone, 2—sticky fixing plate with camera window, 3—mounting rings,
8—cylindrical screening spacer, 9—silicone skin-contact ring, 10—battery/electronics compartment,
11—long-pass filter, 12—LED ring [17].
The recorded RGB fluorescence images were further separated to exploit the R- and G-images for
imaging of skin autofluorescence in the red and green spectral bands, respectively. Due to spectral
cut-off by the 515 nm long pass filter, the B band images served only for reference. A Samsung
Galaxy Note 3 smartphone comprising integrated CMOS RGB image sensor with resolution of 13 MP
was used for image acquisition. All images were taken at the following settings: ISO-100, white
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balance—daylight, focus—manual, exposure time—fixed 200 ms. More details on the skin fluorescence
imager design and its test results are provided in [17,39].
2.3. Photoplethysmography Video-Imaging Prototypes
The incident cw light can be reflected from the skin surface and also may enter its epidermal
and dermal layers where light can be absorbed and/or scattered. A part of back-scattered photons
have been travelled via the skin dermal layer where arterial blood volume periodically changes with
each heartbeat. As a consequence, also total blood absorption changes with each heartbeat and the
back-scattered light intensity is modulated—the detected so-called remission photo-plethysmography
(PPG) signal comprises a relatively stable DC component, determined by absorption of the “static” skin
structures, and a pulsatile AC component caused by the periodically changing blood absorption [40].
The pulsatile remission PPG signals can be detected not only by specially designed skin contact
probes [41], but also distantly, e.g., by video-imaging of skin with subsequent signal processing [42].
This technique is called PPG-imaging (PPGI) or remote PPG (rPPG). The captured video-signals consist
of a number of image frames taken at a definite frame rate, e.g., 20 frames per second. Consequently,
during one heart activity cycle (~1 s) 20 skin images are obtained, each at different phase of the
sub-cutaneous pulse wave. If consecutive frames are compared, the skin-remitted light intensity
detected from a fixed area increases and decreases with time, forming the periodic PPGI signal.
Specific software [43] allows extracting the arterial pulsations from the video-signal over the whole
imaged skin area. The amplitude of PPG peaks may differ between the image pixels due to different
blood perfusion of the skin tissues—especially if there is a burn or other dermal skin damage. After the
image processing, parametric maps of the PPG signal amplitude distribution (or blood perfusion maps)
can be constructed [44].
2.3.1. PPGI Prototype for Palm Anesthesia Monitoring
Figure 10 illustrates the recently designed PPGI prototype device for distant monitoring of
anesthesia efficiency during the palm surgeries. The system was intended for recording signals from
the curved surface of the hand (dorsal or ventral aspect). The illuminator comprised four bispectral
light sources, each consisting of two high-power LED emitters (Roithner LaserTechnik GmbH, Vienna,
Austria; green: λ = 530 nm, 3 W and infrared: λ = 810 nm, 1 W). To achieve uniform illumination of skin
surface, adjustable LED intensity control was introduced via PC based custom developed software.
The two wavelengths of illumination were chosen in order to control blood pulsations at two different
vascular depths in real time [45].
Figure 10. Dual wavelength photoplethysmography imaging device: bottom view of the imaging
system-camera and light sources (a) and the whole device with vacuum pillow supporting
the palm (b) [46].
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The microcontroller board (Arduino Nano, Arduino, New York, NY, USA) provided sequential
switching of green and IR LEDs and triggering of the captured video frames. The camera control was
performed by uEye software using manual trigger mode, fixed exposure time, 2 × 2 pixels binning and
triggered at 60 frames/s. The monochromatic camera (8 bit CMOS IDS-uEye UI-1221LE) was equipped
with an S-mount 1/2 inch F = 4 mm low distortion, wide-field lens (Lensagon, Lensation GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Germany). The camera lens was placed at 15 cm distance from the skin surface so ensuring
full view of adult palm (20 cm × 15 cm field of view). In order to reduce skin specular reflectance,
orthogonally oriented polarizers were placed behind the camera and all four light sources, respectively.
The plastic parts were produced by a 3D printer (Prusa i3, custom made, Latvia). The device comprised
a plastic enclosure filled with an adjustable vacuum pillow (40 × 20 AB Germa, Kristianstad, Sweden)
as the palm support.
2.3.2. Universal Compact PPPGI Prototypes
Another, much smaller PPGI prototype device (Figure 11) for more universal applications
related to skin microcirculation control has been developed, as well. It involves near-infrared LED
illuminator and a video camera, both placed in custom designed 3D-printed case (4 cm × 4 cm × 4 cm).
The illuminator comprises a ring of twelve circularly oriented near-infrared LEDs (peak wavelength
760 nm, current 20 mA each), connected in parallel; stabilized illumination is provided by LED driver
(cat4104). Video acquisition is performed by a board-level CMOS video camera (IDS uEye UI-1221LE),
resolution 752 × 480 pixels, maximum framerate 87 fps., 8-bit monochrome). The camera is equipped
with low-distortion S-mount 4 mm lens (Lensagon). In order to reduce skin specular reflectance,
cross-oriented polarizers are placed behind the light sources and in front of the camera, respectively.
The infrared cut-off filter KC-15 (>700 nm) also is placed in the front of the camera, in order to minimize
the influence of ambient illumination. USB-2 cable connection to PC ensures both video-signal
processing and the power supply.
For real clinical applications, it is a good choice to use surgical lamp as a light source. A simple
and convenient PPGI system for contactless monitoring of anesthesia effectiveness before and during
surgical procedures has been developed (Figure 12). The system involves compact lightweight camera
(CMOSIS, ADC-8/10/12-bits, resolution 640 × 480 pixels, 502 frames/s, Ximea-xiQ, Cubert GmbH,
Ulm, Germany) with a low-distortion lens (3.5 mm f/2.4, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA) and
green band-pass filter (half-bandwidth 520–580 nm). Both are placed in a custom designed 3D-printed
case, adapted for handle attachment to the warm-white-light surgical lamp (Prismalix PRX800, ALM,
Soma Technology Inc., Bloomfield, CT, USA), see Figure 12b. The camera is connected via USB-3 cable
to a laptop computer which also serves as the power supply of camera. Video acquisition frame rate is
100 Hz (equal to the lamp blinking frequency), so temporal variations of the lamp intensity do not
affect the PPGI signal, filtered in the frequency range 0.7–3.0 Hz. More details on the developed PPGI
prototype devices and their software can be found in [42–44,46,47].
    
Figure 11. The compact PPGI prototype device in operation (left) and the front view of the
device (right).
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(a)             (b) 
Figure 12. The PPGI device attached to a surgical lamp (a) and the design of its holder (b) [47].
2.4. Multimodal Skin Imagers
2.4.1. SkImager—A Concept Device for Multimodal Skin Imaging
A proof-of-concept prototype device based on inexpensive components and smart software
was developed for compact and handy wireless skin diagnostics and monitoring. The multimodal
imaging includes capturing by a single camera a number of spectral and video-images from the skin
pathology area, with subsequent extraction of clinically significant information. The device captures
four consecutive imaging series: (i) RGB image of skin at white polarized LED illumination, helping
to reveal hidden subcutaneous structures; (ii) four spectral images at narrowband LED illumination
for mapping of the main skin chromophores; (iii) video-images under green LED illumination for
mapping of skin blood perfusion; (iv) autofluorescence video-images under UV LED irradiation for
mapping of the skin fluorophores. Polarized LED light is used for illumination, and round skin spot
of diameter 34 mm is imaged by a CMOS sensor via cross-oriented polarizing filter. To improve the
reliability of diagnostics, manipulation with maps of different parameters (i.e., extraction, summing,
and division of images) is proposed, as well. Our first prototype version was described earlier [48].
A more advanced prototype device with the preliminary brand-name SkImager [49] has been
developed (Figure 13). It is a battery-powered fully self-contained wireless device. Its main building
blocks are CMOS image sensor, LED illumination system, on-chip microcomputer, touchscreen,
memory card and rechargeable battery. The functional diagram of the device is presented at Figure 13c.
A Tegra 2 T20 (Nvidia, Santa Clara, CA, USA) system on chip (SoC) module with a dual-core Cortex-A9
processor (clock frequency 1 GHz, ARM Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) is used as a central processing unit.
It provides smooth operation of all components of the device. A 3 Mpix RGB CMOS matrix with
3.2 micron pixel size (MT9T031) serves as the image sensor; it is connected to the central processor via
10-bit parallel line. Removable SD memory card stores the image information that can be transferred
to external processor, e.g., PC. It can be done also via Mini-USB connector which also ensures software
installations and updates from outside. On-board and off-board calculations can be performed to
extract parametric maps of the examined skin area. The main information input-output device is
the built-in 4.3 inch/480 × 272 pixels touchscreen. It displays the operation mode and state of the
device (battery charge level, clock, state of the memory card). Power switch button is placed on the
side above the slot of memory card (Figure 13b). The device has its holder with integrated contacts
for battery charging (Figure 13a). The Li-ion battery (3.6 V, 4.6 Ah) ensures up to 15 h of operation,
providing about 100 full measurement cycles. The power consumption under the maximum load
(display switched-on, spectral and video image recording and processing) is 3 Watts, or 1 Watt in the
waiting mode. Dimensions of the device are 121 mm × 205 mm × 101 mm, weight about 440 g.
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Figure 13. The SkImager prototype device in its battery-charging holder (a); internal design details (b)
and functional scheme (c) [49].
   
(a) (b) 
Figure 14. The measured emission bands of the exploited LEDs (a) and spectral sensitivity bands of
the CMOS image sensor (b) exploited in the SkImager prototype [49].
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The spectrally-specific skin illumination is performed by a ring of LEDs, surrounding the objective
of image sensor—Figure 13b. In total 24 LEDs are operated—six sets of four diodes, emitting at six
various wavelength bands (peaks at 365 nm, 450 nm, 540 nm, 660 nm, 940 nm and white—Figure 14a).
Each set of equal LEDs is powered separately by the 6-channel LED driver (Figure 13c), in order to
provide the same illumination intensity and constant signal output by the visible and NIR emitting
diodes. In order to minimize detection of the surface-reflected light, crossed film polarizers cover the
LED ring and camera objective (S-Mount M12 × 0.5), respectively. To keep fixed 55 mm distance to the
skin, two easily changeable conical tips are used, with the target field diameters 34 mm and 11 mm,
respectively. The latter is intended for more curved skin locations, e.g., on nose. Internal surfaces of the
tips are black coated and multiple-step shaped, in order to suppress any side-reflected light. The RGB
CMOS (Aptina Imaging, Nampa, ID, USA) image sensor with resolution of 2048 × 1536 pixels and
maximal framerate 25 frames/s is used. Spectral sensitivity bands of the CMOS sensor (with removed
NIR filter) are shown in Figure 14b. More details on the SkImager prototype and its test results are
provided in [49,50].
2.4.2. The Modular Multimodal Skin Imager
Another prototype for multimodal skin imaging has been designed as a 3D-printed modular
device that comprises three main modules (Figure 15):
1. Processing, wireless transmission and power block,
2. Camera and lens block,
3. Illumination block.
The first (processing and communication) module uses embedded computer—Raspberry Pi [51]
as the main processing unit. Wireless connections are realized by WiPi USB dongles, and rechargeable
battery is used as the power source. Charging is performed by connecting USB cable, similar as for
mobile phones. All elements use standard interfaces and can be replaced just by plugging cable to
the new device. The second (imaging) module holds an IDS uEye UI-3581LE-C-HQ camera [52] and
the Lensagon BVM8020014 lens. Camera uses USB interface and allows upgrading to a new camera
without any changes in hardware and software. IDS camera manufacturer was preferred since it has
wide range of cameras and all of them share the same physical and software design. By using two lens
mounts—“C type” and “S type”—lenses can be interchanged easily, as well.
 
Figure 15. Photo of the 3D-printed modular multimodal imaging prototype [53].
The third (illumination) module ensures three imaging modes: multispectral imaging of diffuse
reflectance (spectral bands with maxima at 435 nm, 535 nm, 660 nm, 740 nm and 940 nm), fluorescence
spectral imaging (excitation at 405 nm) and 635 nm laser speckle imaging. Custom printed board was
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created for managing skin illumination by narrowband LEDs. It uses standard interface for selecting
current illumination band, therefore light source change requires less effort than in fully customized
existing designs.
By using her/his own smartphone or laptop, the user connects to the device’s WiFi network and
controls imaging process through the Internet browser. During the first step, the operating system’s
procedure for connecting to the WiFi network (with a password-controlled access) is performed. On the
step two users selects whether he/she requires a new image capture or wishes to view the previous
results. During the third step user targets the skin region to be captured by viewing live video stream
from the camera. Image is captured by pressing a physical button located on the device. The capturing
process can be repeated a number of times. After all skin images are acquired, user can switch to the
last—results viewing step. Typical time delay between finishing the image capture procedure and
obtaining the results is less than 10 s. More details on this device and its tests are presented in [53].
3. Results
The developed skin imaging prototypes were initially tested in laboratory and then in real clinical
environments. All clinical studies were performed with written consent of the involved volunteers
under official approval by the local ethics committee. Some results of the clinical measurements, aimed









Figure 16. Spectral images of skin malformations taken by different prototypes: (a) nevus taken by
smartphone—RGB LED prototype at white, red, green and blue illumination [18]; (b) nevus taken
by SkImager at white, red, green, blue and NIR illumination [49]; (c) papilloma taken by modified
video-microscope at blue, green, red and NIR illumination [23]; (d) melanoma taken by modified
video-microscope at blue, green, red and NIR illumination [23].
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3.1. Clinical Spectral Images and Chromophore Maps of Skin
Figure 16a illustrates spectral images of a skin nevus taken under white, red, green, and blue
illumination of the RGB-LED system by NEXUS5 smartphone camera, in comparison with spectral
images of another nevus, taken under similar illumination by the SkImager prototype (Figure 16b).
Qualitative agreement of nevi spectral images in the visible range can be observed. SkImager and the
modified video-microscope provide also NIR spectral images at peak wavelength 940–950 nm which
penetrates in skin deeper than the visible light [54]. If the NIR images of skin nevus, papilloma and
melanoma are compared (Figure 16b–d), notable differences are seen. Nevus and papilloma images in
NIR practically disappear while the melanoma NIR-image still has sufficient contrast, indicating to
pathology in deeper skin layers accordingly to the clinical expectations [55].
Nine vascular and pigmented skin lesions were examined by the mobile laser illuminator
system [28]. Aim of this study was to check ability of the prototype to provide physiologically
feasible skin pigmentation information on already diagnosed skin malformations. After processing the
clinical images, skin chromophore maps were constructed and changes of malformation’s chromophore
content with respect to the adjacent healthy skin evaluated. As initially expected, we observed notable
melanin content increase in all cases of both pigmented malformations—nevi and seborrheic keratosis,
without essential changes in the hemoglobin content. Increase of oxy-hemoglobin content and decrease
of deoxy-hemoglobin (if compared to the surrounding healthy skin) was observed in all examined
vascular malformations—hemangiomas, without notable changes in skin melanin content (Figure 17).
This result is a good illustration of increased arterial blood supply in skin hemangiomas and confirms
functionality of the multi-laser prototype.
 
Figure 17. RGB image ((a) scale bar 5 mm) and the corresponding maps of chromophore concentration
changes for three cases of a vascular hemangioma: (b)—oxy-hemoglobin; (c)—deoxy-hemoglobin;
(d)—melanin. Units of the color scale-milimoles [28].
3.2. Fluorescent and Photo-Bleaching Rate Images of Skin Tumors
Overall 50 patients with 150 different skin neoplasms were inspected with the smartphone
based fluorescence imager. For more detailed image analysis 13 basal cell carcinomas (BCC) and 1
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atypical nevus were selected [39]. In order to visualize the skin AF intensity decrease rates during the
photo-bleaching, the following image processing expression was applied:
N(C) = (It0[C] − It[C])/It0[C] (2)
where N(C) represents normalized AF intensity decrease map for each pixel (or pixel group) during
the excitation period, It0[C]—AF image at the excitation start moment, It[C]—AF image after 20 s of
continuous excitation and C—color component of the RGB image—red (R), green (G) and blue (B),
respectively. The values of RGB components were defined from the image data by a special program
developed in MATLAB®.
In all BCC cases (confirmed by cytological examination) the fluorescent images showed lowered
AF intensity in malignant tissue as compared with the healthy surrounding skin, which may be
attributed to lower concentration of fluorophores and increased blood perfusion caused by the
malignant process. A case of solid BCC is illustrated in Figure 18. The G-band AF intensity image
(Figure 18b) shows relatively low intensity within the tumor area, with clear margins between tumor
and surrounding healthy skin. The tumor area also shows higher AF intensity photobleaching rate
(Figure 18c) in comparison with the surrounding healthy skin. Both AF intensity and photobleaching
images appear to be useful for non-contact delineation of skin tumor margins.
   
        (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 18. Images of solid BCC: filtered AF color image at the excitation start moment (a), the
corresponding G-band fluorescence image (b) and normalized map of AF photo-bleaching rates (c) [39].
The examined atypical nevus (Figure 19) before surgical excision was suspected as melanoma.
Histological analysis of the removed tissue sample revealed three different types of tissue cells within
the lesion area. Specifically, the upper part of the pathology mostly prevailed by intradermal nevus,
the middle part by dysplastic nevus, and the lower part by junctional nevus. Not visible by naked eye,
such triple structure of in-vivo skin malformation can be clearly seen in the image of autofluorescence
photobleaching rates (Figure 19c). Normalized AF decrease distribution map before surgery/histology
showed the fastest intensity decrease in the lower (junctional nevus) and upper side (intradermal
nevus), while the middle part (dysplastic nevus) of lesion photo-bleached slower. This example
confirms promising potential of the proposed AFPB rate imaging technique for non-contact diagnostics
of oncological changes in skin.
3.3. Skin Blood Perfusion Measurements With the PPGI Prototypes
In order to evaluate ability of the double-wavelength PPGI prototype (Figure 10) to discriminate
between cutaneous superficial and deep plexus perfusion, hyperemia of superficial plexus was induced
by vasodilatory liniment (Transvasin, Seton, UK) [46]. PPGI signal amplitudes at both spectral bands
of illumination (peak wavelengths 530 nm and 810 nm) were recorded; Laser Doppler imaging (LDI)
signals were captured in parallel by a certified commercial device. Ten healthy volunteers (five males
and five females, skin type II) were recruited to participate.
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 19. Color filtered AF image of skin atypical nevus at the excitation start moment (a), the
corresponding G-band fluorescence image (b) and normalized AF photo-bleaching rates (c) [39].
Figure 20. Liniment-induced skin perfusion changes as registered with the double-wavelength PPGI
prototype and commercial LDI device (a), peak perfusion increase from the baseline (b) and the PPGI
signal waveforms before and after provocation (c) [46].
The subjects were seated on a comfortable reclined chair with the right hand at the dorsal
aspect, fixed on the vacuum pillow support (Figure 10b) and kept at heart level, with fingers tightly
fitted to avoid movements. The protocol involved 3-min recording of the baseline followed by
topical application of liniment and signal recording for 12 min. Within three to four min after
application of liniment the reddening of skin appeared, indicating to hyperemia. Green PPGI
measurements showed essential (about six times) increase of superficial skin perfusion, well correlated
to that measured by the LDI device, while the NIR PPGI signal amplitude (reflecting arterial blood
perfusion in deeper dermal layers) only slightly increased—see Figure 20. This result convincingly
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demonstrates the functional abilities of the developed double-wavelength prototype for non-contact
skin microcirculation monitoring.
Local anesthesia affects the sympathetic vascular tone, resulting in vasodilation and raised
skin blood perfusion. This increases the amplitude of fast-varying signal detected by the PPGI
prototypes—see Figure 21 for illustration. Such physiological response makes possible to detect
remotely, if and when anesthesia works just by following the changes in amplitude of the detected
PPG signals.
 
Figure 21. The palm PPGI signal waveforms before (left) and after (right) administration of local
anesthetic [47].
 
Figure 22. The averaged amplitude of fast-varying PPG signal (above) and slow-varying signal (below)
during the regional anestesia procedure [47].
Figure 22 presents the PPG signal amplitude dynamics in response to regional anesthesia of
patient’s palm before surgery, as detected by the PPGI prototype attached to the surgical lamp
(Figure 12). The graph above shows the beat-to-beat amplitude dynamics while the graph below
represents temporal variation of the slow-varying PPGI component. Gradual increase of perfusion
with subsequent rise of the PPGI signal amplitude (the upper graph) was observed few min after the
administration of local anesthetics. The plateau phase—stable increased skin perfusion induced by the
anesthetic—was reached approximately 10 min later and indicated the possible surgery starting time.
Figure 23 shows several screenshots of palm video fused with PPG-amplitude (PPGA) maps
during anesthetic action before the surgery. As the local anesthetic affected four different nerves,
subsequent microcirculation changes at four different palm skin zones (dermatomes) were observed.
The PPGA maps showed increased microcirculation in dermatomes immediately after the local
anesthetic was administered (stages 2–6). To conclude, the obtained results confirm clinical efficiency of
the developed PPGI prototypes for remote patient anesthesia monitoring before and during surgeries.
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Figure 23. PPGA maps before (1) and after the administration of local anesthetic: 2—1 min, 3—3 min,
4—5 min, 5—6 min, 6—7 min later [47].
4. Discussion
The principles of operation and design features of ten recently developed prototype devices for
diagnostic skin imaging have been presented, along with some clinical test results confirming their
practical applicability. The laboratory-made prototypes were mainly intended as proof-of-principle
devices, able to examine suitability of the developed design concepts and software solutions for further
implementation in real clinical environments. Diagnostic sensitivity/specificity, influence of skin color,
epidermal thickness and/or optical clearing have not been considered at this stage, as they can be
evaluated only after statistically representative clinical trials.
Tests of the multispectral skin imaging prototypes led to conclusions on critical conditions to be
met for successful extraction of skin parametric maps (e.g., chromophore distribution maps) from
the captured spectral images. The most important ones are uniformity of skin illumination at all
used spectral bands, long-term repeatability of all spectral illumination parameters, possibly narrow
spectral bandwidths (monochromatic spectral images preferred) and short image acquisition time
(single snapshot mode preferred). The developed designs are intended for imaging of relatively flat skin
areas; the curved ones (e.g., nose, fingers) still remain an issue due to uneven illumination and varying
focal distance. Speckle free multi-laser illumination [33] seems to be a good challenge for multi-spectral
skin diagnostic imaging in future. If smartphones or consumer cameras are used for skin image
capturing, all automatic settings must be switched off to avoid unexpected artifacts. Besides hardware,
also the spectral image processing software has a lot of space for improvements, in order to speed
up the image conversion processes and to use more adequate algorithms for calculation of clinically
significant parameters.
Fluorescent skin imaging is relatively less complicated non-contact diagnostics technique. It was
shown that even a simple and inexpensive smartphone-illuminator system (Figure 9) can provide
clinically interesting data for skin tumor identification and margin delineation. Imaging of skin
autofluorescence photo-bleaching rates certainly has a good potential for such clinical applications.
A technical challenge to be solved is ensuring motionless conditions during the recording of fluorescent
images for at least 15 s from any location of the body. The camera-skin motions can be easily avoided if
the skin surface is relatively flat (e.g., on the back), while obtaining high quality fluorescent video-files
from curved body locations (e.g., face, arms) would require further developments of special holders
and skin spacers. Like in the case of multi-spectral imaging, software development for fast and accurate
fluorescent image processing is still an issue, as well.
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The developed photoplethysmography imaging prototypes and software have revealed new
challenges for distant non-contact monitoring of skin blood perfusion changes at different vascular
depths and under anesthesia. The latter application seems to be most successful if the camera is
attached to the surgical lamp or originally integrated there. Stabilized DC power supply to the lamp is
preferred, but the AC supply also does not influence the results much if the video frame rate is selected
equal to the light pulsation frequency. Fusion of PPGA images with real body images (Figure 22) seems
to be efficient for future on-line monitoring of the anesthesia process details.
Tests of the developed multimodal imaging prototypes have confirmed their proposed
functionality. However, from the point of clinical users the number of offered options seems to
be too high and more specialized devices based on the tested concepts eventually might be more
successful in the medical device market.
Implementation of new design ideas and practical tests of the prototypes will promote better
understanding of the challenges and drawbacks of in-vivo skin imaging technologies. Their clear
advantages are remote and nearly real-time operation, as well as ability of quantitative pathology
documentation. On the other hand, image-based clinical criteria for skin pathology diagnostics either
do not exist or are in very early stage of development. Routine healthcare needs “golden standards”
for fair assessment of patient’s condition and for setting up the recovery strategy, and from this
point optical imaging techniques still have to be checked at numerous clinical measurements before
becoming a standard of care. Even if some of the above-described skin imaging prototypes would
appear clinically acceptable, lots of efforts will be needed in future to establish and validate specific
image parameters related to clinically significant threshold levels of particular skin pathologies.
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Abstract: In this work an application of optical fiber sensors for real-time optical monitoring of
electrochemical deposition of ketoprofen during its anodic oxidation is discussed. The sensors were
fabricated by reactive magnetron sputtering of indium tin oxide (ITO) on a 2.5 cm-long core of
polymer-clad silica fibers. ITO tuned in optical properties and thickness allows for achieving a
lossy-mode resonance (LMR) phenomenon and it can be simultaneously applied as an electrode in an
electrochemical setup. The ITO-LMR electrode allows for optical monitoring of changes occurring at
the electrode during electrochemical processing. The studies have shown that the ITO-LMR sensor’s
spectral response strongly depends on electrochemical modification of its surface by ketoprofen.
The effect can be applied for real-time detection of ketoprofen. The obtained sensitivities reached
over 1400 nm/M (nm·mg−1·L) and 16,400 a.u./M (a.u.·mg−1·L) for resonance wavelength and
transmission shifts, respectively. The proposed method is a valuable alternative for the analysis of
ketoprofen within the concentration range of 0.25–250 μg mL−1, and allows for its determination at
therapeutic and toxic levels. The proposed novel sensing approach provides a promising strategy for
both optical and electrochemical detection of electrochemical modifications of ITO or its surface by
various compounds.
Keywords: ketoprofen; anti-inflammatory drug; drug analysis; optical fiber sensor; reactive magnetron
sputtering thin film; indium tin oxide (ITO); lossy-mode resonance (LMR); electrochemistry;
electropolymerization
1. Introduction
Demand for nonprescription drugs, such as 2-(3-benzoylphenyl)-propanoic acid (ketoprofen, KP)
is expected to increase in the near future. KP is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, widely used
for the treatment of various kinds of pains, rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis [1]. KP exhibits
analgesic and antipyretic activity, which is mainly caused by the inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis
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by inhibiting cyclooxygenase [2]. The widespread and growing volume of human and veterinary
prescriptions needs to be followed by the development of analytical techniques allowing for detection
of KP traces in various biofluids or sludge water.
Several methods have already been reported for quantitative determination of KP, including
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry [3], UV-fluorescence [4], ion chromatography [5], flow
injection with chemiluminescence [6], or electrochemical detection [7]. Both chromatographic and
non-chromatographic techniques usually require rigorous sample preparation and expensive extraction
methods (including solid-phase extraction) when real samples are considered. Mass spectrometry in
turn requires analyte signal suppression or enhancement during electrospray ionization, especially
for analysis of multi-compound samples. Application of all these methods is time-consuming and
requires expensive and highly specialized setups which are only available in well-equipped research
laboratories. Among other techniques, fluorescence at porous SnO2 nanoparticles was applied for
KP detection using combined ion chromatography with photodetection. The limit of detection
(LOD) in human serum, urine, and canal water samples was 0.1 μg/kg, 0.5 μg/kg, and 0.39 μg/kg,
respectively [5]. However, photometric UV and fluorescence-based methods commonly suffer from low
sensitivity and selectivity, while the latter require specific chemicals or compounds (e.g., nanoparticles)
in the detection procedure.
Electrochemical studies of KP have already been performed using the polarographic method [8,9]
or simultaneously cyclic voltammetry and coulometry techniques at the mercury dropping electrode
surface [8,10]. Kormosh et al. [11] developed ion-selective electrodes for potentiometric analysis
of KP in piroxicam based on Rhodamine 6G in a membrane plasticizer. The measurements of KP
using direct current stripping voltammetry as well as spectrophotometric methods were also reported
by Emara et al. [9]. With dropping mercury electrode and using different supporting electrolytes
at different pH values it was possible to reach a LOD as low as 5.08 × 10−4 ng mL−1. A similar
electrode was utilized by Ghoneim and Tawfik [10], and in a Britton-Robinson buffer (pH 2.0) the LOD
was 0.10 ng mL–1. Next, a setup containing glassy carbon (GC) electrode with multiwalled carbon
nanotubes/ionic liquid/chitosan composite for covalent immobilization of the ibuprofen by specific
aptamer was proposed [7].
It can be concluded that the electrochemical methods offer reliability and accuracy, enabling
development of simple, rapid, and cost-effective approaches for the detection of electroactive
compounds. However, electrodes for KP detection usually need complex pre-treatment in order
to reach high repeatability and environmental stability. Furthermore, KP shows poor solubility in
water, a tendency to adsorb and block electrodes, and a rapid metabolization to by-products [12]. Thus,
conventional electrochemical assay procedures are not well-suited for this specific application.
To overcome the limitations listed above, we propose a novel approach for KP detection, where
together with an electrochemical method an indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated optical fiber sensor is used.
ITO is known for its high optical transparency and low electrical resistivity. Moreover, thanks to
its band-gap, it is a good candidate for an electrochemical electrode, and it can be used for optical
measurements as well. Contrary to other transparent electrode materials, such as boron-doped
diamond, thin ITO films can be deposited at a relatively low temperature on various substrates and
shapes [13]. Plasma-assisted deposition is often used for obtaining high quality ITO films. An ITO
overlay was applied as a standard working electrode, where KP was electropolymerized with the cyclic
voltammetry technique. Thanks to the adjustment of both ITO’s electrochemical and optical properties,
lossy-mode resonance (LMR) effect in optical fiber sensor can also be applied for KP detection. LMR is
a thin-film-based optical effect, which takes place when a certain relation between electric permittivity
of the film, substrate, and external medium is fulfilled, namely the real part of the film’s electric
permittivity must be positive and higher in magnitude than both the thin film’s permittivity imaginary
part and the permittivity of the analyte [14]. Any variation in optical properties of the analyte, especially
its refractive index (RI), has an influence on resonance conditions and can thus be detected. Since in
visible spectral range ITO shows relatively high RI (nD ~2 RIU) and non-zero extinction coefficient
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(corresponding to optical absorption), it has already been successfully applied in LMR-based sensing
devices [15]. There have been reported applications of other thin films supporting the LMR effect such
as diamond-like carbon [16] , SiNx [17], TiO2 [18], and polymers [19], but among these materials only
ITO offers low electrical resistivity and can be applied as an electrode material. Until now both the
electrical conductivity of ITO and supported by its thin film LMR effect have been applied only with
the purpose of inducing a high voltage change in properties of an electro-optic material deposited on
ITO surface [20], and for electropolymerization of a chemical compound on the ITO surface [21]. As an
alternative to the conventional assay procedures, the developed opto-electrochemical probe can offer a
KP detection method free from pre-treatment of the electrode’s surface, as well as prolonged analysis
time and sophisticated experimental setup.
The application of opto-electrochemical probes is a novel approach. To the best of our knowledge,
in this paper we discuss for the first time the application of LMR phenomenon at the ITO-coated
optical fiber for electrochemically-induced KP detection. The developed opto-electrochemical probe
offers capability for label-free KP detection with no need of the electrode’s surface pre-treatment.
Additionally, the GC electrode has been modified by KP for reference.
2. Materials and Methods
KP (2-(3-benzoylphenyl) propionic acid) of purity greater than 98% was obtained from Cayman
Company (Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and used without any further purification. A KP solution with a
concentration of 2 mM was prepared in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (pH = 7.0). Na2SO4 and
K3[Fe(CN)6] were purchased from POCh (Gliwice, Poland).
2.1. ITO Optical Probe Fabrication and Testing
The LMR structures were fabricated using approx. 15 cm-long polymer-clad silica fiber samples
of 400/840 μm core/cladding diameter, where 2.5 cm of polymer cladding was removed in the
fiber central section [22]. Next, the electrically conductive and optically transparent ITO films were
deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering of ITO target (In2O3-SnO2—90/10 wt % and purity of
99.99%). The magnetron, whose axis was perpendicular to the substrate, was supplied by a Cito1310
(13.56 MHz, 300 W) RF source (Comet AG, Flamatt, Switzerland). The experiments were carried out at
pressure p = 1.0 Pa in a reactive N2/Ar atmosphere, gas flows were 15 and 0.5–1.0 sccm for Ar and
N2, respectively. The overlays were deposited on fibers rotated in the chamber during the process.
Simultaneously, Si wafers and glass slides were also coated for reference. Both of the end-faces of the
fiber sample were mechanically polished before the optical testing.
To determine RI sensitivity of the fabricated ITO-LMR devices, they were investigated in the air
and mixtures of water/glycerin with nD = 1.33–1.45 RIU. The RI of the mixtures was measured using
an AR200 automatic digital refractometer (Reichert Inc., Buffalo, NY, USA). The optical transmission of
the ITO-LMR structure was interrogated in the range of λ = 350–1050 nm using an HL-2000 white light
source (Ocean Optics Inc., Largo, FL, USA) and an Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometer. The optical
transmission (T) in the specified spectral range was detected as counts in specified integration time
(up to 100 ms). The temperature of the solutions was stabilized at 25 ◦C to avoid thermal shift of the RI.
2.2. Electrochemical Setup and Electropolymerization of KP
Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed with a PGSTAT204 potentiostat/galvanostat
(Metrohm, Herisau, Switzerland) controlled by Nova 1.1 software, and using the ITO-LMR probe as
a working electrode (WE), a platinum wire as counter electrode (CE), and an Ag/AgCl/0.1 M KCl
as a reference electrode (REF). The ITO-LMR working electrode was electrochemically processed in
0.1 M phosphate buffer saline containing from 1 × 10−6 to 1 × 10−3 M of KP at scan rate 50 mV·s−1
for 6 cycles. The process allowed for anodic electrooxidation of KP in the potential ranging from 0.3
to 2.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl/0.1 M KCl electrode. The reference GC and ITO electrodes were processed
under the same conditions as the ITO-LMR electrode, but for the GC electrode the modification took
25
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10 cycles. Next, the electrodes were washed in water and methanol, and dried under a stream of air.
The electrode examinations before and after modification with cyclic voltammetry were performed
in 5 mM of K3[Fe(CN)6] in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution at scan rate of 100 mV·s−1. The setup used in this
experiment is schematically shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The schematic representation of the experimental setup with ITO-LMR probe used for
combined optical and electrochemical KP detection. The electrodes were denoted as working (WE),
reference (RE), and counter (CE).
2.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Surface Studies
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) studies were carried out using an ESCA300 XPS setup
(Scienta Omicron GmbH, Taunusstein, Germany) with a high resolution spectrometer equipped with a
monochromatic Kα source. Measurements were done at 10 eV pass energy and 0.05 eV energy step
size. A flood gun was used for charge compensation purpose. Finally, the calibration of XPS spectra
was performed for carbon peak C1s at 284.6 eV [23,24].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The RI Sensitivity of the ITO-LMR Probe
First, the optical probes were studied in an optical setup only. This part of the experiment was
done in order to estimate the sensitivity of the device to changes of optical properties at the ITO
surface. The probes were installed in a setup allowing one to record the transmission spectra, while
the sensor was consecutively immersed in different RI solutions. In Figure 2 a well-defined resonance
can be seen that experiences a shift towards higher wavelengths when the external RI increases. It is
worth noting that the applied ITO coatings provide relatively narrow resonance. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) obtained for the resonances is approx. 110 nm. When the probe is immersed in
the higher RI, the FWHM of the resonance slightly increases. Based on the obtained results, two ways
of sensor interrogation can be selected, namely tracking of resonance wavelength (λR) or monitoring
transmission at discrete wavelength, the most effectively chosen at the resonance slope. In the case
of this experiment, the transmission was monitored at λ = 600 nm (T600). Both the λR and T600 were
plotted vs. RI in the inset of Figure 2. The shift is positive for both of the interrogation schema, but for
tracking λR the dependence is less linear (the sensitivity increases with RI) than for the T600.
The measurements of reference Si samples allowed to estimate the thickness of the coating to
260 nm. According to theoretical studies [25], a low order LMR may be observed for such thickness
of ITO. It is known that low order LMRs offer the highest sensitivity to changes in external RI [14],
as well as changes in properties of a layer formed on the ITO surface [26].
The standard commercial ITO electrodes undergo thermal annealing to decrease both
optical absorption and electrical resistivity, most likely due to the crystallization processes [27].
The LMR-satisfying properties of non-annealed, as fabricated ITO films are attributed to unique
advantages of the applied discharge during deposition process. Our previous research clearly showed
that optimization of the deposition pressure 0.5 Pa < p < 1.0 Pa induces collisions of the sputtered
particles [28,29]. The application of magnetron sputtering is advantageous and allows to tailor the
26
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optical and electrical properties of the deposited ITO films with no additional post-deposition annealing
as it is often required in case of other deposition methods [30].
Figure 2. Spectral response of ITO-LMR probe to changes in external RI (n). The changes of resonance
wavelength (λR) and transmission (T) at λ = 600 nm are shown in the inset.
3.2. Electrodeposition of KP on GC, ITO and ITO-LMR Electrodes
The electrochemical deposition of KP on GC, ITO and ITO-LMR electrodes was made by anodic
oxidation. The redox behavior of KP molecule at the GC and ITO electrode has not been reported
yet. However, the anodic oxidation of KP was observed at the boron doped diamond electrode.
The current peak measured for this electrode during the electrodeposition processes is associated
with the oxidation of carboxyl group in KP [31]. Moreover, the mechanism of the electrochemical
reduction of KP have been until now examined only at the mercury electrode and requires transfer of
two electrons. This reduction leads to formation of 2-(3-benzhydrolyl)-propionic acid [8] (Scheme 1).
The mechanism of reduction of KP—benzophenone-3 has been described elsewhere [32].
Scheme 1. Chemical structure of KP and mechanism of its electrochemical reduction.
Anodic oxidation by electron transfer leads to deactivation of electrode surface and its modification
by adsorption of oxidized polymeric products of the reaction. This effect has been used in this work
for modification of different types of electrodes, i.e., GC, ITO, and ITO-LMR. It must be emphasized
that only ITO-LMR electrode allows for simultaneous optical and electrochemical monitoring of the
modification processes by KP.
The cyclic voltammetry is a very valuable and convenient tool to monitor the electrode surface
properties before and after each step of modification [33]. The electrochemical responses of the
bare GC, ITO and ITO-LMR electrodes were investigated in a solution of 0.5 M Na2SO4 containing
5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−. The comparison of cyclic voltammograms of modified and bare electrodes is
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presented in Figure 3. For the bare GC electrode, well-defined reversible redox peaks corresponding to
one-electron reversible reaction and the peak to peak separation value of 95 mV were reported [34].
This redox reaction of KP completely blocked the GC electrode after 10 scans. The current peak
observed in the first scan (Figure 3a) can be attributed to the oxidation of carboxyl group of the KP [35].
The absence of any current for the GC electrode cycled in presence of KP suggests that KP-based layer
was formed on the GC surface (Figure 3b). Polymerized KP film the most likely prevents from the
penetration of the electroactive substance towards the electrode surface [36]. This phenomenon has
been commonly observed for a series of compounds and different electrode material [37,38].
Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetry curves recorded for (a) GC electrode in 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline
containing 2 mM of KP for 10 cycles, scan rate of 50 mV·s−1; and (b) bare GC and GC/KP electrode in
0.5 M Na2SO4 containing of 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−. The scan rate was set to 100 mV·s−1.
Next, a reference ITO electrode deposited on a glass slide underwent a similar modification
procedure. In Figure 4a the cyclic voltammetry curves recorded for ITO electrode in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer saline containing 2 mM of KP in 10 cycles are shown. For the bare ITO electrode a redox
response with peak to peak potential separation reached 245 mV. Significant differences between
the electrochemical response for bare and modified electrodes recorded in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution
containing 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− were observed. The decrease in peak current and increase in peak to
peak potential separation of up to 511 mV, indicate that the modification of the electrode surface by KP
was effective (Figure 4b). This phenomenon also suggests that the surface of the ITO electrode was
blocked by KP, which is observed in the disappearance of the anodic and cathodic peak [39].
The ITO-LMR probe was coated with KP during only six anodic oxidation cycles in the potential
range from 0.3 to 2.0 V and with a scan rate of 50 mV·s−1 (Figure 5a). After this process, the electrode
was extensively washed with water and methanol. It is worth noting that for the modification by
KP of GC and ITO electrodes, 10 cycles were applied. In the case of ITO-LMR electrode, six cycles
were enough to completely cover the electrode. In Figure 5b the cyclic voltammetry response to 0.5 M
Na2SO4 containing 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− is shown for bare and KP-modified ITO-LMR electrode.
Bare and modified ITO-LMR electrodes show redox responses with peak to peak potential separation
reaching 419 mV and 628 mV, respectively. Moreover, for the KP-modified ITO-LMR electrode the redox
current peaks significantly increased. This effect suggests that the electrode has a more developed
active surface area than the one before modification [40]. This was only observed for anodic oxidation of
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KP on the ITO-LMR electrode. In the other cases, namely reference ITO and GC electrodes, the current
peaks for redox couple decreased significantly as a result of modification by KP.
Figure 4. Cyclic voltammetry curves recorded for (a) ITO electrode in 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline
containing 2 mM of KP (10 cycles, scan rate of 50 mV·s−1) and (b) ITO and ITO/KP electrode in
0.5 M Na2SO4 containing 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−, scan rate 100 mV·s−1.
Figure 5. Cyclic voltammetry curves recorded for (a) ITO-LMR electrode in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
saline containing 2 mM of KP for 6 cycles at scan rate of 50 mV·s−1; and (b) bare for and KP-modified
ITO-LMR in 0.5 M Na2SO4 containing 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−, scan rate 100 mV·s−1.
In Table 1 are summarized the electrochemical results obtained for the samples before and after
KP modification. The peak splitting difference between bare ITO and ITO-LMR electrodes, i.e., ΔE
reaching 245 mV and 419 mV, respectively, can originate from two effects. First, the ITO deposition on
cylindrical shape, such as optical fiber, is more challenging than on a flat surface and has an impact
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on size, crystallinity and morphology of the electrode active surface. Second, the KP modifies the
shape of the cyclic voltammetry curves and the peak to peak separations ΔE from 511 to 628 mV for
ITO and ITO-LMR electrode, respectively. The diffusion of electrons through the KP is disturbed,
revealing slightly reduced electrocatalytic activities, which can be attributed to its structural features
and electrochemical properties.
Table 1. Electrochemical parameters of the reactions for [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− on the surface of bare and KP
modified ITO electrodes.
Sample Ered (mV) Eox (mV) ΔE (mV) E1/2 (mV)
Bare ITO electrode −24 221 245 123
KP/ITO electrode −230 281 511 230
Bare ITO-LMR electrode −165 254 419 210
KP/ITO-LMR electrode −285 343 628 314
3.3. XPS Studies of KP-Modified ITO Surface
High-resolution XPS spectra, analyzed within the energy range of C1s and O1s peaks, make
it possible to verify successful KP modification of ITO surface at the level of 10−3 M. Survey of the
XPS spectrum presented in Figure 6 reveals significant contribution from ITO background seen as tin,
indium, and oxygen peaks, and smaller contribution from electropolymerized thin KP layer on ITO
surface. The high-resolution XPS spectra were also acquired, in the energy range characteristic for C1s
and O1s peaks. The high-resolution analysis allows for verification of successful KP modification of
ITO surface at the level of 10−3 M. Recorded spectra with their deconvolution are shown in the inset of
Figure 6 and extracted data are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 6. XPS survey spectrum and high-resolution XPS spectra registered for C1s and O1s energy
range. Peaks underwent spectral deconvolution are superimposed with colors depending on their
origination (blue for KP and green for ITO). The KP concentration was 1 × 10−3 M.
The C1s spectrum was deconvoluted with three peaks, each denoting a different chemical state of
carbon. The primary component is located at +284.2 eV and is characteristic for aromatic C=C bonds
in KP. The second and third type of interaction can be associated with aliphatic C-C and C=O bonds.
Their energy shift versus the primary spectral component is +1.0 for C–C and +3.5 eV for C=O type
of bonds and highly correlates with other results found in the literature [41–43]. Furthermore, the
XPS analysis carried out within the O1s energy region confirmed the pronounced presence of peak
located at 533.1 eV, which is characteristic for carbonyl bonds. Finally, the acquired C=C:C–C:C=O
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ratio of 6.5:2.8:1 corresponds to the known for KP 6:1:1. A slight excess of C–C contribution can
be explained by the presence of adventitious carbon coming from sample storage in atmospheric
conditions. The amount of adventitious carbon found at bare ITO electrode did not exceed 5 at.% and
was excluded from further analysis.








Bare ITO Electrode ITO/KP Electrode
C1s
C=C 284.2 - 27.8
C–C * 285.2 - 9.9
C=O 287.7 - 4.3
O1s
ITOcryst 530.7 40.5 13.6
ITOamorph 531.7 12.8 5.5
C=O 533.1 - 17.3
In
ITOcryst 444.1 29.8 9.8
ITOamorph 445.1 11.8 9.2
Sn
ITOcryst 486.1 3.7 1.4
ITOamorph 487.0 1.4 1.2
* Indicates the influence of adventitious carbon in total chemical composition of C–C chemical state.
We have also performed detailed XPS analysis of peaks located in In3d5 and Sn3d5 energy range.
The results of the analysis were also summarized in Table 2. According to literature survey, ITO
analysis are typically based on spectral deconvolution using two sub-peaks—often ascribed to be
contribution from crystalline and amorphous ITO. The observed peak shift between crystalline and
amorphous phases—1.0 eV for In and 0.9 eV for Sn peaks—was found to stay in agreement with
literature survey [44–46].
3.4. ITO-LMR-Based KP Electropolymerization Monitoring
The electrochemically-induced polymerization of KP was monitored optically using ITO-LMR
probe. As shown in Figure 7, there were changes in the spectral response during cyclic voltammetry
electropolymerization of KP for its two concentrations in the solution, i.e., the lowest and the highest.
Obviously, for high KP concentration (1 × 10−3 M) results in electropolymerization of denser film
which is followed by more pronounced changes in the optical spectrum (Figure 7B). Nevertheless,
as low KP concentration as 1 × 10−6 M can be observed in optical response (Figure 7A). For all the
applied concentrations, the most noticeable changes in the spectrum can be observed for the resonance
at approx. λR ~650 nm, where a shift towards longer wavelengths takes place with the process
progress. On top of tracking the resonant wavelength shift, in the discussed case also changes in T can
be monitored at specific wavelength. For these resonance conditions, as previously when response to
RI has been analyzed, we picked λ = 600 nm that is in the middle of the resonance slope. Due to the
limited resolution of the spectrometer, T monitoring may deliver more accurate data than λR.
The saturation of KP polymerization process was noticed for the ITO-LMR probe during the
second CV cycle. The scan rate was set to 100 mV·s−1 in the range 0–2 V what resulted in 40 s per
one cycle. The full range optical transmission was recorded with integration time up to 100 ms for
3500 data set. Thus, the entire optical analysis took 6 minutes. However, the wavelength range could
be limited to e.g., 50 nm (approx. 250 data points) resulting in 25 seconds-long analysis. Summarizing,
the result of KP determination was achieved with response time below 1 minute with no additional
pretreatment, labeling, or incubation required.
Variations of the two parameters, namely λR and T versus progress in the electrodeposition
process are shown for all the KP concentrations in Figure 8. As in the case of an increase in external RI,
both of them increase with progress of the electrodeposition process. The effect can be explained as a
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mass transfer of KP, i.e., densification of the medium at the ITO surface, resulting in the growth of the
KP polymer film. A similar shift has already been reported for aptamer immobilization or swelling of
poly-acrylic acid (PAA) and polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH) polymeric coatings on ITO deposited
on a fiber [26,47]. The increase in both parameters depends on the concentration of KP and surely has
an impact on the thickness of the electrodeposited film. The effect of KP deposition on the electrode
was revealed earlier by XPS studies (Figure 6) and recognized by a shift of peaks characteristic for
aromatic C=C and aliphatic C–C and C=O bonds existing in this compound.
Figure 7. Changes in optical response of the ITO-LMR probe recorded during electropolymerization of
KP on ITO surface for two KP concentrations, namely (A) 1 × 10−6 M and (B) 1 × 10−3 M.
Figure 8. Change in resonance wavelengths (λR) {×} and transmission (T) at 600 nm {} with
progress of KP electropolymerization process on ITO-LMR probe for KP concentration (A) 1 × 10−6 M;
(B) 1 × 10−5 M; (C) 1 × 10−4 M; and (D) 1 × 10−3 M.
The relative changes of λR and T at λ = 600 nm are summarized in Table 3 using data shown in
Figure 8. The final values of the achieved parameters after 80 measurements (approx. 120 s) were
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plotted versus the KP concentration. It must be noted that both the parameters linearly depend on
the concentration with an average correlation coefficient R2 higher than 0.93. The sensitivities have
been considered as ratios of the slopes reaching 1400.86 nm/M (nm·mg−1·L) and 16,422.46 a.u./M
(a.u·mg−1·L) for resonance wavelengths (λR) and T, respectively. The calculated LOD of KP is 0.536
or 0.575 mM using λR and T, respectively. The application of enhanced resolution equipment and
standardized solutions at lower concentration would allow us to enhance this value as well as the
LOD. The KP detection experiments were performed three times using separately deposited ITO-LMR
probes. They were used to determine 1 mM KP solution with an average RSD value 8.5%, which
indicates the satisfactory reproducibility and repeatability of the approach.
Table 3. The relative changes of λR and T at 600 nm of ITO-LMR probe recorded vs. KP concentration.
KP Concentration ΔT (a.u.) Δλ (nm)
1 × 10−3 M 255.2 1.98
1 × 10−4 M 123.2 0.99
1 × 10−5 M 113.9 0.6
1 × 10−6 M 60.4 0.4
Analytical capability for KP determination with bare ITO-LMR electrode and other previously
used nanomaterials is compared in Table 4. It can be concluded that the measurements with the
ITO-LMR probe offer competitive sensitivity mainly when higher KP concentrations are considered.
At these conditions standard electrochemical sensors are not effective due to adsorption at the electrode
surface. The sensing concept can be further developed towards detection of other polymerizing agents.
Fabrication of such sensors can be easily scaled-up keeping physical homogeneity and electrochemical
performance. Summarizing, the application of the ITO-LMR probe offers competitive response toward
KP detection mainly when larger concentrations are considered and standard electrochemical sensors
are oversaturated by adsorption. The sensing concept can be further developed for future studies of
other polymerizing agents.
Table 4. Comparison of KP linear measurement range and LOD achieved with different methods.
Technique Details Linear Range Limit of Detection Reference
Adsorptive Stripping
Square Wave Mercury electrode 1 × 10
−8–3 × 10−7 M 0.1 ng mL−1 [10]
LC-APCI-MS Single Ion Monitoring mode (SIM) 100–500 ng/mL 1.0 ng/mL [3]
IC-FLD SnO2 nanoparticles 0.1 μg/kg 0.2–1.5 mg/kg [5]
Differential Pulse
Voltammetry
Aptamer and glassy carbon
electrode 70 pM–6 μM 20 pM [7]
Potentiometry PVC electrode 0.0001–0.05 mol/L 6.3 × 10−5 mol/L [11]
Microdialisys Short polymeric columns (SPE) 25–5000 ng/mL 3 ng/mL [48]
Flow injection Flow injection withchemiluminescence 5.0 × 10




method 12.5–200 ng/mL 0.05 ng/mL [49]
Rp-HPLC PDA detector 872.5 nM 4.85–9.7 × 105 [7]
Differential Pulse
Polarography Dropping-mercury electrode 1 × 10
−5–5 × 10−4 M 9.8 × 10−6 mol/L [8]
Polarography Dropping-mercury electrode 10−8–10−6M 2.0 × 10−9 mol/L [8]
Stripping voltammetry Mercury electrode 1 × 10−8–1 × 10−7 M 2.0 × 10−9 mol/L [9]
ITO-LMR probe ITO electrode 1 × 10−6–1 × 10−3 M 0.5 × 10−3 mol/L This work
4. Conclusions
In this study we have developed an optical fiber sensor based on the LMR effect supported by
a thin ITO overlay and used it for real-time optical monitoring of electrochemical deposition of KP.
The developed highly conductive ITO overlay was deposited on an optical fiber core and applied as a
working electrode in cyclic voltammetry electrochemical setup. We have found that electrodeposition
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of KP on the ITO surface induces a significant change in the LMR response. The variation in optical
transmission for the ITO-LMR sensor gradually follows the progress in the electrochemical deposition
process. The sensor can be interrogated by tracing transmission at discrete wavelength as well as
resonant wavelength shifts. Optical setup enables LMR monitoring of the KP concentration down to
1 × 10−6 M. Thus, the proposed method is a valuable alternative for the analysis of KP within the
concentration range of 0.25–250 μg mL−1, allowing its determination at therapeutic and toxic levels.
The sensing concept can be applied for detection of various other pharmaceuticals, as well as organics
or biocompounds that are capable for electropolymerization at ITO surface. It is worth noting that
this effect was obtained at bare ITO electrodes fabricated by magnetron sputtering. This deposition
method is known for scalability and thus is widely applied as an industrial technology for a wide
range of applications. The obtained devices are cheap in large-scale production, disposable, and can
be applied in low-power, portable point-of-care devices or microchips. Moreover, the probes can be
interrogated with simplified and limited in wavelength range systems based on LED source and Si
photodiode with a bandpass filter.
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Abstract: Fiber-optic Fabry-Pérot interferometers (FPI) can be applied as optical sensors, and excellent
measurement sensitivity can be obtained by fine-tuning the interferometer design. In this work, we
evaluate the ability of selected dielectric thin films to optimize the reflectivity of the Fabry-Pérot
cavity. The spectral reflectance and transmittance of dielectric films made of titanium dioxide (TiO2)
and aluminum oxide (Al2O3) with thicknesses from 30 to 220 nm have been evaluated numerically
and compared. TiO2 films were found to be the most promising candidates for the tuning of FPI
reflectivity. In order to verify and illustrate the results of modelling, TiO2 films with the thickness
of 80 nm have been deposited on the tip of a single-mode optical fiber by atomic layer deposition
(ALD). The thickness, the structure, and the chemical properties of the films have been determined.
The ability of the selected TiO2 films to modify the reflectivity of the Fabry-Pérot cavity, to provide
protection of the fibers from aggressive environments, and to create multi-cavity interferometric
sensors in FPI has then been studied. The presented sensor exhibits an ability to measure refractive
index in the range close to that of silica glass fiber, where sensors without reflective films do not
work, as was demonstrated by the measurement of the refractive index of benzene. This opens up
the prospects of applying the investigated sensor in biosensing, which we confirmed by measuring
the refractive index of hemoglobin and glucose.
Keywords: Fabry-Pérot interferometers; atomic layer deposition; titanium dioxide thin film;
fiber-optic sensor; interference
1. Introduction
Optoelectronic instruments based on spectroscopic techniques (e.g., absorption [1,2], Raman [3,4],
optical tomography [5,6]) are currently applied in medicine, especially for diagnosis and imaging.
However, these measurement methods are expensive, as they often require high-end measurement
equipment, expensive consumables (e.g., reagents, dedicated trays, or substrates) and complex
methods of sample preparation. Moreover, highly skilled laboratory staff is needed in order to ensure
the quality of the measurements performed, which considerably restricts the use of optoelectronic
methods in medical diagnosis.
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Therefore, there is a real need to develop relatively inexpensive measuring devices that can be
used by hospital staff, preferably at the point-of-care (e.g., bedside).
The use of fiber-optic sensors as low-cost measuring devices in biology and medicine represent
an attractive alternative. This type of sensor has been the subject of intense research, as it offers
several advantages over conventional sensors, such as very high resolution, high accuracy, and small
dimensions [7,8]. In fact, fiber-optic sensors possess several advantages in comparison to electronic
sensors. Their design often makes use of dielectric materials, which makes them insensitive to electric
and magnetic fields generated by other medical devices. Furthermore, they are resistant to most
chemical reagents and ionizing radiations. Fiber-optic sensors can be tailored to measure various
species and quantities, and they are inexpensive to produce. Finally, the small dimensions of such
sensors (below hundreds of micrometers) reduce their impact on the investigated area, allowing for
extremely precise measurements [9,10].
Low-coherence interferometry is an excellent detection technique, as it enables the fiber-optic
sensors to be insensitive to changes in the intensity of optical signal in the transmission system (because
all the information about the measured values is included in the frequency component of the measuring
signal spectrum [11,12]). Fiber-optic Fabry-Pérot interferometers (FPI) can be used as efficient optical
sensors, and excellent measurement sensitivity can be obtained by the fine-tuning of the interferometer
design [13–15].
In the recent years, the advancement of nanotechnology has opened new routes to manufacture
thin-films, nanostructures, and nanocomposites materials. Innovative techniques which exploit these
routes allow for the elaboration of precise (nano)structures to be achieved, stimulating interest in the
properties of these materials and their potential applications.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a vapor phase deposition technique enabling the synthesis
of ultrathin films of inorganic materials, with a subnanometer thickness control [16]. ALD can be
used to coat 3D substrates with a conformal and uniform film of a high-quality material, a unique
capability amongst thin film deposition techniques. Consequently, ALD-grown materials can be
applied in various applications such as microelectronics [17], photovoltaics [18], or optical sensing [19].
ALD is based on self-limiting reactions taking place at the surface of the substrate in a cycle-wise
fashion. A typical ALD cycle consists of alternate pulses of a precursor and co-reactant gasses in the
reactor chamber, separated by purge steps. The properties of the synthetized nanostructures can be
tuned by adjusting the process conditions—e.g. the chemistry of the precursor(s) and the co-reactants,
the temperature, the number of cycles, or the nature of the substrate [20–23].
Novel interferometer layouts can be considered (as depicted in Figure 1), where a thin film
is grown on the end-face of a standard single-mode (SM) fiber. This film deposition creates
two distinctive layouts. In the first layout, the deposited film itself is the sensing cavity of the
Fabry-Pérot interferometer (Figure 1a). In the second layout, the deposited film acts as a partially
transparent mirror improving the reflection at the boundary between the extrinsic cavity and the
optical fiber (Figure 1b). Another view of this second layout is the fact that an extrinsic cavity is
delimited by two single-mode fibers with the deposited films (Figure 1c).
In this work, we investigated the possible applications of ALD-grown films on SM fibers in
low-coherence fiber-optic Fabry-Pérot sensing interferometers. We evaluate the ability of different
thin films—namely titanium dioxide (TiO2) and aluminum oxide (Al2O3)—with different thicknesses
to tune the reflectivity of the Fabry-Pérot cavity, and we illustrate this modelling work with an
experimental fiber using a TiO2 film.
We first introduce the theory behind the concepts of FPI. Our theoretical modelling work is
focused on the first interferometer layout (as shown in Figure 1a), since its properties bring a valuable
insight to the expected performance of the other layout, especially the one depicted in Figure 1b. Next,
as the best modelling results were obtained with TiO2 films, we experimentally investigated the ability
of an ALD-grown TiO2 thin film to tune the reflectivity of the FPI cavity, by measuring the influence
of TiO2 thin films on the intensity of reflected interfering beams. Following that, we performed
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measurements of the refractive index of water, benzene, hemoglobin, and glucose. The main objective
of this part of the study was assessment of suitability of the sensor for applications in biosensing.
Short-term stability of the TiO2 layers was checked and the refractive index values were compared
with reference values to ascertain the correct operation of the sensor.
 
Figure 1. Different designs of fiber-optic Fabry-Pérot interferometers: (a) Interferometer with thin
film sensing cavity; (b) and (c) Interferometers with extrinsic sensing cavity operating in reflective
and transmission modes, respectively. n1—refractive index of the fiber; n2—refractive index of the
film; n3—refractive index of the medium in the cavity; t1, t2—thickness of the thin films; d—length of
the cavity.
The investigated materials Al2O3 and TiO2 belong to the metal oxides group. These materials
are both transparent, and they recently became the subject of growing interest for electronic and
optoelectronic sensors. In fact, the sensing properties of oxide thin films are exploited as gas, humidity,
and temperature sensors, as well as biosensors [24–26].
2. Theory
The Fabry-Pérot interferometers (FPIs) presented in Figure 1b,c can be considered as multi-cavity
interferometers. The propagation of optical radiation in such interferometers is often described using
the Gaussian beam formalism. However, FPIs with cavities formed by films manufactured by ALD
can be analyzed using a simplified model. As the thickness of the deposited films is limited and
as the refractive index difference between the film and the media is relatively small, the Gaussian
beam propagating in such films does not expand appreciably. Consequently, in the model, the
films manufactured by ALD can be replaced by planar reflective surfaces, whose reflection and
transmission coefficients can be calculated using the plane wave approach [27]. This results in a
tractable single-cavity model in which the information about the cavities formed by the deposited
films is preserved in the values of corresponding reflection and transmission coefficients.
The reflectivity R1 at the boundary of the optical fiber and the deposited film, and the reflectivity
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where λ—wavelength; t—thickness of the deposited film; n1,2,3—refractive indices of the optical fiber
core, the deposited film, and the surrounding media (as shown in Figure 1).
Establishing a precise value of the refractive index for the thin films is challenging, as it depends
on the thickness and the growth conditions. Furthermore, some materials exhibit birefringence in the
bulk form, whereas the thin films behave as isotropic materials [28–30].
Considering Al2O3 material, the values of the refractive index reported in the literature exhibit a
substantial dependence on the deposition method and growth conditions [18–20]. In our model,
the refractive index of Al2O3 was based on our group experimental data and calculated from
Equation (5) [23,31]:
n2Al2O3 = 1 +
1.4313493λ2
λ2 − (0.0726631)2 +
0.65054713λ2
λ2 − (0.1193242)2 +
5.3414021λ2
λ2 − (18.028251)2 . (5)
Next, the Refractive index of TiO2 was calculated, using Equation (6) below [32]:
n2TiO2 = 5.193 +
0.2441
λ2 − 0.0803 . (6)
The wavelengths λ are expressed in μm in Equations (5) and (6).
3. Modelling
The spectral characteristics of the TiO2 and Al2O3 thin films have been calculated using the
equations presented in Section 2 for various thicknesses (30, 80, 120, 170, and 220 nm). The refractive
index of the medium in the cavity n3 was set to 1.00. The reflectance and transmission have been
studied for wavelengths in the range from 500 nm to 1700 nm. The results obtained for TiO2 and Al2O3
films are presented in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Figure 2. (a) Calculated reflectance and (b) calculated transmission for TiO2 films of thicknesses
ranging from 30 to 220 nm.
For the thinnest films of both oxides (30 nm), it can be seen that the spectral reflectance slowly
decreases when increasing the wavelength. However, for thicker films, the optical behavior is different,
as wide but distinct fringes can be noticed (for both oxides). Considering the same film thickness,
the fringes of the reflectance appear faster for materials presenting higher refractive indexes (in our
calculations, the assumed values of n are 2.46 for TiO2 and 1.75 for Al2O3 (at 1300 nm)). The fringes
present in the spectra obtained for thicker films are due to the interferences taking place in the film.
This effect can be exploited for the design of an interferometer where the thin film itself acts as the
sensing medium. However, the measurement techniques most commonly used to process signals from
FPI require that the spectrum of the source should cover at least half of the fringe [27]. This condition
is difficult to fulfil for the investigation of thin films, as it would require a broadband source with
a spectral width over 150 nm, which is difficult to implement. The wavelength range considered
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is also not very convenient for standard telecommunication optical fibers. Therefore, extracting
the data from a FPI sensor using such a thin film as an active medium would require adapting the
standard technologies currently used for spectral analysis. However, when considering the sensitivity
of TiO2 thin films to humidity, temperature, and specific chemical compounds, this material could find
applications in such Fabry-Pérot sensors.
Figure 3. (a) Calculated reflectance and (b) calculated transmission for Al2O3 films of thicknesses
ranging from 30 to 220 nm.
The maximum reflectance obtained is higher for TiO2 (up to 0.417) then for Al2O3 (Rmax = 0.131).
However, even if the reflectance value predicted for Al2O3 thin films is lower than the one of TiO2,
it still provides significantly higher level of reflection than a simple boundary between an optical fiber
and air cavity (R = 0.036), especially for films thicker than 100 nm.
When considering standard single-mode optical fibers such as SMF-28, wavelengths between
1200 and 1600 nm are typically used. In this range, the maximum reflectance is achieved for films
presenting thicknesses between 120 and 220 nm (Table 1).
Table 1. Comparison of calculated values of reflectance and optimal film thickness t chosen for the
highest reflection at selected wavelengths.
λ (nm) RTiO2 RAl2O3
900 0.3769, t = 80 nm 0.1258, t = 120 nm
1300 0.3679, t = 120 nm 0.1226, t = 170 nm
1550 0.3663, t = 220 nm 0.1225, t = 220 nm
The numerical values presented in the Table 1 were determined for the highest reflectance at
selected wavelengths (the ones that are most commonly used when working with optical fibers).
However, even if a much thinner film is used, the reflectance of the interferometer’s mirror will
significantly increase compared to the one of a clean-cut fiber.
Considering the time-consuming nature of the ALD process, where the thickness of the layer
depends on the number of performed cycles, using a thinner film allows us to considerably minimize
the time required for the fabrication of the sensor. Taking this point into consideration for the
experimental evaluation of the performance of ALD layer in optical fiber FPI, a thin TiO2 film of
80 nm thickness has been prepared on the tip of an optical fiber.
4. Materials
4.1. ALD of TiO2
All depositions have been carried out in a custom-built ALD reactor described elsewhere [33].
Titanium isopropoxide ((iPrO)4Ti) precursor was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as
received. The co-reactant was millipore water. The substrates used were p-type (100) silicon wafers
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(MEMC Korea Company, Cheonan, South Korea) and SMF-28 optical fibers (Thorlabs, Newton, MA,
USA). To remove the organic contaminants, the substrates were pre-cleaned in acetone and ethanol,
and de-ionized water for 5 min in an ultrasonic bath before the depositions.
ALD of TiO2 was achieved using sequential exposures of (iPrO)4Ti and H2O at 120 ◦C separated
by purge steps of argon with a flow rate of 100 sccm. The process consisted of 5 s pulse ((iPrO)4Ti),
30 s exposure, and 40 s purge with dry argon and a 3 s pulse (H2O), 30 s exposure and 60 s purge.
4000 ALD cycles were carried out in order to achieve the deposition of TiO2 of ≈80 nm.
Interestingly, it has been shown in previous studies that the amorphous, anatase, and rutile phases
of TiO2 can be obtained by tuning the ALD process parameters, and that the films with different
crystallinity phases presented different optical properties [34]. Furthermore, the refractive index of
the film has been determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry and a value of 2.0 has been obtained
(at lambda = 633 nm). This value is in agreement with the ones found in the literature for TiO2
films prepared with similar ALD processes (n increases typically from 2.0 to 2.5 with the increasing
deposition temperature).
4.2. Characterization of the Films
Chemical and structural characterizations have been performed using Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM, Hitachi S-4800, Tokyo, Japan), X-ray diffraction (PANAlytical Xpert-PRO diffractometer equipped
with an X’celerator detector using Ni-filtered Cu-radiation, Almelo, The Netherlands), and Raman
(Raman OMARS 89 (DILOR), Kyoto, Japan). To determine the TiO2 film thickness after the ALD
deposition, ex-situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurements were carried out using a Semilab
GES5E visible ellipsometer (1.2–5.0 eV) at an angle of incidence of 70.1◦. For all the films, the empirical
Cauchy dispersion formula has been adopted to model the optical properties and the thicknesses.
4.3. Properties of the TiO2 Film
Figure 4a shows the SEM image of a ALD-grown TiO2 film deposited on Si substrate after
4000 ALD cycles. The conformal coating of the Si substrate by the ALD TiO2 film can be clearly seen.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurements were carried out to evaluate the TiO2 film thickness
as well, and for this specific sample, a thickness of 82 ± 2 nm has been obtained.
The crystallinity study that we carried out showed that the ALD films prepared were amorphous.
In fact, grazing-incidence XRD measurements have been realized and the absence of peaks in the
spectra obtained suggested that the as-deposited TiO2 film at 120 ◦C was amorphous. The formation
the amorphous TiO2 phase was further confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 4b), since the Raman
spectra of the TiO2 films deposited did not show any peaks either.
Figure 4. (a) SEM cross section image of TiO2 films deposited by ALD on Si substrates and (b) Raman
spectrum of TiO2 films deposited by ALD.
This result is in agreement with previous studies that showed that TiO2 films deposited by ALD
below 200 ◦C are amorphous, and that annealing at temperatures above 300 ◦C are typically required
to obtain the crystallization of the films. Crystalline TiO2 typically exhibits the anatase phase, but the
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rutile phase can also be achieved by ALD, using ozone or plasmas as coreactants [33,35,36]. The relative
density of the ALD TiO2 has been reported elsewhere to be 3.6 g/cm3 [37].
5. Measurements
After the deposition of an 80 nm TiO2 film on SMF-28 optical fibers (Thorlabs, Newton, MA,
USA) has been carried out, the performance of the this ALD film in a Fabry-Pérot interferometer has
been tested. For this purpose, a low-coherence interferometric sensor has been used (the design of
this experimental sensor is depicted in Figure 5). The sensor consists of a Fabry-Pérot interferometer
working in reflective mode, an optical spectrum analyzer (Ando AQ6319, Tokyo, Japan), broadband
NIR-radiation sources (S1300-G-I-20: λ = 1290 nm, ΔλFWHM = 50 nm and S-1550-G-I-20: λ = 1550 nm,
ΔλFWHM = 45 nm Superlum), and a single-mode 2 × 2 coupler with 50: 50 power splitting ratio.
The standard telecommunication single-mode optical fiber (SMF-28, Thorlabs) coated by ALD is used
to connect all components of the setup.
Figure 5. Design of the experimental sensor.
In our study, two Fabry-Pérot interferometers working in reflective mode and having a tunable
cavity length were used. The first one had an 80 nm TiO2 thin film deposited on the fiber end
face, as shown in Figure 1b. The second FPI had no film deposited and was used as the reference.
The measurement was performed in two steps. First, the cavity of the FPI was set to a known length.
Then, the spectrum of the light reflected from the FPI was recorded. The measurements were performed
for cavity lengths ranging from 50 μm to 500 μm, yielding a series of spectra for each interferometer.
6. Results
In this study, the influence of TiO2 thin films on the quality of the spectrum reflected from the
Fabry-Pérot interferometers was investigated. As the optimization function, the visibility V of the





where Imax is the maximum intensity of the optical signal, Imin the minimum intensity of the
optical signal.
This choice of the optimization function is dictated by the fact that FPI used in low-coherence
sensors with spectral detection should be manufactured in such a way that the peaks on the
spectral characteristics recorded by the detection setup have the maximum amplitude, i.e., maximum
visibility V defined by (7) (in an ideal case V should be equal to 1.0). This contributes to the maximum
accuracy of data processing algorithms in these sensors. When V decreases, the accuracy of these
algorithms may degrade, although not significantly, as long as V is above 0.7–0.8. Values of V
corresponding to optimal cavity length lopt and to 50% and 200% of lopt are shown in Table 2, for each
interferometer and each wavelength.
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It is important to note that the optimal length lopt of the cavity of the Fabry-Pérot interferometer
with TiO2 thin film is around 100 μm and for the Fabry-Pérot interferometer with no film is around
200 μm. The corresponding visibility values are at least 0.95 for both light sources.






Light Source 1290 nm
Central Wavelength of
Light Source 1550 nm
Optical fiber
100 μm 0.75 0.70
200 μm 0.96 0.95
400 μm 0.77 0.87
Optical fiber with TiO2
thin film
50 μm 0.89 0.84
100 μm 0.99 0.98
200 μm 0.8 0.88
It can be seen that the visibility does not fall steeply. In particular, the visibility for 0.5 lopt and
2.0 lopt does not decrease below 0.7 for any investigated Fabry-Pérot interferometer. This indicates
that the cavity length of such an interferometer can be varied in a relatively broad range, up to 4:1,
without significant degradation of the performance of the sensor. The measured spectra obtained with
the cavity length equal to 100 μm and 200 um are presented in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6. The measurement signal for the 1290 nm source. The Fabry-Pérot interferometer made by:
optical fiber and cavity length: (a) 100 μm; (b) 200 μm; optical fiber with TiO2 thin film and cavity
length: (c) 100 μm; (d) 200 μm.
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Figure 7. The measurement signal for the 1550 nm source. The Fabry-Pérot interferometer made by:
optical fiber and cavity length: (a) 100 μm; (b) 200 μm; optical fiber with TiO2 thin film and cavity
length: (c) 100 μm; (d) 200 μm.
In order to confirm that proposed ALD-enhanced FPI can be used for measurements of the
materials with refractive index close to that of silica glass, sensor response was examined for
measurements of benzene (refractive index equal 1.4769 at 1550 nm, while for the core of SMF-28
optical fiber it is 1.468). The calculated value of refractive index obtained from recorded spectra and
the reference data are shown to be in good agreement, with difference below 0.029. Following, the
measurements were performed for pure water. The value of refractive index measured by our sensor
was within 0.032 of the reference value.
To further explore the potential of presented construction in the biosensing applications, the
fabricated sensor head was tested with sample of glucose and hemoglobin solution, obtaining refractive
index values of 1.3940 and 1.2958, respectively. All of the measurements were performed with the
1550 nm source, the obtained spectra are presented in Figure 8.
The visibility V of the measured signals has decreased in all cases, which was expected as the
cavity length was optimized for mediums with a refractive index of 1.0. However, this reduced
visibility should not degrade the accuracy of the refractive index calculations.
For each sample, the measurements were performed during a 7-h period. The spectra recorded
for each liquid remained stable during this time period. This initial stability test indicated that there
was no degradation in the sensing properties of the TiO2 film.
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Figure 8. Measurements of Fabry-Pérot interferometer carried out with an optical fiber coated with
TiO2 layer when the cavity is filled with: (a) benzene; (b) glucose (1% solution); (c) hemoglobin
(13.4 g/dL); and (d) water.
7. Conclusions
In the present study, the application of oxide ultrathin films in low coherence fiber-optic
Fabry-Pérot sensing interferometers was investigated. The thin films on the tip of SM fibers were
aimed to tune the reflectivity of the FPI cavity. The reflectance and transmission spectra were modelled
for TiO2 and Al2O3 films of various thicknesses. The obtained results indicate that it is possible to use
thin TiO2 film of a thickness around 200–300 nm as active medium in a Fabry-Pérot interferometer.
However, the measurements require either an extremely broadband source or a specific adapted signal
processing technique. TiO2 and Al2O3 thin films of 100–200 nm deposited on the tip of the optical
fiber can also be used as semi-reflective surfaces in order to improve the performance of extrinsic
Fabry-Pérot interferometers.
Experiments with a Fabry-Pérot interferometer working in reflective mode were performed in
order to illustrate and to verify the modelling presented. The cavity of the interferometer was delimited
by an 80 nm TiO2 film deposited by ALD on the fiber end face and by a silver mirror. The cavity
length of the interferometer corresponding to the maximum fringe visibility was 100 μm. The reference
interferometer (without the TiO2 film) presented an optimal length of 200 μm. Moreover, the level
of the signal reflected from the coated interferometer was two times higher than the one from the
reference interferometer.
The measurement of refractive index of benzene, which is close to that of silica glass fiber, did
not result in any appreciable signal deterioration and yielded a result within 0.029 from the reference
value. This confirms the ability of the presented sensor to operate in the refractive index range close to
that of silica glass, where sensors without reflective films do not work. Based on the measurement
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results of refractive index of air and water it can be concluded that the measurement range of our
sensor extends from 1.0 to at least 1.5, which gives the sensor good application prospects in biosensing.
These prospects were further enhanced by measuring the refractive index of hemoglobin and glucose,
during which no degradation in the sensing properties of the TiO2 film was observed.
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Abstract: In this study; an OCT-based intra-operative imaging method for blood flow detection
during esophagectomy with gastric tube reconstruction is investigated. Change in perfusion of the
gastric tube tissue can lead to ischemia; with a high morbidity and mortality as a result. Anastomotic
leakage (incidence 5–20%) is one of the most severe complications after esophagectomy with
gastric tube reconstruction. Optical imaging techniques provide for minimal-invasive and real-time
visualization tools that can be used in intraoperative settings. By implementing an optical technique
for blood flow detection during surgery; perfusion can be imaged and quantified and; if needed;
perfusion can be improved by either a surgical intervention or the administration of medication.
The feasibility of imaging gastric microcirculation in vivo using optical coherence tomography (OCT)
during surgery of patients with esophageal cancer by visualizing blood flow based on the speckle
contrast from M-mode OCT images is studied. The percentage of pixels exhibiting a speckle contrast
value indicative of flow was quantified to serve as an objective parameter to assess blood flow at
4 locations on the reconstructed gastric tube. Here; it was shown that OCT can be used for direct blood
flow imaging during surgery and may therefore aid in improving surgical outcomes for patients.
Keywords: flow; monitoring; OCT; optical imaging; surgery; esophagectomy; gastric tube; perfusion;
speckle
1. Introduction
The viability of cells and tissue mainly depends on blood flow as it transports oxygen and
nutrients to the cells. Without oxygen and nutrients, ischemia occurs and tissue becomes necrotic [1].
An esophageal resection with ensuing gastric tube reconstruction is the cornerstone of treatment in
patients with esophageal cancer. To be able to pull up the gastric tube, ligation of the left gastric artery,
the left gastro-epiploic artery, the short gastric vessels and some branches of the right gastric artery
is needed. As a result, perfusion of the tube’s gastric tissue after reconstruction relies on the right
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gastroepiploic artery and some branches of the right gastric artery [2] leaving the future neo-esophageal
anastomotic site depending only on collateral blood flow.
Anastomotic leakage (incidence 5–20%) and stricture (10–22%) are major complications following
esophagectomy, and mortality is as high as 4% [2]. Perfusion deficiency of the gastric tube is seen as the
major risk factor to develop these complications, which, in turn, correlate with high morbidity, IC-unit
stay, high costs in healthcare and decreased quality of life [3]. Monitoring perfusion would allow
surgeons to make different choices in their surgical design [4] and, if needed, involve anesthesiology
interventions to optimize perfusion by the use of fluid or medication [5]. Consequently, intra-operative
perfusion monitoring could potentially aid in achieving better patient outcomes after surgery and in
decreasing complications and mortality.
Optical techniques are well-suited for intra-operative monitoring due to their minimal-invasive
and real-time visualization capabilities [6]. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) allows high-
resolution, non-invasive, real-time imaging of tissue [7]. It detects backscattered near-infrared light
from tissue to obtain depth-resolved, in vivo images. As a result, this technique potentially allows
visualization of vasculature in different tissue layers until a depth of approximately 2.5 mm [8].
Moreover, the underlying arteries will not influence the measured perfusion in the overlaying
microvascular network, in contrast to other optical imaging techniques like fluorescence imaging, laser
speckle contrast imaging or laser Doppler flowmetry [9–11]. Finally, a handheld OCT probe is easy to
use in the operation room.
A large number of studies have investigated and established the link between OCT speckle and
the flow of the imaged medium, ranging from qualitative detection of flow to quantitative analysis
of the flow parameter in very controlled measurement settings [8,12–14]. By analyzing the speckle
variance [15] or speckle decorrelation [12] of OCT data, flow can be discriminated from static tissue
in order to visualize blood vessels and microcirculation. In previous studies we have shown that
OCT speckle decorrelation can be used to obtain a quantitative blood flow parameter [8,14]. However,
because of the needed fixation during imaging, these systems are not readily applicable in the operating
room. Therefore, for the visualization of flow during surgery, in this study we use speckle contrast in
the OCT M-mode scans to distinguish flow from static tissue.
The aim of this study is to research the feasibility of a commercially available OCT system to detect
blood vessels in gastric tissue, in patients with esophageal cancer in a clinical setting during esophageal
cancer surgery with gastric tube reconstruction. 3D OCT scans are obtained to image tissue layers in
the reconstructed gastric tube and compared to histopathological slides, yielding information about
tissue structure and blood vessel locations. In this paper, speckle contrast, the ratio of speckle variance
over the mean, is calculated from OCT M-mode scans to distinguish areas with flow from static tissue.
The percentage of pixels indicative of flow is used as an objective parameter to compare blood flow
at different locations, ranging from normal perfusion, near the remaining right gastroepiploic artery
and/or branches of the right gastric artery, to decreased perfusion, near the future anastomotic side.
2. Materials and Methods
This prospective, observational, in vivo pilot study of 26 patients with esophageal cancer who
underwent an esophageal resection with gastric tube reconstruction was approved by the medical
ethics committee (NL52377.018.15) of the Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam, and submitted
at the clinicaltrials.gov database (NCT02902549) [16]. Patients were included in this study between
October 2015 and June 2016 in the Academic Medical Center (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Written
informed consent was obtained at least one week before surgery. Surgery was performed by two
experienced upper-gastrointestinal surgeons (MIvBH, SSG).
Usually, patients undergo a minimally invasive Ivor Lewis procedure (2-stage procedure
with intra-thoracic anastomosis), however, in case of a mid- or proximal esophageal carcinoma,
a minimally invasive McKeown procedure (3-stage procedure with cervical anastomosis) was
performed. Mobilization and vascularization of the gastric conduit was the same in both procedures.
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The procedures have been described in detail before [5]. In brief, during the abdominal phase a
lymphadenectomy and mobilization of the stomach was performed, ligating the left gastric artery,
some branches of the right gastric artery at the level of the angulus, the left gastro-epiploic artery and
the short gastric vessels (Figure 1). During the thoracic phase a lymphadenectomy was performed, the
esophagus was mobilized and after extraction of the specimen and gastric pull-up an intrathoracic or a
cervical anastomosis was created. In all patients, a 3–4 cm wide gastric tube was reconstructed using
a powered ECHOLON FLEX Stapler (Ethicon, Johnson & Johnson Health Care Systems, Piscataway,
NJ, USA). Branches of the right gastric artery supply the remains of the lesser curvature. The
right gastro-epiploic artery supplies the greater curvature until the watershed area with the left
gastro-epiploic artery.
Figure 1. Esophageal cancer with gastric vascularization, esophagectomy and gastric tube
reconstruction with only one artery left (gastroepiploic artery).
OCT data were recorded using a commercial 50 kHz IVS 2000 swept source OCT system
(THORLABS, Newton, NJ, USA) operating at a center wavelength of ~1300 nm. The full width
half maximum axial and lateral resolutions were measured to be ~14 μm and ~25 μm, respectively.
Volumetric images (x, y, z) of 10 mm by 10 mm by 2.5 mm, containing 1024 by 1024 by 400 pixels, and
M-mode scans (x, y, z) of 0 mm by 10 mm by 2.5 mm, containing 1024, 1024, 400 pixels were collected.
The depth axis was corrected for the refractive index of tissue (nref = 1.4) (Figure 2).
A sterile sheet was placed around the probe for the intra-operative measurements on gastric
tissue. Measurements were taken with a hand-held OCT probe directly after preparation of the
gastric tube, at four perfusion areas: 3 cm proximal of the level of the watershed between the right
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and left gastro-epiploic arteries (location 1), at the level of the watershed between the right and
left gastro-epiploic arteries (location 2), 3 cm distal to the watershed between the right and left
gastro-epiploic arteries (location 3) and at the level of the gastric fundus (location 4), physiologically
from normal perfusion to decreased perfusion. Time to obtain data was recorded in the CRF.
(A) (B) (C)
Figure 2. Santec OCT system (panel A), schematic figure (panel B) of gastric tube with ROI of
10 × 10 mm of OCT grayscale images at four perfusion areas, with shadowing of vessels in cross
sectional OCT image (panel C).
Tissue from the fundus of the gastric tube was obtained for histology (n = 5) in 5 patients during
surgery, with the aim to correlate these findings to the OCT scans. After routine processing of the tissue
HE-stained, slides were digitized and evaluated by a pathologist (SLM) to define tissue layers and
localize different structures, such as blood and lymph vessels. Different tissue layers (serosa, subserosa
and muscularis propria) and blood and lymph vessels were annotated and compared to OCT scans.
All data analysis was performed using custom-made scripts written in MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA). Using the M-mode scans, the speckle contrast (C) as a function of time was
quantified in order to differentiate regions of flow from regions of static tissue. To this end, the
following processing steps were applied to the data (Figure 3). First, a dB mask (−2 dB) was applied
to exclude noise from the OCT data, where after a region of interest (ROI) in the Y-Z image is chosen to
exclude corrupted parts of the scan, if needed. Second, the pixel-specific speckle contrast is calculated
along the time axis for all pixels selected. The speckle contrast is the ratio of the amplitude variance
over the mean amplitude [17]. The amplitude of regions with flow on OCT M-mode scans are expected
to be Rayleigh distributed and hence have a speckle contrast value of 0.52 [18]. Here, we have used
a speckle contrast gate between 0.42 and 0.62 to detect areas with flow. Next, a median filter with a
kernel of 7 by 3 pixels is applied to the speckle contrast images. The pixels remaining after filtering are
labeled as flow. The boundaries of the speckle contrast gate and the size of the median filter kernel are
optimized by comparing the resulting speckle contrast images with the original X-Z M-mode scans
by eye in five randomly chosen scans. Finally, an overlay is created using a Y-Z plot of the gated and
filtered speckle contrast and the Y-Z grayscale OCT image. The percentage of pixels labelled as flow
relative to the total number of pixels is calculated as an objective parameter to indicate the amount of
vessels in the analyzed area.
The ability of the proposed method to distinguish pixels with flow from static tissue based on a
speckle contrast gate between 0.42 and 0.62 was validated on a tissue mimicking flow phantom [8].
To simulate human perfusion heparinized human whole blood was flown with a velocity of 5 mm/s
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through a channel with a 100 μm diameter embedded in scattering silicon. The details on the
manufacturing of the flow phantom are described elsewhere [8]. Single M-mode OCT scans
(400 × 400 pixels) were collected at a static and flow region of the phantom and the speckle contrast
was calculated as a function of depth.
Figure 3. Data analysis steps of OCT M-mode scans, all images are shown from the y-z plane.
(a) grayscale y-z M-mode scan; (b) applied dB mask to exclude noise from the data, the white areas on
this image are included as data (c) over the time scale calculated speckle contrast values (of regions of
included data after the dB threshold (d) speckle contrast within the 0.42–0.62 gate plotted in white (e)
speckle contrast after applying a median filter with a 7 × 3 pixel kernel (f) gated and filtered speckle
contrast (red) overlaid with the grayscale OCT image.
3. Results
3.1. Patients and Feasibility of Intra-Operative OCT Imaging
In total, 26 patients signed informed consent. Four patients were excluded based on delay in
operation time (measurements interrupted the operation by ±20 min), which made imaging impossible
considering patient safety. Therefore 22 patients were included for data acquisition (Figure 4). In all
22 patients, 3D OCT images were acquired at four locations of the gastric tube, from the base to the
fundus, the future anastomotic site (n = 88). Furthermore, M-mode scans were acquired at the same
four locations of the gastric tube, from physiologically expected normal to decreased perfusion (n = 88).
Speckle contrast analysis was not possible for all acquired M-mode scans due to poor quality of the
scans (e.g., specular reflections, out of focus, and crossing zero-delay). In most cases the quality of
the scans was hampered by specular reflections from the sterile sheet on top of the tissue. In total
48 M-mode scans were excluded. In four patients (n = 12) OCT data acquisition and speckle contrast
analysis yielding areas indicative of flow (%) was successful at all four locations.
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Figure 4. Flow diagram: patient and data inclusion.
3.2. 3D OCT Scans
3D images were obtained at four locations of the gastric tube (Figure 5). On the 3D scans, different
tissue layers could be distinguished. By comparison with histopathology slides, these layers could
be identified. Importantly, the localization of the blood vessels of the reconstructed gastric tube was
similar in OCT images compared to histopathology (Figure 6). Furthermore, because lymph fluid is a
low-scattering medium, lymph vessels could be identified in the OCT images as well.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. 3D OCT scan of the gastric tube, (a) volumetric representation (b) with cross section
visualized.
Figure 6. OCT B-scan of location 4, the fundus (at the left panel), and HE stained histology slide (the
right panel) obtained at the end of the gastric tube. Blood and lymph vessels are indicated in red
and yellow, respectively. The corresponding tissue layers, serosa, subserosa (purple/dark pink) and
muscularis propria (light pink) are depicted in both panels. The scale bar depicts a length of 1 mm.
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3.3. Speckle Contrast Analysis of M-Mode OCT Scans
Areas indicative of flow could be distinguished from static tissue by calculating the speckle
contrast in the M-mode images. As depicted in Figure 7A, the contrast calculated for a single M-mode
scan for static tissue was mostly below 0.4, unless the SNR was too low as observed at larger depths.
When flow was present in the channel at 0.2 mm below the surface, the speckle contrast was between
0.42 and 0.62 (Figure 7B). Please note that an increase in the speckle contrast was observed below the
flow channel as well. Similar effects were observed in the single M-mode scans of the reconstructed
gastric tube, as depicted in Figure 7C for the less perfused part of the tissue and in Figure 7D in which
a blood vessel was present at a depth of 0.2 mm below the tissue surface.
Figure 7. Single M-mode OCT scans (left) and the corresponding calculated contrast (right) of a. a
static region of the flow phantom, b. a region with flow in the flow phantom in which the red line
depicts the approximated location of the top of the flow channel, c. a static region of tissue and d. a
region with flow in tissue by a blood vessel at approximately 0.2 mm below the tissue surface. The red
bar depicts the speckle contrast threshold used in this manuscript.
Calculation of speckle contrast percentage (%) as a parameter for tissue areas with flow was
possible in 13 (n = 40) of the 22 included patients (59%) and in all four locations in 4 (n = 12) of the
22 patients (14%) (for data inclusion and exclusion criteria, see first results section and Figure 4).
We observed a decrease in speckle contrast percentage (%) from location 1 to location 4 in 6 of the
13 patients (46%) and an increase in 3 of the 13 patients (23%). The speckle contrast percentage data at
location 1 or 4 was missing for 3 out of 13 patients.
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The results, percentage pixels indicating flow relative to the total number of pixels, per patient
and location are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 8. In 10 patients, data analysis was possible for
location 4. In 80% of these patients, percentage of flow pixels was lower compared to location 1, 2 or 3.
Table 1. Percentage of pixels indicative of flow per patient per location obtained from the OCT M-mode
scans. In red the flow in location 4 of the gastric tube.
Patient pt2 pt3 pt4 pt5 pt6 pt9 pt12 pt14 pt16 pt17 pt18 pt19 pt20 pt21 pt22
location 1 5 8 18 22 x 24 x 16 x 13 20 8 12 11 15
location 2 x x x x x 28 2 17 8 10 6 9 4 8 8
location 3 14 8 x x x 23 5 14 x 24 x 2 x x 3
location 4 11 1 14 17 18 16 x 13 x 21 x 0 1 x x
Figure 8. Normalized percentage of pixels per patient per location obtained from the OCT M-mode
scans. The values are normalized relative to location 1, hence only the plots for patients with a value
for location 1 are shown.
For patients 9, 14, 17 and 19 the speckle contrast analysis was possible on all four locations on the
gastric tube. Figure 9 depicts the OCT M-mode scans of all four locations for patients 9, 14 17 and 19.
A decrease of areas with speckle contrast indicative of flow (red) is visible towards the fundus in
patients 9, 14 and 19. The expected shadowing due to multiple scattering [8] caused by the high
scattering coefficient in blood is clearly observed in the images [18].
Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. OCT speckle contrast indicative of flow overlaid with OCT grayscale (YZ) images from
M-mode scans from location 1 (L1, 3 cm below the watershed), location 2 (L2, watershed), location 3
(L3, 3 cm above the watershed), location 4 (L4, fundus). In patient 9 high speckle contrast indicative
of flow is seen in location 2 on the watershed area. In patient 14 and 19 a decreased speckle contrast
indicative of flow is observed towards location 4. In patient 17 an increase in speckle contrast indicative
of flow from location 1 to 4 is observed.
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3.4. Histology Results
Histology of the fundus tissue was available for patients 14, 17 and 19. Figure 10 depicts the OCT
M-mode scan of location 4 with speckle contrast in red and the histopathology slide also of location 4
with blood vessels in red and serosa, subserosa (purple/darkpink) and muscularis propria (light pink)
tissue layers.
Figure 10. OCT scan of location 4 (fundus), the scale bar depicts a length of 1 mm, and histology slides
HE-stained, of patient 14, 17 and 19 with blood vessels in red and tissue layers: serosa, subserosa
(purple/dark pink), muscularis propria (light pink).
Although the OCT scan and the histology slide are not one to one correlated, the amount and
location of the blood vessels tend to agree per patient. Histology of patient 14 demonstrates many blood
vessels localized in the superficial subserosa, which is evidently visible in the OCT scan. Histology of
patient 19, in contrary, shows no blood vessels, except for capillaries, which is demonstrated in the
OCT scan as well.
4. Discussion
This study is the first that demonstrates OCT imaging of gastric tissue and detection of flow
in vivo in patients with esophageal cancer during surgery. We show that intra-operative OCT imaging
of gastric tissue and microcirculation is feasible. Moreover, regions of flow could be distinguished
from static tissue by calculating speckle contrast in the M-mode scans. The percentage of pixels
distinguished as flow was quantified as an objective parameter. This parameter can potentially be
used to differentiate normal from decreased perfusion areas.
By comparing OCT data with HE-stained histopathology slides, it was possible to define tissue
layers (serosal, subserosal, muscularis propria) and blood vessels. A network of blood vessels was
observed in the subserosa. Similar blood vessels, in turn, were depicted in the OCT data exhibiting
speckle contrast values between 0.42 and 0.62. Together, these findings substantiate our hypothesis
that OCT speckle contrast in M-mode scans can be used to indicate regions of blood flow, while the
tissue under study is moving due to the heart beat and respiration.
Lymph vessels were visible as well in the OCT images, assuming that the lymph fluid is a
low-scattering medium [19]. Detection and segmentation of the lymphatic vessel, which is outside our
scope in the presented work, could potentially add to the analysis of the reconstructed gastric tube
OCT data. The clinical value of visualization of lymphatic vessels in the reconstructed gastric tube has
yet to be studied.
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A limitation of this study is the small number of patients with successful data analysis at all
locations. Quality of the images was suboptimal as stabilization of the OCT probe was very difficult.
Due to the intra-operative setting, a sterile operational field and hence a sterile drape over the OCT
probe was required. This sterile drape introduced specular reflections, which hampered the automated
image analysis. This problem could be solved by introducing a sterile probe. Mechanical stability is
a general requirement for successful OCT data acquisition and particularly for the quantification of
speckle-related parameters. Motion artefacts induced by the surgeon’s hand as well as the patient’s
heartbeat and breathing diminished the quality of the OCT scans by introducing non-flow related
speckle decorrelation. Next to visual information, we attempted to visualize blood vessel in the
3D OCT by calculating the speckle decorrelation in adjacent B-scans using the algorithm proposed
by Gong et al. [12]. Unfortunately, due to external motion artefacts we were not able to visualize
flow in these scans as the speckle in most parts of the scan (also the static tissue) was decorrelated.
Previous literature showed better results of microvascular OCT imaging using fixation of the probe [20],
which in this study was impossible due to the in vivo, intra-operative setting of this study. Moreover,
heartbeat and breathing of the patient will be a problem in imaging intestinal organs, compared to
extremities, since the organs are highly perfused and therefore connected to arteries with a large
diameter. For future studies, we recommend a probe stabilizer with negative pressure, as is used in
SDF imaging, to decrease motion artefacts [21]. Furthermore, optimization of the scanning protocol
could increase feasibility of OCT imaging: by using a smaller scanning range, heartbeat and breathing
will have less influence on the motions artefacts. Equally, a faster OCT system would decrease the
influence of motion in the image and increase speckle stability.
OCT provides depth resolved images with a microscale resolution potentially allowing for
visualization of the microvasculature. The visualization of blood vessels located directly underneath
other blood vessels is hampered by the shadowing effect caused by multiply scattered photons in
the vessels affecting both the OCT intensity and the speckle decorrelation. Red blood cells are highly
forward scattering at common OCT wavelengths, which increases the probability of multiple scattering
and therefore shadowing. This effect is clearly visible in Figure 7b, in which flow induces the speckle
contrast of lower static parts to increase to values similarly to those of flowing blood.
The advantage of OCT over other optical modalities is the depth resolution provided in real-time.
Previous research shows the potential benefit of different optical techniques in intra-operative perfusion
imaging such as fluorescence imaging [4,22–26], thermography [27], laser speckle contrast imaging [28]
and sidestream darkfield microscopy [8,29,30]. Fluorescence imaging creates a wide field overview of
the vasculature of the tissue, enabling the surgeon to indicate the perfusion status of an organ or tissue
by the intensity measurements of a fluorophore (e.g., indocyanine green, ICG). However, overlaying
vessels cannot be distinguished. Therefore, microvascular tissue with impaired perfusion could look
highly perfused because of the high flow in an underlying artery. Moreover, for the illumination
of vessels with fluorescence imaging, a fluorophore is needed which makes this technique invasive.
Thermography and laser speckle contrast imaging are both widely tested in vivo in patients. They
both create an overview of the tissue perfusion in a color-coded scale, easily interpreted by clinicians.
The disadvantage of thermography for intraoperative perfusion monitoring is the used parameter:
temperature, is a parameter exhibiting a slow response to a change in tissue perfusion. Laser speckle
contrast imaging, on the other hand, uses perfusion units to estimate the perfusion status, which
is an arbitrary unit and therefore not easily interpreted as an absolute value to differentiate good
from decreased perfusion. Sidestream darkfield microscopy provides tissue imaging, like OCT, on a
millimeter scale. It is able to visualize single erythrocytes flowing through capillaries. However, it can
only focus at one imaging depth up to 500 micrometer and surgeons need to focus the camera by hand,
which is a challenge considering the motion artefacts discussed previously.
OCT could optimize surgery by improving the understanding of perfusion and intra-operative
visualization of the microcirculation. Integration of the software is needed to create real-time evaluation
of perfusion in tissue. The proposed speckle analysis algorithm is fast, automated and can be used
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unsupervised, and can be integrated in the image acquisition software to enable real-time visualization
of blood flow during surgery. With this parameter, real-time intra-operative OCT data analysis will
be possible. Future studies should focus on the speckle contrast percentage indicative of flow and
patient outcome to study a possible correlation and define a threshold value to help the surgeon to
decide whether to adjust the surgical plan or not. In the future, OCT-based quantitative perfusion
imaging and -evaluation could potentially improve surgical outcome and decrease post-operative
complications due to impaired perfusion.
5. Conclusions
This study shows the feasibility of intra-operative OCT-based imaging of gastric tissue and
detection of flow in blood vessels in patients with esophageal cancer. Flow was detected by calculating
off-line the speckle contrast in M-mode OCT images, from which the percentage of pixels indicative
of flow was obtained. This objective parameter was obtained while the bulk tissue was moving and
therefor it may be a useful for intra-operative perfusion evaluation. Potentially, surgeons could use
a threshold value for quantitative assessment of the perfusion state of tissue and with that improve
patient outcome.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a neural stimulation device integrated with a silicon nanowire
(SiNW)-based photodetection circuit for the activation of neurons with light. The proposed device
is comprised of a voltage divider and a current driver in which SiNWs are used as photodetector
and field-effect transistors; it has the functions of detecting light, generating a stimulation signal
in proportion to the light intensity, and transmitting the signal to a micro electrode. To show the
applicability of the proposed neural stimulation device as a high-resolution retinal prosthesis system,
a high-density neural stimulation device with a unit cell size of 110 × 110 μm and a resolution of
32 × 32 was fabricated on a flexible film with a thickness of approximately 50 μm. Its effectiveness
as a retinal stimulation device was then evaluated using a unit cell in an in vitro animal experiment
involving the retinal tissue of retinal Degeneration 1 (rd1) mice. Experiments wherein stimulation
pulses were applied to the retinal tissues successfully demonstrate that the number of spikes in neural
response signals increases in proportion to light intensity.
Keywords: neuron stimulation; silicon nanowire; photodetector; micro electrode; retinal prosthesis
1. Introduction
Impaired connectivity or functional disorders in the neural system hinder the activation of
cells or the proper transmission of information. Neural stimulation methods have been extensively
investigated as potential cures for a wide range of neurological disorders, such as mental disorders,
dementia, motor disabilities, and visual impairment owing to retinal degeneration [1–4]. In such
investigations, electrical stimulation using extracellular electrodes is extensively used as the method
for activating neurons [5–7]. In conjunction with the use of extracellular electrodes, methods for the
activation of neurons using light are also being studied. In these methods, light-sensitive devices are
used for generating electrical stimulation signals [8–10]. For instance, in a retinal prosthetic system,
image data are acquired from external cameras connected to intraocular micro electrodes through
wires [11–14] or from internal photodetectors integrated with intraocular micro electrodes [15–18].
The modulated electrical signals are then transmitted to a micro electrode array (MEA) mounted into
retinal cells.
In retinal prostheses, a high-resolution system is required to provide high-quality image
perception ability to a visually handicapped patient. A key to successfully developing high-resolution
Sensors 2016, 16, 2035; doi:10.3390/s16122035 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors64
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systems is that the stimulation signals generated from image information are individually transmitted
to a large number of stimulating electrodes [19]. In the case of retinal prosthesis systems that use
external cameras, such an electrical interface becomes very complicated and difficult to implement
because a camera and MEA are physically distinct and separate from each other. In fact, many
commercialized retinal prostheses that use an external camera, such as the Argus II system [14] from
Second Sight Medical Products Inc. (Sylmar, CA, USA) or EpiRet3 [13] of EpiRet GmbH, have a low
resolution; these systems have only 60 and 25 stimulating electrodes integrated into the implant device,
respectively. On the other hand, in the case of retinal prostheses with embedded photodetectors
for image perception within their retinal implant devices instead of using externally worn cameras,
the photodetector, the signal processing circuit, and stimulating electrodes are collocated at each
cell of retinal implant devices. Much research on this topic is also underway. The US Optobionics
Corporation manufactured a subretinal implant device called an ‘artificial silicon retina’ (ASR) [18]
and conducted clinical experiments. The ASR device comprises 5000 cells, where micro photodiodes
and stimulating electrodes are integrated on a silicon substrate of approximately 25 μm in thickness.
The German Retina Implant AG developed a subretinal implant device using a silicon chip, in which
1500 cells with TiN electrodes are integrated with photodiodes and amplifying circuits fabricated
by a CMOS process [15]. It was also reported that, by using the above subretinal implants, patients
could recognize things or letters. Furthermore, it has been found from the existing research cases
that photodetectors embedded in a device can easily solve the problem of signal line connection to
high-density stimulating electrodes, and thus this method is advantageous for the implementation of a
high-resolution retinal prosthesis system for a high-level image perception function. Despite the recent
results of various studies on the development of a high-resolution retinal prosthesis system, there
still remain problems that should be solved to implement a safer and more reliable retinal prosthesis
system, such as low flexibility in a retinal stimulator device, the possibility of cell necrosis due to the
overheating of a retinal stimulator chip [20], and low biocompatibility of the device material [21].
As a method for light-based activation of neurons that can be applied to high-resolution retinal
prosthesis systems by solving the above-described problems, this paper proposes a novel neural
stimulation method as well as a flexible neural stimulation device integrated with a silicon nanowire
(SiNW)-based photodetection circuit. The SiNW-based photodetection circuit comprises a voltage
divider and a current driver that uses a SiNW PD [22], SiNW FETs [19], and micro electrodes. The SiNW
FET and the SiNW PD are connected in series via the voltage divider, making a large resistance
variation in the SiNW PD desirable because the output voltage changes when the resistance varies
when light detection occurs. In the fabricated SiNW PD, the resistance is approximately 5.6 GΩ in
a dark environment and approximately 2.9 MΩ at 4040 lux, corresponding to a resistance ratio of
approximately 1930, which is sufficiently large and useful over a high dynamic range. Thus, the output
voltage of the voltage divider at the supply voltage is 5 V and the illuminance range is 0–10,000 lux,
corresponding to a very large swing range of 0.1 V (dark)–4.8 V (10,000 lux). In the current driver,
where the SiNW FET and micro electrodes are connected in series, the SiNW FET is driven by the
output voltage of the voltage divider and the maximum on-current at the 5 V supply voltage was
found to be approximately 480 μA with an on–off ratio of 5 × 104. Thus, the current driver has a
sufficient on-current level and on–off characteristics to stimulate neurons via micro electrodes. Based
on this preliminary analysis, the proposed process—stimulation signal modulation proportional to
light intensity using a neuron stimulation device with a voltage divider and the current driver—could
then be validated.
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed neural stimulation method in high-resolution
retinal prosthesis systems, a high-density neural stimulation device with a unit cell size of 110× 110 μm
and a resolution of 32× 32 was fabricated on a flexible film approximately 50 μm thick. Its effectiveness
as a light-based retinal stimulation device was evaluated by testing the unit cell in an in vitro animal
experiment using the retinal tissue of rd1 mice. Application of retinal stimulation pulses to the retinal
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tissue demonstrated that the number of spikes in neural response signals increase in proportion to
light intensity.
2. Experimental
2.1. Device Design and Configuration
This paper proposes a neural stimulation device and a method to evoke neural signals through
the use of light. Figure 1a shows a block diagram of the unit cell of the proposed neural stimulation
device and the process of neural stimulation resulting from the modulation of a stimulation signal
according to the intensity of light irradiated onto the neural stimulation device. Figure 1b shows
the configuration of the unit cell. The neural stimulation device comprises a SiNW PD, SiNW FETs,
and micro electrodes (a stimulation electrode and a ground electrode). The resistance of the SiNW
PD decreases as the light illumination intensity increases and the device can be classified as a sort of
variable resistor. Thus, the neural stimulation device in Figure 1b can be expressed as the equivalent
circuit in Figure 1c, which can functionally be divided into two parts: the voltage divider circuit on the













Figure 1. (a) Configuration and a block diagram of unit cell of the proposed neuron stimulation
device and a modulation procedure of stimulation signal by light detection; (b) Configuration of
device composed of SiNW FETs, a SiNW PD, and micro electrodes; (c) Equivalent circuit of the device;
(d) Vgs-Ids curve of the SiNW FET2 (NWFET2) and the relation between the Vo’s swing range and the
current swing range of the NWFET2; (e) Waveforms of the signals Ilight, Vo, vp and ist; (f) Configuration
of proposed device for a high resolution retinal prosthetic system and internal electrical connection
diagram of the retinal prosthetic device; (g) Epiretinal and subretinal implantation of the proposed
neural stimulation device in an eye ball.
In the voltage divider circuit on the left, the resistance of SiNW FET1 (NWFET1) is controlled by
the control voltage (Vc), and the resistance of SiNW PD (NWPD) varies with light illumination intensity.





where VDD is the supply voltage, RNWFET1 is the resistance of NWFET1, and RNWPD is the resistance
of NWPD. In the ‘dark’ condition with no light illumination, Vo becomes maximum because RNWPD
becomes maximum. As the intensity of light irradiated onto NWPD increases, both RNWPD and Vo
gradually decrease. If the intensity of light irradiated onto the neural stimulation device varies over
time, Vo will have a waveform with a shape inverse to the waveform of light intensity, as shown
in Figure 1e.
In the current driver circuit on the right side of the equivalent circuit, NWFET2 is driven by Vo.
If NWFET2 has the gate-source voltage to drain-source current (Vgs-Ids) characteristics shown in
Figure 1d, Ids becomes minimum (Ids = Ids_min) when Vo is maximum (Vo = Vo_max, at the dark state),
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and Ids becomes maximum (Ids = Ids_max) when Vo is minimum (Vo = Vo_min, when light intensity is
the greatest). Figure 1e illustrates one example of the waveform of vp. The reference stimulation signal
of a unipolar pulse signal with fixed amplitude and frequency is applied to the drain of NWFET2.
If NWFET2 is driven by Vo with the wave waveform shown in Figure 1e, the pattern of the stimulation
signal that is transmitted to the micro electrodes and neurons has the shape ist, as shown in Figure 1e.
It is seen that each pulse of the reference stimulation signal is modulated to have an amplitude
proportional to light intensity; in this way, the proposed neural stimulation detects light intensity and
can perform stimulation signal modulation in proportion to light intensity.
The proposed neural stimulation device can most effectively be used in retinal prosthetic systems.
To do so, it is necessary to fabricate a retinal implant unit integrated with high-density cells. Figure 1f
shows a method for high-density integration of the proposed neural stimulation device for application
to a high-resolution retinal prosthetic system. The block diagram shows the arrangement of the device’s
cells in a 2D matrix pattern and the method for the connection of signal lines for each cell. As each
unit cell can modulate stimulation signals through the independent detection of light intensity, it is
only necessary to connect the four signal lines VDD, vp, Vc, and a ground (GND) electrode. The retinal
implant unit integrated with these high-density neural stimulation cells is connected to a separately
fabricated signal processor. The retinal implant unit is easily implantable into the eyeball as it is
fabricated in a flexible form that can be bent to fit the curvature of the eye; the signal processor unit,
on the other hand, is implanted remotely. An RF coil for communication with external devices and
a wireless electric power supply and a signal processing chip for controlling the implant device are
embedded into the processor unit. An electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection circuit is required for a
practical implementation and it can be integrated in the signal processing chip. The proposed retinal
implant unit can be applied to both epiretinal and subretinal implant methods as shown in Figure 1g.
In epiretinal implants, the micro electrodes are in contact with ganglion cells and the light is incident
on the opposite side where the micro electrodes are formed and reaches the NWPDs. In subretinal
implants, the micro electrodes are in contact with photoreceptors and the light is incident on the same
side where the micro electrodes are formed and reaches the NWPDs.
2.2. Fabrication and Results
Figure 2 shows the process for fabricating the proposed neural stimulation device into a flexible
form and the process for fabrication of the current driver component, in which the silicon nanowire FET
and micro electrodes are connected in series. In the first step, silicon nanowires are formed using the
top-down method (Figure 2a–e) [23]. Subsequently, polysilicon gates and source and drain electrodes
are fabricated (Figure 2f–j). The electric signal lines (VDD, vp, Vc and GND) are then formed via a
multi-layer metallization process (Figure 2k,l). A 5 μm-thick polyimide layer is patterned and Au micro
electrodes are then formed via an Au electroplating process (Figure 2m). For biocompatibility, a Pt-black
layer can be formed on the surface of the Au electrodes by a successive Pt electroplating process after the
Au electroplating process [24]. Theoretically, TiN micro electrodes can be fabricated by TiN sputtering
and RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) processes instead of electroplating. In this paper, Pt-black micro
electrodes are fabricated and are used for the following in vitro experiments. After the micro electrodes
are fabricated, the device wafer is bonded with a dummy wafer using a bonding wax, BGL-7160
(AI Technology Inc., Princeton, NJ, USA), and the device wafer is thinned to approximately 30 μm
via a chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) process (Figure 2n,o). Photoresist (PR) patterning
is performed and the silicon is etched by using a deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) process (Figure 2p).
The bonding wax is melted by heating the substrate to 160 ◦C, and the fabrication of the flexible neural
stimulation device is completed by separating the neural stimulation device from the dummy substrate
(Figure 2q–s).
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Figure 2. Fabrication process of the proposed high resolution neural stimulation devices integrated
with SiNW-based photodetection circuit. (a) SiN deposition by low pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD); (b) SiN dry etch; (c) Si dry etch; (d) Si wet etch using tetra-methyl-ammonium-hydroxide
(TMAH) solution; (e) SiNW formation by wet oxidation process; (f) SiN strip by the use of H3PO4
solution; (g) Gate oxide and Poly-Si formation; (h) Poly-Si dry etch; (i) Cross-sectional view of A-A′ of
Figure 2h; (j) Source, drain, gate electrodes formation; (k) First dielectric layer (SU-8) and electrical
lines (VDD, GND) formation; (l) Second dielectric layer and electrical lines (Vc, vp) formation; (m) Third
dielectric layer (polyimide) and micro electrodes formation; (n) Device wafer bonding on a dummy
wafer; (o) Device wafer thinning by chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP); (p) Si dry etch; (q) Cover
polyimide coating; (r) Separating fabricated devices from the dummy wafer; (s) Device cleaning by
residual wax removal.
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Figure 3a shows the shape of the column structure after the dry etching of silicon in Figure 2c:
scallops formed on the sidewall of the structure are seen, as the Si DRIE process is used. As seen
in Figure 3b, following wet etching using tetra-methyl-ammonium-hydroxide (TMAH) solution,
the scallops disappear as the sidewall of the column structure is etched. Figure 3c shows the triangular
shape of a silicon nanowire formed following the wet oxidation process. It is seen that the top of
the silicon nanowire has formed with a width of approximately 450 nm. Figure 4 shows the 32 × 32
neural stimulation device fabricated using the process in Figure 2. Figure 4a–c show the device after
the Si DRIE process in Figure 2p has been completed. The size of the unit cell is 110 × 110 μm and it
used 10 SiNWs with a length of 20 μm each to compose NWFET1, NWFEET2, and NWPD. A center
microelectrode 30 μm in diameter with a surrounding ground electrode is also present. Figure 4d
shows the neural stimulation device separated from the substrate after the process has been completed.
The device is approximately 50 μm thick and it is very flexible.
The characteristics of NWPD and NWFET depend on the thickness and doping concentration of
the silicon nanowires. In this paper, the thickness of silicon nanowires is controlled by a photolithography
process, RIE processes, a Si TMAH wet etching process, and an oxidation process. In the case of TMAH
silicon wet etching process, even though there is a slight difference in the wet etching time, an etch
stop condition is formed by the hourglass silicon structure so that the deviation of the top width of
the silicon structure is insignificant. In the remaining processes, the process deviations are controlled
to within approximately 5%, and therefore, the effects on the thickness of the nanowire are not
significant. The doping concentration of the silicon nanowires can also be precisely controlled by an
ion implantation process. Therefore, the influences of the process variation on the characteristics of
NWPD and NWFET are not significant.
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3. Fabricated SiNWs. (a) Formation of column structures by Si deep RIE process; (b) Formation














Figure 4. Fabricated high-resolution neural stimulation device. (a) Top view of the fabricated device
after Si deep RIE process of Figure 2p; (b) Perspective view of Figure 4a; (c) Unit cell of the device;
(d) Flexible neural stimulation device with 32 × 32 resolution.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Device Characterization
SiNW PDs and SiNW FETs, the basic devices composing the neural stimulation device, were
fabricated using the process shown in Figure 2, following which the characteristics of each device
were examined. To investigate the resistance variation of an SiNW PD as a function of light intensity,
the photo-induced output ( Ids ∼ Vds) characteristics of the SiNW PD were measured at varying
halogen lamp-produced light intensities (Ilight), as shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the results of
calculating the photocurrent (Iph) and resistance (RNWPD) of the SiNW PD against light intensity for
Vds = 1 V using the I–V graph in Figure 5a. The graph shows that both Iph and RNWPD abruptly change
within an illuminance range of low light intensity, above which the change is more gradual. RNWPD
shows a high value of approximately 5.6 GΩ in a dark environment and approximately 2.9 MΩ in a
bright environment of 4040 lux. Thus, the resistance change rate is so great that the ratio between the
two resistance values, RNWPD(dark)/RNWPD(bright), goes as high as 1930. In particular, it is apparent
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Figure 5. (a) I-V curves of the fabricated SiNW PD against varying light illumination intensity;
(b) Photocurrent and resistance values of the SiNW PD against light intensity; (c) Vgs-Ids curves of the
SiNW FET for several bias voltages.
The relative resistance of the SiNW FET used in the voltage divider circuit to that of the SiNW PD is
important. The resistance of the SiNW FET (RNWFET) is controlled by the gate-source voltage (Vgs), and
the value that it can obtain is shown in Figure 5c, which shows the transfer ( Ids ∼ Vgs) characteristics
of a fabricated SiNW FET. If the conditions of RNWPD(dark) 	 RNWFET in a dark environment and
RNWPD(bright) 
 RNWFET in a bright environment are satisfied, the voltage range Vo of the voltage
divider is found according to Equation (1) to be VDD (dark)–0 V (bright), resulting in the maximum
swing range. For this, Vgs must be set so that RNWPD(dark) 	 RNWFET 	 RNWPD(bright). On the other
hand, the threshold voltage (Vth), maximum on-current (ION_max), and on–off ratio are important
parameters for the SiNW FET used in the current driver circuit. In Figure 5c, the threshold voltage
moves from approximately 0 V (when Vds is 1 V) to 4 V (when Vds is 5 V). ION_max is approximately
480 μA when Vds is 5 V, and the on–off ratio of SiNW FET is approximately 5 × 104 when Vds is 5 V.
Thus, it is found that the SiNW FET has sufficient on-current level and on–off characteristics for use as
the current driver circuit.
Figure 6 shows the results of an experiment evaluating the characteristics of both the voltage
divider and current driver (which together form the proposed neural stimulation device) and verifying
the previously discussed process of stimulation signal modulation. Figure 6a shows the fabricated
neural stimulation device. Figure 6b shows the measurement results obtained from the voltage divider,
in which Vo was measured against Vc by varying the intensity of light irradiated onto the SiNW PD.
In Figure 6b, it is seen that if Vc < 3.4 V (Region I in Figure 6b), Vo remains at close to VDD = 5 V despite
the variations in RNWPD induced by variations in light intensity. This occurs because the value of Vc that
determines that RNWFET1 always remains much smaller than RNWFET1 even though RNWPD is lowered
under a bright environment: that is, RNWFET1 
 RNWPD. Under this condition, Equation (1) gives
Vo ≈ VDD regardless of the light intensity. By contrast, if Vc > 4.1 V (Region III in Figure 6b), Vo remains
in the very low range of 0–0.6 V despite variations in light intensity. This is a case that falls under the
condition in which RNWFET1 	 RNWPD, under which Equation (1) gives Vo ≈ 0 V regardless of the
light intensity. For the region 3.4 V < Vc < 4.1 V (Region II in Figure 6b), the output characteristics of Vo
are shown in the graph in Figure 6c, in which the x-axis is replaced by light intensity. If Vc is set close to
3.8 V, the ideal condition of the voltage divider, RNWPD(dark) 	 RNWFET 	 RNWPD(bright), is satisfied.
Therefore, when Vc is 3.8 V, Vo has the maximum output range of 4.8 V (dark) to 0.1 V (10,000 lux).
From the graph, it is apparent that for Vc = 3.8 V and above, the voltage divider works sensitively in
the range of low illuminance below 100 lux and is increasingly insensitive as illuminance increases.
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By contrast, for Vc = 3.8 V and below, it is seen that the voltage divider is rather insensitive in the range
of low illuminance and works sensitively in the range of high illuminance above 100 lux. In addition,
as Vo acts as the gate voltage of the NWFET2 of the current driver circuit that determines the output
current level, it is necessary to consider the light intensity range and the level of concomitant output
current in the selection of the value of Vc. Figure 6d shows an experimental setup for investigating the
output characteristics of the current driver circuit. The drain of NWFET2 is connected to a reference
stimulation signal generated by a function generator having an amplitude of 5 V and a duration
of 20 ms. The reference stimulation signal used in the experiment is monophasic, but a biphasic
pulse signal can also be used. The drain of NWFET2 is connected to the reference stimulation signal
generated by a function generator. The reference stimulation signal has an amplitude of 5 V and a
duration of 20 ms. The source of NWFET2 is connected to the Au test electrode, and the test electrode
is immersed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution. Figure 6e shows the waveform of current
transmitted to the micro electrode measured against gate voltage (Vo). The maximum peak current
for Vo is approximately 123 μA when Vo is 0 V, and when Vo > 4 V, NWFET2 is off and therefore
the current signal is no longer transmitted. Figure 6f shows the waveform of a stimulation current
signal (ist) transmitted to test electrodes after randomly varying the intensity of light illuminated
onto a neural stimulation device employing a voltage divider and a current driver. The illuminance
waveform (Ilight) and the concomitant stimulation current waveform are simultaneously depicted
on the graph. It is seen that each pulse of the reference stimulation signal is modulated to have an
amplitude that is relatively proportional to light intensity. The above results show that the proposed
neural stimulation device detects light intensity and can perform stimulation signal modulation in
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(e) (f)
Figure 6. (a) Fabricated neural stimulation device; (b) Output voltage curve of the voltage divider
against control voltage by light intensity; (c) Output voltage curve of the voltage divider against light
intensity by control voltage; (d) Measurement setup of the current driver; (e) Waveform of current is
transmitted to the micro electrode against gate voltage Vo when Vc = 3.85 V; (f) Modulation waveform
of stimulation signal for the neural stimulation device, which is proportional to light intensity.
3.2. In Vitro Experiment
An in vitro animal experiment was performed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of activating
neurons using the fabricated neural stimulation device. The experimental setup was configured as
shown in Figure 7a. A drain voltage (VDD) of 10 V was applied to the voltage divider of the neural
stimulation device, and a uniform rectangular pulse vst, with amplitude 12 V, pulse width (duration)
1 ms, and frequency 1 Hz, was generated using a field programmable gate array (FPGA). The source
side of NWFET2 was connected to one of the MEA electrodes, as shown in Figure 7a. The MEA, which
is shown in Figure 7b, comprised 60 micro electrodes and a reference electrode. The micro electrode
was a circular electrode 50 μm in diameter and was fabricated by forming an Au (~2 μm) layer and
a Pt-black layer (~4 μm) via successive electroforming processes. The Pt-black layer of the micro
electrode had a wide surface area owing to its nano-porous structure and had the effects of lowering
the interface impedance between the micro electrodes and the retinal cells and enlarging the injection
charge capacity [24]. One MEA electrode connected to the current driver was used to stimulate the
retinal nerve, and the remaining electrodes were used to record neural response signals. The retinal cell
for the in vitro experiment was extirpated from an rd1 mouse. As shown in Figure 7c, the separated
retinal cell was stuck closely to the MEA chip so that the ganglion cell could come into contact with
the MEA. A well structure was formed around the retinal cell and then filled with cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) so that the retinal cell could maintain its function for a long time.
Figure 8a–d shows the neural response signals produced in the in vitro experiment using the
neural stimulation device. Figure 8a shows an example of the neural response signals at 60 channels
and represents the locations of a stimulating electrode and of a reference electrode. The effectiveness
of stimulation can be evaluated by observing significant changes in the number of spikes after the
stimulation signal is applied. Figure 8b shows the results of analyzing the neural response signals of
two channels. The histogram graph represents the total number of spikes in neural signals in an interval
of 10 ms before and after the application of 100 stimulation pulses. In Figure 8b, a distinctive increase
in the number of spikes can be identified within about 0.2 s after application of the stimulation pulses.
Figure 8c is a color map that represents the number of spikes per pulse (spikes/pulse) obtained from
the histogram of Figure 8b against light intensity for 60 channels. As is seen in Figure 8c, the number
of spikes increase prominently as the light intensity increases. The neural response against intensity of
stimulus can be quantified using the normalized response defined by Equation (2).
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Figure 7. (a) Circuit diagram of in vitro animal experimental setup; (b) Micro electrode array for
recording multi-channel neural signals; (c) Arrangement of micro electrode array and retinal tissue
using multi-channel probing system (in vitro MEA-Systems of Multi Channel Systems).
normalized response = ∑ch
spikes per pulse after stimulation
∑ch spikes per pulse before stimulation
, (2)
Figure 8d shows the normalized response curves for four patches of retinal tissue extirpated from
rd1 mice. It is seen that the retinal neurons tend to respond in proportion to the amplitude of the
stimulation pulse (i.e., the intensity of light) although there exist some differences in level and shape
among the normalized response curves.
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Figure 8. (a) Neural response signals recorded at 60 channels; (b) Changes in the number of spikes
during, before, and after the application of stimulation signals; (c) Number of spikes per pulse at each
channel against light intensity; (d) Normalized response by light intensity as a result of stimulation
experiment using four retinal tissues.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposed a method for neural stimulation and a neural stimulation device integrated
with an SiNW-based photodetection circuit. The SiNW-based photodetection circuit is designed to
have the functions of detecting light and generating a stimulation signal in proportion to light intensity
that is then transmitted to a micro electrode. Large resistance variation in the SiNW PD of the voltage
divider circuit of a neuron stimulation device is desirable, and the fabricated SiNW PD produces a very
large ratio RNWPD(dark)/RNWPD(bright) of 1930. Owing to the large resistance variation of the SiNW PD,
the voltage divider exhibits a very large swing range of output voltage. In the current driver circuit of
the neuron stimulation device, the SiNW FET, which is driven by the output voltage of the voltage
divider, produces a maximum on-current of approximately 480 μA and an on–off ratio of 5× 104. It was
determined that the current driver has a high enough current value and sufficient on–off characteristics
to stimulate neurons via micro electrodes. The proposed neuron stimulation device can be applied to a
high-resolution retinal prosthesis system, as was demonstrated by fabricating a high-density neural
stimulation device with a unit cell size of 110 × 110 μm and a resolution of 32 × 32 in the form of
a flexible film about 50 μm thick. Its effectiveness as a retinal stimulation device was evaluated by
utilizing a unit cell of the neural stimulation device in an in vitro animal experiment involving the
retinal tissue of rd1 mice. A reference stimulation signal of uniform rectangular pulses modulated by
the neural stimulation device into a stimulation signal proportional to light intensity was produced and
transmitted into micro electrodes to stimulate the retinal nerve. Application of the retinal stimulation
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pulses to the retinal tissues demonstrated that the number of spikes in neural response signals increase
in proportion to light intensity. These results address new challenges in developing neuron stimulation
devices using SiNW-based circuits and are a promising step in the development of high-resolution
retinal prosthetic systems.
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Abstract: This paper developed and evaluated a quantitative image analysis method to measure
the concentration of the nanoparticles on which alkaline phosphatase (AP) was immobilized.
These AP-labeled nanoparticles are widely used as signal markers for tagging biomolecules at
nanometer and sub-nanometer scales. The AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration measurement can
then be directly used to quantitatively analyze the biomolecular concentration. Micro-droplets are
mono-dispersed micro-reactors that can be used to encapsulate and detect AP-labeled nanoparticles.
Micro-droplets include both empty micro-droplets and fluorescent micro-droplets, while fluorescent
micro-droplets are generated from the fluorescence reaction between the APs adhering to a single
nanoparticle and corresponding fluorogenic substrates within droplets. By detecting micro-droplets
and calculating the proportion of fluorescent micro-droplets to the overall micro-droplets, we can
calculate the AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration. The proposed micro-droplet detection method
includes the following steps: (1) Gaussian filtering to remove the noise of overall fluorescent targets,
(2) a contrast-limited, adaptive histogram equalization processing to enhance the contrast of weakly
luminescent micro-droplets, (3) an red maximizing inter-class variance thresholding method (OTSU)
to segment the enhanced image for getting the binary map of the overall micro-droplets, (4) a circular
Hough transform (CHT) method to detect overall micro-droplets and (5) an intensity-mean-based
thresholding segmentation method to extract the fluorescent micro-droplets. The experimental results
of fluorescent micro-droplet images show that the average accuracy of our micro-droplet detection
method is 0.9586; the average true positive rate is 0.9502; and the average false positive rate is 0.0073.
The detection method can be successfully applied to measure AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration
in fluorescence microscopy.
Keywords: fluorescence microscopy; micro-droplet; spot detection; alkaline phosphatase (AP); nanoparticles
1. Introduction
Advances in microscopy and fluorescence tools have pushed the quantitative biological research
for biomolecules at nanometer and sub-nanometer scales [1–3]. Among these fluorescence tools,
nanoparticles on which alkaline phosphatase (AP) was immobilized (AP-labeled nanoparticles
for short) [4] are widely used as signal markers for tagging biomolecules of interest due to their
stabilization and convenience for operation. Covered with a specific antibody, the AP-labeled
nanoparticle can label one target biomolecule and emit a fluorescent signal by catalyzing the
corresponding substrates. Therefore, the biomolecular concentration can be directly obtained by
measuring the AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration. Traditional methods for AP-labeled nanoparticle
Sensors 2017, 17, 2685; doi:10.3390/s17112685 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors79
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concentration measurement are to divide the amount of total fluorescent signals from the AP-labeled
nanoparticles by the volume of solution in the fluorescence microscopy image. However, it is difficult
to count AP-labeled nanoparticles directly from fluorescent images since AP-labeled nanoparticles are
too small to detect and are closely clustered. To solve this problem, a widely-used technology called the
droplet microfluidics technique has been used to encapsulate the individual AP-labeled nanoparticle
in monodispersed micro-droplets [5]. Micro-droplets with a similar size are water-in-oil droplets,
which can be used as micro-reactors to encapsulate and detect AP-labeled nanoparticles [6]. All the
micro-droplets encapsulate fluorogenic substrates, but only a small portion of micro-droplets would
carry AP-labeled nanoparticles. Only the micro-droplets encapsulating AP-labeled nanoparticles will
emit remarkable fluorescent signals via the enzymatic reaction between the APs and the corresponding
fluorogenic substrates within droplets. We call these micro-droplets fluorescent micro-droplets and
the others empty micro-droplets. However, empty micro-droplets may emit weak fluorescent signals
that result from a few APs scattered within the micro-droplet in practice. Since the process of
encapsulating AP-labeled nanoparticles in micro-droplets follows a random Poisson distribution [6,7],
the probability of occurrence of the micro-droplets encapsulating AP-labeled nanoparticles can
be obtained via the percentage of the fluorescent micro-droplets. Therefore, we can detect the
proportion of fluorescent micro-droplets to the overall micro-droplets to measure the AP-labeled
nanoparticle concentration. To achieve this purpose, micro-droplet detection is necessary to analyze
the AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration.
The micro-droplet detection usually consists of two steps: detection of the overall micro-droplets
and detection of fluorescent micro-droplets. There are certain problems involved in the detection of
the overall micro-droplets. The empty micro-droplets with weak luminance are hard to detect due
to the weak difference between empty micro-droplets and their surroundings. The complex noise
environment in the fluorescence images may also increase the difficulties of micro-droplet detection.
There are two important types of noises: the intrinsic photon noises resulting from the random
nature of photon emission and the background noises caused by the detector’s electronics [8].
Moreover, the additional noises like small bright speckles and vesicles could also impede subsequent
droplet detection. Furthermore, there is still a tough issue that most micro-droplets are closely
connected in the fluorescence images.
Traditional fluorescent target detection methods have been reported in the literature [9–11].
In [12], the authors provide a thorough comparative evaluation of the most frequently-used spot
detection methods. The study shows the superiority of the multiscale variance-stabilizing transform
(MSVST) detector method [13] and the H-dome-based detector (HD) method [14]. The MSVST
method combines the red variance stabilizing transform (VST) with the isotropic undecimated wavelet
transform [13,15] and performs well in filtering mixed-Poisson-Gaussian noises and in detecting
fluorescent particles. However, the bright speckles and vesicles in the image may lead to the false
detection of micro-droplets. Being different from MSVST, the HD method detects spots by extracting
peaks with an amplitude higher than a given height, called domes, in a Laplace-of-Gaussian (LoG)
filtered or Gaussian-filtered image. Because the amplitude of the peaks in micro-droplets varies in a
large range, the HD method may not work well in micro-droplet detection. To overcome this drawback,
Rezatofighi et al. [16] proposed an improved method called the maximum possible height-dome
method (MPHD) to adaptively extract the dome. However, it may not perform well when both the
bright speckles and closely-connected micro-droplets appear in the image. To further improve the
detection performance, Jaiswal et al. [17] proposed a multi-scale spot-enhancing filter method (MSSEF)
to calculate the binary map, which is obtained by iteratively applying a threshold to the LoG filtered
image with scale changing. This method can significantly improve the detection performance on
multiple closely-connected particles. However, since the selected threshold with respect to the mean
and variance of the image may be inaccurate, it may not perform well on the micro-droplet detection.
Besides, Basset et al. [18–20] proposed methods to select the optimal LoG scale or multiple scales
corresponding to the different spot sizes in the image, but test results on fluorescent micro-droplet
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images proved the ineffectiveness of this method for the micro-droplet detection. As explained by
Smal et al. [12], most current methods follow a common detection scheme, which consists of denoising
the image, enhancing the spots and, finally, extracting the target spots in a binary map to further count
the micro-droplets or estimate the positions. In addition, these methods perform ineffectively for
the detection of closely-connected micro-droplets by implementing a connect-component analysis
method. Recently, an automatic hotspots detection framework [21] was proposed to successfully detect
active areas inside cells that show changes in their calcium concentration. However, this automatic
segmentation of intracellular calcium concentration in individual video frames is about 80% accurate
and may not be suitable for precisely detecting a single active cell in the highly accurate concentration
measurement. Therefore, there is a need to develop new approaches in order to improve the accuracy
and robustness for detecting the micro-droplets.
To address these difficulties, we propose an overall micro-droplet detection method for fluorescent
micro-droplet images (FMIs).
2. Methods
The proposed method includes the following steps: (1) The Gaussian filter first removes the noise
in the red fluorescent micro-droplet image. (2) The contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE) [22] method divides the whole filtered image into different blocks and adaptively adjusts
the local histogram of each block to enhance the contrasts of the weak luminance regions of overall
micro-droplets. (3) The red maximizing inter-class variance thresholding [23–25] method (OTSU)
segments the enhanced image to get the binary map of the overall micro-droplets. (4) By performing
on the segmented binary map, the circular Hough transform method (CHT) [26,27] perfectly detects
the overall micro-droplets due to its advantage in detecting the micro-droplets that are closely
connected with each other. With the combined strengths of CLAHE, OTSU thresholding and the
CHT methods, our method shows significant performances on the overall micro-droplet detection.
Finally, the fluorescent micro-droplet can be easily extracted via an intensity-mean-based thresholding
segmentation method and be counted with the CHT method again. We have compared the performance
of our method on FMIs with the performances of the state-of-the-art methods including MSVST [13],
MPHD [16] and MSSEF [17]. The comparative results demonstrate that our method outperforms these
state-of-the-art methods.
2.1. Overall Micro-Droplet Detection
Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed method for overall micro-droplet detection. We begin
by preprocessing an input image with a Gaussian filter. Then, CLAHE is performed on the local
histogram of the filtered image to enhance the contrast of micro-droplets. After this image enhancement,
the difference between micro-droplets and background increases, and an OTSU thresholding-based
segmentation method is applied to obtain a binary map of the overall micro-droplets. Finally, the CHT
method precisely detects the circular contour of the overall micro-droplets.
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Figure 1. The framework of the proposed method for the overall micro-droplet detection.
2.1.1. Noise Reduction with the Gaussian Filter
The main noise sources in fluorescence microscopy images are the shot noise occurring in the
photon counting in the imaging process and the additive Gaussian noise created by the electron
characteristics of detectors [8,12]. The shot noise of the photons results from the random nature
of photon emission and can be modeled as Poisson noise [8,28] when there is only a handful of
photons emitted, whereas the noise can be considered as Gaussian noise when the number of photons
is sufficient.
In most situations, the noise in fluorescent micro-droplet images can be approximately considered
as Gaussian noise. Therefore, we simply use a normal Gaussian filter to remove the noise. In Figure 2,
the signal-to-noise radio (SNR) of the denoised image is enhanced compared to that of the original
images. We can see that the noises are eliminated effectively in the zoomed version of filtered image I.
Figure 2. Original fluorescent image with SNR (signal-to-noise radio) of 7.1789 and the denoised image
with SNR of 7.7489. (a) Original image. (b) Denoised image (I). (c) Zoomed details of the original image.
(d) Zoomed details of the denoised image.
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2.1.2. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
In the filtered image, there are many micro-droplets with weak luminance. We then use the
CLAHE [22] method to enhance the contrast of micro-droplets.
Firstly, the image I is divided into N ∗ N blocks (N is a user-defined constant, and N is by
default set to 8) and local histogram of every block is calculated. Since the contrast amplification
in the vicinity of a given pixel value is proportional to the histogram value at that pixel value,
the local histogram is clipped at a predefined value T to limit the over-amplification of noise. The part
of the histogram exceeding T is redistributed among all histogram bins to keep the area of the
histogram unvarying. Then, histogram equalization uses the same transformation derived from
the local histogram to transform all pixels in the block and enhance local contrasts. With these
operations finished, we combine all the blocks together and apply bilinear interpolation to eliminate
the block effect of images. Finally, the micro-droplets at low intensities are prominently enhanced.
The output of this step is an enhanced image J, which is shown in Figure 3.
2.1.3. Maximizing inter-class Variance Thresholding Method
In Figure 3, the pixels in the enhanced image J can be grouped into two classes including
background and micro-droplet pixels in terms of histogram distribution. Therefore, OTSU
thresholding [23–25] is the most suited method to extract micro-droplets via histogram thresholding.
The optimal threshold of this method is chosen by maximizing inter-class variance. The segmented
binary map by the OTSU method effectively highlights the desired micro-droplets. However, there
may be several falsely detected spots in the binary map due to the bright specks having a far smaller
size than the micro-droplets in image J. In order to obtain accurate detection results, the morphological
opening operation is used for post-processing to eliminate the influence of these abnormal spots.
The output of this step is denoted as image K.
Figure 3. Intermediate results of contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) and OTSU
on the overall micro-droplet detection: (a) Original image. (b) Enhanced image with CLAHE (J).
(c) Binary map with OTSU (K).
2.1.4. Circle Detection via Circular Hough Transform
After getting the segmented binary map, we must count the number of overall micro-droplets to
achieve a final detection result. The traditional fluorescent spot detection algorithms are usually based
on connected component analysis (CCA). CCA-based methods perform well on detecting isolated
micro-droplets, but poorly on detecting closely-connected micro-droplets. With further observation
of micro-droplets, we found that all the micro-droplets appear as round spots with a similar radius.
Therefore, we can employ CHT [26,27] to detect the spots with radii in a certain range. Moreover, CHT
is insensitive to deformation, rotation and scaling of the circle in the image such that it can perfectly
detect the incomplete round micro-droplets and closely-connected micro-droplets with lower false
detection and higher accuracy. Furthermore, it has a low computational complexity, and the only
parameter we need to set is the radius range of micro-droplets.
The CHT algorithm contains the following two essential steps:
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• Accumulator array computation:
The edge detection is carried out on the binary map to get an edge image (L). The edge pixels
of L are designated as candidate pixels and are allowed to cast ‘votes’ in the accumulator
array A(a), which represents the weight of the circle with a fixed radius and the center of the circle.
Here, a = {a, b, r}. (a, b) represents the space location of pixels, and r is the radius of the
expected circle. At the beginning, all the elements of A(a) are set to 0.
• Center and radius estimation:
For every pixel x of the fluorescence image, we accumulate all the units of A(a) that satisfy the
function f (x, a) = 0. f (x, a) is the analytical expression of circle:
f (x, a) = (x1 − a)2 + (x2 − b)2 − r2 (1)
Finally, the circular centers and radii are estimated by detecting the peaks in the accumulator array.
We can get the number of micro-droplets by counting the centers of detected circles.
The overall micro-droplets can be detected with the method mentioned above. This method can
accurately extract and count the overall micro-droplets on FMIs.
2.2. Fluorescent Micro-Droplet Detection
The fluorescent micro-droplets can be extracted by directly thresholding segmentation due to
their high intensity and round shape. However, it is difficult to choose the segmental threshold
(D) since the fluorescent micro-droplets in different images can appear to be very different in the
fluorescence intensities. We collected the manually-segmented threshold of fluorescent micro-droplets
and the intensity mean of the images. By analyzing the relationship of the manually-segmented
threshold and the intensity mean of the image, we found that the segmental threshold has a significant
linear correlation with the intensity mean of the image. Therefore, we model the relationship mentioned
above with a linear fitting method and set up a linear function corresponding to the threshold D of
the images:
D(m) = 1.3717 ∗ m + 0.0126 (2)
where m denotes the intensity mean of the image. After the binary map is obtained, the circular
Hough transform (CHT) method (see the details in Section 2.1.4) is applied to count the fluorescent
micro-droplets precisely. Figure 4 shows the detected result of this method.
Figure 4. Detection of fluorescent micro-droplets. (a) Original image. (b) Detection of fluorescent
micro-droplets.
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2.3. Measurement of AP-Labeled Nanoparticle Concentration
Encapsulating AP-labeled nanoparticles delivered to the droplet-generation nozzle at random is
a Poisson process. The probability of encapsulating k AP-labeled nanoparticles in a micro-droplet is
then given by equation:




where λ is the average number of AP-nanoparticles per micro-droplet, e is the base of the
natural logarithms, k is from natural numbers and k! is the factorial of k.
After detecting the numbers of fluorescent and overall micro-droplets, we can obtain the
probability P(k ≥ 1) by directly computing the proportion of the fluorescent micro-droplets to the
overall micro-droplets. Then, the average number of AP-nanoparticles per micro-droplet λ can be
calculated according to Equations (3) and (4):
P(k = 0) + P(k ≥ 1) = 1 (4)
Finally, λ is converted to the average amount of substance n (in moles) of a single micro-droplet;
the AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration c is then measured by dividing the average amount of
substance n (in moles) by the average volume V of a single micro-droplet. The concentration unit is
given by f M, which corresponds to 10−15 mol/L.
2.4. Evaluation
The performance of the overall micro-droplet detection method can be evaluated in the following
aspects: (1) Visual evaluations: The visual evaluations firstly give an intuitive performance comparison
overview for all the detection methods. (2) TPR and FPR: The true positive rate (TPR) represents
the number of true positives (TP) divided by the number of targets in ground truth data, and the
false positive rate (FPR) represents the number of the false positives (FP) divided by the number
of backgrounds in ground truth data. These two metrics can reflect the detection capability of an
algorithm from different perspectives. (3) ROC and F-measure: For the overall evaluation of the
detection method, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC curve) is used as a graph metric to
uncover the detection power with different TPRs. The area under ROC (AUC) is an estimate of the
area under ROC, which indicates the predictive power of the detector. Detectors with higher AUC
have better detection power. Furthermore, we computed the F-measure defined by the harmonic
mean of precision and recall F = 2 ∗ Prec ∗ Rec/(Prec + Rec). The precision metric Prec is defined
as Prec = TP/(TP + FP), and Rec is the index of recall defined as Rec = TP/(TP + FN), where FN
is the number of false negatives. The F-measure is a widely-used metric to measure the accuracy
of the detection method. The higher F-measure score is related to the higher accuracy. (4) Overall
number of micro-droplets detected: The purpose of our work is to precisely count micro-droplets.
Therefore, the comparative results on the number of overall micro-droplets detected can directly reflect
the superiority of our method.
The fluorescent micro-droplet detection method is evaluated by counting the number of
fluorescent micro-droplets detected. We demonstrate the accuracy of this work via the relative error
that is defined as the proportion of counting error to the true number counted manually. The counting
error is the absolute value of the difference between the true number and the detected number.
Low relative errors demonstrate high detection performances.
Finally, we calculate a test AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration with the results of
micro-droplet detection and compute a reference concentration with the ground truth data.
Then, we use the relative error again to compute the accuracy of our method for the AP-labeled
nanoparticle concentration measurement. The comparative results of the test and the reference
AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration further demonstrate the performance of our method.
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2.5. Code
The source code for the proposed algorithm and associated MATLAB-based GUI are freely
available on the author’s website, along with instructions for installation and use: http://www.
escience.cn/people/bjqin/research.html.
3. Results
This section gives the evaluation of the proposed method on the FMIs acquired from the Nano
Biomedical Research Center (NBRC) in Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China. All the FMIs are acquired
using an inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX73, Olympus Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 100-times
magnification when the fluorescence is fully developed. The size of FMI in pixels is 1080 × 1920,
and the diameter of the micro-droplets in the image is approximately 30 μm. The relative experiment
details are demonstrated as below. The APs encapsulated in the micro-droplet are obtained from
calf intestine. Both APs and AP-labeled nanoparticles were synthesized by NBRC. The substrate
concentration employed was 5 mM, where mM represents 10−3 mol/L.
3.1. Overall Micro-Droplet Detection
Quantitative evaluations of our method and the state-of-the-art methods mentioned above were
carried out on the FMIs. The FMI data consist of a total of fifteen test images. The ground-truth of the
overall micro-droplets on the FMIs was manually segmented by two experts at NBRC.
The three methods’ parameters are set with the default parameters for achieving the best
performances of these methods. As for our method, we set the stand variance σ of Gaussian filtering
to one. The contrast enhancement threshold T is set to 0.05, and N is set to eight by default to make the
CLAHE achieve the best performances. The search radius of circular Hough transform is set from 16
to 32. All the parameters of our method are set to make our method perform best.
3.1.1. Visual Evaluation
The visual evaluation of different methods is shown in Figure 5. We can see that the proposed
method (Figure 5f) perfectly detects all the micro-droplets. Figure 5c also shows that MSVST may
detect false micro-droplets. Moreover, Figure 5d,e demonstrates that MSSEF and MPHD may perform
poorly on the overall micro-droplet detection.
Figure 5. Comparative results of segmented binary maps of different methods: (a) Original image.
(b) Ground truth. (c) Multiscale variance-stabilizing transform (MSVST). (d) Multiscale spot-enhancing
filter method (MSSEF). (e) Maximum possible height-dome method (MPHD). (f) The proposed method.
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3.1.2. TPR and FPR
The comparative evaluations of TPR and FPR are displayed in Figure 6. The TPR of our method is
the highest TPR for all the test images, and the highest average TPR achieved by our method is 0.9502.
The average FPR of our method is 0.0073. These performance metrics prove that the proposed method
has achieved a satisfying micro-droplet detection compared with other methods.
Figure 6. Comparison of TPR and FPR obtained with MSVST, MSSEF, MPHD and the proposed
methods on fluorescent micro-droplet images (FMIs).
3.1.3. ROC and F-Measure
The ROC curve in Figure 7 is created by plotting the TPR against the FPR at various
threshold settings. Since the AUC is used to evaluate the detecting power of the method, we can use
this metric to further reveal the advantage of our method. As shown in Figure 7, the AUC of the
proposed method is the highest in all comparative methods. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed
method has achieved the best micro-droplet detection performance.
The F-measure is usually used as a detection accuracy metric to evaluate the comprehensive
performance of the detector. The higher F-measure corresponds to the better detection. The evaluation
results of the F-measure are listed in Table 1. The best average detection accuracy 0.9586 is achieved
by our micro-droplet detection method. This highest F-measure score verifies the superiority of the
proposed method over other methods.
Table 1. Comparison evaluation of the F-measure obtained with MSVST, MSSEF, MPHD and the
proposed methods on FMIs.
Samples MSVST MSSEF MPHD The Proposed Method
Image1 0.9204 0.7414 0.6640 0.9231
Image 2 0.9306 0.7889 0.7250 0.9674
Image 3 0.9348 0.8127 0.6610 0.9597
Image 4 0.9260 0.7678 0.6591 0.9656
Image 5 0.9075 0.8038 0.6392 0.9770
Image 6 0.9343 0.7737 0.7318 0.9677
Image 7 0.8945 0.7607 0.6311 0.9604
Image 8 0.8931 0.7564 0.6183 0.9663
Image 9 0.8792 0.7569 0.5946 0.9721
Image 10 0.8810 0.5775 0.6183 0.9402
Image 11 0.8999 0.6082 0.6653 0.9655
Image 12 0.8462 0.6044 0.5859 0.9186
Image 13 0.9177 0.6545 0.6586 0.9707
Image 14 0.9202 0.5954 0.6555 0.9692
Image 15 0.8831 0.6368 0.5987 0.9551
Average 0.9046 0.7093 0.6471 0.9586
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Figure 7. Comparison of the ROC curve obtained with MSVST, MPHD, MSSEF and the
proposed methods.
3.1.4. Detected Number of Overall Micro-Droplets
Table 2 shows the final number of micro-droplets detected with different methods. The true
number of overall micro-droplets is acquired manually by two experts. Compared with other methods,
the proposed method performs stably in detecting capability of the overall micro-droplets in all
15 images, and the detected error is less than two for all the images.
Table 2. Comparison evaluation of the overall number of detected micro-droplets.
Samples True Number MSVST MSSEF MPHD The Proposed Method
Image1 161 163 93 152 161
Image 2 222 232 142 202 222
Image 3 221 223 142 202 221
Image 4 223 227 135 198 222
Image 5 219 224 149 202 218
Image 6 229 235 152 210 229
Image 7 250 255 150 236 249
Image 8 239 245 149 224 240
Image 9 245 246 141 224 245
Image 10 381 393 155 350 381
Image 11 372 383 159 348 372
Image 12 381 386 175 345 381
Image 13 347 356 166 320 349
Image 14 414 422 175 371 412
Image 15 358 365 164 325 357
3.2. Fluorescent Micro-Droplet Detection
The detected results of fluorescent micro-droplets are shown in Table 3. The true number of
fluorescent micro-droplets is obtained manually by two experts. For the total test images, the proposed
method has obtained 100 percent detection accuracy for the thirteen test images with the relative errors
in detecting the remaining two images achieving 6.25% and 6.06%. These detected results demonstrate
the proposed method’s capability in accurately detecting the fluorescent micro-droplets.
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Table 3. Comparison evaluation of the number of detected fluorescent micro-droplets.
Samples True Number Detected Number of Fluorescent Micro-Droplets Relative Error
Image1 21 21 0.00%
Image 2 18 18 0.00%
Image 3 18 18 0.00%
Image 4 16 17 6.25%
Image 5 13 13 0.00%
Image 6 24 24 0.00%
Image 7 27 27 0.00%
Image 8 26 26 0.00%
Image 9 9 9 0.00%
Image 10 36 36 0.00%
Image 11 28 28 0.00%
Image 12 30 30 0.00%
Image 13 33 35 6.06%
Image 14 32 32 0.00%
Image 15 31 31 0.00%
3.3. AP-Labeled Nanoparticle Concentration Measurement
Compared with the reference concentration (Table 4), the test AP-labeled nanoparticle
concentration calculated with the detected results of micro-droplets has been measured with high
accuracy in most samples. The low relative errors in Table 4 further demonstrate the high performance
of our method in the measurement of AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration. f M in Table 4
corresponds to 10−15 mol/L.










Image1 16.4222 16.4222 0.00%
Image 2 9.9356 9.9356 0.00%
Image 3 9.9825 9.9825 0.00%
Image 4 8.7483 9.3610 7.00%
Image 5 7.1905 7.2246 0.47%
Image 6 13.0088 13.0088 0.00%
Image 7 13.4291 13.4862 0.43%
Image 8 13.5327 13.4730 0.44%
Image 9 4.3976 4.3976 0.00%
Image 10 11.6625 11.6625 0.00%
Image 11 9.1947 9.1947 0.00%
Image 12 9.6366 9.6366 0.00%
Image 13 11.7421 12.4174 5.75%
Image 14 9.4524 9.5002 0.51%
Image 15 10.6424 10.6736 0.29%
4. Discussion
The comparative evaluations demonstrated in Section 3 reveal the effectiveness of the proposed
method for micro-droplet detection. With the precise micro-droplet detection, the AP-labeled
nanoparticle concentration for the experimental analysis can be calculated accurately. However,
it should be noted that the AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration measurement is sensitive to the
results of micro-droplet detection. The results in Tables 2 to 4 show that a very slight micro-droplet
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detecting error may significantly increase the AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration measurement error.
Therefore, there is certainly room for further improvement of the proposed method.
5. Conclusions
AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration measurement is of great importance for quantitative
biomolecular analysis and measurement. Because the micro-droplet can encapsulate a single
AP-labeled nanoparticle and be imaged in fluorescence microscope, the AP-labeled nanoparticle
concentration measurement is usually calculated by accurately counting the fluorescent micro-droplets
and the overall micro-droplets. This work proposes a micro-droplet detection method for high
accuracy AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration measurement by precisely and robustly detecting the
weakly luminescent empty micro-droplets that are closely clustered in the complex background noises.
The comparative evaluations using the state-of-the-art methods have demonstrated that the proposed
method has the best accuracy for micro-droplet detection and AP-labeled nanoparticle concentration
measurement.
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Abstract: Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) is a scalable bioimaging modality; one can choose low
acoustic resolution with deep penetration depth or high optical resolution with shallow imaging
depth. High spatial resolution and deep penetration depth is rather difficult to achieve using a
single system. Here we report a switchable acoustic resolution and optical resolution photoacoustic
microscopy (AR-OR-PAM) system in a single imaging system capable of both high resolution and low
resolution on the same sample. Lateral resolution of 4.2 μm (with ~1.4 mm imaging depth) and lateral
resolution of 45 μm (with ~7.6 mm imaging depth) was successfully demonstrated using a switchable
system. In vivo blood vasculature imaging was also performed for its biological application.
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1. Introduction
Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) is an emerging hybrid in vivo imaging modality, combining
optics and ultrasound, which can provide penetration beyond the optical diffusion limit with
high resolution. This approach can provide deeper imaging than other optical modalities and
has been successfully applied to in vivo structural, functional, molecular, and cell imaging [1–9].
PAM overcomes the limitations of other existing optical modalities combining optical contrast with
ultrasound resolution. In PAM, the contrast is related to the optical properties of the tissue, but the
resolution is not limited by optical diffusion due to multiple photon scattering. Unlike optical coherence
tomography (OCT), PAM does not rely on ballistic or backscattered light. Any light, including both
singly and multiply scattered photons, contributes to the imaging signal. As a result, the imaging
depth in PAM is relatively large. The key advantages of PAM include (1) combination of high optical
contrast and high ultrasonic resolution; (2) good imaging depth; (3) no speckle artifacts; (4) scalable
resolution and imaging depth with the ultrasonic frequency; (5) use of non-ionizing radiation (both
laser and ultrasound pose no known hazards to humans); and (6) relatively inexpensive.
In PAM, a short laser pulse irradiates the tissue/sample. Due to absorption of light by the
tissue chromophores (such as melanin, hemoglobin, and water), there is a temperature rise, which
in turn produces pressure waves emitted in the form of acoustics waves. A wideband ultrasonic
transducer receives the acoustic signal (known as photoacoustic (PA) waves) outside the tissue/sample
boundary. In acoustic resolution photoacoustic microscopy (AR-PAM) deep tissue imaging can be
achieved with weak optical and tight acoustic focusing [10–12]. Since AR-PAM lateral resolution is
dependent on the ultrasound focus, one can achieve high lateral resolution (~45 μm with 50 MHz
focused ultrasound transducer with numerical aperture (NA) 0.44) with an imaging depth of up
to 3 mm, as the PA signal in AR-PAM does not depend on the ballistic photons. Resolving single
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capillaries acoustically need ultrasonic transducers greater than 400 MHz central frequency; however,
at this frequency the penetration depth will be less than 100 μm. In optical resolution photoacoustic
microscopy (OR-PAM), the lateral resolution can be improved by a tight optical focus; one can achieve
a lateral resolution of up to 0.5 μm in the reflection mode and up to 0.2 μm lateral resolution in
the transmission mode [13–20]. There were other techniques employed to attain super resolution
imaging capability including nonlinear enhancement [17,21], use of double excitation process [22],
and use of a photonic nanojet [23,24]. OR-PAM can clearly resolve single capillaries or even a single
cell [25]. However, the penetration depth is rather limited due to light focusing and it can image up
to ~1.2 mm inside the biological tissue [19]. Therefore, in summary AR-PAM can image deeper, but
with lower resolution and OR-PAM can image with very high resolution but limited imaging depth.
The imaging speed of the AR- and OR-PAM system mainly depends on the pulse repetition rate of the
laser source [26].
Not many efforts have been put to integrate both these systems together. Mostly, two different
imaging scanners are used for imaging. However, hybrid imaging with both optical and acoustic
resolution PAM enables imaging with scalable resolution and depth. In one approach, the optical
and ultrasound focus have been shifted for doing both AR- and OR-PAM. However, since the light
focus and ultrasound focus are not aligned, the image quality and resolution was not optimal [27].
In another approach, an optical fiber bundle was used to deliver light for OR- and AR-PAM [28].
In this approach, they have used two separate lasers (high energy laser at 532 nm for the AR and
a low energy high repetition rate laser at 570 nm for the OR), making the system inconvenient,
expensive, and not suitable for applications including oxygen saturation measurements [29]. In any
of these techniques, AR-PAM was not having dark field illumination and hence there were strong
photoacoustic signals from the tissue surface. The use of dark field illumination can reduce the
generation of strong photoacoustic signals from the skin surface hence deep tissue imaging can be
performed using ring-shaped illumination as the detection sensitivity of deep photoacoustic signals
will be higher compared to brightfield illumination [12]. Here, we report a switchable AR- and
OR-PAM (AR-OR-PAM) imaging system capable of both high-resolution imaging as well as low
resolution deep tissue imaging on the same sample utilizing dark field illumination. We use the same
laser for both systems. The AR-OR-PAM system was characterized in terms of spatial resolution and
imaging depth using phantom experiments. In vivo blood vasculature imaging was performed on
mouse ear for demonstrating its biological application.
2. System Description
2.1. The Switchable Acoustic Resolution-Optical Resolution-Photoacoustic Microscopy (AR-OR-PAM) System
The schematic of the AR-OR-PAM system is shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows the photograph
of the switchable AR-OR-PAM scanning head. This AR-OR-PAM system employs a nanosecond
tunable laser system, consisting of a diode-pumped solid-state Nd-YAG laser (INNOSLAB, Edgewave,
Wurselen, Germany) and a dye laser (Credo-DYE-N, Sirah dye laser, Spectra Physics, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). The laser system was tunable between 559–576 nm using Rhodamine 6G dye. The wavelength
range can be changed depending on the dye used. For example, using DCM dye, the wavelength
range can be changed to 602–660 nm. For AR-PAM scanning, the laser beam was diverted using a
right angle prism, RAP1 (PS915H-A, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA), placed on a computer controlled
motorized stage (CR1/M-Z7, Thorlabs). The diverted beam passed through another right angle prism,
RAP2 (PS915H-A, Tholabs), and a variable neutral density filter, NDF2 (NDC-50C-4M, Thorlabs), and
coupled on to a multimode fiber, MMF (M29L01, Thorlabs) using a combination of objective (M-10X,
Newport, Irvine, CA, USA) and XY translator (CXY1, Thorlabs), which acts as the fiber coupler (FC).
The fiber out was fixed on the stage using a translator (TS) (CXY1, Thorlabs). The beam out from the
fiber passed through a collimating lens, L1 (LA1951, Thorlabs), and then passed through a conical
lens (Con.L), having an apex angle of 130◦ (1-APX-2-B254, Altechna, Vilnius, Lithuania) to provide a
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ring-shaped beam. The conical lens was placed on a translating mount, TM1 (CT1, Thorlabs). The ring
shaped beam was allowed to focus weakly onto the subject with the focal region coaxially overlapping
the ultrasonic focus inside the tissue using a homemade optical condenser (OC) (cone angles: 70◦,
110◦), having a 50 MHz ultrasonic transducer (UST) (V214-BB-RM, Olympus-NDT, Waltham, MA,
USA) in the center. An acoustic lens (AL) (LC4573, Thorlabs) having a radius of curvature of 4.6 mm
and a 6 mm diameter was attached using a UV curing optical adhesive (NOA61, Thorlabs) to the
bottom of the transducer, which provided an acoustic focal diameter of ~46 μm. In an optically clear
medium, the optical focus was around 2 mm in diameter, which was wider than the ultrasonic focus.
This type of dark field illumination is beneficial for deep tissue imaging where there are no strong
signals from the tissue surface. The laser repetition rate (LRR) was set to be 1 kHz, and the laser energy
at focus can be varied up to 30 μJ per pulse. The optical illumination on the object surface was donut
shaped with a dark center so that no strong photoacoustic signals were produced from the surface
on the object within the ultrasonic field of view. In our setup, all components were integrated and
assembled in an optical cage setup. For AR, both 30 mm and 60 mm optical cages (OC connected in
60 mm cage) were used. The use of the cage system made the AR setup compact and easier to assemble
and align.
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the Acoustic Resolution—Optical Resolution—Photoacoustic Microscopy
(AR-OR-PAM) imaging system. BS: beam sampler; NDF: neutral density filter; RAP: right angle prism;
PD: photodiode; CL: condenser lens; PH: pinhole; FC: fiber coupler; UST: ultrasound transducer; MMF:
multimode fiber; SMF: single mode fiber; DAQ: data acquisition card; TS: translation stage; Con.L:
conical lens; L1: convex lens; L2 & L3: achromatic lens; RA: right angle prism; RP: rhomboid prism;
OC: optical condenser; M: mirror; SP: slip plate; LT: lens tube; TM: translation mount; KMM: kinematic
mirror mount; AL: acoustic lens; (b) Photograph of the prototype AR-OR-PAM system.
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For the OR-PAM setup, the rotational stage (holding the RAP1) would rotate at 90◦ so that the laser
beam went straight and was reshaped by an iris (ID12/M, Thorlabs) and then focused by a condenser
lens, CL (LA4327, Thorlabs), and passed through a 50 μm pinhole, PH (P50S, Thorlabs), for spatial
filtering. The filtered beam was attenuated by a variable neutral density filter, NDF3 (NDC-50C-4M,
Thorlabs), and launched on to a single-mode fiber, SMF (P1-460B-FC-1, Thorlabs), using a single mode
fiber coupler, FC (F-91-C1, Newport). The output port of the single-mode fiber was placed on a slip
plate positioner, SP (SPT1, Thorlabs). The output beam from the SMF was then collimated by an
achromatic lens, L2 (32-317, Edmund Optics, Barrington, New Jersey, United States) was reflected by a
stationary elliptical mirror, M (PFE10-P01, Thorlabs), was fixed on a Kinematic mirror mount, KMM
(KCB1, Thorlabs), and filled the back aperture of another identical achromatic lens, L3, placed on a
translation mount, TM2 (SM1Z, Thorlabs). The achromatic lens was placed on the translation mount
with the help of a lens tube, LT (SM05L10, Thorlabs). The effective clear aperture of the achromatic lens
through the tube was 10.9 mm, which makes the effective numerical aperture (NA) of the achromatic
lens as 0.11. The beam then passed through an optoacoustic beam combiner consisting of a right
angled prism, RA (PS615, Thorlabs) and a rhomboid prism, RP (47-214, Edmund optics) with a layer of
silicon oil, SO (DMPS1M, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, USA) in between. The silicon oil layer acts as
optically transparent and acoustically reflective film. An acoustic lens, AL (LC4573, Thorlabs) provided
acoustic focusing (a focal diameter of ~46 μm), was attached at the bottom of the rhomboid prism.
The ultrasonic transducer, a 50 MHz center frequency (V214-BB-RM, Olympus-NDT), was placed on
top of the rhomboid with an epoxy layer from a single part of a two part epoxy (G14250, Thorlabs) for
effective coupling. To maximize the detection sensitivity, the optical and acoustic foci were aligned
confocally. The laser repetition rate for the OR-PAM was set to 5 kHz and the laser energy at focus
could be varied up to 200 nJ per pulse. Like AR, the OR systems components were also integrated and
assembled in a 30 mm optical cage system.
The AR-OR combined system was attached to a homemade plate that helps in switching between
AR and OR scanhead easily by sliding the scanhead on top of the imaging area. At present, the y-axis
translation stage used has a range of 5 cm; therefore, the switching between the AR and OR systems
was done by manual sliding. However, if one uses the y-axis translation stage with a 10 cm range,
manual transition can be avoided. The AR-OR combined scanner head was attached to a 3-axis
motorized stage (PLS 85 for X and Y axis, VT 80 for Z axis, PI—Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe,
Germany). All three stages were controlled by a 3-axis controller (SMC corvus eco, PI micos) connected
to the computer. For photoacoustic imaging, the bottom of the AR-OR-PAM scanner head was
submerged in a water-filled tank (13 cm × 30 cm) for acoustic coupling. An imaging window of
7 cm × 7 cm was opened at the bottom of the tank and sealed with a polyethylene membrane for
optical and acoustic transmission. The PA signal acquired by the UST was amplified by two amplifiers
(ZFL-500LN, Mini Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA) each having a 24 dB gain, and was recorded using a
data acquisition (DAQ) card, (M4i.4420, Spectrum, Grosshansdorf, Germany) in a desktop computer
(Intel xeon E5-1630 3.7 GHz processor, 16 GB RAM, 64 bit windows 10 operating system). The DAQ
card had a 16 bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), a 250 Ms/s sampling rate, 2 channels, and
a 4 GB on-board memory. The same desktop computer was used for both AR and OR-PAM systems.
The scanning and data acquisition was controlled using Labview software (National Instrument).
Two-dimensional continuous raster scanning of the imaging head was used during image acquisition.
The time-resolved PA signals were multiplied by the speed of sound, 1540 m/s in soft tissue [30]
to obtain an A-line. Multiple A-lines were captured during the continuous motion of the Y stage to
produce a two-dimensional B-scan. Multiple B-scans of the imaging area were captured and stored in
the computer. MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used to process and obtain the maximum
amplitude projection (MAP) photoacoustic images.
The synchronization of the data acquisition and the stage motion was controlled by the signal
from a photodiode (PD) (SM05PD1A, Thorlabs). A beamsampler, BS (BF10-A, Thorlabs), was placed in
front of the laser beam diverted a small portion of the beam (5%) to the PD. A neutral density filter,
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NDF 1 (NDC-50C-4M, Thorlabs), was placed in front of the PD to control the energy falling on the
PD. The PD signal can also used for compensating pulse-to-pulse laser energy variations during data
acquisition. All experiments were done at a laser wavelength of 570 nm in this work.
2.2. Laser Safety
For in vivo imaging, the maximum permissible pulse energy is governed by American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) laser safety standards [31]. The safety limit varies with illumination
wavelength, pulse duration, exposure duration, and exposure area. The maximum pulse energy by a
single laser pulse (MPESP) on the skin surface should not exceed MPESP = 2CA10−2 J/cm2, where
CA the wavelength correction factor, is unity for visible wavelength range (400–700 nm). The irradiance
should not exceed 200 mW/cm2 if a point on skin is exposed to more than 10 s. In the case of raster
scanning, a point on the skin will not be exposed for 10 s; hence, the maximum permissible exposure
(MPEAVE) is limited by 1.1 CAt0.25 mJ/cm2, where t denotes the exposure duration in seconds.
For AR-PAM, the diameter of the optical focus at the ultrasound focus was 2 mm. Having
a minimum pixel separation of 15 μm, an average of 133 (N) adjacent laser pulses overlap at the
ultrasound focus. At 1 kHz LRR, the exposure time was 133 ms, so the maximum pulse energy
for the pulse train (MPETRAIN) was 664 mJ/cm2 (1.1 CAt0.25). The MPESP for the pulse train was
MPEAVG = MPETRAIN/N = 664/133 = 5 mJ/cm2. The current AR-PAM system can deliver
per pulse energy of 0.32 mJ/cm2 (30 μJ/pulse, 2 mm diameter focus), which is well below the MPESP
safety limit. For AR-PAM experiments, we used a pulse energy of 30 μJ/pulse for imaging depth and
6 μJ/pulse for the resolution test and in vivo ear blood vasculature imaging.
For OR-PAM, we believe the effect of optical aberrations at the prism surface and acoustic lens
might have reduced the objective NA from 0.11 to 0.075, which will give a spot size diameter of 3.9 μm
(which agrees with our lateral resolution). Assuming the optical focus is 150 micron below the skin
surface for in vivo imaging, the surface spot size was 22.5 μm in diameter. Having a minimum pixel
separation of 2 μm, an average of 11 (N) adjacent laser pulses overlaps on the skin surface. At 5 kHz
LRR, the exposure time was 2.4 ms. Therefore, the MPETRAIN was 238 mJ/cm2. The MPESP for the
pulse train was MPEAVG = MPETRAIN/N = 238/11 = 21.6 mJ/cm2. The current OR-PAM system
can deliver an MPESP of 20.4 mJ/cm2 (90 nJ/pulse, 0.075 NA) at the skin surface (close to the safety
limit). For OR-PAM experiments, we used a pulse energy of 20 nJ/pulse for the resolution test and
90 nJ/pulse for imaging depth and in vivo ear blood vasculature imaging.
3. Experimental Methods
In order to evaluate the system performance of the switchable AR-OR-PAM system, a series of
experiments were conducted to determine the spatial resolution and the maximum imaging depths
for both AR- and OR-PAM. In vivo imaging was also done using the switchable system to show the
biological imaging capability of the system.
3.1. Spatial Resolution Quantification
The lateral resolution of the AR and OR system was determined by imaging a 100 nm gold
nanoparticle (742031, Sigma Aldrich). To determine the resolution of the AR-PAM system, a single
nanoparticle was scanned with a step size of 5 microns. Similarly, the nanoparticle was scanned with
a step size of 0.5 microns in order to find the resolution of the OR-PAM system. The photoacoustic
amplitude along the central lateral direction of the nanoparticle image was fitted to a Gaussian function.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian fit was considered the lateral resolution.
Theoretically, the optical diffraction-limited lateral resolution for the OR-PAM was calculated from
0.51 λ/NA, where λ was the laser wavelength, and NA was the numerical aperture of the objective.
Similarly, the theoretical lateral resolution for the AR-PAM was determined using the equation
0.72 λ/NA, where λ was the central acoustic wavelength, and NA was the numerical aperture of
the ultrasonic transducer. The photoacoustic axial spread profile from the nanoparticle was used
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to determine the axial resolution of the system. Both OR-PAM and AR-PAM share the same axial
resolution since the same ultrasound transducer (and the focusing lens) was used in both systems.
The axial resolution was determined by acoustic parameters according to 0.88 c/Δf, where c is the
speed of sound in soft tissue, and Δf is the frequency bandwidth of the ultrasonic transducer. Since
the size of the nanoparticle was much smaller than the axial resolution, the axial spread profile can be
considered as axial point spread function of the imaging system. The FWHM of the envelope gives
the axial resolution. The axial resolution was also calculated by numerically shifting and summing
two A-line signals and by checking whether the two peaks could be differentiated in the envelope
with a contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) greater than 2. The CNR was plotted against the shift between
the two impulse responses. The contrast was defined as the difference between the smaller of the
two peaks in the photoacoustic envelope and the valley between the peaks. The noise was the standard
deviation in the background photoacoustic signal.
3.2. USAF Resolution Test Target Imaging
The lateral resolution of the AR and OR system was further validated imaging a USAF 1951 test
target (R1DS1P, Thorlabs). Initially, a 5 mm × 5 mm area (Group numbers 2 to 7) were scanned using
AR-PAM. The scan step size was 10 μm in both X and Y directions. Similarly, a 1.3 mm × 1.3 mm
area (Group numbers 4 to 7) was scanned using OR-PAM with a step size of 0.5 μm in both X and
Y directions. Finally, a 0.3 mm × 0.3 mm area consisting of the smallest groups (Group Numbers 6
and 7) were scanned using OR-PAM imaging with a step size of 0.5 μm in both X and Y directions.
3.3. Imaging Depth
To determine the maximum imaging depth of both AR-PAM and OR-PAM, a black tape was
inserted obliquely on a chicken tissue. A single B-scan image was captured using both AR-PAM and
OR-PAM. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was also determined at the maximum imaging depth. SNR
is defined as V/n, where V is the peak-to-peak PA signal amplitude, and n is the standard deviation
of the background noise.
3.4. In Vivo Imaging of Mouse Ear Blood Vasculature
To demonstrate in vivo imaging using the combined system, the ears of 4-week-old female
mice with body weights of 25 g, procured from InVivos Pte. Ltd. (Singapore), were used. Animal
experiments were performed according to the approved guidelines and regulations by the institutional
Animal Care and Use committee of Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (Animal Protocol
Number ARF-SBS/NIE-A0263). The animal was anesthetized using a cocktail of ketamine (120 mg/kg)
and xylazine (16 mg/kg) injected intraperitoneally (dosage of 0.1 mL/10 g, body weight). After
removing hair from the ear, the mouse was positioned on a platform that also has a miniature plate
to position the ear. The animal was further anesthetized with vaporized isoflurane system (1 L/min
oxygen and 0.75% isoflurane) during the imaging period. The imaging region was placed into contact
with the polyethylene membrane using ultrasound gel. Using AR-PAM, a large area (9 mm × 7 mm)
of the ear was first imaged, using a step size of 15 μm in the Y direction and 30 μm in the X direction.
The same area (4.5 mm × 5 mm) was scanned using OR-PAM with a step size of 2 μm in the Y direction
and 3 μm in the X direction.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Spatial Resolution of the Imaging System
The lateral resolution of the AR-PAM is shown in Figure 2a. The measured lateral resolution
is 45 μm determined by FWHM. Similarly, lateral resolution of OR-PAM is shown in Figure 2b.
The measured lateral resolution determined from the FWHM is 4.2 μm. The inset of the figures shows
the corresponding PAM image of the gold nanoparticle.
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Figure 2c shows the axial spread profile of the averaged PA signal from the gold nanoparticle
and its envelope. The axial resolution was measured to be 33 μm. The experimentally determined
axial resolution matches closely to the theoretical axial resolution of 29 μm. The simulated results
in Figure 2d show that we can distinguish the two absorbers separated by 16.5 μm with a CNR of 2.
Figure 2e shows the plot of CNR versus axial shift.
Figure 2. Spatial resolution test of the AR-OR-PAM system: Lateral resolution estimated by imaging
gold nanoparticles ~100 nm diameter, Black (*) dots: photoacoustic signal; blue line: Gaussian-fitted
curve; (a) AR-PAM; (b) OR-PAM. The inset shows the representative AR-PAM image in (a) and
OR-PAM image in (b) of the single gold nanoparticle; (c) Photoacoustic axial spread profile and its
envelope; (d) Simulated photoacoustic shift-and-sum A-line signals. The dashed line and dotted line
indicate two photoacoustic signals 16.5 μm apart. The solid line indicates the summed envelope of the
two shifted signals; (e) Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) versus the shift distance between the two signals.
4.2. USAF Resolution Test Target Imaging
MAP AR-PAM image of a USAF resolution test target is shown in Figure 3a. From Figure 3a,d,
we can see that the AR-PAM system is capable of resolving 49.61 μm line pairs (Group 3, Element 3)
with a modulation transfer function (MTF) of 0.28. Figure 3b is a MAP OR-PAM image done on the
red dotted area shown in Figure 3a.
Figure 3c shows the MAP OR-PAM image done on the yellow dotted area on Figure 3b.
From Figure 3c,d, we can see that the OR-PAM system can clearly resolve 3.91 μm line pairs (Group 7,
Element 1) with an MTF of 0.64. Theoretically, the optical diffraction-limited lateral resolution
for the OR-PAM is 2.6 μm. The experimentally measured lateral resolution was poorer than the
diffraction-limit estimate, which might be due to wavefront aberrations. Similarly, the theoretical lateral
resolution for the AR-PAM is 46 μm. The theoretical resolution agrees well with our experimental data.
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Figure 3. Lateral resolution test of the AR-OR-PAM system: (a) AR-PAM image of an air force resolution
test target; (b) OR-PAM image of the red dotted area; (c) OR-PAM image of the yellow dotted region of
the test target; (d) The cross-sectional profile of the first two elements in Group 3 of the resolution target,
blue line in (a); (e) The cross-sectional profile of the first three elements in Group 7 of the resolution
target, blue line in (c).
4.3. Imaging Depth
Figure 4a shows the schematic of a black tape obliquely inserted on chicken tissue. Figure 4b
shows the B-scan PA image from AR-PAM. It is evident that the AR-PAM system can clearly image the
black tape down to ~7.6 mm beneath the tissue surface. Similarly, using the OR-PAM system, we can
clearly image the black tape down to ~1.4 mm beneath the tissue surface. For AR-PAM, the SNR at
4.6 mm and 7.6 mm imaging depth were 2.5 and 1.4, respectively. In case of OR-PAM, the SNR of the
target object (black tape) at 1.4 mm imaging depth was 1.5.
Figure 4. Single B-scan PA image of a black tape inserted obliquely in a chicken tissue. (a) Schematic
diagram; (b) AR-PAM image; (c) OR-PAM image.
4.4. In Vivo Imaging of Mouse Ear Blood Vasculature
Figure 5a shows the photograph of the mouse ear vasculature. A unidirectional B-scan imaging
of 9 mm × 7 mm area using AR-PAM took 10 min to complete. The MAP image of AR-PAM is show in
Figure 5b. Figure 5c shows the zoomed out image of the white dotted region in Figure 5b. The same
area as in Figure 5b (4.5 mm × 5 mm) was scanned using OR-PAM (imaging time 50 min). The MAP
image of the OR-PAM is shown in Figure 5d. Figure 5c,d are the same region scanned with AR-PAM
and OR-PAM. We can see OR-PAM can clearly resolve single capillaries that AR-PAM cannot resolve.
AR-PAM can resolve deep vessels thicker than 45 μm. Figure 5e shows the zoomed out area (white
dotted region in Figure 5d). Due to the high resolution of the OR-PAM, the region appears clearer, and
smaller structures are also visible.
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Figure 5. In vivo photoacoustic image of mouse ear: (a) photograph of the mouse ear vasculature;
(b) AR-PAM image; (c) close up of the region of interest (ROI) in (b) as shown by white dash line;
(d) OR-PAM image of the same ROI; (e) close up of the region of interest in (d) as shown by white
dotted line.
In summary, a switchable AR-OR-PAM system that can achieve high-resolution imaging utilizing
optical focusing as well as deep tissue imaging using dark field illumination and acoustic focusing
was developed. This combined photoacoustic microscopy system can provide high spatial resolution,
which makes the system important for applications including imaging of angiogenesis and drug
response, where imaging single capillaries as well as deep vasculatures will be important. Further
improvement in the system can be done by replacing the switchable plate with a 10 cm traveling
motorized stage (y-axis). Wavefront aberration corrections for the OR-PAM will improve the lateral
resolution further. Delivering higher pulse energy to the AR-PAM will improve the SNR and imaging
depths as well. The limitations of the proposed technique include the scanning speed. Currently longer
scanning time is required, which can be further reduced by acquiring data in both directions during
imaging. High speed imaging using OR-PAM was reported by the use of a high repetition rate laser
and a water immersible MEMS (microelectromechanical system) mirror [32]. Simultaneous image
acquisition using both AR-PAM and OR-PAM is not possible at the moment. Developing a system
that can do simultaneous data acquisition using OR-PAM and dark field AR-PAM would have been
more advantageous.
5. Conclusions
A switchable acoustic resolution and optical resolution photoacoustic microscopy system that can
achieve both high-resolution imaging at lower imaging depth and lower resolution imaging at higher
imaging depth was developed. This is the first combined system using the same laser, which can be
easily switched between OR-PAM and dark field AR-PAM. The combined system will have a 4.2 μm
resolution with a 1.4 mm imaging depth, as well as a 45 μm resolution with a 7.6 mm imaging depth.
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The system is made of minimal homemade components, making it easier to assemble, align, and
build. Using the combined system, in vivo imaging was successfully demonstrated. The developed
system can be used for pre-clinical imaging. Major preclinical applications include imaging of
angiogenesis, microcirculation, tumor microenvironments, drug response, brain functions, biomarkers,
and gene activities.
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Abstract: Pterygium is a vascularized, invasive transformation on the anterior corneal surface that can
be treated by Strontium-/Yttrium90 beta irradiation. Finite element modeling was used to analyze the
biomechanical effects governing the treatment, and to help understand clinically observed changes in
corneal astigmatism. Results suggested that irradiation-induced pulling forces on the anterior corneal
surface can cause astigmatism, as well as central corneal flattening. Finite element modeling of
corneal biomechanics closely predicted the postoperative corneal surface (astigmatism error −0.01D;
central curvature error −0.16D), and can help in understanding beta irradiation treatment. Numerical
simulations have the potential to preoperatively predict corneal shape and function changes, and
help to improve corneal treatments.
Keywords: pterygium; radiation; cornea surgery; biomechanics; finite element modeling; simulation
1. Introduction
Pterygium, also called Surfer’s Eye, is a vascularized, invasive transformation growing on the
anterior corneal surface, starting in the conjunctiva near the limbal region and with expanding towards
the corneal center. The Bowmann’s membrane, underneath the epithelium, thereby serves as a
controlling structure for the pterygium. Besides UV light, the following co-factors promoting the
development of a pterygium have been reported in literature: chronic exposure to ultraviolet light in
combination with hot and dry climate, chronic irritation by dust, and frequent exposure to wind [1].
The in-growth almost exclusively starts nasally (92%) [2], possibly because in that area the rays from
the sun pass laterally through the cornea, intensifying the tissues’ exposure to UV light.
Even though co-factors are named, the main etiological reason for developing a pterygium
is ultraviolet light exposure [3,4], as a recent mathematical model demonstrated that ultraviolet
irradiation can lead to limbal stem cell dysfunction [5–7]. The fact that Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF),
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Transforming Growth Factor β (TGF β), and Stem Cell
Factor (SCM) are increased in pterygial tissue [8–10], while IGFBP3 is decreased, further suggests that
growth proliferation is not controlled in the same way as in tumor cells and, as a consequence, that
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pterygium is not neoplasia. Rather, it is a degenerative alteration [11], as VEGF leads to angiogenesis
and SCM to the modulation of mast cells.
Various surgical treatments for pterygium have been suggested in the past and have been
frequently employed in the field. However, depending on the technique, the recurrence rate of
pterygium used to be relatively high, in a range from 35% to 68% [12–14]. More modern surgical
procedures involving the implementation of antimetabolites, such as Mitomycin C, or the introduction
of radiotherapy, decrease the recurrence rate down to a level of 1.7% to 12.5% [2,6,15–18]. Furthermore,
therapy concepts such as pterygium excision with conjunctival autografts and subconjunctival amniotic
membranes also reduce this rate down to a level of ~1% [19].
In their previous research [5–7,10,20], the authors of these papers showed that with the
introduction of Strontium-/Yttrium-90 beta-irradiation as an exclusive, non-surgical treatment,
no recurrences have occurred to date. Even though the result of beta-irradiation treatment is
an inactive pterygium without vessels, the procedure may induce certain amounts of corneal
astigmatism [5–7,10,20]. The authors hypothesized that the observed changes in cylinder value
may stem from pulling forces placed the cornea by the retracting pterygium. Hence, it is of great
importance to understand the underlying biomechanical connection between beta-irradiation and
its pterygium reduction, as well as the induction of corneal astigmatism. The goal of this study is to
develop a mathematical model to describe the governing biomechanical processes.
2. Materials and Methods
The right eye of a 56-year-old female subject, diagnosed with pterygium, was treated with
Strontium-/Yttrium-90 irradiation treatment (see Figure 1a). Preoperative Pentacam (Oculus
Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) measurements were taken to create a subject-specific finite
element model. The model was numerically simulated using the Optimeyes software (Optimo Medical
AG, Biel, Switzerland), employing an earlier published [21–25] constitutive material model. Optimeyes
is a comprehensive technology platform for the simulation and prediction of corneal shape and
function changes, caused by mechanical interferences with the tissue. The software allowed us to create
patient-specific finite element models from anterior segment tomography measurement data, compute
initial stress-distribution, and run numerical simulations of cornea surgical treatments. Simulation
results were then compared to the 25-month postoperative follow-up Pentacam measurements.
Comparison included corneal shape and corneal function analysis.
2.1. Pterygium Surgery with Beta Irradiation
A convex plate with a diameter of 12 mm, attached to a pen-like holder, was used as a
Strontium-/Yttrium-90 applicator. The radioactive substance was attached to the inner surface of the
plate, and softly put onto the eye, well centered over the pterygium. To reduce irradiation exposure
of the surrounding tissue, a surround of 0.002 mm stainless steel and 0.01 mm aluminum, fitted to
the edge of the applicator plate, filtered the original Strontium-90 irradiation down to 3%, and the
Yttrium-90 down to 60%. The irradiation application scheme was as follows: A dosage of 6 gray
(1 Gy = 1 J/kg) of the ionizing radiation was applied twice a week, for three consecutive weeks. Hence,
a total dose of 6 × 6 Gy was administered to the pterygium.
2.2. Constitutive Material Model
Biomechanically, corneal tissue is known for being nearly incompressible, having non-linear
elastic characteristics, being highly inhomogeneous in-plane as well as over its thickness, and for
revealing a high degree of anisotropy. In this work, we used a previously published biomechanical
model [21–25] which used additive terms in a non-linear, hyper elastic strain energy function to
describe the tissue characteristics. Generally speaking, strain-energy functions are derived from the
laws of thermodynamics, and relate deformation (right-hand side of the equation) to deformation
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energy (left-hand side of the equation). The formulation used in this work was already available in the
Optimeyes software, and is given as:






Ψ f 1[γm, μm] + Ψ f 2[γk, μk]
)
dθ (1)
where U is a penalty-term, preventing volume changes and therefore modeling the incompressibility
of corneal tissue, Ψm is a non-linear adaptation of Hooke’s law—called neo-hookean—representing
the tissue matrix with its proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans, and Ψ f 1 and Ψ f 2 are anisotropic
polynomial material functions [26] modeling the main collagen fibers and the cross-links, respectively.
The probability distribution function Φ defines a realistic fiber distribution, as has been assessed
through X-ray scattering by Aghamohammadzadeh et al. [27]. The distribution is defined in the
model by assigning a weighting to each possible direction (0◦ to 180◦) for any location in the model,
and as a function of corneal depth. Material constants (Table 1) were determined using three sets of
experimental data: one from button inflation experiments [28] and two (one superior-inferior strip,
one superonasal-inferotemporal strip) from strip extensometry [29] experiments. The inverse finite
element method was used to fit the above strain energy function to the experimental data from our
earlier work [21].
Table 1. Material coefficients, matching the age of the study subjects, that have been used in conjunction
with the constitutive material model implementation. C10 is the material constant of the neo-hookean
hyper elastic material model for tissue matrix (proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans, etc.), γm, μm are
material constants of the polynomial material function Ψ f 1, introduced by Markert et al. [26], which
model the main corneal collagen fibers, and γk, μk are material constants of the polynomial material
function Ψ f 2, which model the collagen cross-links. Material coefficients were obtained from our earlier
work [21].
C10[MPa] γm μm[MPa] γk μk[MPa]
0.06 0.13 24.0 0.08 95.0
2.3. Patient-Specific Radiation Surgery Simulation
A patient-specific finite element model for the patient in the study was obtained with a three-step
algorithm, available in the Optimeyes software: (i) The geometrical information obtained from spatial
elevation data of the front and back surface of the patient’s cornea (acquired with the Scheimpflug
tomography system Pentacam HR, Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH, Germany) was used to warp a spherical
template cornea model to create a patient-specific finite element mesh containing 35,000 elements and
over 44,000 nodes. (ii) The initial stress distribution in the model was then computed with an iterative
approach [30,31]. (iii) Finally, the effects of the surgery were simulated. The anterior and posterior
surfaces, computed by the finite-element (FE) model, were then compared to the postoperative
surfaces to assess the accuracy and reliability of FE modeling. The details of the algorithm steps i–iii
are described below:
(i) Mesh warping: In our earlier work [23], we showed that a model with patient-specific geometry of
the human cornea can be obtained by warping a spherical finite element mesh such that its anterior
and posterior surfaces match the respective surfaces of the tomography measurements. Thereby,
the tomography surfaces are expressed as the coefficients obtained from Zernike expansion (up
to the twelfth order, and over the central 8.0 mm optical zone of the cornea), and the inside
mesh nodes proportionally follow the deformation of the respective surface nodes. This way, the
template mesh was warped to match the patient’s cornea, without producing distorted elements
(which is crucial for finite element analysis).
(ii) Calculation of initial stress distribution: Since the Pentacam Scheimpflug camera measures
corneal geometry in vivo, whereby the corneal tissue is under mechanical stress, the shape in the
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absence of acting forces is a priori not known. An iterative approach to calculate the initial stress
distribution in the model, as was previously published [30,31], was employed in this study.
(iii) Surgery simulation: A specific, three-dimensional, finite element model was created in the finite
element software package ANSYS 17.1 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The model represents
the full cornea, plus a 4-mm wide rim of scleral tissue. The model was fixed at the edge of the
scleral rim, and a pressure of 15 mmHg on the models inside represented the intraocular pressure.
The anterior surface of the model cornea is prepared such that a specific part exactly corresponds
to the shape and position of the subject’s pterygium (see Figure 1b). Pressure was applied to that
specific part, modeling the pulling forces of the retracting pterygium, tangentially to the corneal
surface and towards the limbus (see Figure 2). This simulation approach reproduces the pulling
effects placed onto the corneal surface when radiation-induced tissue shrinking in pterygium




Figure 1. (a) Top-view image of the study subject with pterygium in-growth in the cornea;
(b) Three-dimensional finite element model of the cornea and parts of the sclera, as seen from the top.
The specific area (shown in red), representing where the pterygium pulls on the anterior corneal surface.
 
Figure 2. Three-dimensional finite element model of the cornea and the 4-mm scleral rim. The red area
represents the specific part of the anterior surface of the cornea model where the tangential pulling
forces were applied.
The anterior and posterior surface final geometry after finite element simulation were
automatically imported, and then analyzed in the user interface of the Optimeyes software. The
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software uses an 8.0-mm region of interest for Zernike decomposition of the anterior and posterior
corneal surface in the model, and the keratometric index n = 1.3375 for curvature calculation. Thereby,
the sagittal curvature was calculated as CS = (n − 1)/R , where R is the radius of the curvature, the
normal distance between a surface point and the central axis of the cornea. From the sagittal curvatures,
corneal astigmatism was calculated as the difference between the steep and flat simulated keratometry
values over a central annulus of a 0.5- to 2.0-mm radius. Elevation data were calculated as the normal
distance between the cornea and a reference surface, a best-fit sphere fitted over a central 8.0-mm
diameter zone.
Corneal shape was compared by analyzing sagittal curvature maps of the anterior corneal
surface. Color-coded curvature maps, provided by the Pentacam software as well as by the
Optimeyes software, were used to calculate anterior corneal astigmatism, as well as central and
paracentral corneal curvatures. Astigmatism was thereby calculated on an apex-centered annulus of
0.5 mm < r < 2.5 mm. Central corneal curvature is the average curvature on an apex-centered disk with
a 2.0-mm radius. Paracentral corneal curvature is the average curvature on an apex-centered annulus
of 2.0 mm < r < 3.5 mm. Corneal function was compared by analyzing anterior corneal wavefront
indices over a central wavefront pupil with a 6-mm diameter.
Besides postoperative geometrical shape, the deformed finite element model also provides
full-field biomechanical stress information for every simulation step as part of the software package.
The average stress (and standard deviation) was calculated from the simulation within the central
3.0-mm zone.
3. Results
Results from the patient-specific finite element simulations were compared to the actual clinical
follow-up anterior segment tomography measurements. The simulation results showed a close match
to the clinical data. While the simulation predicted an increase in astigmatism cylinder of +0.32D, in
clinics, an increase of +0.31D was observed (see Figure 3a). The astigmatism axis did not change. The
central corneal curvature decreased from 44.15D to 43.70D post-surgically. The simulation predicted a
decrease to 43.86D. Furthermore, while the paracentral curvature decrease from 43.28D to 43.15D, the























































Figure 3. (a) Comparison of postoperative astigmatism cylinder and predicted cylinder. The simulation
predicted the postoperative cylinder values very closely; (b) Comparison of postoperative central and
paracentral curvatures and predicted curvature. Postoperative central and paracentral curvatures were
well predicted by the simulation model.
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While Figure 4 compares the postoperative corneal sagittal curvature map to the predicted
curvature map, Figure 5 shows the postoperative corneal pachymetry next to the predicted pachymetry
map. Pachymetry slightly increased in clinics, as central corneal thickness went up from 512 to




Figure 4. Sagittal anterior corneal curvature maps in Diopters [D] for the central 10.0-mm optical zone.
(a) The left map is the post-surgical follow-up map, assessed by the Pentacam HR; (b) The right map




Figure 5. Corneal pachymetry maps, with a scale from 300 to 900 micrometers for the central 10.0-mm
optical zone. (a) The left-hand side represents the postoperative pachymetry map; (b) The right-hand
side depicts the simulated prediction of corneal thickness.
3.1. Corneal Function
Corneal function was analyzed by comparison of anterior corneal wavefront coefficients between
the postsurgical and the simulated cornea. Figure 6 depicts spherical, astigmatic, coma, trefoil, and
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tetrafoil aberrations, as well as the root means square of higher order aberrations (Zernike order 4
and higher). Predicted spherical, astigmatic, and coma aberrations were close to the clinical follow-up























Figure 6. Zernike coefficients, given in micrometers, of spherical, astigmatic, coma, trefoil, tetrafoil,
and root means square of higher order (RMS-HOA) wavefront aberrations. While the predicted values
were comparable to postoperative wavefront coefficients for spherical (−26%), astigmatic (+21%),
coma (−8%), and higher order aberrations (+28%), trefoil (+217%) and tetrafoil (+360%) were not
well predicted.
3.2. Corneal Biomechanics
Besides model deformation, finite element modeling allows for the calculation of mechanical
stresses and strains. Stresses inside corneal tissue are computed as force over area, and are given in the
unit kilo-pascal (kPa). Strain is the deformation relative to the initial dimension, and thus unit-less.
Biomechanical simulation results showed an average stress increase in the tissue underneath the
pterygium of 5% (from 13.7 kPa to 14.4 kPa). Strains in the area increased from 0.0110 to 0.0120 (4.8%).
As Figure 7 shows, on the anterior corneal surface area of the pterygium, stresses increased by 16%,
from 9.97 kPa to 11.60 kPa (on the same area on the posterior surface, stress change was negligible
with −0.3%). Strains on the anterior corneal surface under the pterygium increased from 0.0083 to
0.0097, but did not change on the posterior surface under the same area (from 0.0147 to 0.0146).
Figure 7. (a) Geometry of a cornea with pterygium. (b) Stress state before and (c) after applying the
pulling force of the retracting pterygium. The color scale goes from blue (9 kPa) up to red (20 kPa).
Therefore, blueish and greenish colors indicate low stress states, and orange and reddish colors indicate
states of high stress. The simulation predicted an overall stress increase in corneal tissue under the
pterygium of 2.4%.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
This work focused on numerical simulations of an earlier published beta-irradiation method for
corneal pterygium treatment. The goal of the study was to better understand the relationship between
Sr-90/Ytt-90 irradiation and clinically observed induction of corneal astigmatism, and to investigate
the question of whether the retracting forces of a shrinking pterygium can be the cause of astigmatic
changes. Furthermore, the model was intended to reveal the underlying biomechanical processes
taking place during the treatment.
It has been shown in literature [6,7,10] that treatment with Sr-90/Ytt-90 irradiation only leads to
the devascularization and reduction of the pterygium, without a single case of recurrence. Nevertheless,
while corneal pachymetry remained stable after the treatment for all cases, changes in corneal
astigmatism cylinder and axis were observed. It was hypothesized that the irradiation-induced
retraction of the pterygium places pulling forces onto the anterior corneal surface, which as a
consequence causes flattening along the central meridian of the pterygium, and ultimately leads
to the induction of corneal astigmatism. Furthermore, clinical findings suggest that the amount
of induced astigmatism depends on the preoperative extent of the pterygium. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that the mechanisms behind irradiation-induced astigmatic changes in
the cornea are investigated with biomechanical simulations.
The results of biomechanical surgery simulation suggest that the clinically observed induction
of corneal astigmatism after irradiation treatment might well be caused by pulling forces, exerted
onto the anterior corneal surface by the retracting pterygium tissue. The simulation models, based
on pre-treatment Pentacam examinations, reproduced pterygium treatment inside the computer and
predicted the clinical outcome of a 25-month follow-up well, as compared to the acquired Pentacam
data. Consequently, it appears likely that the biomechanical simulation model closely represents the
clinical reality, and that it is biomechanical effects that cause the induction of corneal astigmatism. Since
the applied pulling force of 30 Millinewton (mN) were chosen to predict postoperative astigmatism
best, it remains to be proven clinically that this force corresponds to the actual forces created by
pterygium retraction.
Furthermore, simulation results suggest that, in addition to astigmatic changes, the cornea would
also experience flattening. Interestingly, the predicted flattening effects in the central and paracentral
cornea closely corresponded to the clinical results. On the other hand, predicted wavefront aberrations
only partially matched with the clinical follow-up measurements. This might have to do with the
fact that the simulation model was passed on the preoperative topography measurement and that
because of the pterygium, the preoperative trefoil and tetrafoil aberrations might have been imprecisely
assessed prior to the surgery. Still, important aberrations such as spherical, astigmatic, and coma
aberrations were well predicted with by the simulation model. The fact that our clinical findings
corresponded well with a theoretical model strongly supports the hypothesis that pterygium treatment
by Sr-90/Ytt-90 irradiation can induce astigmatism as well as central and paracentral corneal flattening.
Even though the employed simulation model was patient-specific with respect to corneal shape,
it has the limitation of assuming non-individualized biomechanical properties. Further limitations of
the modeling are the assumed amount of pulling forces, the fact that the modeling only considered
the anterior section of the eye and was working with an average intraocular pressure of 15 mmHg,
and, most importantly, that modeling neglected potential radiation-induced tissue modifications and
multi-physical effects. Nevertheless, the model still demonstrates that forces exerted on the cornea
by the contracting pterygium may well be the root cause of induced corneal astigmatism as well
as corneal flattening. Finite element modeling might help in the future to further understand the
biomechanical effects of pterygium surgery, define improved treatment schemes, and reduce induced
corneal shape changes.
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Abstract: A prospective comparative study assessing the importance of the intra-operative dynamic
rotational tracking—especially in the treatment of astigmatisms in corneal refractive Excimer laser
correction—concerning clinical outcomes is presented. The cyclotorsion from upright to supine
position was measured using iris image comparison. The Group 1 of patients was additionally
treated with cyclorotational control and Group 2 only with X-Y control. Significant differences
were observed between the groups regarding the mean postoperative cylinder refraction (p < 0.05).
The mean cyclotorsion can be calculated to 3.75◦ with a standard deviation of 3.1◦. The total
range of torsion was from −14.9◦ to +12.6◦. Re-treatment rate was 2.2% in Group 1 and 8.2% in
Group 2, which is highly significant (p < 0.01). The investigation confirms that the dynamic rotational
tracking system used for LASIK results in highly predictable refraction quality with significantly less
postoperative re-treatments.
Keywords: cyclorotation control eye tracker system; Excimer laser; refractive surgery
1. Introduction
In recent years, several improvements in the diagnostic aspects of refractive corneal surgery
have been introduced which have contributed to improved precision and the availability of new
clinical information such as wavefront aberration maps and three-dimensional corneal maps with high
precision elevation data [1,2].
From the indication and algorithm points of view, parallel developments have been started by
expanding the treatment ranges for high levels of astigmatism, aspheric ablation profiles, and the
correction of high order aberrations [3–6].
These developments have resulted in the therapeutic components of a refractive platform that
needs to be equipped with new technologies in order to provide a laser system capable of delivering
superior precision and to utilize a new level of available information. It is well known that the eye
can rotate several degrees when a person moves from a sitting position to a prone position. Having
in mind that wavefront and topographic data are collected in the sitting position and that refractive
surgery is performed in supine position, there is a great chance for potential error. Therefore, if the
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laser is tracking the center of the pupil, it would be most impossible to detect a rotational change
because the center of the pupil may not be affected.
One of the essential components required to achieve this goal is a sophisticated eye tracking
technology. The automated system that utilizes an eye tracking feature is a part of today’s novel
refractive laser systems.
Technolas 217z100P eye tracking system is a video-based system that uses infrared (IR) radiation
to illuminate and capture the image by combining the advantages of being independent of the
surrounding iris color conditions and the illumination level of the surgical field.
The relevance of cyclotorsion and its impact on the effectiveness of the ablation process are
well known and several other systems have begun to include compensating technologies into their
platforms [7]. As the observed rotational misalignment during the ablation cannot be neglected, the
eye tracking system could improve surface ablation results when treating high astigmatism or when
being wavefront guided.
2. Materials and Methods
We measured and adjusted the eye tracker system of Technolas 217z100P™ (Technolas, Munich,
Germany) in LASIK (LASer-assisted In situ Keratomileusis) treatments on a total of 88 eyes in this
study, 44 eyes with rotational tracker in Group 1 and 44 eyes with only X/Y tracker system in Group 2.
For patients where bilateral treatment was performed, only data from the right eyes were used. The
cyclotorsion from upright to supine position was measured using iris image comparison and it was not
necessary to mark the cornea. All flaps created with the LDV high frequency femtosecond laser and
energy range in nJ, were designed to deliver equivalent geometric dimensions 110 μm flap thickness,
9.5 mm flap diameter with superior hinge angle. The mean age of patients was: 36 ± 7.9 years
(range: 23–61 years) in Group 1 and 36 ± 8.2 years (range: 21–62 years) in Group 2. The preoperative
mean refractive spherical equivalent in Group 1 was −3.43 ± 2.61 D (range −10.5 to −0.75 D) and
−3.69 ± 2.55 D in Group 2 (range −8.75 to −1.00 D) (the left part of the Figures 1 and 2 marked as
before surgery).
 
Figure 1. Refractive spherical equivalent pre- and postoperative Group 1.
The mean cylinder was −1.14 ± 1.00 D (range −5.75 to 0.00 D) in Group 1 and −1.12 ± −1.0 D
(range −6.00 to −0.00 D) in Group 2 (the left part of the Figures 3 and 4 marked as − before surgery).
There was no significant difference between the groups regarding the mean preoperative spherical
equivalent and cylinder refraction (p > 0.05).
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Figure 2. Refractive spherical equivalent pre- and postoperative Group 2.
 
Figure 3. Mean cylinder pre- and postoperative Group 1.
 
Figure 4. Mean cylinder pre- and postoperative Group 2.
By introducing the rotational eye tracker in the Technolas 217z100P™ the already approved
X/Y tracker, which compensates actively for transversal movements of the eye, will be upgraded
to compensate for misalignments in rotation. While it uses the acquired iris images only, additional
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objectively acquired information is needed to provide a rotational tracking capability. The 217z100P
rotational tracker module is based on iris pattern recognition technology. It is well known that iris
patterns are similar to finger prints with unique biometric properties of the individual. By using
the appropriate technology, not only the individual eye can be recognized but also specific match
parameters—such as rotational misalignment between two images of the same iris—can be obtained.
The basic data used to analyze iris patterns are acquired infrared images of the iris. With special image
processing and normalization technologies, the iris images are processed to account for differences
in illumination conditions (large and small pupils) or even from different systems (such as Zywave
wavefront sensor and laser system). The Zywave wavefront sensor is a diagnostic system which
utilizes the same wavelength to acquire an Infrared (IR) image forms, the eye, and the corresponding
iris [8]. Finally, the process described above results in a digital code which is created as follows:
determine automatically pupil boundary and limbus boundary of the reference image (Figure 5).
 
Figure 5. Pupil and limbus boundary recognition of the reference image.
Certain sanity checks are applied to ensure that the automatically identified pupil and limbus
geometries are within reasonable measures. The visible iris pattern defined as the structures between
the pupil boundary and the limbus edge are used to create a normalized band (Figure 6).
 
Figure 6. Visible iris pattern definition.
All operations which lead to the final digital iris code are performed within this normalized band
(Figure 7).
 
Figure 7. Digital iris code performance.
Within this band of iris image data, a unique digital code is generated. The basic data stream
of this digital code consists of information obtained at 980 different iris locations. This iris code is,
therefore, a unique code for this specific iris pattern and is used to detect potential torsional deviations
between two different images from the same iris. The output parameters of the rotational eye tracker
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system—such as pupil radius/center and limbus radius/center—are given in resolution less than
30 μm. The rotation angle between images is within ±14.8◦ and with the resolution of 0.7◦ (=360◦/512).
Response time is 40 ms (i.e., 25 Hz).
During the static cyclotorsion compensation, the first step is a diagnostic phase which consists of
obtaining IR iris image and deriving digital iris code from this reference iris image. This is followed
with a planning phase where obtained data are transferred to the laser system. The next phase is a
cyclotorsion compensation phase in which the patient’s head is aligned in the supine position. After
that, the second IR iris image is acquired for comparison between the reference and actual iris code.
During to intra-operative rotational compensation phase (dynamic cyclotorsion compensation),
the referenced image is used as the first image for providing the iris code. Afterwards, a new iris image
and code are required, while laser system is treating the patient’s eye. The next step is determining
rotational angle to achieve maximum overlap of iris code and transferring this info to the laser software.
The correct treatment pattern is determined according to the rotational angle.
To observe and track the eye movements of a patient during surgery, the laser is equipped with
two different cameras for the eye tracking system. One camera detects eye movements in the x/y
direction. It is optimized for the area around the pupil and operational frequency is 240 Hz. The other
eye-tracker camera detects the rotational movements of the eye and has a wider display window, so that
the iris and limbal region can be observed. Operational frequency of this camera is 25 Hz. The slower
frequency of the rotational eye tracker camera is justified with the slow speed of cyclotoric movements
of eyes, while the x/y tracker must handle very fast saccadic movements in the x/y direction.
Due to the different observation angles of the two camera systems, it is also possible to detect
movements in the height of an eye (also called Z-tracking) by the observation of the pupil centers
obtained from the both cameras. The Z-tracking is opposite to the lateral and torsional tracking of
a passive tracking system which simply deactivates the laser application if the eye moves outside
of a given range of ±0.5 mm of the nominal Z-position. It should also be mentioned that the lateral
eye tracker system works independently from the other two systems (rotational and Z-tracking).
All mentioned eye tracking modules can block a laser pulse if the position is not accurate. The surgeon
is able to deactivate the rotational eye-tracker system (including Z-tracking) at any time of surgery,
while the x/y tracker can remain activated. If it is needed, the user can manually deactivate the x/y
tracker too.
The system delivers the cyclorotational angle from a supine to horizontal position and additionally
the dynamic eye tracker systems records the angle differences during the surgery. This results in an
overall angle from the beginning until the end of surgery. This value is taken for the mean calculation
of all eyes where the surgeries were undertaken with the cyclorotational eye tracker system, referred
to as Group 1.
3. Results
The six-month postoperative mean refractive spherical equivalent was −0.08 ± 0.36 D in Group 1
(range −1.5 to +0.75 D) and −0.11 ± 0.55 D in Group 2 (range −1.75 to +1.25 D) (the right part of the
Figures 1 and 2 marked as after surgery). In Figures 1 and 2, it is very well revealed the refractive
clinical outcome: preoperative vs. six months postoperative.
The mean cylinder was −0.08 ± 0.05 D (range −0.5 to 0.0 D) in Group 1 and −1.08 ± 0.75 D (range
−2.25 to 0.0 D) in Group 2 (the right part of the Figures 3 and 4 marked as after surgery). In Figure 8,
the double angle scatter plot of the cylinder value and angle is shown for the Group 1. Only a small
range of astigmatism power and angle can be seen in contrast to the Group 2 where results for a double
angle scatter plot analysis are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Double angle scatter plot for group 1.
 
Figure 9. Double angle scatter plot for group 2.
There is no much difference between the groups related to the mean postoperative spherical
equivalent (p > 0.05) but significant difference in outcomes was observed related to the mean cylinder
(p = 0.0043). The cylinder range of 2.25 D in Group 2 is remarkably high compared with the results
obtained for Group 1, where only a range of 0.5 was measured. From supine to horizontal patient
position there was an average static cyclotorsion deviation of −1.45◦ in Group 1. During the surgery
the average cyclotorsion was calculated to be 3.75◦ with a standard deviation of 3.1◦. Torsion was
ranged from −14.9◦ to +12.6◦.
In the Group 1, the safety of BSCVA (Best Spectacle-Corrected Visual Acuity) remained unchanged
in 5 cases, 25 cases gained 1 line, 10 cases gained 2 lines, and 4 cases gained more than 2 lines of visual
acuity (Figure 10).
In the Group 2, the safety of BSCVA remained unchanged in 17 cases, 1 case lost 2 lines, 1 case
lost 1 line, 22 cases gained 1 line, and 3 cases gained 2 lines of visual acuity (Figure 11).
Re-treatment rate is 2.2% in the Group 1 compared to 8.2% in Group 2. The difference is highly
significant (p < 0.01).
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Figure 10. Treatment safety of Group 1.
 
Figure 11. Treatment safety of Group 2.
4. Discussion
The rotational eye-tracker system has the ability not only to correct the rotation of an eye due to a
change of the body position but also the ability to correct cyclotoric movements intra-operatively. This
intra-operative cyclotorsion can occur, for example, due to a loss of fixation of the patient, excitement,
or small head rotations. To ensure accurate pulse position during treatment the recognition process is
continuously active during laser ablation. These images are continuously compared to the reference
image, which is the last image of the initial recognition process. For each image, the quality factor and
rotation angle is calculated and the remaining pulse list is rotated to the actual valid rotation angle.
Therefore, even if intra-operative cyclotorsions occur, the dynamic application of the iris recognition
process and the following correction ensure accurate pulse positioning during the treatment. During
laser treatment, the images of the eye can lose contrast, for example due to dehydrating of the corneal
surface, consequently, the difference between the reference image and the actual real time image is
increased. In this case, the software is capable of recording a new reference image with the last valid
rotation angle and continues to track the rotation angle using the new reference image. In our study, a
highly significant difference was observed between the postoperative cylindric correction with and
without a cyclotorsion control. The mean cyclotorsion was 3.75◦ with a standard deviation of 3.1◦. The
total range of torsion was from −14.9◦ to +12.6◦. If a cylindric refraction of 4 D should be corrected
with a cyclorotation of 10◦ without a cyclotorsion control and a correction error of 1D will be expected
calculated mathematically with vector analysis. It has been shown in other studies that 50%—and in
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some case up to 65%—of the population has a cyclotorsion difference between standing and horizontal
positions of more than 2◦ [7,9,10]. The cyclorotation can increase in individuals even up to 17◦ [7,11].
This confirms that the cyclotorsion control is a very important tool regarding the clinical outcome.
In Group 2 we detected one eye which lost one line and another eye that lost two lines of visual acuity.
In our opinion, the higher grade of astigmatism error in Group 2 leads to higher aberrations and,
consecutively, to a decrease of the best-corrected visual acuity in these specific cases. Our results show
good agreement with other published literature [7,12–14]. Different studies investigated the amount of
cyclotorsion of eyes during LASIK treatments. Swami et al. [9] marked 240 eyes preoperatively while
the patients were seated. Immediately before beginning the treatment, they measured the rotational
misalignment of the eyes on the supine patients and found a mean cyclotorsion of 4.1◦ (±3.7◦) while 8%
of the eyes showed a deviation greater than 10◦. Ciccio et al. [7] repeated the measurements, marking
the horizontal axis of 1019 eyes prior to wavefront measurements, and detected the mark on the supine
patient under the laser. The angle of misalignment was measured and analyzed whereby a mean
rotational angle of the eyes from seated to supine patient of 4.05◦ (±2.9◦) was observed. Moreover,
they found a difference between left eyes and right eyes in the predominant trend of the rotation with
46% of the patients showing bilateral excyclotorsion and only 1.7% displaying bilateral incyclotorsion.
As already mentioned, it is well known that iris patterns are unique properties of an individual
(such as finger prints) and the probability of finding two objects with the same iris pattern is extremely
low. The challenge is to utilize this fact in a way that the realization provides an accurate determination
of the special alignment of the unique pattern when compared to a reference image of the same eye.
The strategy to fulfil these criteria is developed by means of using a sophisticated approach to analyze
the complex iris structures and to transform this information into a digital code of the iris. This code
should be sufficiently unique but still compact enough to provide a realistic processing time according
to the desired application.
A central iris recognition and comparison module is used in all the applications mentioned.
This module is the main tool in the process of identification of the iris patterns as well as in the
determination of the rotational misalignment between two specific images. The initial point for an iris
recognition process is always the availability of two iris images that can be compared to each other.
Depending on whether or not they belong to the same eye, the key question is whether there is a
measurable rotational angle between the two images.
The study was approved by the local institutional review board (Kantonalethikkommission
Nr 2006/11, Aargau) and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we present the results of 88 treatment sessions, 44 with and 44 without a
cyclorotational eye tracker system. There was no significant difference of clinical outcome regarding
the spherical equivalent, however there was a highly significant difference regarding the cylinder
treatment. The advantage of iris recognition ensures a much better laser spot position during the
surgery while it is not always the case in an only X/Y eyetracker control procedure. The dynamic
cyclorotational eye tracker system leads to a high level of cylinder control during corneal refractive
surgery with the Excimer laser. Therefore, the proposed system used for LASIK results in highly
predictable refraction quality with significantly less postoperative re-treatments.
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Abstract: Laser Assisted in Situ Keratomileusis (LASIK) is a proven treatment method for corneal
refractive surgery. Surgically induced higher order optical aberrations were a major reason why the
method was only rarely used to treat presbyopia, an age-related near-vision loss. In this study, a novel
customization algorithm for designing multifocal ablation patterns, thereby minimizing induced
optical aberrations, was used to treat 36 presbyopic subjects. Results showed that most candidates
went from poor visual acuity to uncorrected 20/20 vision or better for near (78%), intermediate
(92%), and for distance (86%) vision, six months after surgery. All subjects were at 20/25 or better for
distance and intermediate vision, and a majority (94%) were also better for near vision. Even though
further studies are necessary, our results suggest that the employed methodology is a safe, reliable,
and predictable refractive surgical treatment for presbyopia.
Keywords: presbyopia; LASIK; presbyLASIK; uncorrected visual acuity
1. Introduction
Laser Assisted in Situ Keratomileusis (LASIK) is proven to be a safe, fast, and reliable procedure
for corneal refractive surgery. The procedure comprises three steps: (i) cutting a thin flap on the
outer corneal surface, (ii) ablating tissue underneath the flap with an excimer laser, and (iii) putting
the flap back into place on the stromal bed. Only a relatively small number of side effects, such as
dry-eye, halos, corneal ectasia, and epithelial ingrowth under the flap, have been reported. Modern
excimer laser systems have demonstrated their ability and performance in treating various ametropic
conditions, such as nearsightedness (myopia), farsightedness (hyperopia), and astigmatism. By 2009,
more than 27 million eyes had successfully been treated with LASIK refractive surgery all around
the world.
Even though various approaches—based on diverse technologies and methodologies—for the
treatment of age-related far or nearsightedness have been proposed and documented in literature,
effective presbyopia treatment remains a challenge in modern eye care. State-of-the-art treatment
involves the implantation of multifocal intraocular lenses [1,2], which by nature is a highly invasive
surgical procedure, and postoperative refraction planning remains highly complex. Other approaches
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such as mono-vision corneal procedures [3,4] use excimer lasers and LASIK to treat presbyopia, but
these methods are unfortunately not well tolerated by many subjects. Corneal inlay implantation [5,6],
intrastromal femtosecond laser corrections [7], or other excimer laser-based presbyopia treatments [8]
have been used in clinics with some success over the last few years.
In any such procedure, besides restoring the patients’ vision and ability to see far- as well as
near-distance objects, the focus should always be that (i) the treatment is reversible and (ii) that
postsurgical enhancement, or touch-up, is always possible. Generally speaking, corneal approaches are
the least invasive, and are highly accurate and safe procedures. Furthermore, they omit risks that are
inherent to the intraocular procedure. It has previously been reported that multifocal LASIK treatments,
sometimes also called presbyLASIK treatments, in the cornea showed good refractive results for near,
intermediate, and distance vision in hyperopic presbyopia patients [8–10]. The good results of those
studies suggest that postoperative refraction was easily predictable, and that presbyLASIK was well
tolerated by the study subjects. However, because LASIK ablation patterns for myopic eyes are
fundamentally different from those of hyperopic treatments, this prospective study aimed to assess the
performance of presbyLASIK customized multifocal procedures for myopic presbyopia patients.
2. Materials and Methods
This prospective, single-surgeon study of myopic presbyopia treatments with a multifocal
presbyLASIK procedure included 72 eyes of 36 patients. All eyes underwent pre- and postoperative
full clinical biomicroscopical examination, Orbscan IIz corneal topography (BAUSCH + LOMB,
TECHNOLAS Perfect Vision GmbH, Munich, Germany) and Zywave II wavefront aberrometry
analysis (BAUSCH + LOMB, Rochester, NY, USA). Additionally, monocular and binocular uncorrected
near (UNVA), intermediate (UIVA), and distance (UDVA) visual acuity were assessed using a LogMAR
chart. For all examinations, the eyes had undilated pupils, and were conducted preoperatively, as well
as one week, one month, three months, and six months postoperatively.
All study subjects underwent Supracor refractive surgery, operated with a 217P Excimer laser
(BAUSCH + LOMB, TECHNOLAS Perfect Vision GmbH, Munich, Germany). The dominant eye of each
individual subject was targeted plano for far vision (0.0 diopters), while the respective non-dominant
eye of the same subject was targeted at −0.5 diopters. All LASIK flaps were created with a Ziemer LDV
femtosecond laser platform (Ziemer Ophthalmology, Port, Switzerland), and had a superior hinge
and a thickness of 110 microns. All treatments were planned and executed in two main steps: first,
the normal ablation pattern for the myopic condition of the subject’s eyes were applied to the cornea,
according to the surgeon’s nomogram, and by targeting the mean refractive spherical equivalent
(MRSE) to be optimal for distance vision. Second, the aforementioned 3-mm zone near the addition
was applied (see Figure 1) to create the extra refractive power in the central cornea. The resulting
multifocal shape allowed the patient to have clear vision over a wide range of depth of focus.
Figure 1. Schematic description of the Supracor treatment. The multifocal ablation pattern combines
a regular ablation for the subjects’ ametropic condition (shown in orange) with a 3-mm central zone
near the vision add-on (shown in green). The add-on typically adds 2 diopters of refractive power to
the central cornea.
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The treatment planning software of a 217P laser system calculates a multifocal ablation pattern
by combining the normal distance vision treatment plan for the ametropic condition of the subject,
with a near vision addition in the 3-mm central zone of the treatment (see Figures 2 and 3). On one
hand, the normal distance vision treatment thereby uses an adaptation of the original Munnerlyn
formula [11] to flatten the overall cornea in the peripheral and paracentral zone. This flattening is
customized to the individual eye, to reduce the cornea’s refractive power and to bring the focus point
of the eyes optical system right onto the retina. The near-vision addition, on the other hand, creates
a small central region of higher curvature and hence a higher refractive power. The higher power is
customized such that close-by targets are well focused on the retina. The hypothesis of multifocal
ablations is that the brain is capable of blending the retinal images, and hence enables the subject to
have good near, intermediate, and distance visual acuity. In order to prevent undesired optical side
effects from the transition between the small area of high curvature and the flatter corneal region,
a proprietary customization algorithm ensures that postoperative spherical aberrations are avoided.
Figure 2. Typical multifocal ablation profile of a presbyopia-only treatment. The schematic indicates
the amount of ablated tissue (blue area), with respect to the distance from the center of the cornea.
Such a profile creates a steep central zone of 3 mm, providing extra refractive power for near-vision.
 
Figure 3. Typical multifocal ablation profile of a combined myopic and presbyopic treatment.
The schematic indicates the amount of ablated tissue (blue area), with respect to the distance from the
center of the cornea. Such a profile corrects the subjects’ nearsightedness, as well as creates a steep
central zone of 3 mm, providing extra refractive power for near-vision.
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3. Results
All 72 surgical procedures were successfully executed, no side effects were detected, and
not a single complication occurred during the study period. Measured on the LogMAR scale
with respect to preoperative visual acuity (near: 0.29 ± 0.3, intermediate: 0.38 ± 0.36, distance:
0.75 ± 0.45), the visual acuity of subjects six months after surgery improved significantly, for near
(−0.01 ± 0.11, p = 5 × 10−6), intermediate (−0.01 ± 0.07, p = 2 × 10−7), and distance vision (−0.09
± 0.09, p = 4 × 10−12). Furthermore, the visual acuity of all eyes remained stable postoperatively
after six months. The excimer laser system applied the planned ablation patterns at a very high
precision, as the differences between the targeted and achieved spherical equivalent (SEQ), given in
the unit of refractive power—diopters (D), at six months postoperative were −0.01 ± 0.14 D (standard
deviation—SD) with an r-square of R2 = 0.997 and −0.27 ± 0.30 D (SD) with R2 = 0.986, for dominant
and non-dominant eyes, respectively (see Figure 4). Moreover, 72% of the dominant eyes had an SEQ
accuracy to the target of ±0.13 D, 17% were between +0.14 D and +0.50 D, and 11% were between
−0.14 D and −0.50 D. In the non-dominant eyes, 42% were within ±0.13 D, 47% were within +0.14 D
and +0.50 D, 8% were within −0.14 D and −0.50 D, and 3% were between +0.51 D and 1.00 D.
 
a) b) 
Figure 4. Attempted versus achieved spherical equivalent (SEQ) of (a) dominant and (b) non-dominant
eyes, six months postoperatively. The regression lines in each graph indicate a small undercorrection
for low values and a slight overcorrection for high values of spherical equivalent. SEQ: spherical
equivalent; D: unit of refractive power, diopters.
The surgical treatment reduced spherical, and quadrafoil aberration in most eyes. Fifty-eight
out of the 72 eyes had a decreased spherical aberration between 0.21 to 0.40 microns. Nine eyes had
a decrease of quadrafoil aberration between 10 and 20 microns, and 62 eyes had a decrease of more
than 20 microns of quadrafoil aberration (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Surgically induced spherical (a) and quadrafoil (b) aberrations in micrometers, compared
preoperatively (baseline) to postoperatively (postop). The treatment induced 0.21 to 0.40 microns of
spherical aberration (Z400) and more than 20 microns of quadrafoil aberration (Z440) in most eyes.
Figure 6 presents the monocular mean and standard deviation of visual acuity before and after
the surgery, for near, intermediate, and distance vision of all 36 subjects, in the LogMAR scale. At the
six-month post-surgical follow-up for the dominant eyes, uncorrected near, intermediate, and distance
visual acuity of 0.09 ± 0.11 (SD), 0.02 ± 0.04 (SD), and 0.02 ± 0.07 (SD) were observed, respectively.
Meanwhile, for the non-dominant eyes, the six-month follow-up showed 0.04 ± 0.10 (SD), 0.01 ± 0.03
(SD), and 0.08 ± 0.08 (SD), for near, intermediate, and distance uncorrected visual acuity. Figure 7
indicates that while 36% of the dominant eyes had 20/20 uncorrected near visual acuity or better,
six months after the intervention, 64% of the non-dominant were at 20/20 for uncorrected near visual
acuity. The results in the figure further show that all eyes had 20/40 uncorrected visual acuity or better
for distance and intermediate vision, while only 92% of the dominant and 97% of the non-dominant
eyes had 20/40 uncorrected visual acuity for near vision. Figure 8 shows that the mean binocular
visual acuity was at 0.03 ± 0.1 (SD), 0.01 ± 0.02 (SD), and 0.00 ± 0.05 (SD) for uncorrected near,
intermediate, and distance vision, six months after the treatment. Further, the results show that 78% of
the subjects had 20/20 uncorrected near visual acuity, 92% had 20/20 uncorrected intermediate visual
acuity, and 86% had 20/20 distance visual acuity, at six months after surgery.
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Figure 6. Mean and standard deviation of monocular uncorrected visual acuity for near (UNVA),
intermediate (UIVA), and distance vision (UDVA) for 36 dominant (a–c) (shown in red), and
36 non-dominant (d–f) (shown in blue) eyes. Values are given preoperatively, and at one week (1 W),
one month (1 M), three months (3 M), and six months (6 M) postsurgical follow-up.
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Figure 7. Cumulative percentage of subjects with 20/x dominant and non-dominant near (a),
intermediate (b), and distance (c) visual acuity for 36 subjects. Dashed bars are preoperative, and
solid bars are six-months postoperative data. Each percentage value is to be interpreted as 20/x vision
or better.
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Figure 8. (a–c) Mean and standard deviation of binocular uncorrected visual acuity UNVA, UIVA,
and UDVA vision for 36 subjects. Values are given preoperatively, and at one week (1 W), one month
(1 M), three months (3 M), and six months (6 M) postsurgical follow-up. (d–f) Cumulative percentage
of subjects with 20/x binocular near (UDVA), intermediate (UIVA), and distance (UDVA) vision for
36 subjects. Each percentage value is to be interpreted as 20/x vision or better.
4. Discussion
A prospective, single-center, single-surgeon clinical study on multifocal, myopic, presbyLASIK
treatments, with an excimer laser, was carried out on 36 subjects. The applied treatment targeted the
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dominant eye to plano and the non-dominant eye to −0.5 diopters, while introducing a near addition
of two diopters in the central cornea to increase the depth of focus.
Results suggest that the applied presbyLASIK procedure is an effective treatment for presbyopia.
All study subjects had an uncorrected visual acuity of 20/40 or better for near, intermediate, and
distance vision. Over 90% of the subjects were at 20/25 (LogMAR ≤ 0.10) or better, and about 80% were
even at 20/20 (LogMAR ≤ 0.00) or better, again for the whole range of near, intermediate, and distance
vision. In contrast to that, multifocal lens implantation results in the literature showed LogMAR
0.09 ± 0.08, LogMAR 0.10 ± 0.11, and LogMAR 0.07 ± 0.05, for near, intermediate, and distance
vision [2], respectively, and in some cases even required spectacle correction for acceptable distance
vision [1]. Mono vision treatments only showed 20/20 or better in 36.7% of the subjects for near, and in
31.1% of the subjects for distance visual acuity [3]. Results of intracorneal inlays were comparable for
uncorrected near vision [6], and distance vision was not reported.
As expected, while the dominant eyes in this study generally had higher monocular visual acuity
for distance vision, the non-dominant eyes performed better in monocular near vision. Presumably,
the brains of the study candidates were capable of blending the two distinct monocular images into
a binocular image, electively focusing on near, intermediate, and distant targets. This circumstance is
supported by the thoroughly high satisfaction of all of the study patients.
Generally speaking, the excimer procedure employed in this study was less invasive compared to
other presbyopia methods, such as refractive lens implantation. LASIK is a very well accepted and
extensively proven procedure. It features high precision in positioning of the correction, in refractive
outcome, as well as in predictability of the result. A key factor for this is the high precision and
repeatability of flap quality and thickness [12]. A remaining problem with LASIK-based presbyopia
treatments, however, is that the multifocal ablation may induce unwanted optical aberrations.
Multifocal ablations usually are composed of a correction for distance vision (myopic or hyperopic),
and a near addition. Lower order optical aberrations, specifically spherical aberrations, may be caused
by the distance correction ablation. Additional higher order aberrations stemming from the transition
between the distance treatment zone and the near addition might be induced, even though they may
be outside of the region of the central addition, yet inside the optical zone of the distance vision
correction. It seems apparent that the resulting refractive surface might evoke unfavourable optical
aberrations [9,13,14]. Our wavefront results suggest that the customization algorithm for aberration
reduction works very well. In almost all cases, spherical (Z400) as well as quadrafoil (Z440) aberrations
were significantly reduced by the treatment.
The thoroughly positive results with the LASIK-based presbyopia treatment in this study can,
at least partially, be attributed to the aspherical customization algorithm. The algorithm utilized
the K-readings as well as the conic constant (Q) of the cornea to minimize the induction of adverse
optical aberration effects [8,10,12]. In addition, using LASIK provides the option to re-touch the
treatment with relative ease, and therefore has the potential to remove or enhance the presbyopic
addition [9]. Even though further studies with more surgical cases are necessary to confirm these results,
the presbyLASIK treatment employed in this study has great potential to become a gold standard for
the treatment of presbyopia, as it safe and shows reliable, predictable, and satisfying outcomes.
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Abstract: Background: The aim of our study was to investigate the safety and efficacy of the LDV Z8
femtosecond laser in cataract surgery compared to the conventional procedure. Methods: This
prospective study was performed at the Swiss Eye Research Foundation, Eye Clinic ORASIS,
Reinach, Switzerland. The study included 130 eyes from 130 patients: 68 treated with femtosecond
laser-assisted cataract surgery (FLACS) using the FEMTO LDV Z8 and 62 treated with conventional
phacoemulsification. Capsulotomy and lens fragmentation in the laser group were performed with
the FEMTO LDV Z8 femtosecond laser system, which employs a new, low-energy, high repetition
rate laser process for cataract surgery. In the conventional group, the capsulotomy was performed
by a cystotome, and lens fragmentation was achieved by the stop-and-chop. Results: Ease of
phacoemulsification (on a 4-point scale), the completeness of capsulotomy (on a 10-point scale),
effective phacoemulsification time (seconds), uncorrected distance visual acuity (UCVA), best
spectacle-corrected distance visual acuity (BSCVA), spherical equivalent (SE), and safety of the
procedure were evaluated. The total follow-up time was three months. Conclusions: FLACS with the
FEMTO LDV Z8 system was characterized by complete and reproducible capsulotomy and highly
effective lens fragmentation. Postoperative visual outcomes were excellent, and the safety of the
procedure was optimal.
Keywords: femtosecond laser; physical properties; cataract surgery; clinical outcomes; complications
1. Introduction
Femtosecond laser technology was first introduced in corneal refractive surgery for performing
LASIK flaps. Compared to the microkeratome, an increase in precision and safety was observed [1,2].
Femtosecond technology was soon expanded to cataract surgery where its application introduced a
higher predictability, safety, and potentially improved refractive outcome. Femtosecond laser systems
are designed to perform anterior capsulotomy, lens fragmentation using different patterns, clear corneal
incisions, and arcuate incisions. In the past few years, a significant amount of research investigating
the advantages of femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery compared to conventional ultrasound
phacoemulsification cataract surgery has been conducted. These studies have demonstrated that
femtosecond laser-assisted capsulotomies have a higher precision regarding circularity and placement
versus achieved diameter than those created by manual continuous curvilinear capsulorhexis.
The femtosecond laser lens fragmentation results in a significant decrease in phacoemulsification
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energy exposure to the eye [3–8]. In the literature, it has been shown that the cut quality of clear
corneal incisions done by femtosecond laser improves the tunnel morphology with less tissue damage
compared with the conventional procedure. Due to its high precision and excellent surgical planning,
femtosecond use in cataract surgery has also reduced the occurrence of high-order aberrations [9–11].
Femtosecond laser technology is, at the moment, more expensive compared to conventional cataract
surgery but offers several advantages. A slightly greater amount of time is necessary for the
femtosecond laser procedure compared with conventional phacoemulsification.
Femtosecond Laser
The Femto LDV Z8 (Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems AG, Port, Switzerland) is a high frequency
femtosecond laser system for corneal surgery, corneal-refractive surgery, and cataract surgery. Unique
among cataract laser systems, the Z8 applies the concept of overlapping low-energy near-infrared
(1030 nm) femtosecond laser pulses in the nano-Joule range. This concept was originally developed by
Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems for corneal surgery but was later adapted for cataract surgery applications
such as lens fragmentation, capsulotomy, clear corneal incisions, and arcuate incisions. In order to
shorten surgery time because small spots with large numerical aperture are used (Figure 1a), the laser
system runs in the MHz range applying up to 1 billion pulses per surgery. Conventional femtosecond
lasers with small numerical apertures (Figure 1b) that run in the kHz range, leads to a larger spot with
a higher pulse energy and more gas creation.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. (a) The large numerical aperture is the key for minimizing the focal volume which leads to
low pulse energy and less bubbles (LDV Z8 femtosecond laser). (b) The small numerical aperture leads
to higher pulse energy and more bubbles (conventional laser systems).
Each pulse creates a cavitation bubble approximately a few microns wide, which gently separates
tissue. The handpiece (Figure 2) is the size of a compact camera and integrates all required electronics,
optics, and actuators to perform visualization and resection in the anterior chamber of the eye.
Visual esolution is possible down to 5 microns and is performed with a combination of a color
camera and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) operated at 840 nm (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Femtosecond laser handpiece of the LDV Z8.
 
Figure 3. High-resolution OCT at a wavelength of 840 nm is mandatory for receiving a precise cut in
the right position.
The FEMTO LDV Z8 uses a high focusing power microscope lens integrated in the handpiece
to achieve focusing to a small spot size (<2 μm), which enables cuts to be made with nJ pulse energy.
Low pulse energy with high-frequency applications is very precise and allows a spot diameter of less
than 2 μm (Figure 4a). Conventional femtosecond lasers with a small numerical aperture and pulse
energies in the μJ range has spot diameters greater than 5 μm and spot separation greater than the
spot diameter (typically 10–20 μm), which can lead to tissue bridges (Figure 4b).
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. (a) The cutting process is limited to the focal spot size. Many pulses are needed to cut the
tissue, so a high frequency repetition rate is needed. (b) The cutting process is mainly performed by
mechanical forces of the expanding gas bubbles). Fewer pluses are needed but stress is generated in
the tissue.
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Given this unique combination of technical parameters, FLACS is able to create a more precise
and circular capsulorhexis that could improve phacoemulsification and IOL centration, so a more
precise refractive outcome after surgery could be expected [4,11–15].
2. Materials and Methods
This prospective randomized operative-interventional case–control study compares the
performance and safety of femtosecond laser-assisted cataract procedures with those of conventional
phacoemulsification cataract surgery.
The inclusion criteria required eligibility to undergo lens extraction by phacoemulsification
followed by IOL implantation, an ability to complete patient interface docking with the femtosecond
laser, an age of 50 years of older, willingness and ability to return for scheduled follow-up examination,
and no current infections. Exclusion criteria consisted of minimal and maximal K-values of the
central 3 mm zone that differ by more than 5D on topographic map of the cornea, a maximum
K-value that exceeds 50D, a minimum K-value of less than 37D, corneal disease or pathology, such as
corneal scaring or opacity, that precludes the transmission of laser wavelength or that distorts
laser light, poorly dilating pupils of less than 6 mm or any other defect of the pupil that prevents
the iris from adequate refraction peripherally, manifest glaucoma and ocular hypertension, and
pseudoexfoliation. Additionally, any systemic or ocular pathology or previous ocular surgery was also
excluded. All surgery procedures were performed by an experienced surgeon (BP) at the Eye Clinic
ORASIS between January 2015 and September 2016.
The Z8 is a mobile femtosecond laser system that can be used in a sterile environment of the
operating theatre. The hand-held patient interface allows for surgery to be performed without making
significant alterations to the operation room layout in terms of space and equipment, thus preserving
existing workflows. In the current study, all femtosecond laser cataract surgeries and conventional
cataract surgeries were performed under the surgeon’s microscope, and no patients were moved
into or out of the operating room during the procedure. All surgeries were performed under topical
anesthesia rapidocain intracameral. Preoperative the pupil dilation was achieved by application of
Mydriasert (combination of phenylephrine hydrochlorid (5.4 mg) and Tropicamide (0.28 mg)).
2.1. Femtosecond Laser-Assisted Cataract Surgery Technique
The suction ring of a disposable liquid–patient interface was applied to the eye with centration
over the limbus. The system contains a liquid interface (no applanation), which prevents posterior
corneal descemet folds, ensuring an unhindered laser beam transmission. As soon as the suction
vacuum reached 400 mbar, the suction ring was filled with a balanced salt solution (BSS). The handpiece,
which is attached to an articulating arm of the laser system, was docked over the corneal apex. In the
handpiece, there is a color camera and an integrated ocular coherence tomography (OCT) system that
images the ocular structures. Treatment parameters were customized to accommodate each individual
patient. Custom surgical planning is performed by the precise placement of surgical incisions based on
OCT images that identify ocular structures and automatically determine and display safety margins
and suggested cut locations. Via a touchscreen, the surgeon has the ability to reposition treatment
patterns. Laser treatment begins with lens fragmentation (an eight-piece pie-cut pattern) followed by
anterior capsulotomy (5.0 mm in diameter). Unlike other FLACS systems, lens fragmentation before
anterior capsulotomy is possible with the Z8, as the low energy results in minimal gas production,
which significantly reduces the risk of intra-operative complications. As shown in Figure 5, the
capsular button in the OCT image can be seen free-floating, while the fragmented lens shows no
accumulation of gas.
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Figure 5. A complete capsulotomy is seen with the capsular button free floating in the anterior chamber,
while there is nearly no accumulation of gas in the fragmented lens. There are minimal subcapsular
bubbles in the anterior chamber.
2.2. Conventional Cataract Surgery Technique
Two paracentesis 0.8 mm in diameter were performed. Intracameral anesthesia was administered
(Lidocaine hydrochlorid and Epinephrine, 0.005 mg). A capsulorhexis 5 mm in diameter was attempted.
For phacoemulsification, the stop-and-chop technique was applied. The remainder of the surgical
steps required to complete the operation were identical between FLACS and conventional groups.
Minimal gas accumulation was visible at the posterior surface of the cornea, which was observed
in the OCT through the creation of shadows seen on the lower part of the image. For all patients, the
phacoemulsification device Catharex 3 system (Oertli Instrumente AG, Berneck, Switzerland) was
used. By using the bimanual irrigation/aspiration system, residual cortex was removed. In all cases,
an IOL was implanted in the capsular bag. Patients were scheduled for postoperative examination at
Day 1, Day 12, and 4, 8, and 12 weeks after surgery. The main outcome measures evaluated in this
study were best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), effective phacoemulsification time (EPT, seconds), and
complications. Cataract severity was graded according to nuclear opalescence on the Lens Opacities
Classification System III [16] with Grades 1–4.
Statistical analysis was computed with IBM SPSS Statistics version 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY, USA). Normal distribution of data was determined by the Shapiro–Wilk test (data was considered
normal if p > 0.05). Normal values were shown as mean ± standard deviation, whereas the median
value was shown as non-parametric data. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. BCVA was
measured with Snellen projector charts, and data were converted to logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution (logMAR) units for statistical analysis. Related-samples Wilcoxon signed rank
test was used to compare preoperative and postoperative BCVA and intended versus measured
capsulotomy diameters.
3. Results
There were 33 males (48.5%) and 35 females (51.5%) in the FLACS group and 25 (40.3%) males
and 37 females (59.7%) in the conventional cataract surgery group enrolled in the study.
The ethics committee of Northwest and Central Switzerland (EKNZ) approved the study. A
total of 130 eyes from 130 patients were recruited for cataract treatment, with 68 patients recruited
to the FLACS group (Group 1) and 62 patients recruited to the conventional cataract surgery group
(Group 2). The mean age of patients in the FLACS group was 70.4 ± 8.4 years (range: 50–83 years)
and 69.6 ± 8.2 years (range: 50–85 years) for the conventional cataract surgery group. There was no
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statistically significant difference in age (p = 0.25) between the two groups. Regarding the preoperative
BCVA, there were no significant differences between the groups (p = 0.49). According to the Lens
Opacities Classification System III, the preoperative cataract grade density in the femtosecond laser
cataract surgery group was 2.57 ± 0.58 and the conventional cataract surgery group was 2.23 ± 0.42,
which is highly significant (p < 0.001).
All patients in both groups underwent a successful operation. The intended capsulotomy
diameter was set at 5.0 mm in all cases. The achieved capsulotomy diameter in the FLACS group
was 5.0 ± 0.12 mm (range: 4.6–5.4 mm), median 5.0 mm, and in the conventional cataract surgery
group 4.7 ± 0.36 mm (range: 4.0–5.6 mm), median 4.7 mm, which is highly significant (p < 0.001).
The mean phacoemulsification time in Group 1 was 1.9 ± 2.25 s (range: 0–11 s), median 1.0 s, and
in Group 2, 2.3 ± 2.41 s (range: 0.3–14 s), median 1.7 s, which is significant (p = 0.042). The effective
phacoemulsification time (EPT) in Group 1 was found to be 1.48 ± 1.80 s (range: 0–8.8 s), median
0.8 s, and in Group 2 1.81 ± 1.93 s (range: 0.24–11.2 s), median 1.36 s, which is significant (p = 0.044)
(Table 1).
Table 1. Mean phacoemulsification time/effective phacoemulsification time for Groups 1 and 2.
Group 1 Group 2 p-Value
mean phacoemulsification time (s) 1.9 ± 2.25 2.3 ± 2.41 0.042
effective phacoemulsification time (EPT) 1.48 ± 1.80 1.81 ± 1.93 0.044
Overall surgery time in Group 1 was 7.5 ± 1.22 min (range: 5–12 min) and 6.6 ± 1.76 min
(range: 4.6–12 min) in Group 2, that is slightly significant (p = 0.048).
The mean preoperative BCVA was 0.29 logMAR (range 1.30–0.01 logMAR) in Group 1 and
0.30 logMAR (range 1.30–0.01 logMAR) in Group 2 (p = 0.50). There is no difference between
the groups. The mean BCVA, 1 day post-operation, was 0.16 logMAR (range 1.30–0 logMAR) in
Group 1 and 0.22 logMAR (range 1.30–0 logMAR) (p = 0.038) in Group 2; 12 days post-operation,
0.06 logMAR (range 0.49–0 logMAR) in Group 1 and 0.06 logMAR (range 0.60–(−0.10) logMAR) in
Group 2 (p = 0.48); 4 weeks post-operation, 0.03 logMAR (range 0.49–(−0.10) logMAR) in Group 1 and
0.06 logMAR (range 0.30–(−0.10) logMAR) in Group 2 (p = 0.31); 8 weeks post-operation, 0.03 logMAR
(range 0.40–(−0.10) logMAR) in Group 1 and 0.06 logMAR (range 0.49–(−0.10) logMAR) in Group
2 (p = 0.41); 12 weeks post-operation, 0.01 logMAR (range 0.30–(−0.10) logMAR) in Group 1 and
0.02 logMAR (range 0.49–(−0.10) logMAR) in Group 2 (p = 0.37). Only the value at 1 day is significant,
whereas at any later follow-up there are no significant differences between the groups (Table 2).
Table 2. Mean BCA for Group 1 and Group 2 in the follow-up.
Mean BCVA Group 1 Group 2
preoperative 0.29 logMAR (range 1.30–0.01) 0.30 logMAR (range 1.30–0.01) p = 0.50
1 day post-operation 0.16 logMAR (range 1.30–0) 0.22 logMAR (range 1.30–0) p = 0.038
12 days post-operation 0.06 logMAR (range 0.49–0) 0.06 logMAR (range 0.60–(−0.10)) p = 0.48
4 weeks post-operation 0.03 logMAR (range 0.49–(−0.10)) 0.06 logMAR (range 0.30–(−0.10)) p = 0.31
8 weeks post-operation 0.03 logMAR (range 0.40–(–0.10)) 0.06 logMAR (range 0.49–(−0.10)) p = 0.41
12 weeks post-operation 0.01 logMAR (range 0.30–(−0.10)) 0.02 logMAR (range 0.49–(−0.10)) p = 0.37
The vacuum time for FLACS patients 139 ± 26 s.
Follow-up was 3 months for all patients. No intraoperative complications were recorded.
4. Discussion
Numerous studies have reported advantages of femtosecond laser over conventional
phacoemulsification cataract surgery [3,4,6,8,13,14,17–23]. Our study shows that a targeted 5 mm
capsulotomy could be achieved very precisely with the femtosecond laser treatment, demonstrating
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only small variance in reproducibility, whereas the manual capsulorhexis differed significantly.
Other studies have demonstrated very similar results, where the capsulotomies created using the
femtosecond laser were more accurate in size than those created by manual continuous curvilinear
capsulorhexis [4,8,13,14,22]. The accuracy of the capsulotomy is very important because it provides
the surgeon access to the capsular bag for fragmentation and removal of natural lens and placement of
the IOL. The diameter of the capsulotomy should allow overlap between the capsul rim and the IOL
optic and haptic for correct IOL positioning. In special IOL, like toric IOL, the alignment is particularly
important. Thus, the diameter, shape, and centration of the capsulorhexis can influence IOL position
and may have an impact on refractive outcomes.
According of Lens Opacities Classification System III, the preoperative cataract grade density in
the femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery group (Group 1) was significantly higher (p < 0.001)
than in the conventional cataract surgery group (Group 2) in our study. Despite this potential
disadvantage, we needed significantly less phacoemulsification time and effective phacoemulsification
time in the femtosecond laser group (Group 1) compared with the conventional phacoemulsification
surgery group (Group 2). Other studies have shown that the reduction of ultrasound energy from
phacoemulsification can reduce the risk of capsule complication. Phacoemulsification time and effective
phacoemulsification time are known to increase with nuclear density, but other groups have reported
similar findings regarding FLACS and EPT [4] as we have observed. In our study, it was seen that,
even with a low-energy laser application, the lens fragmentation was perfectly cut. Low energy creates
smaller gas bubbles, which reduces the tension on the capsular bag during the procedure. Thus, the
Femto LDV Z8 femtosecond laser is able to perform the optimal procedure algorithm, where the cut
procedure begins with the lens fragmentation followed by capsulotomy and clear corneal incisions.
We did not observe any bubbles during any of the stages of the laser procedure, which could disturb
the optimal cut quality.
In our study, we detected an improvement in visual acuity one day post-operation, an
improvement that was significantly greater with the femtosecond laser compared with the conventional
procedure. This may reveal that the rehabilitation time in the first postoperative day is faster. In all other
follow-up times after 12 days, no significant differences regarding the visual acuity were observed.
FLACS with the LDV Z8, a low-energy high frequency femtosecond laser, shows very high
precision, with a significant decrease in effective phacoemulsification time (EPT) compared to the
conventional procedure, even when the lens density was higher. Our results indicate that the healing
time involved in visual acuity is faster in the first postoperative days, demonstrating the clinical
advantages of a gentle technique with the femtosecond laser. However, regarding the overall surgery
time, we report that slightly more time is needed to perform femtosecond laser treatment, but the
potential to optimize workflow further and eliminate this difference is a future aim.
5. Conclusions
One of the main goals is providing repeatable and precise outcomes, with an aim to offer
customized medical solutions for patients. The low-energy LDV Z8 with its advanced OCT
visualization allows the best placement of the capsulotomy and optimizes surgical planning. All of
this influences the strength of capsulotomy and significantly improves refractive outcomes due to
reduced IOL tilt [14,24]. A high-frequency device with low pulse energy enables minimal gas creation
during lens fragmentation. This sets it apart from other cataract laser devices with higher energy and
low frequency, where larger bubbles and tissue bridges are created.
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Abstract: We present an image-guided laparoscopic surgical tool (IGLaST) to prevent bleeding.
By applying optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) to a specially designed laparoscopic surgical
tool, the inside of fatty tissue can be observed before a resection, and the presence and size of blood
vessels can be recognized. The optical sensing module on the IGLaST head has a diameter of less
than 390 μm and is moved back and forth by a linear servo actuator in the IGLaST body. We proved
the feasibility of IGLaST by in vivo imaging inside the fatty tissue of a porcine model. A blood vessel
with a diameter of about 2.2 mm was clearly observed. Our proposed scheme can contribute to safe
surgery without bleeding by monitoring vessels inside the tissue and can be further expanded to
detect invisible nerves of the laparoscopic thyroid during prostate gland surgery.
Keywords: laser and laser optics; optical frequency domain imaging; optical coherence tomography;
laparoscopic surgical tool; medical optics instrumentation
1. Introduction
Laparoscopic surgery, which is also called minimally invasive surgery (MIS) with laparoscopy, has
become widely accepted as a part of general, gynecological, urological, and thoracic surgeries. Because
laparoscopic surgery is performed with a laparoscope and thin rod-shaped surgical instruments
through trocars settled on the body wall (the hole size is usually 0.5–1.5 cm), it provides many
advantages to the patient compared with open surgery in terms of pain, incision size, and postoperative
recovery [1].
While laparoscopic surgery is clearly advantageous in terms of patient outcomes, there are some
drawbacks on the surgeon’s side, such as a loss of dexterity, poor depth perception, the fulcrum effect,
and a decreased sense of touch [2,3]. In particular, the loss of tactile sensation by depending on tools
makes it difficult to avoid invisible blood vessels surrounded by the fatty tissues of the dissection area
before resection. In open surgery, surgeons are not only able to feel pulsating blood vessels with their
own hands but also use their comprehensive knowledge of gross human anatomy to trace specific
local areas that need to be dissected. However, MIS takes away the surgeon’s tactile senses of the tissue
and applications of a wide anatomical map due to the magnified local camera view of the laparoscopic
system. These inevitable drawbacks of MIS force surgeons to dissect tissues very meticulously to find
Sensors 2017, 17, 919; doi:10.3390/s17040919 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors141
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vessels and expose them until they are nearly naked because they need to confirm them on the monitor
and have no tactile sense. Even minor bleeding can make the laparoscopic surgical field very dirty and
confusing. This situation sometimes lengthens the duration of MIS. To ensure perfect bleeding control
from vessels, surgeons use more hemoclips than they actually need. Moreover, if a blood vessel is not
fully captured within the sealing area of the advanced energy device, bleeding cannot be avoided.
The optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) technique, which is also known as swept
source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT), is a high-sensitivity and high-resolution optical
cross-sectional imaging technique based on optical frequency-domain interferometry with a
wavelength sweeping laser [4]. Because the optical cross-sectional imaging technique is fast and
minimally invasive compared to non-optical techniques such as MRI, CT, and X-rays, it has been
extensively studied in a number of medical fields. Clinically, OFDI is used in ocular and cardiovascular
applications and has been demonstrated to accurately image the normal eye and coronary artery
in vivo as well as diseased states [5–9]. Typically, the penetration depth is about 1–3 mm in tissue, and
the depth resolution is about 10–15 μm [10]. OFDI has also been applied to studying the structural
features of skin, gynecological tissues, and gastrointestinal tract [11–14]. Most previous studies on
medical devices using OFDI focused on discriminating between normal and diseased or cancerous
tissues based on microstructural features. When the OFDI technique is applied in a laparoscopic
surgical device such as a tissue dissector, safe surgery without unwanted bleeding can be realized by
monitoring blood vessels inside a tissue before resection.
We developed an image-guided laparoscopic surgical tool (IGLaST) to observe blood vessels inside
a tissue that uses a clinically qualified OFDI technique and the specially designed laparoscopic surgical
tool. We demonstrated our proposed scheme in vivo by observing the blood vessels surrounded by
the fatty tissues of a porcine model.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design of IGLaST
Compared to previous medical devices using OFDI, IGLaST is for laparoscopic surgical devices
that grasp a tissue or blood vessel for dissection or sealing. The proposed IGLaST comprises an
optical imaging part based on the OFDI technique and a specially designed laparoscopic surgical part,
as shown in Figure 1. We designed the laparoscopic surgical part to scan an optical sensing module
with a linear actuator and operate the head with a handle. The optical imaging part consists of the
OFDI system and an optical sensing module.
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an image-guided laparoscopic surgical tool (IGLaST) based on the
optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) technique.
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Because laparoscopic surgery is minimally invasive, the head size for the surgical instruments is
restricted to a diameter of 5–10 mm. The optical sensing module can be simply realized by an optical
fiber with a diameter of less than 0.35 mm. Such an optical fiber is inexpensive and easily separated
and combined by an optical connector. Thus, OFDI can be an effective technique for realizing an
image-guided disposable laparoscopic surgical tool.
2.2. OFDI for IGLaST
A swept sourced laser with a center wavelength λ0 of 1300 nm and a spectral bandwidth λfull of
100 nm at a cutoff point of −20 dB (SL1310V1-10048, Thorlabs, Sterling, VA, USA) was used as the light
source. The swept source is separated by a 3 dB fiber coupler. One of two beams after the 3 dB fiber
coupler goes to a reference mirror, and the other goes to the sample. The two reflected beams from the
reference mirror and sample pass through the same root in opposite directions and are interfered with.
The interference optical signal is detected by a balanced detector and acquired by a digitizer with a
sampling rate of up to 500 MS/s at a 12 bit resolution.
In an experiment, the mechanical movement of the optical sensing module was performed by
using a linear servo actuator (PLS-5030, POTENIT, Seoul, Korea) for 15 mm transverse line scanning
within 1 s. Generally, OFDI imaging requires a high-speed line scanning system (HSLS) for biomedical
applications [5–9]. However, HSLS-based OFDI is not required for laparoscopic surgical applications
because the sample is tightly fixed by the IGLaST head. Our proposed line scanning scheme with a
linear servo actuator provides a low-cost and miniaturized device for practical use in laparoscopic
surgical applications. To control the linear servo actuator, an NI PCI-6731 board (National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA) was equipped with a workstation, and pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals were
generated as described in Figure 1.
To facilitate clear imaging, the swept source laser, digitizer, and linear servo actuator were
synchronized, as represented in Figure 1.
The repetition rate of the light source was 100 kHz, and 100,000 interference signals were generated
in a single scan. For a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the 20 adjacent interference signals were
averaged after fast Fourier transform (FFT). Finally, a 5000 × 701 pixel OFDI image was acquired.
2.3. Realization of IGLaST
To apply the proposed method to a laparoscopic tissue dissector, we developed the IGLaST head
with an optical sensing module and tissue cutter. The IGLaST head with biocompatible material
(SUS304) contains two routes for the optical sensing module and tissue cutter, as shown in Figure 2.
The size of the area for grasping the tissue is about 5.3 mm × 20 mm. Each route for the optical sensing
module and tissue cutter has the same width of 0.5 mm, and the route for the optical sensing module
has a length of 17 mm.
 
Figure 2. IGLaST head with the route for the optical sensing module.
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In order to transmit the laser beam into a sample, a ball-lens fiber functioning as a reflective
mirror at the end of a fiber was manufactured, as shown in Figure 3a. This was predetermined
by using a simulation tool (Light Tools, Synopsys, Mountain View, CA, USA) to satisfy a spot size
(Full width at half maximum) of 27 μm at a working distance of 1.6 mm, as shown in Figure 3b.
A coreless fiber (FG125LA, Thorlabs, Sterling, VA, USA) was fusion-spliced to the SMF (SMF-28,
Corning, Corning, NY, USA) and cleaved to a predetermined length. Then, the distal end of the
coreless fiber was heated, while being translated in a tungsten filament furnace to form a ball lens.
The translation length and speed, the temperature of the filament, and the duration of heating were
empirically adjusted to form the optimal ball-lens fiber. The entire ball lens fabrication process was
performed at a computer-controlled fusion splicing workstation (GPX-3000, Vytran, Morganville, NJ,
USA). To perpendicularly reflect the beam into the tissue, the distal tip of the ball lens was polished
with a fiber polishing machine (Ultrapol, Ultra Tech., Santa Ana, CA, USA). The angle between the
fiber axis and polished surface was about 39◦. We confirmed the spot size (FWHM) of the beam was
about 22.8 μm at a working distance of 1.6 mm by using a beam profiler (SP620U, Spiricon, Jerusalem,
Israel), as shown in Figure 3c. The distance between the SMF/coreless fiber interface and front of the




Figure 3. (a) Design and manufacture of the ball-lens fiber. (b) Simulation results for the ball-lens fiber.
(c) Experimentally measured beam profile of the ball-lens fiber at a working distance of 1.6 mm.
Figure 4 shows the structure of proposed optical sensing module. To protect the ball-lens fiber,
a polyimide with an inner diameter of 350 μm and outer diameter of 390 μm was used. The polyimide
was inserted into the groove on the bottom of the IGLaST head and secured with epoxy, as shown
at the bottom of Figure 4. The rest of the ball-lens fiber was guided by Shrinkable Tube 1. Between
the polyimide and Tube 1, Shrinkable Tube 2 was used as a spacer and had a smaller inner diameter
than Tube 1. The length of Tube 1 was about 500 mm, which is similar to the length of a laparoscopic
surgical tool. After the end of Tube 1, a linear servomotor was used for one-dimensional scanning of
the ball-lens fiber. To minimize twisting or bending of the ball-lens fiber, the linear servomotor was
placed close to the end of Tube 1.
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Figure 4. Optical sensing module for IGLaST.
One-dimensional scanning of the ball-lens fiber inside the optical sensing module was tested by
using a laser diode with a central wavelength of 633 nm, as shown at the middle of Figure 4. After the
optical sensing module was assembled, the head was attached to the IGLaST body.
3. Results
3.1. Optical Properties
Figure 5 plots the experimentally measured beam diameter (FWHM) of the optical sensing module
of IGLaST. The beam shape was measured by using a microscope equipped with an IR camera [15].
The beam diameter plot started at 400 μm considering the air gap between the optical sensing module
and IGLaST head surface. The beam profile was elliptically shaped after passing through the polyimide.
The ratio of the x-axis/y-axis crossed at the focal plane. The measured x- and y-axis beam diameters
were 29.3 and 31.8 μm, respectively. The lateral resolution expected by the FWHM beam width ranged
from 20 to 65 μm in the first 2 mm after the IGLaST head.
 









 Optical sensing module X-axis
 Optical sensing module Y-axis







Figure 5. Beam diameter (FWHM) of the optical sensing module.
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3.2. Imaging of a Vessel Inside the Fatty Tissues of a Porcine Model with IGLaST
As a demonstration, IGLaST was used to observe blood vessel inside fatty tissue during
laparoscopic surgery. We prepared a 40 kg porcine model that was 3 months old. The pig underwent
surgical procedures under general anesthesia. Three incisions with a length of 0.5–1 cm were made
on the abdomen of the pig, and trocars were placed in the incisions. A laparoscope, laparoscopic
dissection tool, and laparoscopic clamp were inserted inside the body through the trocars, and an
operation was performed to find the region of interest. The animal experiment protocol was approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Korea University.
Figure 6 shows the in vivo imaging inside the fatty tissue of the pig with IGLaST. In laparoscopic
surgery, tissues to be dissected should consist of adipose, lymphatics, and collagen, and blood vessels
must be surrounded by the tissue complex. Therefore, the tissue complex that may cover major blood
vessels of an artery or vein usually needs to be dissected to find them. In most cases, blood vessels
inside the tissue are invisible, as shown in Figure 6a. We inserted our developed IGLaST inside the
pig body through a trocar and grasped the tissue with the head of IGLaST to observe invisible blood
vessels inside the tissue, as shown in Figure 6b. The red light is a guide source to inform the position
of the head of the ball-lens fiber. The blood vessel inside the fatty tissue of the pig appeared with OFDI,
as shown in Figure 6c. The yellow bar in Figure 6c represents a length of 0.5 mm. The size of the image
was about 15 × 1.75 mm2. After the tissue was grasped, the tissue was compressed, and the thickness
of the tissue was reduced to about 0.5–0.6 mm. In this experiment, a blood vessel with a length of




Figure 6. In vivo imaging inside the fatty tissue of a porcine model with IGLaST; the blood vessel
inside the tissue is visible. (a) Laparoscopic image of the porcine model. (b) Laparoscopic image of the
porcine model after the tissue is grasped with IGLaST. (c) OFDI image inside the fatty tissue.
When the IGLaST head grasping the tissue was slightly released, image blurring occurred at the
vessel position because of blood flow, as shown in Figure 7a. If the morphological image processing
technique to extract blurring pixels is applied, the contrast can be increased to improve awareness of
the blood vessels inside the tissue, as shown in Figure 7b. This technique provides the functions of
erosion, smooth filtering, simple threshold, and area sort to isolate the blurred part [16]. IGLaST can
be further improved to discriminate arteries and veins by the application of Doppler and angiographic
techniques [17–19].
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Figure 7. (a) In vivo imaging of the blood flow inside the fatty tissue of a porcine model with IGLaST.
(b) Identification of blood flow with the morphological image processing technique.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
We proposed and developed IGLaST based on the OFDI technique to prevent bleeding. To observe
within tissue that may cover invisible blood vessels of a vein or artery, we specially designed a
laparoscopic surgical tool and applied the OFDI technique. We successfully demonstrated that our
proposed scheme can be used to prevent unwanted bleeding by observing a blood vessel with a
diameter of about 2.2 mm inside the fatty tissues of a porcine model during laparoscopic surgery.
The experimental results suggest that IGLaST can be a useful tool for investigating blood vessels
inside the tissue before resection. The utility of IGLaST may extend to other surgical devices such as
laparoscopic surgical staplers, laparoscopic vessel sealing devices, and surgical scissors.
The use of a low-speed linear servo actuator may be unfamiliar for researchers interested in
high-speed OFDI-based medical devices for cardiovascular imaging and ocular imaging. However,
it is sufficient to prove the feasibility and usability of IGLaST because the sample was tightly fixed by
the IGLaST head. The proposed line scanning scheme with a linear servo actuator provides a low-cost
and miniaturized device for the practical use of laparoscopic surgical applications. In future IGLaST
designs, we will apply the high-speed OFDI technique to the laparoscopic surgical tool to identify the
blood flow of blood vessels inside the tissue so that arteries and veins can be discriminated based on
Doppler and angiographic techniques.
For the optical sensing module, a beam diameter (FWHM) of less than 65 μm was obtained in
the first 2 mm after the IGLaST head. In this study, the size of the observed blood vessel inside the
tissue was a few millimeters, so the achieved lateral resolution was acceptable. However, the lateral
resolution of IGLaST needs to be further improved to observe small blood vessels or nerves inside
the tissue.
We believe that techniques using IGLaST can also be applied to identify invisible nerves or
lymphatic vessels inside the tissue to avoid injuring them during minimally invasive surgery (MIS).
Moreover, our proposed scheme has tremendous potential as a smart image-guided laparoscopic
surgical tool for robot-assisted surgery.
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Abstract: This paper describes the estimation of the body weight of a person in front of an RGB-D
camera. A survey of different methods for body weight estimation based on depth sensors is given.
First, an estimation of people standing in front of a camera is presented. Second, an approach
based on a stream of depth images is used to obtain the body weight of a person walking towards
a sensor. The algorithm first extracts features from a point cloud and forwards them to an artificial
neural network (ANN) to obtain an estimation of body weight. Besides the algorithm for the
estimation, this paper further presents an open-access dataset based on measurements from a trauma
room in a hospital as well as data from visitors of a public event. In total, the dataset contains
439 measurements. The article illustrates the efficiency of the approach with experiments with
persons lying down in a hospital, standing persons, and walking persons. Applicable scenarios for
the presented algorithm are body weight-related dosing of emergency patients.
Keywords: image processing; machine learning; perception; sensor fusion; segmentation; RGB-D;
thermal camera; kinect; human body weight; stroke
1. Introduction
When it comes to the treatment of ischemic stroke patients, it is crucial to solve the blood clot
in the brain vessel as fast as possible. For the treatment of ischemic strokes, the medicament rtPA
was approved in 1996 by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration [1]. The medicine has to be given
with a dosage of 0.9 mg per kilogram of the patient’s body weight. Furthermore, a maximum dose
of 90 mg is specified for patients weighing more than 100 kilograms. It is best used within the first
hour after the appearance of stroke symptoms. After three hours, side effects can prevail over the
solving of the blood clot. Because of this narrow time window, physicians are in a hurry for treatment.
Weighing a patient on a common standing scale is often not possible because the patient is in pain or
is not able to stand due to other symptoms of stroke, e.g., paralysis. The obvious way to determine
the body weight of someone quickly is to ask the person. However, if it comes to stroke, only half
of the patients are knowledgeable and are not handicapped by stroke symptoms [2]. Additionally,
elderly patients might suffer from dementia and cannot provide a reliable value for their body weight.
Furthermore, relatives who could be asked might not be available in the trauma room or do not
know the body weight of the patient. In addition, anthropometric methods exist, where lengths and
circumferences of body parts are measured with a measuring tape. Based on an empirical equation,
e.g., the equation for stroke patients presented by Lorenz et al. [3], gives an estimation of body weight.
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The disadvantage of those anthropometric methods is that the patient has to be moved and the
measuring is time-consuming.
Therefore, visual estimation of the patient’s body weight by the attending physician in
the emergency room has become routine worldwide. In a registry with 27,910 stroke patients,
only 14.6 percent were weighed [4]. However, several studies [5–7] illustrate that such a weight
estimation by a visual guess from a physician is often not sufficient for dosing: Every third patient
receives a dosage out of the ±10 percent bound. This result can be improved if the average estimation
of several persons from medical staff is taken. Furthermore, the estimations from nursing staff are
more reliable than the visual guesses by physicians [2].
The observation of body weight is also essential in elder care: People with a healthy weight can
recover better from sickness than people who are underweight or obese. However, older people often
have a reduced appetite, coupled with a decline in biological and physiological functions [8]. In elder
care, people are weighed on common standing scales to observe changes in body weight. Multiple
approaches with 3D sensors are being tested in the field of elder care, especially since the release of the
low-cost Microsoft Kinect camera [9]. Some applications of these approaches are fall detection or the
monitoring of breathing [10,11]. The contact-less body weight approach can be combined in context with
these other approaches to monitor changes in body weight to improve elder care.
In contrast to the scenario of patients being measured on a stretcher, the weighing of standing
people can be easily done on a spring scale. However, the automatic weighing of several people in
a short time can bring a benefit in some applications: Since 2017, the Finnish airline Finnair weighs
passengers to determine the total weight of an airplane for take-off. While the weight of baggage
is measured with a scale, the weight of the passengers is only roughly rated with standardized
weights [12]. The precise knowledge about the weight gives possibilities to optimize fuel requirements
and therefore operating costs [13]. In 1985, a McDonnell Douglas DC-8 jetliner crashed with 256 people
on board. One reason for the crash might have been the underestimated onboard weight, which was
mentioned in the occurrence report [14]. Furthermore, the motivation for a visual weight system
is gained as objects that the subject is wearing or carrying, e.g., a backpack, can be filtered out for
weight estimation.
The presented approach is an extension of Pfitzner et al. [15]: While this previous work had
the clear focus on clinical use, the work presented here extends the approach towards standing and
walking people. First, this article contributes a summary about the visual body weight estimation for
various situations. The settings for the different approaches are compared, as well as the results of
the experiments. Second, the article shows that the feature set from previous work is also suitable
for body weight estimation of standing or walking subjects. To obtain the body weight of walking
subjects, a clustering method is presented, combining the estimations from each frame, to a single and
also a more robust estimation. Finally, the article provides the 3D data used for experiments so that
other research groups can contribute to this topic.
The paper is structured as follows: First, the related work concerning the body weight
estimation based on a camera system is presented, focusing on lying, standing, and walking people.
Second, the here applied and published dataset for body weight estimation based on RGB-D-T
(color, depth and thermal) data is explained. In the following section, the approach for body weight
estimation is presented and separated for standing and walking persons. Experiments with the here
applied dataset and a dataset from related work demonstrate the efficiency of the developed algorithm.
The results are examined in comparison to other approaches for visual weight estimation from related
work. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion and plans for future work.
2. Related Work
The related work is subdivided for lying, standing and walking people and further provides
a summary of weighing and estimation devices for clinical usage.
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2.1. Common Weighing and Medical Estimation Devices
Scales come in a wide range. The most common type is standing scales. Analog scales use
a reference weight or a spring to obtain the body weight, while modern digital scales use strain
gauges and a change in resistance to get a value for body weight. In the clinical scenario, chair scales
exist, so a patient does not need to stand for the process of weighing. Different types of bed scales
are available to weigh patients who are lying down. First, scales can be designed as a single plate
integrated into the floor where the bed is placed. Second, bed scales are available with multiple
weighing devices, which are attached to each wheel. The sum of all weight is the total weight of
the bed, including the patient. In both scenarios, the tare weight of the empty bed has to be known.
Consequently, either the bed is weighed in advance without the patient or the tare weight of the bed
has to be identified. Choosing the wrong type of bed can result in a high degree of error concerning the
patient’s weight. Furthermore, different attachments, such as medical devices or handrails, can cause
a change in tare weight. In addition, it is possible to integrate multiple strain gauges directly into the
mattress. This solves the issue of determining the tare weight of the bed. It is also possible to integrate
weighing directly into the computer tomography to speed up the process of weight acquisition [16].
Furthermore, rulers exist to approximate body weight for medical usage: Approximation rulers
are common to estimate the body weight of young children; the Broselow tape was developed in
1985 by James Broselow and Robert Luten. It provides nine different weight groups for children
younger than 12. A colored scale on the measuring tape relegates to different medical sets, prepared for
emergency treatment of the different weight groups in case of an emergency. Several studies illustrate
that the Broselow tape is reliable for first aid personnel [17]. However, for children, the estimation of
the parents can be even more reliable, if available [18].
2.2. Estimation from Lying People
The body weight estimation of lying people is important mainly in the scenario of clinical usage.
Most patients are already lying on a stretcher or a bed. Furthermore, the here presented approaches
are suitable for bedridden patients.
Pirker et al. [19] employed 16 stereo cameras around a stretcher. Additional projectors are
needed for complete illumination. A parametric human model complements the back side of the body.
Composed images are filtered for noise reduction and, finally, the volume is calculated with the help
of cross-sections along the body. Because of the high amount of cameras around the patient’s bed,
physicians would be constricted during treatment.
The here presented algorithm for the estimation of lying, walking and standing people is the
continuation of preceding work: In 2015, Pfitzner et al. [20] showed an approach for body weight
estimation with a depth camera. The algorithm extracts only the volume of a subject lying on a medical
stretcher, multiplying it with a fixed value for the density. Color and depth gradient achieve the
segmentation. The focus of this application was set on the body weight estimation of stroke patients
within the treatment process in the trauma room. Although the approach is straightforward, the system
was more reliable than the visual guess performed by the medical staff: 79 percent of all patients
received a sufficient body weight estimation, while the visual guess from a physician could only
provide a sufficient estimation in 68 percent of patients.
Figure 1 shows the scene in the trauma room with a patient on the stretcher and the complete
system, as presented in Pfitzner et al. [20]. The setup with the patient lying on a medical stretcher and
the sensors integrated into the ceiling is the same as in the following previous work.
The approach was extended in 2016 by the work of Pfitzner et al. [15]. An additional thermal
camera improves the segmentation, and the patient in the fused field of view can be clearly segmented
from the mattress that the subject is lying on. Furthermore, this paper introduced an extended feature
extraction, as well as a machine learning approach—here an ANN—to improve the outcome in body
weight estimation, by minimizing outliers and improving the standard deviation for the relative error.
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In total, 89.9 percent of all subjects received an estimate of ±10 percent. For this approach, a patent
exists [21].
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Clinical integration of sensors into the trauma room, as shown in [15]. Within the scenario
of trauma room in which physicians mostly treat emergency patients, the sensor system is integrated
into the ceiling (a); The system does not hinder the physician while treating the patient, who is often
lying on a medical stretcher. Besides the sensors in the ceiling, the system consists of a computer
system—including a keyboard and a mouse for interaction, a monitor for visualization and a barcode
scanner to identify patients with their ID (b). The connection between the sensors and the computer is
achieved by USB cables. (a) Trauma room with sensors integrated into the ceiling; (b) Schematic of the
sensor system and its connections to a computer.
Pfitzner et al. [22] presented a comparison of different depth sensors for the scenario of
body weight estimation. In conclusion, the Kinect One can provide better results in body weight
estimation—95.3 percent for the ±10 percent range—compared to the estimation based on the data of
the Kinect with 94.8 percent. Additionally, this work also presents a correlation analysis of the extracted
features, and how a different configuration of the available features can provide a reliable result.
2.3. Estimation from Standing People
In contrast to the estimation of lying people, the scenario for standing or walking people is more
complex: The person is not aligned to a fixed surface on the back. Furthermore, the posture and the
position of the subject changes in a sequence of frames.
Robinson and Parkinson [23] developed an approach for the body weight estimation of standing
people. Here, anthropometric features are extracted from a scene’s point cloud and the raw sensor
data from an RGB-D sensor with a person standing in front of it can be seen. This approach also
demonstrated that these raw features from the point cloud could lead to a bias because of un-calibrated
sensor or noise. Furthermore, even thin clothes can confuse the extraction of the features, like the
circumference of a body part, e.g., waist or hip circumference.
Cook et al. [24] presented a framework based on a structured light sensor for radiation dose
estimation in CT examinations. In preliminary experiments, they showed results for five persons
standing in front of a structured light sensor. The measured volume of the patient differs due to
different positions of their arms.
With the help of skeleton tracking, Velardo and Dugelay showed a computer vision system to
prove the health of a person with the help of a structured light sensor [25]. Apart from sensing the age
of the subject, the sensor measures anthropometric features from arms, legs, and the body. The authors
provide a trained statistical model from a medical database, containing anthropometric measurements
from more than 28,000 subjects, as well as the ground truth body weight. This approach has the benefit
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of a large sample size for training. However, the estimation of the anthropometric features based on
the RGB-D data is hard due to the sensor’s noise. Additionally, the system provides information about
obesity and nutrition to the user.
Based on a side-view feature, Nguyen et al. [26] developed a method to estimate the human body
weight of standing people captured with an RGB-D camera. A model is trained based on regression.
Together with handling the gender data, the algorithm can reach the mean average error of 5.20 kg over
300 subjects. In an additional experiment, the authors proved that the body weight estimation based on
RGB-D data is more reliable compared with the human estimation. Furthermore, the utilized dataset
with 300 subjects is published as an open-access source, containing the RGB-D data, the ground truth
gender, and the ground truth body weight. This dataset is also applied to the following experiments.
2.4. Estimation from Walking People
Beside the body weight estimation from a single frame, it is also possible to estimate it by
a sequence of sensor data. Labati et al. [27] developed a body weight estimation suitable for walking
persons. The focus was set on a contact-less and low-cost method. The method is based on frame
sequences from two cameras, which are placed to get a frontal and a side-view of the walking
person. The feature vector consists of the height of a person, an approximation of the body volume,
an approximation for the body shape and the walking direction. The extracted features are forwarded
to an ANN to obtain body weight. Experiments are performed with 20 subjects, walking in eight
different directions. A maximum absolute mean error was recorded with less than 2.4 kg.
Arigbabu et al. [28] demonstrated the extraction of soft biometrics, e.g., body height and weight,
based on video frames from a single monocular camera. Due to a homogeneous background,
the people’s silhouette can be extracted easily with state of the art image processing techniques
like background subtraction. The silhouette is converted into a binary mask, where 13 features are
extracted depending on the pixel density in segmented regions. The feature vector is finally forwarded
to an ANN to estimate the body weight. In experiments with 80 subjects, they reached a mean average
error of 4.66 kg the estimation of body weight. The update rate of the extraction of all described soft
biometrics was about 1 Hz. The approach was compared with the previously presented approach by
Labati et al. [27] and Velardo and Dugelay [25].
Most of the approaches presented here use neural networks as a machine learning approach to
generate a model for body weight estimation. The difference in the approaches can be found in the
types of features forwarded to a neural network. In contrast to related work, the approach in this
paper is not limited to a particular application. The selected features for machine learning are suitable
for the scenarios of subjects who are lying, standing or walking. They can be used in general for the
estimation of body weight. Furthermore, Table 1 compares the results of related work as a summary.
The approaches presented by Nguyen et al. [26], Velardo and Dugelay [25], Labati et al. [27] and
Arigbabu et al. [28] are compared in the experiment section.
Table 1. Results for contact-less human body weight estimation from related work in alphabetic order.
The results are not directly comparable due to different evaluation metrics.
Method Sensor Approach Constrains Results
Cook et al. [24] RGB-D
structured light
image processing to reconstruct
the volume
sample size 6 subjects only volume estimation
Pirker et al. [19] 8 stereo cameras image processing to reconstruct
the volume
scene has to be known only volume estimation










machine learning with multiple
regression analysis
sample size 15 subjects 2.7 kg for a single subject
Pfitzner et al. [20] RGB-D
structured light
image processing to reconstruct
the volume
person is lying on
a flat surface
79.1 % within relative
error of 10 %
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Table 1. Cont.
Method Sensor Approach Constrains Results
Pfitzner et al. [15] RGB-D
structured light
machine learning with ANN person is lying on
a flat surface
89.6 % within relative
error of 10 %
Pfitzner et al. [22] RGB-D structured
light and ToF
machine learning with ANN person is lying on
a flat surface
95.3 % within relative
error of 10 %
Labati et al. [27] 2 RGB cameras machine learning with ANN sample size 20 subjects 2.3 kg std error
Arigbabu et al. [28] RGB cameras machine learning with ANN 4.66 kg MAE
3. Approach for Visual Body Weight Estimation
The algorithm is subdivided into sections for sensor fusion, segmentation, and feature extraction.
It leads to a learning approach based on an ANN to obtain the body weight of a single person. Figure 2










Figure 2. Process of body weight estimation.
3.1. System Description
The system uses different sensors, depending on the recorded dataset. It was developed for
previous work [15,20] to be integrated into the clinical environment. There the system includes
a Microsoft Kinect, a Microsoft Kinect One and an Optris PI400 thermal camera. A single depth sensor
is sufficient for body weight extraction. However, the developed algorithm should not depend on the
applied sensor. Therefore, experiments are performed with different sensors. Table 2 compares the
sensors to each other.
Table 2. Property table of used sensors: The three sensors are selected for the body weight estimation
because of their similar FOV, which provides a total view of the patient on the stretcher. For the 3D
sensors, the measurement range is sufficient. The frame rate of at least 30 Hz is acceptable, while the
thermal camera provides a frame rate of 80 Hz.
Model Kinect Kinect One Optris PI400
Principle Structured Light Time-of-Flight Thermal Camera
Resolution 320 × 240 512 × 424 382 × 288
Field of View 57◦ × 43◦ 70◦ × 60◦ 62◦ × 49◦
Frame rate 30 fps 30 fps 80 fps
Dimensions 73 × 283 × 73 mm3 249 × 66 × 67 mm3 46 × 56 × 90 mm3
Weight 564 g 1400 g 320 g
Power consumption 12 W 32 W <2.5 W via USB
Interface USB 2.0 USB 3.0 USB 2.0
Price $100 $200 $3500
Both the Kinect and the Kinect One are RGB-D cameras providing a color stream RGB, and a depth
per pixel D. The first Kinect camera was released in 2011 bringing a low-cost consumer product into
robotics. The sensor brought multiple applications and made an impact well beyond the gaming
industry [29]. The Kinect holds a sensor for infrared (IR) and a sensor for color. Both sensors are
calibrated to each other. The structured light principle obtains depth: A projector emits a known pattern
in the environment. This pattern is seen by the IR sensor from a different pose to calculate the depth for
an arbitrary pixel. Khoshelham and Elberink [30] illustrate the sensor’s characteristics in image quality
and noise.
In contrast to that, the Kinect One works by the Time-of-Flight (ToF) principle [31]: Having a highly
precise measurement device for the time, it would be possible to calculate the distance between a light
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source and an object by measuring the time. The range of a given point can be calculated by the time
t the light travels with the help of the speed of light c with d = 0.5 · t · c. Due to the fast traveling
light, the distance measurement is obtained by modulated light: A source emits a light pulse towards
an object. The frequency for modulation is known, and a phase shift can be measured from the
reflected signal.
The here applied depth sensors differ not only in their resolution, but also the different
principle provides a diverse characteristic of depth. Both sensors are compared to each other by
Sarbolandi et al. [32]. Today, there exist various types of RGB-D sensors, which are suitable for the
body weight estimation approach, e.g., Asus Xtion cameras from the Intel RealSense series [33].
The thermal camera is state of the art and is added to the sensor set to ease segmentation based on
a simple thermal threshold. In this presented sensor configuration, the thermal camera is the most
expensive part. It was used because it was already available from an earlier project. However, a
cheaper thermal camera with a lower resolution and frame rate can be used for the segmentation.
Pfitzner et al. [20] illustrated that the visual body weight estimation is possible without a thermal
camera, but outliers due to insufficient segmentation can occur.
The algorithm—including the sensor fusion, the feature extraction and the forwarding to
an artificial neural network—is implemented on a conventional desktop computer, which is installed
in the trauma room. The computer in the trauma room, which is equipped with an Intel i7 of the 4th
generation, can provide the result in body weight estimation within 300 ms, including the saving of
the sensor data. The software does not rely on specialized hardware, like a high-end graphics card,
although the processing speed could benefit from parallelization. For offline processing, a mobile
computer (Dell M4800) is used, having a maximum power consumption of less than 80 Watt [34].
Therefore, the complete hardware could be designed with less than 100 W, including the mobile
computer, the thermal camera (<2.5 Watt) and the Microsoft Kinect (12 Watt). Table 3 illustrates that
the processing time for the desktop computer and the mobile computer is similar. A small experiment
in our laboratory showed that the approach is also suitable for small size embedded computers, e.g.,
a Raspberry PI. With a reduced visualization, and without the saving of the sensor’s data to the
database, this configuration provided the estimation of body weight in around 5 s, see Table 3. The
system is then limited in real-time visualization, as well as process time, and the estimation of the
body weight is available with a higher delay. However, the embedded computer can have the benefit
of lower power consumption and a smaller footprint, which provides easier integration in the clinical
environment.
Table 3. Tested hardware including time measurements for the estimation: The biggest part of
processing time is used to segment the patient from the environment. In contrast to that, the extraction
of the features and the processing via an artificial neural network is small. The total time includes
visualization and logging during the processing.
Desktop Computer Dell M4800 Mobile Computer Raspberry PI 3 Asus Tinkerboard
Processor Intel i7-4820K Intel i7-4900MQ ARM Cortex-A53 Rockchip RK3288
Nr. of Threads 8 8 4 4
max. Clock 3.90 GHz 3.80 GHz 1.2 GHz 1.8 GHz
TDP 130 W 47 W <3.7 W 5 W
Time for Segmentation 239 ms 245 ms 5321 ms 2661 ms
Time for Estimation 22 ms 23 ms 267 ms 212 ms
Total Processing Time 263 ms 270 ms 5604 ms 2885 ms
3.2. Sensor Fusion
All applied projective depth, color, and thermal sensors are calibrated intrinsically based on the
method presented by Zhang [35]. Therefore, a single calibration pattern is used, which is visible in
depth, color, and thermal frame. Gonzalez-Jorge et al. [36] present different types of suitable calibration
targets. The here applied calibration target consists of a metal plate on the back which is colored white
and a black wooden plate on top. The wooden plate has holes in a circular pattern. The metal plate
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can be heated. Because of a space between the metal and the wood plate, a thermal gradient is visible,
and the wholes appear to be warmer than the top surface. The circle pattern is therefore visible in the
spectrum of the thermal camera [15].
The results of sensor fusion can be displayed in different settings. Besides the typical
representation on the screen as a color image of the scene, the depth can be visualized by a color
mapping. Furthermore, it is also possible to illustrate the scene as a false-color representation for
temperature or fused with the color stream, similar to that presented by Vidas et al. [37]. This is
achieved by comparing the color channel of every point in the cloud. Figure 3 illustrates the sensor
fusion and its visualizations: In Figure 3c, the data from the color sensor of the Kinect camera is
fused with its depth stream. In the fused image, the color stream provides the intensity of each pixel
as a grayscale, while the color of a pixel arranges the depth in the scene, as shown in Figure 3b.
In addition, the color data and the thermal data are aligned to be visible at the same time, see Figure 3d.
From the given data, further data can be calculated to enhance the point cloud or the depth image,
e.g., with normals.
(a) Color (b) Depth (c) Color and Depth (d) Color and Therma
Figure 3. Visualization of sensor fusion: Figure (a) shows the raw color stream from an RGB-D camera.
The depth stream can be visualized using a colormap, here drawing blue values for far objects and
drawing white and orange for nearer objects (b). The stream from the thermal camera can be visualized
in several ways: either it is drawn with false-color representation (c) or can be combined with other
streams—here a combination of the color stream, highlighted with temperature (d). The here presented
image-based sensor fusion is achieved by intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration, which is presented
in Figure 4.
Figure 4 presents the process of calibration for sensor fusion: The frames from the sensor are
differentiated by indices, K for the Kinect, K2 for the Kinect One and T for the thermal camera.
All three sensors are calibrated intrinsically. First, the raw streams from the sensors I are forwarded
to rectification based on the determined intrinsic parameters P and d [35]. Second, the rectified
images I are then calibrated extrinsically based on the previously estimated transformations T.
Third, the aligned data I is synchronized in time by the method presented by Lussier and Thrun [38]
with ΔtT , ΔtK, ΔtK2. Finally, a point cloud P = (p1 p2 . . . pn) containing n points, can be generated
with the help of the pinhole camera model.
The intrinsic calibration aims to remove the aberrations from the lens, bringing the image in the
form of the pinhole camera model. For the intrinsic calibration, the projection matrix P has to be
determined. The matrix contains the focal length , as well as the offset to the sensor’s center. Therefore,
based on the pinhole camera model, a point p = (x y z)T ∈ R3 can be projected onto the sensor as
a pixel q = (u v)T . For the extrinsic calibration, the world frame’s origin is set the same as the origin
of the infrared sensor of the Kinect. The extrinsic factory calibration of both Kinect cameras is left as it
is. The transformations between the two Kinect cameras and the thermal camera is estimated with the
help of the same calibration pattern.
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Figure 4. Process of sensor calibration: First, all projective sensors are calibrated intrinsically
to remove distortions from the image and to obtain the projection matrix for each sensor PT ,
PK and PK2. Furthermore, the coefficients for distortions d = (k1 k2 k3 p1 p2) are necessary for
rectification. The vector contains the parameters for radial distortion (k1, k2, k3), as well as the
parameters for tangential distortion (p1,p2) [35]. Second, the sensors are calibrated extrinsically,
estimating the transformations between the sensors T. The calibrated images are noted by I′T ,
I′K , and I′K2. Finally, the data from the sensors are synchronized in time based on ΔtT , ΔtK , ΔtK2.
The synchronized images are noted by I′′K , I′′K2, and I′′T . After this process of calibration, sensor fusion
can be applied and data is converted towards a Cartesian point cloud P ∈ R3 .
Figure 5 illustrates the transformation between the sensors. The extrinsic parameters—the rotation
R and the translation t —are combined to a pose AξB describing the relative pose of {B} with respect
to {A}. After sensor fusion, every point can contain the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), color (rgb) and










































{T} Frame of the thermal camera
{Kc} Color sensors frame of the Kinect
{Ki} Infrared sensor frame of the Kinect
{Kp} Frame of the Kinect’s IR projector
{K2c} Color sensor frame of the Kinect2
{K2i} Infrared sensor frame of the Kinect2
Figure 5. Transformation tree for the system’s sensors: The infrared frame of the Kinect is used as
reference for the world coordinate origin {0}. The manufacturer already calibrates the 3D sensor’s
own sensor frames. To obtain the transformation between the Kinect V1 and Kinect One, the IR sensors
from both cameras are taken as a reference.
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3.3. Segmentation
The process of segmentation differs with the scene: A patient lying on a medical stretcher with
physicians on his side is harder to segment than someone standing in an empty room with a clear
distance to the wall behind him. The point cloud P is segmented in a set belonging to the person
P p and a set for the environment PE with P = PE + P p. Therefore, a point can only belong to the
person’s point cloud, or the environment. The segmentation for clinical applications is described
by Pfitzner et al. [15]. For the reader’s convenience, it is also presented as follows: The patient is
placed in a set range within the field of view (FOV) of the sensors mounted on the ceiling. This range
is visible with markers on the floor. In an initial step, the amount of data in the point cloud is reduced.
Therefore, the floor and all data outside the range of the markers on the floor is removed from the point
cloud. After this step, the point cloud should contain mostly the patient and the stretcher he or she is
lying on. Based on the available thermal data from the thermal camera, the segmentation can be done
with a threshold in temperature. Points having a higher temperature than a fixed limit are included
in the patient’s point set P p. Physicians or family members close to the patient can be removed by
finding the most significant contour easily under the assumption that the most significant part of the
remaining scene is the patient and the stretcher. Based on the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm [40], the surface of the stretcher is obtained with a model for a plane. On one side, this is
necessary to improve the outcome of segmentation. On the other side, the surface of the stretcher is
necessary for the upcoming feature extraction. Morphological operations like erosion and dilation
improve the outcome of segmentation [41]. Finally, the scene’s point cloud P is segmented, and the
patient’s point cloud P p is available. To check if a patient is within the FOV of the camera, state of the
art algorithms like the histogram of oriented gradients can be used [42]. Further, the measurement
can be started by the medical staff by pressing a button attached to the wall in the trauma room.
The segmentation in this medical scenario is reliable and robust. The data from the thermal camera
provides good results in segmentation, sufficient for feature extraction. However, also without a thermal
camera, the segmentation can be achieved, but outliers can occur, as illustrated in previous work [20].
The segmentation of a standing or walking person is less complex: To segment the person from
the background, a reference frame Pref without the person is recorded in advance. The current
frame containing the person is subtracted from the reference frame PP = P − Pref. Due to the
sensor’s noise, a threshold in distance should be applied to get a good outcome of background
subtraction. Furthermore, to improve the outcome of the segmentation on the floor, the RANSAC
algorithm can be applied to detect points on the floor and remove them from the scene’s point cloud.
Therefore, the segmentation of the feet gets more accurate and robust. Outliers and jumping edge errors
can be removed by morphological filters or statistical outlier filters. Figure 6 illustrates the segmentation
based on background subtraction with a person walking towards the camera. This procedure is similar














Figure 6. Sequence of someone walking towards the camera: The first two rows in the table illustrate
the raw scene in color and depth representation, while the lower part of the table shows the segmented
person. The sequence was recorded over four to five seconds. The scene is recorded with the Kinect One.
3.4. Feature Extraction
Based on the segmentation, features are obtained from the person’s point cloud PP. The position
of a patient does not vary much in the clinical scenario with the patient on a medical stretcher in a
previously defined position of the bed and in a fixed distance from the sensors. In contrast to that,
the pose of multiple persons standing in front of a camera can vary more; while walking the pose
of the person changes from frame to frame. Therefore, it is necessary that the extracted features are
robust against changes in scale, translation, and perspective. The difference in posture is small for
most people standing in front of the camera or lying on a stretcher: most of them have their arms aside
their body and a few have their arms crossed over their stomach.
The extracted features are presented in Table 4. The correlation of those features to the ground
truth body weight is shown in Pfitzner et al. [22]. A good feature is invariant against scale (s),
rotation (r), translation (t), perspective (pe) and posture of the person (po) in front of the camera.
However, while most of the here presented features are invariant for scale, due to the applied 3D data,
no feature is invariant against changes in posture. Therefore, the data applied for training the model
should cover many different common postures for standing and walking people.
The features can be grouped: The features f1 to f4 are simple geometric features. The estimation of
the volume is only possible due to the stretcher the patient is lying on. The volume is calculated based
on a triangle mesh of the person’s frontal surface s. The not visible surface on the back of the person is
modeled by a single plane. The calculation of the volume is presented in detail in Pfitzner et al. [20].
Further, the triangle mesh is taken to calculate the frontal surface of a person. Although both features,
the volume, and the surface, are only estimations and can be far from ground truth values, they can be
a hint for an estimator: A person having a higher value for volume tends to be heavier compared to
someone having a lower volume value. In addition, this first feature group contains the number of
points belonging to the person’s point cloud |PP| and the calculated density of the scene, setting the
number of points from the person in relation to the number of points of the whole scene |P|.
The second group of features ( f5 to f10) is based on eigenvalues and the eigenvalues itself:
The normalized eigenvalues have the benefit that they are invariant against coordinate transformations like
scale, rotation, and translation. Therefore, the features based on these eigenvalues — sphericity, flatness,
and linearity — are also invariant against transformations.
The third group consists of features from statistics: Compactness and kurtosis are normalized
and therefore invariant against scale, rotation, and translation.
Features from the silhouette of a person are grouped in the fourth section: The area and length
of the contour and the convex hull are invariant against rotation, and translation, but not against
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scale. However, a small change in posture can change the outcome from the calculation of contour and
convex hull.
Table 4. List of features for body weight estimation ∀ pj ∈ PP. The table further lists the invariance
of each feature by scale (s), rotation (r), translation (t), perspective (pe) and posture of the person (po)
with + (invariant), 0 (invariant with limitations) and - (not invariant). The equations in the table are
taken from the previous work [22].
Invariance
Feature s r t pe po Equation
f1 volume + + + 0 - v
f2 surface + + + 0 - s
f3 number of patient’s points - + + 0 - |PP|
f4 density - + + 0 - |PP |/|P|
f5 1. eigenvalue + + + 0 - λ1
f6 2. eigenvalue + + + 0 - λ2
f7 3. eigenvalue + + + 0 - λ3
f8 sphericity + + + 0 - λ3/∑j λi
f9 flatness + + + 0 - 2·(λ2−λ3)/∑i λi
f10 linearity + + + 0 - (λ1−λ2)/∑i λi
f11 compactness + + + 0 -
√
1/n ∑i(pj − p̄)2
f12 kurtosis + + + 0 - 1/n ∑j ||pj − p̄||
f13 alt. compactness + + + 0 - ∑j(pj−p̄)4/ f9
f14 distance to person + + + + 0 d
f15 contour length - + + - - lc
f16 contour area - + + - - ac
f17 convex hull length - + + - - lh
f18 convex hull area - + + - - ah
f19 gender + + + + + g
Related work showed that the body weight estimation could be improved if the gender
is known [26]. The gender was here taken from ground truth, but could also be estimated by
algorithm [26,43]. Apparently, the gender does not change in any way with applied transformation.
Further, the cited algorithms are robust in detecting gender [43].
Table 5 demonstrates the changes in the feature values with different postures: The first scene
shows a subject standing straight with the arms aside. The features are listed and calculated by the
previously presented equations. In the second scene, the subject raises both hands a bit. The values
for surface and density do not change much. In addition, the first eigenvalue nearly stays the
same. However, the value for the third eigenvalue changes, due to the arms raised in front of the
person. Flatness and sphericity—which correlate with the third eigenvalue—also change significantly.
Compared to the third scene, where the subject stands with legs apart, the second eigenvalue changes
most. Therefore, flatness and also linearity change. Comparing the first and the fourth scene, the subject
crosses the arms: The surface lowers, as well as all features from contour and convex hull. The second
eigenvalue lowers while the third eigenvalue increases. In the last scene, the subject is wearing a
backpack. Comparing the features from this scene with the first scene, most of the features are within
the same range. However, there are differences due to slight differences in posture. Apparently,
the body weight estimation can ignore such objects as backpacks, if not visible to the sensor.
Concerning all the poses presented here, the features from contour and convex hull are able to
vary the most: A subject having the arms aside can cause a much higher length in contour when there
is a small gap between the body and the arm. However, as shown in [22], the length and area of the
contour correlate with the body weight and therefore it can be useful to enclose such features for body
weight estimation.
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Table 5. Changes in features with different poses: Five different scenes illustrate the change in feature
values depending on the posture.
Features Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5
Surface 9.5 × 10−1 9.7 × 10−1 9.6 × 10−1 8.6 × 10−1 9.7 × 10−1
Density 1.1 × 10−1 1.1 × 10−1 1.2 × 10−1 1.0 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−1
1st eigenvalue 4.7 × 103 4.7 × 103 5.1 × 103 4.5 × 103 5.4 × 103
2nd eigenvalue 3.9 × 102 4.6 × 102 6.9 × 102 2.5 × 102 5.2 × 102
3rd eigenvalue 7.1 × 101 3.2 × 102 7.9 × 101 9.4 × 101 7.7 × 101
Sphericity 4.1 × 10−2 1.8 × 10−1 4.0 × 10−2 5.8 × 10−2 3.8 × 10−2
Flatness 1.2 × 10−1 5 × 10−2 2.0 × 10−1 6 × 10−2 1.4 × 10−1
Linearity 8.3 × 10−1 7.7 × 10−1 7.5 × 10−1 8.8 × 10−1 8.1 × 10−1
Compactness 4.6 × 10−1 4.6 × 10−1 4.6 × 10−1 4.7 × 10−1 4.5 × 10−1
Kurtosis 5.4 × 103 5.5 × 103 6.2 × 103 5.0 × 103 6.0 × 103
AltCompactness 8.6 × 10−1 8.7 × 10−1 8.6 × 10−1 8.6 × 10−1 8.7 × 10−1
Contour length 1.0 × 103 1.4 × 103 1.4 × 103 1.1 × 103 1.4 × 103
Contour area 2.5 × 104 2.5 × 104 2.8 × 104 2.1 × 104 1.4 × 103
Convex hull length 8.2 × 102 8.3 × 102 9.3 × 102 8.0 × 102 8.8 × 102
Convex hull area 3.0 × 104 3.5 × 104 4.3 × 104 2.6 × 104 3.7 × 104
Distance 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.6
color
segmented depth
Machine learning minimizes the invariances in selected features. However, a suitable set for
training and testing should cover most of the various poses, especially when the subject is moving
during body weight estimation.
3.5. Weight Estimation Based on a Single Frame
The previously extracted features are forwarded to an ANN. The network is designed as
a three-layer feedforward network, having one layer as input, one hidden layer, and a single output
layer. The output layer consists of a single neuron representing the body weight in kilograms.
The number of input units is set by the number of features forwarded to the network. For every
element of the feature vector, an input unit exists.
The network is trained with a subset of the available data. For the upcoming experiments,
70 percent of a dataset is forwarded to the neural network for training. The remaining 30 percent of
each dataset is used to evaluate the network. Those data are never used for training so the network
cannot overfit for the training data. Learning is achieved by resilient propagation [44]. Regularization is
applied with weight decay to improve the outcome. First, the error of training and testing decreases.
After a while the error in testing dataset increases while the training error is still decreasing. This is the
moment to abort the training to prevent an over-fitting. Due to randomized starting points, the learning
via the neural network approach can come to different solutions for every trial.
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3.6. Estimation of a Sensor Stream
The FOV, the person’s height, and the maximum distance for 3D data acquisition mark the starting
and end markers on the floor, see Figure 7b. Figure 7a illustrates the poses of all people walking
towards the camera. Due to different settings for the experiments, the path people tend to walk differs.
Further, the camera did not always have the same orientation towards the floor and was not always













(a) Position of subjects while walking. (b) Setting for walking subjects.
Figure 7. Poses of people walking towards the camera (a): The complete datasets consist of several
independent experiments. Therefore, the poses of the people walking differ, depending on the
orientation of the camera. The people stand at the first marker (b). While walking towards the second
marker close to the camera, every frame from the sensor is saved for offline processing. The recording
is stopped when the second marker is reached.
First, the person is segmented from the background by the methods described in the previous
section. Second, for every frame of the dataset, the body weight estimation is applied. In a scatter plot
together with the ground truth body weight, a line becomes visible for every single person. Some of
the estimations are close to the ground truth body weight. Even outliers of more than 30 percent occur.
Therefore, taking an arbitrary frame from a person’s dataset will likely lead to a close to random result.
Third, a clustering method is applied, so not only an arbitrary frame from a person’s dataset provides
an estimation of the body weight. A Euclidean clustering method is applied to improve the outcome.
The clustering is applied as follows: A dataset of a person D consists out of N frames from the sensor
D0, D1, . . . , DN . Every frame consists of a point cloud P .
1. For every frame in the dataset Di ∈ D estimate the body weight based on the calculated features
wi(Di → f).







|wi − wj| where i = j (1)
and store the calculated average distances in a vector d̄.
3. Sort the calculated distances in an ascending order d̄0 ≤ d̄1 ≤ . . . ≤ d̄N .
4. Remove values with the highest distances. Keep a fixed amount of distances, e.g., 20 percent.
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which is the result of the body weight estimation based on a stream of data.
The principle in clustering is demonstrated in the upcoming section with experiments.
4. A Dataset for Body Weight Estimation
In addition to the here presented algorithm, a dataset is published to boost research in this
field. Public datasets, as provided by Nguyen et al. [26] help to improve models for body weight
estimation. Furthermore, developed algorithms and models can be applied to the dataset to generate
comparable results. Depending on the recorded dataset, different sensors are used for recording.
First, the Microsoft Kinect camera from the first generation of the XBox is used to obtain 3D data from
the environment. Another sensor used for data acquisition is the second generation Kinect camera,
the Kinect One. Additionally, a thermal camera is added and fused to the 3D data. This should ensure
an easy segmentation approach based on a thermal threshold.
Table 6 illustrates the characteristics of the subjects in the dataset. The datasets are the following:
• HospitalNoThermo: From May 2014 to September 2014 a dataset was recorded from the
Universitätsklinikum Erlangen, Germany, for preliminary testing. In this early dataset only RGB-D
data is available without thermal data. The thermal camera was added after this experiment.
The dataset contains 192 measurements.
• Hospital: This dataset includes feature values from trauma room patients from the
Universitätsklinkum Erlangen, Germany. The dataset contains 127 measurements from people
lying on a medical stretcher, recorded with a Microsoft Kinect. For this dataset a proper
distribution is achieved consisting of people of different ages, body weights and shapes, see
Table 4. Additionally, this dataset contains the patients’ self-estimation, age, sex, as well as
anthropometric features like body height, abdominal girth, and waist circumference. The distance
between the sensors and the subjects was around 2 m.
• Event: The features from this dataset were recorded at a public event, called Long Night of
Science in 2015 in Nuremberg, Germany. People in this dataset were visitors of the public
event. This dataset contains 106 people. For this public event, it was not convenient to take
anthropometric measurements. Ground truth was validated with a standard digital scale.
The dataset consists of sensor values from Kinect and thermal camera. Additionally, this dataset
includes point clouds from Microsoft Kinect One.
• Walking: Based on the results of the previous three datasets, experiments with people standing
and walking in front of the camera are complemented. The dataset consists of 14 people,
mostly employees, and students from the laboratory.
For the first three datasets, the camera is mounted over a stretcher. The stretcher at the event and
the hospital datasets are different. Furthermore, the installation of the sensors did not pay attention to
the same height or distance to the stretcher. Therefore, the distance to the stretcher differs between
the datasets.
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Table 6. Datasets applied for this article: The first two datasets are recorded in a trauma room of the
University Hospital Erlangen, Germany. The third dataset is based on a public event in a laboratory,
containing visitors of this event. The fourth set is recorded with employees and students of the
laboratory. For comparison, the average body weight of the German population in 2009 is 73.9 kg [45].
This average value is close to the first three datasets. The last dataset W8-300 is recorded by [26],
showing people standing in the front of a Kinect camera.
Dataset Sensors Scenario
Real Weight in kg Gender
Total
min max Mean σ Female Male
HospitalNoThermo K lying 48.8 165 78.3 17.3 93 99 192
Hospital K, T lying 48.6 129 77.8 17.1 72 55 127
Event K, K2,T lying 48.8 114 78.6 12.0 24 82 106
Walking K2 walking 68 134 84.2 16.4 0 14 14
W8-300 [26] K1 standing 40 104 67.2 14.7 97 207 299
Due to privacy issues, the datasets only contain the depth and the thermal information.
The datasets are available via https://osf.io/rhq3m/ [46]. Each frame from the sensors is stored
as a point cloud within the common PCD file format, used by the point cloud library [47]. An arbitrary
point in the cloud contains the Cartesian coordinates p and three values for color—red, green and blue
channel. The data can be enhanced with temperature values t.
The name of each frame contains the metadata of each person in front of the camera.
The data name is structured as follows GENDER_GROUNDTRUTH_PERSONID_FRAME_ID.pcd. Besides the
raw data from the sensors, an already segmented version of each frame exists within the repository.
Furthermore, the parameters from intrinsic and extrinsic calibration are available. The authors
gratefully acknowledge collaboration and joint work to improve the outcome of body weight estimation
based on RGB-D data, especially for the clinical application.
5. Experiments and Results
For the upcoming section, the presented algorithm is evaluated for standing and walking people.
Experiments for lying people are presented and discussed in the previous work [15,20].
The validate the experiments, different metrics are used for comparison: For each measurement
the absolute error e can be calculated, having the ground truth value x̂ as well as the estimated value
x̃ by ei = x̂ − x̃. The absolute error would be good to compare a group of people having the same body
weight and differ only in their visual appearance. The here presented group of people for testing has
a high variety of body weight and visual appearance. Therefore, the absolute error is not sufficient
for comparison. Better for comparison of variant datasets is the relative error which is defined for








Another way to prove and benchmark the body weight estimation approach is the mean absolute
error (MAE). The absolute error of each dataset ei is summed up and divided by the total number of








Further, the mean square error (MSE) can be used for validation. Here the absolute error is








Compared to the mean absolute error, outliers were weighted stronger.
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5.1. Standing
In contrast to experiments for people who were lying down, the most correlating feature—the
volume—cannot be used because no reference surface for the back of a person exists. Therefore,
the body weight estimation has to rely on the remaining features. A previous experiment with the two
datasets from a hospital and the event dataset illustrated that the body weight estimation gets worse if
the volume is missing. Nevertheless, the decrease in accuracy can be sufficient for other applications.
For the experiment, the dataset W8-300 generated by Nguyen et al. [26] is applied. It contains
299 people standing in front of a Microsoft Kinect camera. The color and the depth frame are saved
separately with a resolution for each channel of 8 bit. The segmentation has been done in advance
based on ground detection with RANSAC model [40]: The images in the dataset are already segmented,
only containing the person’s data as a depth and color image; the background is not visible. The file
name of each dataset contains first the gender, second the ground truth body weight, and lastly the
surname of the person. The ground truth body weight varies within a range starting from 40 kg up to
104 kg. In the experiments, 202 males and 97 females participated.
Figure 8 illustrates the result from the dataset: First, the ground truth ordered datasets are shuffled.

















ground truth weight m̂ in kg
training
testing
Figure 8. Results of the experiment with people standing in front of the camera based on the here
proposed algorithm and the W-300 dataset contributed by Nguyen et al. [26]. The orange area marks
the range for the relative error of ±10 percent.
All people were not told to hold a fixed posture but most of them were standing normally with
their arms aside.
Nguyen et al. [26] compared the MAE in their publication: They reached a MAE of 4.62 kg for
female and 5.59 kg for male persons. Without the discrimination in gender, the algorithm performs with
a MAE of 5.20 kg. This experiment also includes the ground truth of the gender for the applied model.
Compared to their results, the here performed experiment reaches an MAE of 4.3 kg. The approach
presented by [25] can outperform the here presented results with a MAE of 2.7 kg. However, the sample
size in the published article contains only six subjects.
5.2. Walking
In addition to the previous experiments, walking people should also be estimated for their body
weight. Therefore, a dataset was recorded with students and employees of the Technische Hochschule
Nürnberg, Georg Simon Ohm, walking in front of a Microsoft Kinect One. The person is walking
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towards the sensor, starting at a fixed distance. A marker on the floor shows the limitation of the recorded
scene, due to the FOV of the sensor. The sensor is mounted on a tripod in a height of around 1.5 m.
The setting for this experiment is described in detail in the previous section. Figure 9 illustrates





















Figure 9. Results of the experiment with people walking towards the camera: The estimations for
every frame for an arbitrary person generate a set of estimations, formed as a line together with the
ground truth value in the scatter plot. Based on Euclidean clustering, 80 percent of the estimations
are removed from the dataset. The final estimation is given based on the centroid of the remaining
estimations. The orange area marks the range for the relative error of ±10 percent.
The estimations for an arbitrary person lead in the scatter plot points, aligning on a horizontal
line. Often, most of the estimations are outside of the ±10 percent bound. However, some estimations
appear to be more dense to other estimations than some outliers. The previously presented approach
for clustering now minimizes the set of estimations of an arbitrary person (here marked in bigger
points) and calculates the centroid of these sets. For this small sample size of 14 subjects, all of the final
estimations were within a range of ±10 percent.
The results provided by Labati et al. [27] outperform the here presented approach when comparing
the standard deviation. In contrast to that, the proposed approach outperforms the estimation for
walking people presented by Arigbabu et al. [28].
6. Discussion
All presented experiments rely on the same set of features. Table 7 compares the result from
walking and standing people for body weight estimation: The estimation works best if the subject is
lying on a medical stretcher, comparing the results for the relative error and the percentage of in range
estimations. This result occurs because in this configuration the volume of the subject can be extracted
easily. Further, the variety of posture and position of the subject is low in the overall datasets [22].
The algorithm works with different types of sensors, e.g., a structured light sensor (Kinect) as well as a
time of flight sensor (Kinect One). Figure 10 illustrates the relative error in a cumulative plot for lying,
standing and walking subjects.
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Figure 10. Comparison between the different settings for body weight estimation: Although the results
for the estimation with standing people from the W8-300 dataset is the worst in this cumulative plot,
the results can be sufficient for a certain applications. Due to the clustering approach, the estimation
of walking subjects outperforms the other settings within the range of ±5 percent. The results for the
lying patients are taken from Pfitzner et al. [22].
Table 7. Results from experiments for standing and walking people. Additionally, the results from
Pfitzner et al. [22] are added for comparison. The lower part of the table illustrates the results from
related work, when available in detail. The best result is marked in bold for each category.
Dataset Size
Relative Error in % In Range in % Error in kg / kg2
min max Mean σ 5 10 20 MAE MSE
Lying [22] Event 106 −8.7 14.3 0.90 4.80 75.6 95.3 100 2.86 13.8
Standing W8-300 299 −28.8 16.76 −0.1 5.80 70.5 91.3 99.3 4.31 33.5
Walking Walking 14 −6.7 9.38 0.32 3.88 78.5 100 100 3.30 20.5
Nguyen et al. [26] W8-300 299 5.2
Velardo and Dugelay [25] 6 3.6 2.7
Labati et al. [27] 20 2.3
Arigbabu et al. [28] 13 4.66
The results for subjects standing in front of a camera are less accurate in nearly every
category. However, over 90 percent of the body weight estimation is within a range of ±10 percent.
Comparing the here presented approach with the algorithm presented by Nguyen et al. [26],
the experiment performs better for the dataset W8-300 with a MAE of 4.31 kg, facing 5.20 kg. In contrast
to that, the estimation of subjects walking towards the camera is outstanding. However, the results
rely on a small set of subjects. Therefore, the experiment is far from being statistically significant, but it
proves the concept.
Although the system with its features is suitable for body weight estimation of lying, standing and
walking subjects, there are some limitations. The previously trained ANN can only provide a sufficient
result for the body weight estimation when a similar subject has been seen in advance, which is
common for machine learning approaches. At a public laboratory event, children were estimated with
relative errors in body weight of up to 50 percent—due to not being seen before. The used model was
trained with patients from the hospital, where subjects younger than 18 years were excluded in the
dataset. While the pose of the subjects lying in the clinical scenario is similar, the pose for walking
subjects can vary strongly from frame to frame. For the here presented small experiment, all subjects
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are facing the camera and walking towards it. In a scenario with the people walking differently,
e.g., walking sideways, the algorithms would not provide sufficient estimation results.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presented a novel approach for the estimation of body weight. In contrast to related
work, the approach with its feature vector was tested for lying, standing and walking subjects.
Experiments proved that the estimation is possible within a given range. The algorithm and the
extracted features previously presented in [15] are also able to provide an estimation of standing and
walking people. The missing volume—which correlates with the body weight the most [22]—is the
reason the estimation for a single frame of a walking subject is worse than for a lying person.
However, the estimation on a sequence of frames combined with the presented clustering provides
a sufficient body weight estimation. In direct comparison with the approach for body weight
estimation approach from Nguyen et al. [26], the approach presented here can outperform the results,
while being applied to the same dataset.
For future work, it is the aim of the here presented project to obtain a bigger dataset: The estimation
of standing people should be expanded to an approach where people do not need to face in the direction
of the sensors. Further, the path for the estimation of walking people should be made more variable so
people can move freely in front of the camera. This approach needs a higher demand for varying data.
The authors gratefully acknowledge future joint work to improve the outcome of the algorithm and to
develop a bigger dataset for experiments and modeling.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ANN artificial neural network
FPV field of view
IR infrared
MAE mean average error
MSE mean square error
RANSAC random sample consensus
RGB red green blue
RGB-D red green blue depth
RGB-D-T red green blue depth thermal
PCD point cloud data
rtPA recombinant tissue plasminogen activator
TDP thermal design power
ToF time of flight
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Abstract: This article compares open-air and whole-body magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
equipment working with a weak magnetic field as regards the methods of its generation, spectral
properties of mechanical vibration and acoustic noise produced by gradient coils during the scanning
process, and the measured noise intensity. These devices are used for non-invasive MRI reconstruction
of the human vocal tract during phonation with simultaneous speech recording. In this case,
the vibration and noise have negative influence on quality of speech signal. Two basic measurement
experiments were performed within the paper: mapping sound pressure levels in the MRI device
vicinity and picking up vibration and noise signals in the MRI scanning area. Spectral characteristics
of these signals are then analyzed statistically and compared visually and numerically.
Keywords: magnetic resonance imaging; acoustic noise; mechanical vibration
1. Introduction
The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) tomograph is basically a huge intelligent sensor used
for biomedical purposes. Two different types of MRI equipment were analyzed and compared in
the framework of this paper. They both work with a weak stationary magnetic field B0 up to 0.2 T
but with totally different mechanical construction and different physical principle of this magnetic
field creation. A pair of permanent magnets is usually incorporated in the open-air MRI device being
normally used in clinical diagnostic practice for scanning smaller parts of human body such as a
hand, a neck, a coxa, a knee, etc., or various biological tissues [1]. On the other hand, a resistive
magnet containing a water-cooled multi-section coil is used for generation of a basic magnetic field in
larger whole-body device enabling MR scans of more complex parts of the human body. Every MRI
device consists of a gradient system to select x, y, and z slices of a tested subject. In the open-air MRI
system, planar gradient coils [2] are mostly used to minimize space requirements. For the whole-body
devices, there is typical use of cylindrical gradient coils distributed around the tube in which an
examined person/object lies. There are also many differences in construction and practical realization
of open-air and whole-body types of these devices. In spite of all the differences, both devices have in
common undesirable production of significant mechanical pulses during execution of a scan sequence.
Although magnetic translational forces and torques on diamagnetic and paramagnetic tissues are
not of safety concern, this does not apply to acoustic noise as a result of rapid switching of large
currents accompanied with rapid direction reversal of Lorenz forces [3]. The radiated acoustic noise
can be measured by a microphone and its sound pressure level (SPL) can be mapped in the MRI
neighborhood. The component frequencies of this acoustic noise fall into the standard audio frequency
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range, so it can be processed in the spectral domain and analyzed using methods similar to those of
audio and speech signal analysis.
These MRI devices can also be successfully used for analysis of the human vocal tract structure
and its dynamic shaping during speech production [4]. For this purpose, the speech signal must be
recorded simultaneously in real time while the MR scan sequence is being executed [5]. The speech
signal should be recorded with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but an acoustic noise produced by the
MRI gradient system degrades its quality [6]. Thus, noise reduction techniques must be applied to
improve the SNR of the speech signal [7,8]. One group of enhancement methods is based on spectral
subtraction of the estimated background noise [9]. However, noise estimation techniques based on
statistical approaches are not able to track real noise variations; thereby they result in an artificial
residual musical noise and a distorted speech [10]. Therefore, spectral properties of both vibration and
noise generated by the gradient system of the MRI device must be analyzed with high precision so that
the noise could be efficiently suppressed while preserving maximum quality of the processed speech
signal [11].
The main motivation of this study was to measure and compare intensity, distribution, and
spectral properties of mechanical vibration and acoustic noise produced by the low magnetic field MR
imagers. As both types of investigated tomographs use the same physical principles for modulation
of the basic magnetic field, we suppose comparable results of measured vibration and noise signals.
These results can be generalized for next use, e.g., when direct measurement is difficult or practically
impossible or undistorted values cannot be obtained. Hence, it is helpful that we can use results
from the alternative type of MRI with the final aim to suppress negative influence of noise in the
recorded speech signal while using a similar device. The original contribution of our paper lies in
investigation and comparison of two low-field MRI devices with similar magnetic flux density differing
in construction.
The study also describes measurement experiments performed in the scanning area and in the
neighborhood of the MRI equipment. First, for both types of investigated MRI devices, mapping of
the SPL was performed in their vicinity. The main experiment consisted of real-time recording of
the vibration and noise signals which were subsequently off-line processed—the determined spectral
features were statistically analyzed, and the obtained results were visually and numerically compared.
Attenuation and reflection of the acoustic wave caused by the enclosing metal shielding cage, and
influence of the mass of a tested person/object in the scanning area during execution of an MR scan
sequence on the properties of vibration and noise signals were also discussed. Finally, the time delay
between the vibration signal and the excitation impulse in the gradient coil from simultaneously
recorded electrical excitation, vibration, and noise signals was analyzed and evaluated.
2. Subject and Methods
2.1. Differences in Construction of the Gradient System in the Open-Air and the Whole-Body MRI Equipment
Basic vibration and noise analysis was performed on the open-air MRI device [12] normally used
in clinical diagnostic practice. This type of equipment has a stationary magnetic field with magnetic
induction of 0.178 T produced by a pair of permanent magnets. The gradient system consists of
2 × 3 planar coils situated between the magnets and an RF receiving/transmitting coil with a tested
object/subject. Different RF coils with cylindrical diameter not exceeding 18 cm are used for MR
scans of a human knee, an arm, a leg, thin layers of botanical and zoological samples, or testing
phantoms. Due to electromagnetic compatibility and reduction of possible RF signal interference,
the whole MRI scanning equipment is located inside a metal cage. It is made of 2-mm thick steel plate
with symmetrically placed holes of 2.5-mm diameter in 5-mm grid to eliminate electromagnetic field
propagation to the surrounding space (control room with operator console, etc.). Such a perforated
surface successfully attenuates low-frequency sound if its wavelength is much larger than perforation
thickness and diameter [13,14]. The orifice together with the backing air cavity forms a Helmholtz
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resonator whose frequency of sound absorption depends on size of these acoustic elements [15].
Since volume of air behind the apertures (surrounding air in a room with a cage inside) is rather great,
the Helmholtz resonance frequency is rather low, and this effect can be neglected. However, each
flat part of the metal surface (between perforations) may reflect sound energy towards inside if the
wavelength of the sound is much lower than the size of this flat part.
The situation is totally different when the whole-body MRI device is investigated. In this case,
the gradient system is made up of six cylindrical coils. Size of the gradient coils is also greater, since
the tube diameter must enable insertion of the patient’s bed with an examined person. In the case
of an experimental whole-body MR imager TMR96 used in measurements for this study, the device
works with a magnetic field B0 = 0.1 T created by a resistive water-cooled magnet with a diameter
of 1414 mm and a length of 2240 mm. The active part of the equipment is enclosed in a shielding
metal cage with the size of a small room (550 × 340 × 230 cm) made of 2-mm thin copper sheet with a
smooth surface that is fully sealed except for four ventilation holes. For this reason, it is supposed to
be a good acoustic reflector. On the other hand, although the pick-up sensors are arranged outside
the scanning area to eliminate interaction with the working magnetic field, they are very close to the
examined person lying inside the scan tube, so the effect of reflected acoustic wave superposition can
be neglected in the recorded sound signal. More robust construction and greater mass of this device
would inhibit its vibration. However, higher energy of the impulse current must be applied to select
3D coordinates of a tested subject, so stronger Lorentz forces [16] act in the gradient coil system. In the
final effect, vibration and noise levels inside the scanning area are usually higher than those in the
open-air MRI with planar gradient coils.
Preliminary performed experiments have shown that the produced vibration and acoustic noise
are principally influenced by a mechanical load of a person lying in the scanning area of the open-air
MRI machine [17] where the examined person lies directly on the plastic cover of the bottom gradient
coil. The whole-body MRI contains a movable bed which is not directly connected with the gradient
coils, but for larger volume of the sample inserted in larger gradient coils, higher electric current must
flow through the gradient coils to perform equivalent change in the magnetic field to choose each
of the x, y, z coordinates in the selected field of view (FOV) [18]. Higher energy used for generation
of the vibration signal also has an effect on its spectral properties. From the acoustic point of view,
the test person/sample/phantom placed on the patient’s bed changes the overall mass and stiffness
of the whole scanning system including the gradient coil structure. These changed mechanical
properties result in different vibration than in the case of the plate weighted by the mass of a tested
person. It means that, first of all, the spectral properties of the picked-up vibration signal are changed
depending on the applied mechanical weight.
2.2. Sensors for Measurement in a Weak Magnetic Field Environment
In general, the interaction with a stationary magnetic field B0 in the scanning area must be
eliminated during measurement experiments to obtain MR images of sufficient quality without any
artifacts. The same applies for measurement of noise SPL, excitation signal of the gradient coil system,
and vibration and noise signals. In the case of MRI equipment working with a weak magnetic field
(up to 0.2 T), the interaction problem can be solved by a proper choice of the arrangement where the
measuring device (SPL meter and/or pick-up microphone) is located in an adequate distance from
the noise signal source outside the magnetic field area. The choice of a suitable recording microphone
was led by its good sensitivity and proper directional pickup pattern. Since the noise depends on the
position of the measuring microphone, the directional pattern of the noise distribution in the MRI
equipment neighborhood had to be mapped using optimal selection of the recording microphone
position and parameters (distance from the central point of the MRI scanning area, direction angle,
working height, type of the microphone pickup pattern). The sensors measuring vibration and
electrical excitation signals must be placed inside the MRI scanning area where they are affected by
a stationary magnetic field—see the documentary photo of measurement in and around the TMR96
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device in Figure 1. In the scanning area, there is a high voltage generated by the excitation RF coil of
the MRI device during execution of the MR sequence. This would result in large disturbance of a signal
from the sensor or in damage of electronics integrated with the sensor. The vibration sensor with a
piezoelectric transducer can be successfully used in these circumstances [11,12,17]. It is important
that the sensor has good sensitivity and maximally flat frequency response. Its frequency range
should cover harmonic frequencies of vibration and noise signals. These are concentrated in the low
band due to frequency-limited gradient pulses [19], which is similar to the frequency range used
for basic processing of speech signals. The above-mentioned requirements can be fulfilled by the
sensor constructed for acoustic musical instrument pick up [20]. Finally, the sensing coil measuring
the excitation signal must be designed with appropriate physical parameters (impedance, number of
turns, mechanical construction, etc.) together with the input circuits for signal processing.
Figure 1. Photo of sensors placement for recording of vibration, noise, and electrical excitation signals
in open-air and whole-body devices; (a) E-scan Esaote Opera with the spherical water phantom inside
the knee RF coil; (b) MR imager TMR-96.
2.3. Features for Description of Vibration and Noise Signal Properties
For basic visual comparison of spectral properties of the recorded vibration or noise signals,
a periodogram representing an estimate of a power spectral density (PSD) can be successfully used.
Another useful graphical rendering is a spectrogram showing all PSD values in a time window moving
through the whole analyzed signal.
Basic spectral properties of the vibration/noise are determined from the spectral envelope and
subsequently histograms of spectral values are calculated and compared. MRI parameters of repetition
time (TR) and echo time (TE) affect the dominant resonance FV0 (reciprocal of TR) and the secondary
resonances FV1,2 (first two local maxima of the spectral envelope where its gradient changes from
positive to negative or poles of the linear predictive coding transfer function). Spectral decrease
(Sdecrease) is a parameter representing a degree of fall of the power spectrum. It can be calculated
by a linear regression using the mean square method. A similar parameter is spectral tilt (Stilt) as
an angle between a line connecting spectral envelope values at low and high frequencies and a
horizontal line. Supplementary spectral features describe a shape of the power spectrum of the
analyzed signal. Spectral centroid (Scentr) determines a centre of gravity of the spectrum—the average
frequency weighted by the values of the normalized energy of each frequency component in the
spectrum. Spectral flatness (Sflat) determining a degree of periodicity in the signal is calculated as a
ratio of geometric and arithmetic means of the power spectrum. Shannon spectral entropy (Sentrop)
is a measure of randomness of the spectral probability density represented by normalized spectral
components. Spectral spread (Sspread) represents the dispersion of the power spectrum around its
mean value.
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In the last step, relationship between the primary electrical excitation of the gradient coils and the
secondary generated acoustic noise is described. For this purpose, the time delay between these two
signals must be analyzed. Indirect determination is based on statistical analysis of mutual positions
of signal peaks of excitation and noise signals recorded in parallel. From the obtained distances,
the histograms of percentage occurrence are calculated in dependence on the signal polarity and the
maximum values of time delays Tdpos, Tdneg are determined [12]. These two maxima are not equal
for a non-planar surface of the lower cover of the gradient coil system. This means that vibration
travels in two different paths between the point of its generation and the target position of the pick-up
microphone. Then the final result is given by a median value of both maxima. The second method of
time delay determination is based on direct calculation using formulae
c =
√









where c is velocity of sound propagation in the air at a given temperature, γ = 1.4 is air adiabatic
constant, R = 8.31446 J K−1 mol−1 is universal gas constant, T [K] = t [◦C] + 273.15 is thermodynamic
temperature, M = 28.9647 × 10−3 kg mol−1 is air molar mass, DX0 is real distance between the noise
microphone location and the excitation signal measuring point Δn is corresponding number of samples,
and fs is sampling frequency. These two approaches (direct and indirect) of time delay determination
can be used to compare theoretical and real distances between the vibrating gradient coils and the noise
sensor. However, this time delay involves superposition of a delay between the electrical excitation
signal and the consequent vibration signal. Being a small delay, it is difficult to be determined in
practice, but it causes an increase of the resulting theoretical distance DX.
3. Experiments and Results
This study encompasses three basic parts dealing with different comparisons in the area of MRI.
The first part describes experiments for analysis of vibration and noise conditions in the scanning
area and in the neighborhood of the open-air MRI equipment E-scan Opera by Esaote company
Esaote S.p.A., Genoa, Italy [21], and the experimental whole-body experimental MR imager TMR96
device built at the Institute of Measurement Science (IMS) in Bratislava, using the Apollo (Tecmag Inc.,
Houston, TX, USA) console for control by the NTNMR ver. 1.4 software package [22]. Both investigated
MRI devices are located at the IMS, in the laboratories of the department of imaging methods.
At first, different recording microphone positions and parameters (distance between the central
point of the MRI scanning area and the microphone membrane, direction angle, working height,
and microphone pickup pattern) are tested, and their effect on spectral properties of the recorded
noise signal is analyzed. Next, the recorded electrical excitation, vibration, and noise signals are
processed for visual comparison of spectrograms and periodograms. Then, basic and supplementary
spectral features are statistically analyzed. Time delays between the electrical excitation impulses in
the gradient coils and the subsequently generated mechanical vibration/acoustic noise are determined
from the simultaneously picked-up signals. These delay times are visualized by histograms and
occurrence density plots.
Two basic types of MR scan sequences called Spin Echo (SE) and Gradient Echo (GE) arising from
physical principles of MRI [18] are used in the performed experiments. For real-time recording of the
vibration signal, the piezoelectric SB-1 bass pickup was used. The acoustic noise was recorded by
the 1′ ′ dual diaphragm condenser microphone B-2 PRO (by Behringer GmbH, Kirchardt, Germany)
with final choice of a cardioid pickup pattern. For sensing the excitation signal, a special coil with
an inductance L0 was designed and used—see documentary photos of measurement arrangement
for both investigated MRI devices in Figure 1. The whole recording was performed by the Behringer
Podcast Studio equipment used for connection to an external computer by the USB interface. A typical
duration of the recorded signal was 30 s and for further signal processing the stationary parts lasting
15 s were selected using the sound editor program Sound Forge 8.0 by Sony Media Software, WI, USA.
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Subsequently, spectral properties of the recorded noise signals were analyzed. The temperature was
always kept by air conditioning at 23 ◦C, giving the sound velocity of 345 m/s.
3.1. Mapping of Vibration and Noise Conditions in the Scanning Area of the Open-Air MRI Device
Basic mapping of vibration and noise conditions in the scanning area and in the neighborhood of
the open-air MRI E-Scan Opera was performed within our previous research [12]. In the framework of
the present study, two additional experiments were performed:
1. Measurement of the acoustic noise SPL in the MRI neighborhood in directions of 30◦, 90◦, and
150◦—see the overview photo together with the principal angle diagram of the MRI scanning
area in Figure 2a. Discrete MRI noise SPL values measured at distances of 45, 60, and 75 cm from
the central point of the scanning area are shown in Figure 3a. The detailed measurement of the
directional pattern of the acoustic noise SPL distribution was practically executed in the range of
<0◦~165◦> in 15◦ steps (excluding the last one because of a patient bed at the position of 180◦),
at the distance of DL = 60 cm from the MRI device central point—see the resulting diagram in
Figure 3b. In both cases, the measurement was realized with the help of the sound level meter of
the multi-function environment meter Lafayette DT 8820.
2. Parallel real-time recording of the signals from the electrical excitation, the vibration sensor,
the microphone and/or the sound level meter. Comparison of both MRI devices in the form of
histograms and occurrence density plots of basic and supplementary spectral properties together
with the calculated time delays between the electrical excitation of the gradient coils and the
subsequently generated noise can be found in Section 3.3.
Figure 2. Arrangement of the noise and vibration measurements: in the open-air magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) device Opera together with principal angle diagram of the MRI scanning area; (a) sound
pressure level (SPL) meter situated at 30◦, 90◦, and 150◦; (b) in the whole-body imager TMR-96.
Figure 3. Visual comparison of obtained noise SPL values; (a) measured in the directions of 30◦, 90◦,
and 150◦ at the distances of DL = {45, 60, 75} cm; (b) measured directional patterns of the noise source
and the background noise SPL0, DL = 60 cm.
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The baseline measurement in the open-air device Opera was carried out during the execution of
3-D and Hi-Resolution (Hi-Res) sequences that are used for scanning of a human vocal tract [11,12,17].
In order to obtain results comparable with those for the whole-body MRI device, the parameters of
used Hi-Res SE HF scan sequence were set to TE = 26 ms and TR = 500 ms. The auxiliary parameters
were adjusted to 10 slices of 4-mm thickness and sagittal orientation, the spherical test phantom filled
with doped water was inserted in the scanning RF knee coil. The sensors of electrical excitation and
vibration signals were mounted directly on the lower plastic holder of the gradient coils in the direction
of 45◦ at the point P0—see the arrangement photo in Figure 1a.
3.2. Analysis of Vibration and Noise Conditions of the Whole-Body MRI Equipment
The second collection of experiments was aimed at mapping noise conditions in the scanning
area and in the vicinity of the experimental whole-body MR imager TMR-96 [23]. These experiments
consist of
1. Measurement of the acoustic noise SPL in MRI neighborhood in the direction of 0◦ at three heights
(2, 25, and 55 cm) above the patient’s bed level. Then, the SPL meter was located in ±120◦ (points
P3 and P-3) at the height of 85 cm above the floor—see the arrangement photo in Figure 2b.
The SPL meter was always placed at the distance of DL = 60 cm from the front plastic panel to
minimize interaction with the magnetic field. The measurement itself was carried out during the
SE scan sequence with TE = 18 ms, TR = 400 ms under three noise conditions (obtained discrete
noise SPL values are presented in Table 1).
• SPL00—the background noise when all devices are stopped,
• SPL01—the ventilators inside the copper cage are running,
• SPLX—the scanning MR sequence is being executed with ventilation fans running.
2. The detailed measurement of the directional pattern of the acoustic noise SPL distribution in the
MRI tube vicinity in the range of 0◦~180◦ with 15◦ steps, at the distance of DL = 45 cm from the
MRI center (point PC) of the scanning area, in the high h = 120 cm above the floor level (25 cm
above the patient’s bed)—see the arrangement photo in Figure 4a and the resulting diagram
for GE/SE sequence (TE = 18 ms, TR = 400 ms) together with SPL01 curve in Figure 4b. In both
cases, the measurement was realized with the help of the sound level meter of the multi-function
environment meter Lafayette DT 8820.
3. Real-time recoding of the voltage signal from a piezoelectric transducer of the SB-1 sensor during
execution of a chosen scan MR sequence (SE/GE type with different TE and TR parameter
settings) and parallel recording of the electrical excitation signal (impulses from the MRI device
gradient coil system) and/or the signals from the vibration sensor/pick-up microphone for time
delay calculation and spectral properties comparison.
The succession of sampling, resampling to 16 kHz, off-line signal processing, and analysis of
spectral properties was similar to that in the open-air device. Here, the test phantom consists of a
1-liter plastic bottle filled with doped water [24] inside the head RF coil located on the patient’s bed
in the middle of the MRI device scanning area. The second comparison experiment was focused on
testing the influence of different locations of the vibration sensor and different scan sequences on
spectral properties of the vibration signal. The succeeding analysis and comparison were aimed at:
• Mapping of vibration in different parts of the MRI device—the sensor mounted directly on the
surface of the front plastic cover at the points P0, P3, P-3, and on the surface of the patient’s bed
(PB). The numerical results of the basic spectral features can be seen in Table 2 and the box-plot
statistics of the supplementary spectral properties in Figure 6.
• Determination of differences between two mostly used MR scan sequences of SE and GE types;
the pick-up sensor at the P3 point—see the visualization of differences of the selected signal
features in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Arrangement of measurement of the acoustic noise SPL distribution in the vicinity of the
TMR96 scanning tube; (a) SPL meter situated at the distance DL = 45 cm from the scanning area center
(point PC), in the height h = 120 cm above the floor level; (b) directional pattern for SE/GE sequences
together with SPL01 values.
Table 1. Measured SPL [dB(C)] at different positions.
Noise Condition/Measuring Position
at 0◦ at 120◦ at 120◦
h0 1 = 55 cm h0 1 = 25 cm h0 1 = 2 cm h1 2 = 85 cm h1 2 = 85 cm
SPL00 silent 47.9 47.7 47.5 47.4 47.5
SPL01 + ventilators 54.1 56.8 56.9 61.8 59.6
SPLX scan sequence 77 79.1 80.1 79.5 78.7
1 Height above the patient’s bed level. 2 Height above the floor.
Table 2. Mean values of basic spectral features of the recorded vibration signals 1.
Sensor Position/Feature SignalRMS (-) Enc0 (-) Stilt (◦) FV1 (Hz) FV2 (Hz)
0◦ (TR = 400) 4.3 0.47 −22 429 1380
120◦ (TR = 400/500) 2.7/2.4 0.38/0.31 −1/−14 352/260 1105/1048
−120◦ (TR = 400) 2.5 0.27 −13 368 930
Patient’s bed (TR = 400) 7.9 0.95 3 398 1662
1 Used SpinEcho sequence with TE = 18 ms in all cases.
Figure 5. Visualization of differences of selected features of the recorded vibration signals; (a) spectral
envelopes and calculated spectral tilts; (b) boxplot of basic statistical properties for Enc0; (c) Sspread;
(d) mutual positions of Fv1 and Fv2 for SE/GE scan sequences with TE = 18 ms and TR = 500 ms.
Figure 6. Box-plot of basic statistical parameters of supplementary spectral properties (centroid,
flatness, entropy, spread) determined from the vibration signal picked up at different measuring
positions {P0, PB, P3, P-3} during the SE sequence (TE = 18 ms, TR = 400 ms).
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3.3. Comparison of Spectral Properties of Vibration and Noise Signals Recorded in Open and Closed
MRI Devices
The vibration and/or noise signals recorded in the open-air Opera and the whole-body TMR96
MRI devices using the test phantom placed in the RF coil were compared graphically and grouped
for both types of devices. If not stated otherwise, the signals were taken at the position P0 during
execution of the MR sequence Hi-Res SE 26 HF (TR = 400 ms) for the Opera MRI device and the
position P3 using the SE1-18 (TR = 400 ms) for the TMR96 device. The processed signals were used
to compare
• Basic spectral properties of vibration signals including spectral density, its envelope, spectral tilt,
and spectrograms presented in the set of graphs in Figure 7;
• Histograms of supplementary spectral properties of vibration signals shown in Figure 8;
• Time delays between an electrical excitation signal and a generated acoustic noise (calculated
from positive and negative pulses using the statistical method described in [12])—see the set of
graphs in Figure 9.
Figure 7. Visualization of basic spectral properties of recorded vibration signals; (a) stationary part of a
normalized signal with its RMS value; (b) spectral density together with its envelope and calculated
spectral tilt; (c) corresponding spectrograms for MRI Opera (upper set) and TMR96 (lower set).
Figure 8. Histograms of supplementary spectral properties; (a) Scentr; (b) Sflat; (c) Sentrop; (d) Sspread,
determined from picked-up vibration signals inside the Opera and TMR96 MRI devices.
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Figure 9. Histograms of evaluated time delays [samples] between electrical excitation and acoustic noise
signals recorded in the MRI device (upper set), comparison of calculated and estimated mean values of
time delays [ms] together with theoretical and real microphone distances (lower set); (a) for MRI Opera
microphone Mic. 1 at a distance 60 cm and a direction 30◦, sensing coil L0 at 45◦; (b) for TMR96 Mic. 1
at a distance 16 cm from the patient’s bed position, L0 at P3, sequence SE1-18 (TR = 400 ms); t = 23 ◦C,
c = 346 m/s.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The measurements in the vicinity of the open-air MRI equipment E-scan Esaote Opera have
shown that the maximum sound pressure level of about 72 dB(C) was achieved for the SPL meter
located in the direction of 30◦, the height of 85 cm (in the middle between the upper and the lower
gradient coils), and at the distance of 45 cm, while the background noise SPL0 originating from the
temperature stabilizer reached approximately 52 dB(C) measured in the time instant when no scan
sequence was executed. Next, for three directions of 30◦, 90◦, and 150◦, the noise SPL values measured
with the examined person lying in the MRI scanning area were about 10 dB lower when compared
with using the water phantom. The obtained noise SPL values were roughly inversely proportional
to the effective weights of the male and female testing persons lying on the bottom plastic holder of
the permanent magnet and gradient coils. On the other hand, the noise in the neighbourhood of the
whole-body MRI device TMR96 achieved its maximum SPL of about 80 dB(C) using the SE scanning
sequence and its minimum mean value of 62 dB(C) with no sequence running (the background noise
generated mainly by the ventilators inside the cage) as documented by the numerical results in Table 1
and the detailed directional pattern in Figure 4b. In summary, it holds that the maximum SPL was
observed for the sound level meter located at the point PB on the patient’s bed level and the minimum
at the point P0. Evaluations of other authors are usually aimed at high-field MRI systems. Sound noise
of various pulse sequences was compared for two whole-body MRI scanners by Cho et al. [25] with
the rest value 79.5 dB(C) for the 1.5-T scanner and 68.6 dB(C) for the 2-T scanner. The highest sound
pressure level of about 103 dB(C) was observed during the gradient echo sequence with TE = 4 ms,
TR = 250 ms in the 1.5-T scanner and TE = 35 ms, TR = 100 ms in the 2-T scanner. Prince et al. [26]
investigated acoustic noise in 15 MRI scanners giving a minimum of 82.5 dB(A) for a 0.23-T device
using GE sequence, TE = 5 ms, TR= 525 ms and a maximum of 118.4 dB(A) for a 3-T device using the
same sequence and TE, but TR = 3000 ms.
The vibration recording experiment was arranged to map basic points on the plastic cover as
well as on the surface of the patient’s bed. In the case of the TMR96 device, the maximum vibration
energy (expressed by RMS and/or from the first cepstral coefficient) was attained for the sensor
placement on the patient’s bed almost at the top of the plastic cover (point PB)—see the mean values
in Table 2. As regards the spectral features, the mean values of the vibration frequencies FV1,2 are the
highest at P3 position (120◦) and the lowest at the point P-3 (left bottom part of the plastic cover with
the minimal vibration energy). The obtained results of the supplementary spectral properties are in
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good correlation with the basic ones—as documented by the visualization in Figure 6. Investigation
of spectral differences between two mostly used MR scan sequences (SE/GE types) confirms our
assumption that the GE sequence has more structured noise and the SE sequence generates more
compact vibration with higher energy in the final effect, larger spread, and lower dispersion of FV1,2
frequencies as shown by the graphical results in Figure 5. Due to different construction of the open-air
and the whole-body MRI devices, different software tools of their control systems, different types of
used phantoms, etc., it was practically impossible to use the identical MR sequences. Only similar
types of sequences with similar choice of basic parameters (TE, TR, orientation, etc.) could be applied.
Consequently, the analyzed vibration signals had slightly different spectral features—see histograms in
Figure 8. This general assumption was confirmed by the results presented in the form of spectrograms
and periodograms. On the other hand, as documented by visualization of waveforms of the picked-up
vibration signals in Figure 7a, the TMR96 device produces higher vibration levels with higher energy
(signalRMS). This is in accordance with the basic physical law—greater scan volume in this device
results in higher intensity of applied current in the gradient coils in spite of lower basic magnetic
field (0.1 T vs. 0.178 T applied in the MRI Opera). As mentioned in the Section 2.1, the influence of
different masses (volumes) in the scanning area on the intensity as well as on the spectral properties
of the produced acoustic noise was analyzed in our previous research [17] using the MRI Opera
device. In near future we would like to carry out similar experiments and measurements also with the
TMR96 device.
In the last comparison experiment, we analyzed how the vibrations induced by the pulse current
in the gradient coil travel through the holder of the MRI device, and how the actual position of the
pick-up microphone corresponds with the one calculated from the determined time delay between
the electrical excitation and the subsequently generated acoustic noise signals. As documented by the
histogram in Figure 9a, the MRI device Opera has different time delay values determined from the
positive and negative peaks of the compared signals. It means that there exist two maxima from which
the final time delay was calculated as the median value. It is in agreement with the fact that the positive
peaks have higher magnitude than the negative ones. This effect can be caused by the construction
of the plastic cover of the gradient coils. The documentary photo in Figure 1a shows that the surface
is not planar but slightly convexly curved. Hence, the mechanical force is different for positive and
negative impulses originated from the gradient coils—in the case of negative ones the vibration acts
against the force of the mechanical stiffness of the curved plate. In the measurement inside the TMR96
device, the sensors were mounted not on the plastic cover surface representing the front part of the
whole MRI, but directly on the back part of the gradient coil surface. Though the measured surface
was also curved, only one maximum of the time delay was observed in this case, see the histogram in
Figure 9b. The obtained results of the backward comparison of the determined distance between the
microphone picking up the noise and the origin of the vibration (sensor positions P0 for the MRI Opera
and P3 for the TMR96) confirm our assumption that the distance calculated from the determined time
delay values was always higher—see the bottom set of graphs in Figure 9. The detected increase of
about 4–6 cm in the actual distance corresponds to the increase of the time interval by the delay during
which the vibration is generated as a consequence of the excitation impulse in the gradient coil.
The results of the experiments will help to describe the process of the gradient coil electric
excitation, the subsequent mechanical vibration, and the resulting acoustic noise generation in the MRI
device scanning area and its vicinity. Additional measurement and analysis are necessary for better
knowledge of these acoustic noise conditions. In the case of the MRI Opera, there is need for more
information about the contribution of the upper gradient coil (and its plastic holder) to the resulting
acoustic noise. Therefore, in near future we plan to perform parallel measurement of the vibration
signal on the surface of both plastic holders. As regards the TMR96 device, the process of noise and
vibration generation inside the scanning tube of the whole-body tomograph must be known. Thus,
the measurement with the vibration sensor mounted in the place of the second and third gradient
coils must be also performed for detailed mapping of the vibration in the whole 360◦ angle around the
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gradient coils. Critical parts (possible loose mounting to the main mass of the resistive magnet) can be
found by this method, subsequently repaired, and/or some damping material might be inserted for
mechanical suppression of the generated vibration and noise.
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Abstract: With the goal of diagnosing skin cancer in an early and noninvasive way, an extended
near infrared multispectral imaging system based on an InGaAs sensor with sensitivity from 995 nm
to 1613 nm was built to evaluate deeper skin layers thanks to the higher penetration of photons at
these wavelengths. The outcomes of this device were combined with those of a previously developed
multispectral system that works in the visible and near infrared range (414 nm–995 nm). Both provide
spectral and spatial information from skin lesions. A classification method to discriminate between
melanomas and nevi was developed based on the analysis of first-order statistics descriptors, principal
component analysis, and support vector machine tools. The system provided a sensitivity of 78.6%
and a specificity of 84.6%, the latter one being improved with respect to that offered by silicon sensors.
Keywords: InGaAs camera; multispectral imaging; infrared; skin cancer; melanoma
1. Introduction
Due to the uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells in skin cancer, chromophores such as melanin,
hemoglobin, and water might differ among tumors of different etiologies; thus, skin cancer lesions
can be identified clinically when a lesion changes its color, increases its size or thickness, and gets
an unusual texture or its outline becomes irregular [1,2]. In this context, multispectral imaging
systems, which provide precise quantification of spectral, colorimetric, and spatial features, have been
employed over the last few years to analyze spectral and colorimetric properties of the skin reliably
and non-invasively [3,4]. Specifically, they have also been used to improve the detection of skin cancer,
especially melanoma, which is the most aggressive and lethal form.
In 2005, Tomatis et al. [5] developed an automated multispectral imaging system for the diagnosis
of pigmented lesions. The device consisted of a spectrophotometer with a light source, a monochromator,
and a bundle of optical fibers coupled to a probe head. The spectral range from 483 nm to 950 nm
was covered with 15 spectral bands. A region-growing algorithm segmented the lesions and extracted
descriptors to be used as input for setting and testing a neural network classifier.
Some years later, Kuzmina et al. [6] used a multispectral system that incorporated halogen lamps
and filters from 450 nm to 950 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 15 nm. They observed that wavelengths
closer to the infrared (IR) range penetrate deeper into the skin, resulting in decreased contrast due to
higher light scattering. However, in the case of melanomas the contrast at 950 nm was found to be
much higher, indicating considerably deeper structural damage.
In 2012, Bekina et al. [7] analyzed lesions under a multispectral system with four different spectral
bands, each one to obtain information from specific structures of the skin: 450 nm for superficial
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layers, 545 nm for blood distribution, 660 nm for melanin detection, and 940 nm for the evaluation
of deeper skin layers. Then, a ratio was calculated between the intensities of green light (545 nm),
where the hemoglobin absorption is high, and red light (660 nm), where it is low. It was proven that
pathological tissues showed higher values of this index than the surrounding skin as a consequence
of having higher blood content. The same authors developed a similar system [8] that consisted of
a multispectral imaging system with a CCD imaging sensor and a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF)
(with spectral bands from 450 nm to 950 nm in steps of 10 nm) (Nuance EX), a spectral optimized lens,
and internal optics. The illumination system was a ring of halogen lamps with a polarizer orthogonal
to the camera in order to remove the artifacts caused by light reflection. In order to differentiate
between melanoma and nevi, a new parameter was suggested based on skin optical density differences
at three wavelengths: 540 nm, 650 nm, and 950 nm.
Additionally, Jakovels et al. [9] used principal component analysis (PCA) of multispectral imaging
data in the wavelength range from 450 nm to 950 nm for distant skin melanoma recognition, which
resulted in clear separation between malignant melanomas and pigmented nevi.
Delpueyo et al. [10] also proposed a light-emitting diodes (LEDs)-based multispectral imaging
system with eight different wavelengths (414–995 nm) but using the analysis of the spatial distribution
of color and spectral features through descriptors based on the first-order statistics of the histogram to
improve the detection of skin cancer lesions, specifically melanomas and basal cell carcinomas.
Recently, Kim et al. [11] have investigated the potential of mobile smartphone-based multispectral
imaging for the quantitative diagnosis and management of skin lesions. The authors miniaturized
a spectral imaging system so that it could be attached to a smartphone, allowing users to obtain
ten images sequentially within a range of wavelengths from 440 nm to 690 nm, with one white-light
image. The results suggested that smartphone-based multispectral imaging and analysis had great
potential as a healthcare tool for quantitative mobile skin diagnosis.
Despite the fact that sensitivity and specificity obtained with the former multispectral imaging
systems based on silicon imaging sensors have reached similar values to those obtained by experienced
dermatologists through dermoscopy [10,12], they have not yet superseded histological examination.
In fact, this continues to be the clinical gold standard, providing diagnostic confirmation after surgical
excision of the tumor.
Digital cameras based on silicon have a spectral response in the visible (VIS) up to the near-infrared
(NIR) (900 nm–1000 nm). However, multispectral, extended, near-infrared (exNIR) optical imaging is
nowadays available thanks to new indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) cameras with high quantum
efficiency within 900 nm–1600 nm. This has sparked interest among biologists in this relatively
unexplored spectral region also known as “the second near-infrared window” (900 nm–1400 nm) [13].
Going further than 900 nm into the exNIR enables deeper in vivo optical imaging as photons
at these wavelengths penetrate deeper into living tissue [14]; this could be a hint to explore further
this spectral region as a means of improving skin cancer diagnosis and prognosis, as it may release
information about how tissues are damaged due to ultraviolet radiation, water content, and other
factors that might be different in benign and malignant lesions. For instance, due to the increased
absorption of water in this spectral range, spectral images in the exNIR can provide information about
the presence of angiogenesis, a tumorous growth of blood vessels around the malignant lesion.
In fact, the near-infrared region has been widely utilized in the past decade, and a number of
clinical imaging applications have already been developed [15].
In this study, we investigate the possibilities of a multispectral imaging system based on an InGaAs
camera and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for the detection of skin cancer, especially melanomas, in the
exNIR range, specifically from 995 nm to 1613 nm. Although InGaAs sensors tend to be noisier than
CMOS or CCD sensors and the deeper scattering at exNIR wavelengths can reduce image contrast,
we consider that the study of this unexplored spectral range can bring very interesting results to the
scientific community.
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2. Experimental Setup and Clinical Measurements
The device developed to perform exNIR multispectral imaging of skin cancer is depicted
in Figure 1b,c. It integrates a 16-bit depth InGaAs camera (Hamamatsu C10633-23, Hamamatsu
Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan) with spectral sensitivity from 900 nm to 1600 nm, readout speed of 50 fps,
and 320 × 256 pixels together with a Kowa LM12HC-SW 1.4/12.5 mm short-wave infrared (SWIR) lens
with high transmission from 800 nm to 2000 nm (Kowa Company, Ltd., Aichi, Japan). Additionally,
a LED-based light source was built on a cylinder of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) including high power
Surface Mounted Displays (SMD) LEDs with peak wavelengths at 995 nm, 1081 nm, 1214 nm, 1340 nm,
1486 nm, and 1613 nm (Figure 2b); they were selected in accordance with the absorption curves of the
principal chromophores of the skin, such as bilirubin, hemoglobin, and water, especially taking into
account their most representative minimums and maximums, and the spectral bands with considerable
differences among them allowing characterization of the tissue constituents [10]. The tip of the cylinder
is a cone with an opening of 20 mm × 20 mm and a diffuser. Four LEDs per spectral band were included
in the light source with a separation of 90◦ among them to ensure a uniform illumination over the skin;
a total amount of 24 LEDs was finally placed on the ring. All parts were assembled in a handheld
configuration with a trigger to start the acquisition. A base was also designed and constructed to
hold the multispectral system when it was not being used. It incorporated a calibrated reference at
the bottom that consisted of the Neutral 5 gray color of an X-Rite ColorChecker® (Grand Rapids, MI,
USA) with level of reflectance similar to that of the skin in the exNIR range. The degradation of the
reference over time was controlled by visual inspection and spectrally by means of a spectrometer.
If the reference showed dirty areas or scratches or its reflectance spectrum presented variations up to
5% with respect to the spectrum when it was brand new, it was replaced.
The exNIR system was used together with another multispectral imaging system previously
built [10] for capturing reflectance and color features in the VIS and NIR ranges (Figure 1a). In this case,
the camera integrated in the multispectral head is a 12-bit depth DMK 23U445 with a 1/3” CCD sensor
of Sony ICX445ALA with 1280 × 960 pixels of resolution and readout speed of 30 fps; it represented
an advantage over the spatial resolution of the exNIR camera, which limited the performance of the
analysis in this spectral range. The lens coupled was a Schneider-Kreuznack Cinegon with spectral
sensitivity from 400 nm to 1000 nm and a working distance from infinite to 20 mm, which allowed
focusing the skin lesions at a distance of 40 mm with a field of view of 15 mm × 20 mm. As in the
previous case, sequential multiplexed illumination is used by means of a ring of 32 LEDs (four per
wavelength) with the following peak wavelengths: 414 nm, 447 nm, 477 nm, 524 nm, 671 nm, 735 nm,
890 nm, and 995 nm (Figure 2a). For each wavelength, the forward current of the LEDs was tuned to
obtain a constant temporal behavior in terms of radiance. The final currents used for each wavelength
were selected, taking into account a compromise between emission stability and the exposure time
needed to make use of the whole dynamic range of the cameras: from 0 to 4095 digital levels in the case
of the VIS-NIR system and from 0 to 65,533 in the case of the exNIR system. In general, measurements
of radiance over time showed that LEDs needed at least two seconds to stabilize, and therefore this
delay was added when any LED was switched on (Figure 3). Infrared LEDs used in the exNIR device
showed a much more stable behavior than those in the VIS-NIR range; for this reason, the two-second
delay was not implemented in this system. Despite that, the spectral assessment in the exNIR was less
accurate than in the VIS-NIR, because exNIR LEDs presented a wider Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM). In consequence, the information captured at each spectral band and then associated with the
wavelength peak of each LED includes a broader range of data coming from more wavelengths.
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Figure 1. (a) General view of the previously developed handheld VIS-NIR multispectral device.
(b) General view of the handheld exNIR multispectral device. (c) Components of the exNIR imaging
system: 1—InGaAs camera, 2—Ring of LEDs, 3—Tip of PVC cone, 4—Ring of LEDs placed at the tip.
5—Handheld case, 6—AutoCad design, 7—Electronic control, and 8—Handheld case with camera
inside. (d) Clinical measurement and metallic ring, which is glued to the patient’s skin for the tip of
both systems to place them in the same position and parallel to the skin, without making any contact.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Normalized spectral emission of the LEDs in (a) the VIS-NIR and (b) exNIR ranges.
A user-friendly acquisition software was built based on Borland Builder C++ to be used for
physicians in a clinical environment. The software controls individually and synchronously the
emission of the LEDs and the acquisition of spectral images. The software interface asks for a daily
calibration to guarantee accurate measurements at all wavelengths along LEDs lifecycle. It involves
the acquisition of images of the neutral reference (Neutral 5) at each spectral band and at ten different
exposure times to adapt the dynamic range of the system to every skin phenotype, thus avoiding
saturated or noisy areas. This set of calibration images is used later for calculating the reflectance
images from the raw spectral images (see next section). Then, a measurement over the actual skin
lesion can be taken, and the system will make a sequence of acquisitions at every spectral band. In the
case of the multispectral system with LEDs in the VIS and NIR ranges, eight images are obtained,
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while for the one in the exNIR, six images of a lesion are taken. Each one is acquired with a given
exposure time, chosen from a learning table among the ten exposure times previously used to take
images of the reference. The exposure times are chosen by an algorithm with a target averaged digital
level (DL) for each image that is about half of the dynamic range of the camera; in this way, saturated
images are avoided. This active exposure time selection also contributes to compensating variations
of LEDs’ power output due to their lifecycle. Another advantage of this algorithm is that it allows
the evaluation of all kinds of skin, from brighter to darker ones. A set of dark current images also
needs to be acquired by just making another calibration in a room in dark conditions, to take into
account the straylight caused by internal reflections and noise sensed by the camera at the time of
calculating the reflectance curve of a pixel area; the same ten exposure times previously used are
applied. The straylight was measured sequentially switching on the LEDs, as during the calibration
with the reference, in order to remove from the image the reflections caused by the inner surface of the
PVC painted cone. Environmental illumination barely affects the measurement, because the tip of the
devices is fully covered by the metallic ring and the patient’s skin. One lesion is fully analyzed when
sequentially measured with the VIS-NIR and the exNIR multispectral imaging systems. Apart from
the additional spectral information from 414 nm to 995 nm, the use of the VIS-NIR system allows to
locate with higher accuracy some lesions that present blurry boundaries in the IR.
Figure 3. Radiance (W/sr·m2) of the 414 nm LEDs at different forward currents measured every second
over 10 s.
As a pilot study, the VIS-NIR and exNIR multispectral systems were used to analyze 39 nevi and
14 melanomas from Caucasian patients at the Hospital Clínic i Provincial de Barcelona (Barcelona,
Spain). Patients could be seated or lying down on the hospital bed while capturing.
All of them provided written informed consent before any examination and ethical committee
approval (Spanish Agency of Drugs and Clinical Products, document number 7576) was obtained.
The study complied with the tenets of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki (Tokyo revision, 2004).
The lesions were diagnosed by dermatologists (SP and JM) using a commercial dermoscope and
the confocal laser scanning microscope VivaScope® 1500 from MAVIG GmbH (Munich, Germany).
When malignancy was suspected, the lesion was excised and a histological analysis was carried out.
3. Data Processing
The images from the multispectral systems were processed through a graphical user interface
(GUI) built in Matlab R2015a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). It has different functions
to make internal calibration algorithms and also to compute reflectance spectra that can be used to
compare subtle differences between benign and malignant lesions. In order to calculate the reflectance
images, the corresponding calibration images from the reference and dark current images are selected
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by the program. Then, for a given exposure time and wavelength, being different the exposure time
for each wavelength, the reflectance at each pixel (i, j) is calculated as follows:
RLesion(i, j) = k
I(i, j)− ID(i, j)
IN(i, j)− ID(i, j) , (1)
where RLesion(i, j) is the spectral reflectance image; I(i, j), IN(i, j), and ID(i, j) contain the DLs of the
raw, neutral gray reference and dark current images, respectively; and k is the calibrated reflectance of
the neutral gray reference, given by the manufacturer.
Since the purpose was to obtain information about the lesions themselves and not from the whole
reflectance images, which also contain spectral information about the surrounding healthy skin, every
lesion was segmented. The segmentation of lesions from the IR images was a challenge, because in
many cases they were hardly distinguishable from the surrounding skin because of the decreased
contrast due to higher scattering at these wavelengths. In order to overcome this, two different
algorithms of segmentation were used for each multispectral system.
For the images of the lesion in the exNIR range, manual segmentation coupled with previous
image registration was used. In this case, the corresponding images of the lesion taken in the VIS
range were correlated to those captured by the exNIR multispectral system in order to overcome the
constraint of the second device. This could be easily done by means of a mathematical transformation
of the images matrices, since skin lesions were measured by both systems at the same position and in
the same orientation thanks to a metallic ring were the tip of both systems could be attached to the
patient’s skin (Figure 1d). The metallic ring was glued to the patient’s skin by means of a medical
adhesive ring that was different for every patient; this combination prevents the systems from touching
the skin. Afterwards, when the corresponding images were shown together, one on top of the other,
manual segmentation was performed over the images in the exNIR range (Figure 4a).
The algorithm used for the images in the VIS-NIR range consisted of searching the DL threshold
to establish those pixels belonging to the patient’s lesion (foreground) and those to the surrounding
healthy skin (background). The DL threshold was calculated with the Otsu’s method, which maximizes
the between-class variance of the lesion and the skin pixel values based on the intensity of the
histogram [16]. A binary image is created according to the threshold, and pixels below are transformed
into zeros and above into ones. This binary image can be used as a mask to be applied to all the
spectral images and obtain the DLs corresponding to the pixels of the lesion. However, Otsu’s method
is based on a global threshold that can only be used in lesions that are clearly different from the skin.
In order to solve skin inhomogeneity, reflectance images were divided into four subimages, allowing
different thresholds adapted to the local characteristics to be calculated (Figure 4b). The image used
for performing VIS-NIR segmentation was taken at 414 nm, since this spectral band enhanced the
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Figure 4. Steps of the segmentation algorithm for both multispectral imaging systems. (a) Example of
how the segmentation is done for a lesion taken with the exNIR system: (1) Reflectance image taken
with the exNIR device. (2) Reflectance image taken with the VIS-NIR camera. (3) Reflectance images
from both cameras superimposed. Here, it can be seen how both systems take images at different
resolutions, rotated with respect to each other a certain angle. (4) Reflectance image of the exNIR
imaging system. (5) Reflectance image from the VIS-NIR system, to which a mathematical operation
for correlation has been applied. (6) These last images were superimposed. (b) Example of how the
segmentation is done for a lesion taken with the VIS-NIR imaging system: images correspond to the
implementation of the Otsu method for each subimage. A mask for each of them is calculated in (1–4),
and they are put together to form the (5) final mask for segmentation. (6) is the result of segmenting
the lesion.
Different parameters to discriminate between benign and malignant lesions were also calculated
based on spectral features additionally to the reflectance images (Equation (1)). To avoid the influence
of the patient’s healthy skin, another set of reflectance images were calculated by subtraction of the
mean reflectance value of the patient’s skin from the reflectance images of the segmented lesion
(Equation (2)). This was proposed as an empirical approach to improve the results, if possible, due to
the different penetration depths of wavelengths owing to the different absorption of structures inside
the tissue; however, in multispectral technology, images contain a mixture of light coming from not
only a specific depth inside the tissue but also from the preceding layers due to backscattering.
Another two set of images were also computed by taking the logarithm of the latter ones, in order
to obtain information in terms of absorbance, too.
RLesion−Skin(i, j) = k
Ilesion(i, j)− ID(i, j)
IN(i, j)− ID(i, j) − mean
(
k
Iskin(i, j)− ID(i, j)
IN(i, j)− ID(i, j)
)
, (2)
At a second stage, a statistical analysis over the former images was carried out as a first approach to
characterize the spatial features based on the histogram of the lesions and obtain further information for
the classification algorithm. This analysis was envisaged to provide information about the distribution
of digital levels at each spectral band and all over the sample rather than only taking into account the
traditional statistical descriptors: mean (μ), maximum (max), minimum (min), and standard deviation
(σ). Accordingly, first order statistics descriptors such as the energy (En), the entropy (Ep), and the
third central moment (μ3) were obtained from the histogram of the segmented lesion in terms of the
spectral reflectance and absorbance; these parameters have been shown to provide useful information















(i − μ)3P(i)2, (5)
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where P(i) is the value (frequency) of the intensity element i (bin) of the histogram and N is the
number of levels that the histogram is divided into.
Energy is a numerical descriptor of uniformity that ranges between 0 and 1, reaching the maximum
value for a constant image [18]. In regards to entropy, it is a well-known statistical measure of
randomness, uncertainty, or disorder in image values, with 0 being the minimum value for a constant
image and log2(N) the maximum [18]. The third central moment or skewness, μ3, refers to the
skewness of the histogram about its mean; it has a range of values between −1 and 1, positive for
histograms skewed to the right, negative for the ones skewed to the left, and 0 for symmetric ones [18].
According to all this, these descriptors can be used to account for reflectance distribution features
of skin lesions besides the more classical averaged spectral information obtained from traditional
multispectral imaging systems.
4. Classification Algorithm
In order to determine which of the former statistical descriptors related with reflectance and
absorbance values were useful to discriminate between malignant and benign tumors, as well as
reflectance/absorbance minus the average of the healthy skin, scatter plots with the values for every
lesion analyzed were evaluated. In total, there were 392 scatter plots, 224 from the VIS-NIR system
and 168 from the exNIR. A Matlab-based classification algorithm was then used to find the best ones.
The algorithm included the definition of upper and lower thresholds on the scatterplots that were
experimentally set to delimit the area where benign lesions were prone to lay down. The lesions that
fell outside the thresholds for at least one parameter were considered to be malignant (i.e., melanomas).
The classification algorithm worked as follows: after setting the thresholds of all parameters,
they were ordered according to the number of malignant lesions that they allowed to classify.
Accordingly, the first parameter on the list was such allowing the greatest number of malignant
lesions to be classified, the second one was such allowing the second greatest number, and so forth.
The algorithm then started from the first of the list alone and calculated the corresponding sensitivity,
i.e., the percentage of malignant lesions classified as such. The second parameter of the list was then
chosen to perform the classification together with the first one, and the sensitivity was computed
again. If the second parameter did not allow for the improvement of the classification with at least one
more malignant lesion detected, it was discarded as it was considered to be redundant. Otherwise,
it was included. Next, the third parameter on the list was added to the first two, and the sensitivity
was calculated again, repeating the described process until the addition of more parameters did not
improve the sensitivity of malignant lesions.
Thresholds were not set to include all nevi or all melanomas, because preliminary tests showed
large values of false positives and false negatives, which would considerably increase the complexity
of the algorithm.
After choosing the best statistical descriptors as those allowing more melanomas to be classified
as melanomas, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [19] was carried out to automatize and enhance
the performance of the classification algorithm by avoiding the use of experimental thresholds
manually selected.
At first, the matrix of data was standardized. This was done by subtracting the mean and dividing





Then, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [19] was performed over the matrix containing
the d best descriptors to detect melanomas for every of the 53 lesions (Ydx53). SVD represents
an expansion of the original data in a coordinate system in which the covariance matrix is diagonal.
This operation is performed with the svd Matlab function obtaining the matrices Udxd, whose columns
correspond to nonzero singular values form a set of orthonormal basis vectors for the range of
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Y; Ddx53, whose diagonal values are the square roots of the eigenvalues; and V53x53, where the
columns are the eigenvectors of the standardized data matrix. V therefore contains the principal
directions to form a base in which the variance between classes is maximized and D the coefficients by
which these eigenvectors are multiplied, to obtain the data coordinates transformed into the base of
principal directions.
The initial data could be reproduced from the following matrices as follows:
Ŷ(i, j) = U(i, j)·D(i, j)·Vt(i, j), (7)
The first principal components (PCs) can then be calculated as follows:
PC1(i, j) = D(1, 1)·V(i, 1), (8)
PC2(i, j) = D(2, 2)·V(i, 2), (9)
PC3(i, j) = D(3, 3)·V(i, 3), (10)
Many PCs as descriptors originally available are obtained, although the first three PCs are those
that are known to contain the higher variability among data (in descendent order).
PCs were represented one against the others, as it is shown in the next section with the aim of
transforming the actual descriptors to another coordinate axes where the different classes, nevi, and
melanomas are thought to be represented as separate as possible. Additionally, a decision boundary
using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) training algorithm was implemented to classify nevi and
melanomas [19]. It looks for a hyperplane that separates the space of descriptors into two classes with
the maximum margin. This maximum margin is the distance from the decision surface to the closest
data point and determines the margin of the classifier. This method of construction necessarily means
that the decision function for an SVM is fully specified by a (usually small) subset of the data that
defines the position of the separator. These points are referred to as the support vectors; in a vector
space, a point can be thought of as a vector between the origin and that point. In the end, the different
positions of the separator form the decision boundary from which sensitivity and specificity values can
be established. Sensitivity corresponds to the true positive rate defined as the proportion of melanomas
that lay inside the boundaries, correctly identified as such; specificity relates to the true negative rate
defined as the proportion of nevi that lay outside the boundaries.
5. Results and Discussion
Figure 5 shows the mean reflectance (±σ) of the whole set of melanomas and nevi measured,
separately. The mean reflectance of melanomas in the VIS-NIR and exNIR ranges is lower than that of
nevi, being that of nevi, which is especially higher from 995 nm to 1350 nm than for melanomas. This
wavelength range, often called second near-infrared window, corresponds to that in which radiation
can penetrate deeper into the tissue (longer wavelengths are highly absorbed by water) and thus can
inform about deeper structures, which could be notably different between nevi and melanomas.
This behavior agreed with a previous study in which the average reflectance of the nevi was found
to be higher with respect to the melanoma population in the VIS range [10], although the standard
deviation of the data that was analyzed made it quite entangled.
Figure 6 depicts representative reflectance images of a nevus and a melanoma for all the spectral
range evaluated (414 nm–1613 nm). It can be seen that nevi are usually more homogeneous at all
wavelengths, while melanomas grow deeper in the skin as it was found in IR images. Our results
correlate with those found by Zhang et al. [20], who identified a strong absorption between 1400 nm and
1450 nm, and also beyond this range, due to the presence of water in tissue, causing a contrast decrease
of spectral images. They also evaluated the spectral behavior of tissues for different thicknesses but
ex-vivo samples were used; therefore, an accurate comparison with our findings cannot be performed,
since we carried out in-vivo measurements.
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Figure 6. Reflectance images obtained with the systems in the VIS-NIR and exNIR ranges: (a) nevus
and (b) melanoma. (a) shows that nevi are usually more homogeneous at all wavelengths. Furthermore,
the IR light, which penetrates deeper in the skin, shows that melanomas generally grow deeper in (b).
Color images were taken with a dermoscope.
In the end, the number d of best statistical descriptors exhibiting a more accurate classification of
lesions that the Matlab algorithm retrieved was eight, corresponding to seven different spectral bands:
- Minimum of the spectral reflectance (minus the average of the healthy skin) at 414 nm.
- Spectral absorbance in terms of the standard deviation at 477 nm.
- Spectral absorbance in terms of the energy at 477 nm.
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- Spectral reflectance in terms of energy at 524 nm.
- Spectral reflectance in terms of the skewness at 671 nm.
- Spectral reflectance in terms of the mean at 995 nm.
- Spectral absorbance (minus the average of the healthy skin) in terms of standard deviation at
1214 nm.
- Minimum of the spectral absorbance at 1613 nm.
Table 1 shows these parameters, how the total sensitivity is increased when a new selected
parameter is added to the set in the iterative algorithm, and where the experimental thresholds were
set in order to obtain the highest possible values of sensitivity.









Min. of the reflectance at 414 nm (minus skin) 0.8 −0.33 36%
Absorbance in terms of σ at 477 nm 0.082 0.039 43%
Absorbance in terms of the energy at 477 nm 0.125 0.046 50%
Reflectance in terms of energy at 524 nm 0.28 0.03 64%
Reflectance in terms of the skewness at 721 nm 1.8 × 10−3 −2 71.5%
Reflectance in terms of the mean at 995 nm 0.55 0.4 83%
Absorbance (minus skin) in terms of σ at 1214 nm 0.082 0.04 91%
Minimum of the absorbance at 1613 nm 1.95 1.18 100%
Combinations of more parameters did not produce better discrimination between nevi and
melanomas, taking into account the manual experimental thresholding defined in the scatterplots.
Figure 7a shows two representative histograms of a nevus (left) and a melanoma (right) from
which the statistical descriptors were computed; they correspond to reflectance images at 1214 nm.
The averaged spectral reflectance (μ); the standard deviation (σ); and corresponding Ep, En, and μ3 are
also shown. It can be seen that the En is lower, and the Ep and μ3 are higher for the melanoma. It means
that they are characterized by less uniform images, with a higher disorder in terms of reflectance and
a histogram more skewed than that of the nevus. However, it can be appreciated that the μ of the
melanoma is higher than that of the nevus. Figure 7b depicts a scatter plot of the spectral absorbance
minus the average of the healthy skin in terms of standard deviation at 1214 nm. It can be observed
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(b) 
Figure 7. (a) Reflectance histogram at 1214 nm including the mean (μ), standard deviation (σ), energy
(En), entropy (Ep), and skewness or third central moment (μ3) values of a nevus (left) and a melanoma
lesion (right). (b) Scatter plot of the spectral absorbance minus the average of the healthy skin in terms
of standard deviation at 1214 nm in which manual thresholds have been identified.
In this preliminary study, the first three PCs were found to contain most of the variability among
data (98.3%); PC1 explained 73.3%, while PC1 and PC2 explained 83.3% of the variability. Figure 8 shows
the PCs plotted against each other to obtain the best descriptor’s space to separate the two types of
lesions, as well as the decision boundaries established using a SVM. As it can be seen, the standardization




Figure 8. (a) PC3 vs. PC1 and (b) PC3 vs. PC2 descriptors for nevi (green markers) and melanoma
(orange markers) are represented.
Among all the PCs evaluated, those that produced more precise classifications were the PC3
vs. PC1 (sensitivity = 85.7% and specificity = 76.9%) and the PC3 vs. PC2 (sensitivity = 78.6% and
specificity = 84.6%).
Delpueyo et al. found sensitivity and specificity values of 87.2% and 54.5%, respectively, when
using only the VIS-NIR device for the analysis of 290 nevi and 95 melanomas [10]. Even though
the sensitivity values were similar or slightly lower than when using only the VIS-NIR device [10],
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the specificity was clearly increased so that exNIR information seems to be relevant for the classification
between benign and malignant lesions.
In fact, the detection of malignant lesions at early stages, when they can still be controlled and
successfully excised, is crucial when dealing with skin cancer, and this is the reason why dermatologists
are more concerned with increasing sensitivity than specificity. However, many of the multispectral
systems used for detection of skin cancer in the VIS range generate a large number of false positives
and, consequently, a large number of unnecessary biopsies [21,22]. Therefore, the inclusion of longer
wavelengths seems to be helpful in order to improve the specificity values reached at the time of
the study.
6. Conclusions
In this pilot study, a novel exNIR multispectral imaging system for skin cancer diagnosis has
been presented. The preliminary analysis of melanomas and nevi from 995 nm to 1613 nm considering
spectral and spatial descriptors showed the potential of this technique, particularly for the information
obtained from deeper layers of the skin by the use of IR light. In order to improve its performance,
the data collected was combined with that provided by a VIS-NIR multispectral imaging system
developed in a previous study. The evaluation of lesions from 414 nm to 1613 nm offered an exhaustive
spectral assessment of skin lesions.
In addition, the combination of the selected as best parameters for classification, the experimental
thresholding, and the use of PCA and SVM enhanced the accuracy of the initial discrimination
methodology, leading to similar values of sensitivity but increased ones for specificity. Therefore,
exNIR spectral information seems to be relevant for the diagnosis of skin cancer, particularly when
nevi and melanomas are taken into account.
The developed methodology was limited by some factors that should be considered for future
improvements of the system. Firstly, the resolution of the InGaAs sensor was rather low, limiting
the performance of this device. Secondly, the selection of exNIR LEDs was a challenge due to the
current state of the art of solid-state technology within this spectral range and the limited availability
of wavelengths; their wider FWHMs also contributed to a less accurate spectral reconstruction. Thirdly,
the need of the VIS-NIR images for the segmentation of the lesions captured with the exNIR system
was also a restriction of this system. Finally, the field of view (FOV) of both systems was another
limitation, since only image lesions smaller than 20 mm could be acquired.
The set of lesions was large enough to train the SVM with accurate results but was not to check
with other lesions how good the decision boundaries were to separate nevi from melanoma. Future
work will be focused on increasing the sample set. Also, combining spectral and 3D data available
from a former study [10,23] will increase noticeably the morphological and textural information of
lesions and hopefully improve the sensitivity and specificity values. Moreover, usage of the proposed
methodology may benefit from conjoint use with the VIS-NIR and exNIR modality to maximize
specificity. However, a solution to address the course of action in case of conflict between categorization
within the two ranges would be needed. Alternative algorithms considering not only the detection of
melanomas but the rate of true positives and true negatives should also be investigated.
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Abstract: The nail provides a functional protection to the fingertips and surrounding tissue from
external injuries. The nail plate consists of three layers including dorsal, intermediate, and ventral
layers. The dorsal layer consists of compact, hard keratins, limiting topical drug delivery through
the nail. In this study, we investigate the application of fractional CO2 laser that produces arrays
of microthermal ablation zones (MAZs) to facilitate drug delivery in the nails. We utilized optical
coherence tomography (OCT) for real-time monitoring of the laser–skin tissue interaction, sparing the
patient from an invasive surgical sampling procedure. The time-dependent OCT intensity variance
was used to observe drug diffusion through an induced MAZ array. Subsequently, nails were treated
with cream and liquid topical drugs to investigate the feasibility and diffusion efficacy of laser-assisted
drug delivery. Our results show that fractional CO2 laser improves the effectiveness of topical drug
delivery in the nail plate and that OCT could potentially be used for in vivo monitoring of the depth
of laser penetration as well as real-time observations of drug delivery.
Keywords: drug delivery; nail; optical coherence tomography; fractional laser; laser ablation
1. Introduction
The nail is a modified form of stratum corneum, with a thick laminated keratinized structure
overlying the nail bed and matrix. However, the thick structure limits drug delivery to the nail bed,
which is problematic when it comes to treating nail diseases such as onychomycosis. The nail plate is
composed of 25 sheets of keratinized cells that can be divided into dorsal, intermediate, and ventral
layers. Compared with the intermediate layer, the dorsal and ventral layers are thinner. The dorsal
and ventral layers consist of harder skin-type keratin with lipids. In contrast, the intermediate
layer is composed of hair-type keratin with few lipids, making the intermediate layer more flexible.
Therefore, the dorsal layer forms a barrier for drug delivery [1–4]. To improve the efficiency of
drug delivery through the nail, a new strategy is to produce micropores on the nail to remove
the dorsal layer [5,6]. Therefore, the development of permeation-enhanced techniques for skin has
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become an important area of study to improve drug delivery. Recently, transdermal drug delivery
became a new route of drug and vaccine administration, providing the advantages of avoiding the
first-pass metabolism, sustained therapeutic action, and better patient compliance [7,8]. Strategies to
bypass the tightly packed stratum corneum, the rate-limiting step in transdermal drug penetration,
will facilitate topical medication delivery deep into the skin. Several methods have been developed
to improve transdermal drug delivery, including chemical enhancers [9,10], nanocarriers [11,12],
microneedles [13,14], sonophoresis [15,16], and iontophoresis [17,18]. The biocompatibility and
biotoxicity of chemical enhancers and nanocarriers are important issues. For microneedles, although
new biodegradable polymers reduce the risk of microneedles retained in skin tissue, these materials are
not able to produce sufficient mechanical strength to penetrate the skin barrier. On the contrary, metallic
microneedles can easily penetrate the skin barrier but may cause allergic reactions. Both ultrasound
and iontophoresis to facilitate drug delivery have been proposed in previous studies, but accurate
control of the treatment depth remains a challenging issue.
The development of laser techniques has promoted various applications, in particular for
therapies and biomedical imaging. In therapeutic applications, lasers offer an excellent solution
in clinical medicine because they result in less bleeding, reduced infections, and minimized incision
areas [19]. With a pulsed high-energy laser, the biological tissue can be coagulated, and even ablated,
which enables skin tightening, hemangioma treatment, and the removal of unwanted hair and blood
vessels [20–24]. Ablative fractional lasers are primarily used to treat photodamaged skin, deep
rhytides and scarring. Current fractional laser systems for dermatology include carbon dioxide (CO2,
10,600 nm) and erbium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Er:YAG, 2940 nm) lasers. The fractional
CO2 laser produces deep vertical holes down to the dermis to assist the delivery of topically applied
drugs into the skin. Recently, this approach was used in the treatment of fungal nail diseases [25].
The micro-channel array created by a fractional CO2 laser creates tiny pores on the skin surface that
enhance the penetration of topically applied drugs. Penetration-enhanced techniques for skin and
nails are rapidly developing, enabling significant increases in the efficiency of disease treatment.
Currently, various optical imaging approaches to monitor transdermal drug delivery have been
proposed, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) [26], two-photon microscopy (TPM) [27],
infrared microscopic imaging (IMI) [28], and Raman microscopy (RM) [28]. Although both CLSM and
TPM can provide cellular-level resolution, their imaging depth is limited to hundreds of micrometers,
which is not deep enough to observe drug diffusion beneath the skin surface. Moreover, CLSM or TPM
need extra fluorescent labeling. Compared to CLSM and TPM, IMI provides a wider imaging field,
but skin specimens must be carefully prepared before imaging, and IMI cannot be used for in vivo
imaging. The imaging depth of RM is limited when used for studies on drug delivery. The thickness of
nails ranges from hundreds of micrometers to several millimeters, making the approaches mentioned
earlier unsuitable for investigating drug delivery via nails. Moreover, these methods do not acquire
depth and time-resolved information of the dynamics of drug diffusion from the nail surface to the nail
bed. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the use of optical coherence tomography (OCT) to investigate
the dynamics of transdermal drug delivery.
OCT uses backscattered tissue signals to reconstruct the 2D/3D morphology of biological
tissue [29–31]. Compared to ultrasound imaging, OCT provides higher resolutions in both the
transverse and depth directions (up to 1–10 μm). Moreover, OCT can probe deeper tissue structures
than of microscopic techniques such as confocal microscopy, TPM, and harmonic generation
microscopy [32–34]. Besides this deeper imaging depth, OCT imaging is noninvasive, has a high
imaging speed, and can be used for internal hollow organ scanning with concomitant use of
an endoscope. Various functional OCT with different purposes have been developed including
optical coherence angiography [35,36], polarization-sensitive OCT for the measurement of tissue
birefringence [37,38], and optical coherence elastography [39,40]. In previous studies, we have
demonstrated that the photothermolysis of human skin induced by an ablative laser can be monitored
with OCT [41]. Furthermore, preliminary OCT results have proven the feasibility of laser-assisted
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therapy [42]. In this study, we investigate the time-dependent variation of OCT intensity during the
diffusion process of drug particles. Additionally, we also estimate the time-dependent speckle variance
(SV) [43–46] of OCT intensity, observe in vivo laser-assisted drug delivery, and evaluate the diffusion
ability of different drug preparations (liquid and cream drugs) in nails treated with fractional CO2
laser. Finally, we evaluate the relative diffusion velocities of cream and liquid drugs in the nail by
estimating the center-of-mass locations of time-dependent SV.
2. Experiment Method and Setup
The experiments in this study were approved by the Chang Gung Medical Foundation
Institutional Review Board (No. 101-2921A3) and were conducted in the outpatient clinic of the
Department of Dermatology of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan. The volunteers
were subjected to irradiance by a fractional CO2 laser (UltraPulse Encore Active FXTM; Lumenis,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) under various exposure energies of 20, 30, 40, and 50 mJ. The average power
and the pulse width of the used CO2 laser are 330 W and 0.15 ms, respectively. Single laser pulse
induced each MAZ on the nail plate. The maximum output energy was up to 50 mJ. The fingernails of
the volunteers were exposed to laser energies of 20, 30, 40, and 50 mJ. Fingernails were scanned by the
OCT system after laser exposure to discern induced photothermolysis. Liquid or cream topical drugs
(Sulconazole Nitrate) were then applied to the exposed region of the fingernail, and we scanned the nail
continuously with OCT. The liquid drug we used was an Exelderm solution consisting of Sulconazole
nitrate with a concentration of 1%, and the cream drug we used was Exelderm cream composed of
Sulconazole nitrate with a concentration of 1%. The Exelderm solution is a solution of propylene
glycol, poloxamer 407, polysorbate 20, butylated hydroxyanisole, and purified water, with sodium
hydroxide. Exelderm cream is in an emollient cream base, which consists of propylene glycol, stearyl
alcohol, isopropyl myristate, cetyl alcohol, polysorbate 60, sorbitan monostearate, glyceryl stearate
and PEG-100 stearate, ascorbyl palmitate, and purified water with sodium hydroxide. Additionally,
previous reports have demonstrated that propylene glycol is a drug load enhancer and that sodium
hydroxide is an uptake rate enhancer [47]. Before OCT measurement, the finger was immersed into
the ultrasonic cleaner to remove the dust in microthermal ablation zones (MAZs) for 5 min and then
dried in air for 30 min.
In this study, a swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) system was set up for in vivo fingernail scanning.
The setup of the SS-OCT system is similar to that of a previous study [42]. A swept source (HSL-20,
Santec Corp., Aichi, Japan) at 1.3 μm was used as the light source of the OCT system with a scanning
spectrum of 110 nm. The longitudinal and transverse resolutions are approximately 7 and 5 μm,
respectively. The physical scanning range is 3 × 3 × 3 mm3. The maximum imaging depth of this
OCT system is approximately 3 mm. Because the light source can provide a scan rate of 100 kHz,
the corresponding frame rate of the OCT system was set to 100 frames/s. Unconscious motion by the
volunteer during the OCT measurement was reduced using a specially designed mount fabricated
by a 3D printer to fix the finger stably. Moreover, to investigate the feasibility of laser-assisted drug
diffusion, the drug was rubbed on the nails and scanned with OCT. We record sequential 2D OCT
images before and after the drug application.
3. Results and Discussion
Fractional laser ablation causes tissue vaporization, producing a microthermal ablation zone
(MAZ) array. However, the induced MAZ penetration depth is hard to predict because of differences
in the optical properties of biological tissues. To investigate the induced photothermolysis on the nail,
four fingernails of a 26-year-old volunteer were sequentially exposed to fractional CO2 laser with
exposure energies of 50, 40, 30, and 20 mJ. The four treated nails were then scanned in vivo by the
OCT system to acquire 3D microstructural images. Figure 1 shows the OCT results of four fingernails
after exposure to these laser energies. Figure 1a–h represent the top view of the 3D OCT images
and the representative cross-sectional images of four nails, respectively, which were obtained after
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laser exposures to energies of 50, 40, 30, and 20 mJ. Laser exposure induced MAZs as indicated by
white arrows in Figure 1. Figure 1a–d demonstrate the increased size and penetration depth of MAZs
corresponding to the increasing exposure energy. Based on the OCT results, the penetration depth and
the diameter of the induced MAZ corresponding to exposure energy can be estimated. The average
penetration depths of Figure 1a–d are 372, 321, 290, and 255 μm, respectively. Additionally, the average
diameters of Figure 1a–d are 203, 183, 171, and 137 μm, respectively. The results show that an exposure
energy of 50 mJ provides a deeper penetration depth while sparing the nail bed. Therefore, we chose
50 mJ as the optimal exposure energy to induce MAZ on the nails in the following experiments.
Figure 1. In vivo (a–d) top-view and (e–h) representative cross-sectional OCT images of four fingernails
after fractional laser exposures to (from left to right) energies of 50, 40, 30, and 20 mJ. The red-dash
lines in (a–d) indicate the corresponding locations of (e–h).
To understand the influence on the OCT intensity of the unexposed and exposed nail regions
after the drug application, a fingernail of one 22-year-old male volunteer was exposed to a fractional
CO2 laser with an exposure energy of 50 mJ. In this case, only one-half of the fingernail was exposed,
while the other half was spared. The finger was later fixed on the specially designed mount for motion
reduction and scanned with OCT. We compare the difference of drug delivery between untreated
nail and the laser-treated nail by treating both sides with liquid drug preparation and scanned with
OCT. The scanning range covered both regions of the nail, and the changes before and after drug
application were recorded. We analyze the intensity variation of OCT signal beneath the nail surface.
A segmentation algorithm proposed in our previous study was used to explore the OCT signal beneath
the nail surface [48,49]. Figure 2 shows the time-series 2D OCT images obtained at the same location of
the fingernail. Figure 2a is the OCT image obtained before liquid drug application, where the left part is
the untreated nail structure and the right part represents the laser-treated nail with MAZs. Figure 2b–l
were obtained at various times after the liquid drug application. In Figure 2b, the strongly scattered
spots, which are indicated by the white arrows, are a result of the aggregation of drug particles.
Figure 3 shows the averaged A-scan profiles of the unexposed and treated regions, as marked by
the yellow and white lines in Figure 2a. Here, the A-scan represents a one-dimensional scan along
the depth direction, representing the relationship between the backscattered intensity and the depth.
For both lines, 11 adjacent A-scans, corresponding to a transverse range of 50 μm, were chosen for
the acquisition of an averaged A-scan profile. Thus, Figure 3a represents the averaged A-scan profiles
of the yellow line in Figure 2 obtained at 0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 s after the drug application.
In contrast, Figure 3b plots the averaged A-scan profiles of the white line in Figure 2 obtained at 0, 2.0,
4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 s after the drug application. The yellowish region in Figure 3 represents the nail
layer, and the greenish region indicates the tissue beneath the nail bed. In Figure 3a, the time-series of
averaged A-scan profiles illustrate that there is no significant change in the backscattered intensity,
especially in the yellowish region. In comparison to the results of Figure 3a, after the drug application,
changes in the backscattered intensity of the yellowish region in Figure 3b was observed, marked by
the black arrows. Our results show that the changes in OCT backscattered intensity can be used to
identify the drug’s diffusion. However, because the vessels exist in the soft tissue of skin beneath the
nail bed (the greenish region), which also result in OCT intensity variation, it is hard to tell whether
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these changes are due to the diffusion of drug particles or the motion of red blood cells in the soft
tissue layer. Therefore, in this study, we focus on investigating the intensity variation of the nail plate.
 
Figure 2. Time-series 2D OCT images obtained at the same location of the fingernail after 50 mJ
fractional laser exposure. OCT images obtained (a) before the liquid drug application and at (b) 0 s;
(c) 0.2 s; (d) 0.4 s; (e) 0.6 s; (f) 0.8 s; (g) 1.0 s; (h) 2.0 s; (i) 4.0 s; (j) 6.0 s; (k) 8.0 s; and (l) 10.0 s after
the liquid drug application. The white arrows indicate that the stronger OCT backscattered signal
resulted from the aggregation of drug particles. The yellow arrow indicates the nail bed. The yellow
and white lines indicate the locations for estimation of the averaged A-scan profiles of the unexposed
and treated regions.
Figure 3. (a) Averaged A-scan profiles of the yellow line (the unexposed region) in Figure 2 and (b) the
averaged A-scan profiles of the white line (the exposed region) in Figure 2 obtained at time points of 0,
2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 s after the drug application. The black arrows indicate the variation in OCT
backscattered intensity after the drug application.
According to the results in Figure 3, the diffusion of drug particles results in the variation of OCT
backscattered intensity. Therefore, to quantitatively evaluate the intensity variation, the SV between
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the time-series OCT images was estimated. First, the OCT image obtained at the point of the drug
application was used as a reference, and the OCT images obtained at various time points after the drug
application were then individually compared with the reference image to acquire a corresponding SV
image. Therefore, an SV image at time t after the drug application can be estimated as
SVtn(x, z) =
{








where x, z are the pixel locations in the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively [43,44],
and t0 and tn represent the start of the drug application and the nth time point after the drug application,
respectively. In our previous study, although SV can be used to observe the diffusion of water
through fingernails after fractional laser exposure, it was found to be difficult to further investigate the
depth-resolved drug diffusion because of the shadowing effect resulting from particle diffusion [46].
Thus, to reduce the shadowing effect, Equation (1) can be revised as








where γ is an attenuation coefficient. To reject the contribution of speckle noise, we set the threshold
SV value to 0.05, using the time-series 2D images to estimate the SV values before the drug application.
Subsequently, liquid and cream drugs were tested to study the feasibility of drug diffusion through
MAZs. We repeat the same experiment protocol of Figure 2. First, the fingernails of one 24-year-old
male volunteer were exposed to a fractional CO2 laser with an exposure energy of 50 mJ. During OCT
scanning, the finger was fixed on the specially designed mount to reduce motion artifacts, and the same
location of fingernail was continuously scanned by the OCT system to obtain a time series of 2D OCT
images. The liquid drug preparation was then applied to the nail surface and the nail was continuously
scanned for 60 s. To compare the intensity variance before and after the drug application, a 2D OCT
image was obtained at the beginning of the drug application as the reference image, and time-series
OCT images were recorded after the drug application to estimate the SV images. Finally, the OCT
image and corresponding SV image at each time point were merged into an SV-OCT image.
Figure 4a shows a 2D OCT image of the nail after fractional laser exposure with an exposure
energy of 50 mJ, and Figure 4b–l represent time-series SV-OCT images obtained after the liquid drug
application. To indicate the corresponding location of the SV signal in the nail, the OCT structural
image and SV image were merged. The OCT structural intensity is shown in the gray scale, and the SV
signal is shown in the red scale. Here, the occurrence of the SV signal indicates the location of intensity
variance due to the moving particles, but the SV value is not proportional to the particle concentration.
Strong backscattered spots, which are indicated by the white arrows in Figure 4b, moved with time,
as shown in Figure 4b–l. These strong backscattered spots are a result of the aggregation of drug
particles. The thickness of the liquid drug on the nail surface gives a redundant optical path difference,
which will probably cause SV estimation errors. Therefore, a segmentation algorithm proposed in
our previous study was performed before SV estimation [46]. Based on this segmentation algorithm,
the nail surface can be detected, allowing the nail surfaces of the time-series OCT images to be realigned
with the nail surface of the reference image. Since the blood flow in the soft tissue beneath the nail layer
also causes time-dependent variations in OCT backscattered intensity, it is difficult to differentiate
the SV contributions of the drug diffusion and the vessels in the soft tissue layer. Therefore, only
SV signals in the nail structure are presented in this study; nevertheless, observations of the drug
diffusion in the nail layer enable us to identify whether the drug particles have reached the nail bed.
In Figure 4c, the SV signal began to occur around the boundaries of the induced MAZs, and the area
of SV distribution then increased with time. After 10 s, the SV signal could be observed in the whole
nail region.
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Figure 4. (a) 2D OCT image of the nail after 50 mJ laser exposure. Time-series SV-OCT images of the
treated nail obtained after the liquid drug application at (b) 0 s; (c) 0.2 s; (d) 0.4 s; (e) 0.6 s; (f) 0.8 s;
(g) 1.0 s; (h) 2.0 s; (i) 4.0 s; (j) 6.0 s; (k) 8.0 s; and (l) 10.0 s. The white arrows indicate the stronger
backscattered signal, resulting from the drug particles. The scalar bar in (l) represents a length of
500 μm in length.
To investigate the diffusion of the cream drug in the fingernail, the same finger in the experiment
of Figure 4 was utilized again and the same experimental procedure was repeated on the next day of
the liquid drug experiment. To avoid the accumulation of drug particles in the nail, the nails were
immersed into the ultrasound cleaner to remove the unwanted depositions in the MAZs before each
experiment. Additionally, in our method, we used the B-scan obtained in the beginning of the drug
application as the reference image to estimate the SV. Therefore, the effect induced by the residual
drug can be greatly reduced. The cream drug preparation was then rubbed onto the nail surface
and simultaneously scanned by the OCT system for 60 s. Figure 5a shows a 2D OCT image of the
treated nail obtained before the cream drug application, where the induced MAZ forms an inverted
pyramid shape. Figure 5b–l are the time-series SV-OCT images obtained at various time points after
the cream drug application. White color represents the tissue structure, and the red color indicates
the existence of an SV signal. After the drug application, the cream drug preparation occupied the
MAZs, causing a stronger backscattered intensity in the MAZ region. From Figure 5b–d, we can see
that the SV signal only existed on the nail surface, and gradually occurred in the nail structure as
time increased. After 10 s, SV was observed in the entire nail structure. This SV is a result of the
time-dependent variation of OCT intensity due to the diffusion of drug particles. Again, only SV
signals in the nail layer are presented. Additionally, a comparison of Figures 4 and 5 suggests that
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the SV signals found in the MAZ of Figure 5 were absent in the MAZ of Figure 4. This is because
the MAZs in Figure 5 were occupied by the cream drug particles. After applying the segmentation
algorithm, an intact nail surface was found in Figure 5, and the MAZs in Figure 5 were included in the
SV estimation. However, in the OCT images obtained from the experiment with the liquid drug after
processing the segmentation algorithm, the MAZs were not included in the SV estimation.
Figure 5. (a) 2D OCT image of the nail after fractional laser exposure with an exposure energy of 50 mJ.
Time-series SV-OCT images of the nail obtained at (b) 0 s; (c) 0.2 s; (d) 0.4 s; (e) 0.6 s; (f) 0.8 s; (g) 1.0 s;
(h) 2.0 s; (i) 4.0 s; (j) 6.0 s; (k) 8.0 s; and (l) 10.0 s after the cream drug application. The white arrows
indicate that the MAZs were filled with the cream drug. The scalar bar in (l) represents a length of
500 μm in length.
For the study of drug particles diffusion behavior in nail layers, three regions (Regions I, II, and III
in Figures 4 and 5) were selected for analysis. Three orange squares located at the tip regions of the
MAZs in Figures 4 and 5 (Region I) were averaged, as were the three red squares located at the upper
nail regions in Region II and the three white squares located in the middle of the two MAZs (Region III).
For each region, the summation of the SV values of three colored square was averaged to acquire
an averaged summation result at various time points. Figure 6a,b show the averaged summations
of SV values of Regions I, II, and III in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. From Figure 6a, we see that
the averaged summation of the SV values in Region I increased after the drug application, reaching
a saturation level after approximately 15 s. The results for Regions II and III in Figure 6a indicate that
the averaged SV summation started to increase after 1 s. In comparison, Figure 6b shows the same
trend for region I, but the summations only start to increase after 2 s in Regions II and III. Figure 6
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show that MAZs effectively improve the drug diffusion through the nail layer. Three regions in each
depth range (indicated by red, orange and white squares in Figures 4a and 5a) are selected to estimate
the average summation of SV values. The standard deviation of the three regions at the same depth
range is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. (a) Averaged summation of SV values of Regions I, II, and III indicated by the squares in
Figure 4 as a function of time; (b) Averaged summation of SV values of Regions I, II, and III indicated
by the squares in Figure 5 as a function of time.
4. Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrated that using a fractional ablative laser produces MAZ arrays on
fingernails that facilitate drug delivery. However, the induced depth of photothermolysis is difficult to
predict. Therefore, we used OCT for in vivo evaluation of photothermolysis on nail induced by the
fractional CO2 laser. In addition, we propose a method here for in vivo observations of drug diffusion
through the induced MAZs based on the evaluation of the time-dependent OCT intensity. In this
study, the exposure energy for producing microthermal ablation zones in nails was set to be 50 mJ,
which is the maximum output energy of the CO2 laser. From OCT scanning results, 50 mJ laser energy
can induce an averaged penetration depth of more than 370 μm in nails, making drug particles easily
penetrate the nail barrier and reach the skin tissue beneath the nail. These results suggest that OCT
could serve as a potential tool for in vivo observations of drug diffusion.
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Abstract: Over the years, analysis and induction of personality traits has been a topic for individual
subjective conjecture or speculation, rather than a focus of inductive scientific analysis. This study
proposes a novel framework for analysis and induction of personality traits. First, 14 personality
constructs based on the “Big Five” personality factors were developed. Next, a new fingerprint
image algorithm was used for classification, and the fingerprints were classified into eight types.
The relationship between personality traits and fingerprint type was derived from the results of the
questionnaire survey. After comparison of pre-test and post-test results, this study determined
the induction ability of personality traits from fingerprint type. Experimental results showed
that the left/right thumbprint type of a majority of subjects was left loop/right loop and that the
personalities of individuals with this fingerprint type were moderate with no significant differences
in the 14 personality constructs.
Keywords: personality traits; fingerprint classification; fingerprint types
1. Introduction
Understanding the personality traits of one’s self and others contributes to harmonious
interpersonal relationships. However, getting to know one’s self and others in a short period of time is
not an easy task, and inducing the personality traits of others is an even more difficult undertaking.
In the Western world, studies on personality traits have a long and broad history [1]. Many related
studies have since followed, but the number of proposed personality characteristics has remained high.
It was for this reason that Cattell [2] converted these characteristics into 16 types of personality factor
questionnaires. Later, Fiske [3] performed a follow-up verification of Cattell’s research and derived the
“Big Five” personality dimensions. In 1963, Norman [4] verified Cattell’s procedures and announced
that the five major factors constituted a reasonable method of personality classification.
Research on personality traits is core to many major disciplines, such as medicine,
psychology and corporate management, whether for theoretical investigation or practical
application [5]. Personality traits stem from a consistent behavioral model and internal processes within
each individual, allowing the individual to identify with a consistent behavioral model in different
situations. The internal processes of personality traits include emotions, motivation and cognition.
Although these processes occur at a deep level, they influence human behavior and feelings [6].
Additionally, other studies have attempted to classify individuals into different personality types [7].
For hundreds of years, the Chinese people have used physiognomy, palmistry (the ridges on the skin of
the palm), bone reading and other methods related to physiological features to divulge an individual’s
Sensors 2017, 17, 2418; doi:10.3390/s17102418 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors213
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personality traits and fortune. To date, however, there are no studies that support a relationship
between personality traits and fingerprints, which are an individually unique physiological feature.
Two features of fingerprints that are particularly important: (1) fingerprints do not change
with time; and (2) every individual’s fingerprints are unique [8]. Due to the above-described two
characteristics, fingerprints have long been used for identification purposes [9,10]. Medina-Pérez
proposed a new feature representation containing clockwise-arranged minutiae without a central
minutia, a new similarity measure that shifted the triplets to find the best minutiae correspondence,
and a global matching procedure that selected the alignment by maximizing the amount of global
matching minutiae [11]. In comparison with six verification algorithms, the proposed method achieved
the highest accuracy in the lowest matching time. Ballan and Gurgen [12] presented a method
for fingerprint recognition based on principal component analysis and point patterns (minutiae)
obtained from the directional histograms of a fingerprint. This study gave the same performance
as that of the uncompressed data, but reduced computation. Yang et al. used fusion to enhance
the biometric performance in template-protected biometric systems [13]. They investigated several
scenarios (multi-sample, multi-instance, multi-sensor, multi-algorithm and their combinations) on
the binary decision level and evaluated the performance and fusion efficiency on a multi-sensor
fingerprint database with 71,994 samples. Fingerprint image quality improvement was proposed
in [14]. The algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage is decomposing the input fingerprint
image into four sub-bands by applying the two -dimensional discrete wavelet transform. At the second
stage, the compensated image is produced by adaptively obtaining the compensation coefficient for
each sub-band based on the referenced Gaussian template. The method concluded an improved clarity,
quality and continuity of ridge structures, and therefore, the accuracy is also increased. Background
and the blurred region of fingerprint images are also removed. Bartunek et al. [15] presented several
improvements to an adaptive fingerprint enhancement method that is based on contextual filtering.
Based on the global analysis and the matched filtering blocks, different forms of order statistical filters
were applied. These processing blocks yield an improved and adaptive fingerprint image processing
method. Yang et al. [16] proposed a novel and effective two-stage enhancement scheme in both the
spatial domain and the frequency domain by learning from the underlying images. They first enhanced
the fingerprint image in the spatial domain with a spatial ridge-compensation filter by learning from
the images. With the help of the first step, the second stage filter, i.e., a frequency band-pass filter
that was separable in the radial and angular frequency domains was employed. The experimental
result showed that their algorithm is able to handle various input image contexts and achieves better
results compared with some state-of-the-art algorithms over public databases and is able to improve
the performances of fingerprint-authentication systems.
Fingerprints are closely related to genetics [17]; however, in the fields of biostatics and psychology,
there are currently no studies indicating any relationship between fingerprints and personality
traits. Therefore, using fingerprints to induce personality traits is an undeveloped area in scientific
research. If the corresponding relationship between fingerprints and personality traits could be
determined, this would be an important contribution to science. Since personality traits have
a certain degree of stability, continuity and uniqueness and the left/right hand fingerprints of
each person are unique, the relationship between these two features is a worthwhile topic for
in-depth research. The Big Five personalities have generated substantial interest among personality
researchers [3]. The Big Five is a model based on common language descriptors of personality.
When factor analysis (a statistical technique) is applied to personality survey data, some words
used to describe aspects of personality are often applied to the same person. These five factors are
openness to experience (inventive/curious), conscientiousness (efficient/organized), extraversion
(outgoing/energetic), agreeableness (friendly/compassionate) and neuroticism (sensitive/nervous).
The purpose in this study is to evaluate the generalizability of Big Five personality factor
inventories as inducers of a common set of criteria, criteria representing classes of left and right
thumb fingerprints. By assessing people using multiple criterion variables to measure the Big Five
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personality constructs, the same measure results normally will have the same personality constructs.
If the Big Five inventories are all designed to measure equivalent dimensions of personality, then they
should show a nontrivial amount of agreement in the variables they are able to induce. Constructing
valid measures of personality variables should induce fingerprint classes, assuming those classes have
personality determinants. This is especially true of Big Five inventories because those factors are
presumed to account for most of the personality-based variation in fingerprints.
This study used classification technology to derive eight fingerprint types and combined these
with questionnaire survey results to construct a new “System for Induction of Personality Traits
from Fingerprints”. Following the research of Costa and McCare [18], this study also summarized
14 personality constructs with Eigen values greater than one from the “Big Five” personality factors.
We performed a principal components analysis of the data and found 14 components with Eigen
values larger than one. Then, we created 14 scales each comprised of one of the 14 groups of items
indicating the 14 components with Eigen values larger than one. The prototype of this system was
modified and completed based on the fingerprints and questionnaire feedback of 362 test subjects.
This study recruited a separate group of 351 subjects for the live testing of the system. The experimental
results showed that the thumbprint types of the left and right hands were correlated with personality
traits. Subjects in the left loop/right loop fingerprint category accounted for the largest group (41.8%).
The second largest group was the S-type/S-type (twin loop/twin loop) type (13.5%), followed by the
eddy/eddy type (12.1%). The personality traits of the latter two groups showed significant differences
in some constructs.
Whilst better known in medication, double blind experiments are adopted in this paper.
Surveys with questionnaires are used to keep credibility so the chance of observer’s bias can be
minimized. The framework of the following sections in this paper is as follows: Section 2: research
framework and flow figure, expansion of the “Big Five” personality factors into 14 constructs,
design of the personality traits questionnaire and the “System for Induction of Personality Traits
from Fingerprints”; Section 3: statistical analysis and post-test verification of the survey results on the
relationship between personality traits and finger classification; Section 4: conclusions.
2. Research Methods
2.1. Research Framework
The “Big Five” personality factors are advanced global factors that describe human personality,
and the 16 personality factors are basic primary factors. This study summarized the questionnaire
results after analysis of both global and primary factors. From these data, 14 personality constructs
appropriate for describing the personalities of the test subjects were designed. A questionnaire was
designed based on the 14 personality constructs. Along with the implementation of the questionnaire
survey, an optical fingerprint machine of SecuGen Hamster Plus [19] was used to capture the left/right
thumbprints of the test subjects. The fingerprint sensor features smart capture technology and
switches on the scanner whenever it detects a finger. Thumb samples of both hands are collected,
where 282 participants are mostly university students, and their ages are within the interval from
18 to 50 years old. The biometric data were collected in different periods within 3 months. A new
fingerprint classification algorithm was used for fingerprint categorization. After relationship analysis
of fingerprint types and the 14 personality constructs, this study compiled a table of associations
between the eight fingerprint types and the 14 personality constructs. To verify the accuracy of the
association table, this study performed post-testing with different subjects. After the questionnaire
survey and fingerprinting had been re-conducted, this study modified the content of the association
table. The conclusions of this study were formed after discussion of the pretest and posttest results.
Figure 1 illustrates the framework and flow of this research.
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Figure 1. Research framework and flowchart.
2.2. The 14 Constructs of Personality
The “Big Five” personality factors, which have been analyzed and verified by Norman [4],
Goldberg [20] and McCrae and Costa [21], are as follows: neuroticism, extraversion, openness,
agreeableness and conscientiousness. This study referred to the Big Five personality factors and
the 16 personality factors, summarized the questionnaire results according to the personality scores
of test subjects and designed a personality trait questionnaire composed of the 14 personality
constructs. Neuroticism is the tendency of an individual to experience anxiety or nervousness.
This study sub-divided neuroticism into sentimentalism, impulsiveness and strong self-esteem.
Extraversion refers to the characteristics and strength of an individual in interpersonal interaction.
This study sub-divided extraversion into activeness and passivity. Openness refers to the degree of
risk that an individual can accept with regard to new things. This study sub-divided openness into
enthusiastic attitude and good money concept. Agreeableness refers to the cognition, affection and
attitude displayed by an individual toward various situations or matters. This study sub-divided
agreeableness into socially harmonious methods of operation, concern for others’ well-being and
impatience. Conscientiousness refers to the determination and self-discipline of an individual.
This study sub-divided conscientiousness into strong sense of responsibility, slow method of operation,
focused attention and strong leadership ability. Table 1 describes the 14 personality constructs in detail.
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Table 1. Fourteen constructs of personality.
14 Constructs of Personality Description of Constructs
Sentimentalism Emotionally sensitive and easily becomes sentimental; emotionally vulnerable to externalstimuli and reveals true feelings.
Impulsiveness
The link that precedes the conversion of one’s feelings, perception and thoughts into
actions: the desire before the action. The word ‘rash’ is commonly used to describe such
actions that were not previously thought out.
Strong self-esteem Maintains self-respect and dignity; does not allow discrimination, stigmatization or attackfrom others.
Liveliness
Refers to the qi (energy flow or vitalism) exhibited by an individual; lively people drive the
surrounding atmosphere, influence people around them and attract more attention in
a group.
Passivity Always keeps personal opinions and decisions to one’s self; does not take the initiative todirectly express one’s self, but is always waiting for the other person to ask.
Positive attitude
Enthusiasm is a type of outward manifestation of desire; whether the job is actually well
done is considered secondary. It is a type of zeal, an attitude of full immersion
without distraction.
Good money concept Ensures that expenditure matches income and avoids debt; considers one’s status andposition when spending money to select products that are appropriate for one’s self.
Socially harmonious method of operation Behaves appropriately, does not openly offend others, is concerned that matters reacha socially harmonious and satisfactory conclusion.
Concern for others’ well-being Puts one’s self in others’ shoes and considers others in any situation; an attitude of “notdoing unto others what you would not want done unto yourself”.
Impatience Unsettled and irritable behavior when facing situations that require waiting or delay.
Strong sense of responsibility Fulfills one’s obligations regarding any matter; is always aware of possible consequencesno matter how great or small the matter and is able to assume one’s proper responsibility.
Slow method of operation Is slow and calm in any situation; gives others the impression of a slow andunconcerned attitude.
Focused attention Is not easily influenced by the external environment when working or engaging invarious matters.
Strong leadership ability Plays the role of a leader in groups; is good at organizing/assigning tasks andcoordinating interpersonal relationships; provides a team with sufficient centripetal force.
2.3. Fingerprint Classification
The actual number of different types of human fingerprints is currently unknown; however,
a majority of studies use the five main categories proposed by Henry [22]: Right loop, left loop,
tented arch, arch and whorl. This study used an optical fingerprinting machine to capture original
images of fingerprints. These original images are often accompanied by deformation caused by
problems such as dry, wet, damaged or scarred fingerprints and uneven application of force by
the fingerprinting machine when capturing the image. Therefore, enhancement of the images is
essential [23]. Fingerprint classification is a coarse level method of partitioning a fingerprint database
into smaller subsets, which reduces the search space of a large database. To determine the class of the
query fingerprint, only search templates with the same class as the query were used. Inputs are the
fingerprint impressions from right and left thumb fingers of an individual. If the size of the database
is n and c is the number of classes, the search space without classification is n2. With fingerprint
classification, the search space with classification is n/c. We made an extensive study of the occurrence
of fingerprints and indexed them into eight major classes as shown in Figure 2.
After using histogram specification and ridge/valley energy analysis, this study performed
energy image projection analysis in eight different directions at an angle of 45◦ to capture fingerprint
regions of interest (ROI). Through the above-described methods, this study classified fingerprint into
four categories. They are whorl (plain whorl), S-type (double-loop whorl), eddy (accidental whorl)
and balloon (central pocket loop whorl). To accurately trace flow lines to determine fingerprint type,
this study used the Poincare index-based modified hierarchical singularity detection algorithm after
orientation field estimation to detect the location of singularity. The three-stage pyramid singularity
detection algorithm designed by this study can accurately locate the point of singularity through
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progressively narrowing the detection range. Lastly, after initial type selection had been performed
based on the number and type (delta, core point) of the singular points, fingerprint classification
was conducted by tracing the flow of the orientation field surrounding the point of singularity and
establishing related rules of judgement. This study is interested in finding the exact location of the core
point defined by the Henry system and therefore traces the skeletonized ridge curves with 8-adjacency
to explore wavelet extrema at one-pixel increments by starting at 10 pixels apart from two sides.
The highest extrema in the ridge curve corresponds to the candidate of the core point. We devise two
8-adjacency grids to locate the wavelet extrema. Beginning from two opposite ends and moving toward
the center of the sub-region, the black-color pixel of each grid is designated as the central point to trace.
Based on this central point, the moving guideline is as follows: if the gray-level of the adjacent pixel is
0, then move toward that pixel, where the number shown in the grid indicates the moving sequence.
This method makes it possible to follow the real track of the ridge curve. Whenever a singularity is
detected, its location is noted. It is common to have multiple findings of the core point candidate
with small vertical displacements, and the area underneath the lowest ridge curve is circumscribed
for locating the core point. In the Henry system, the exact core point location can be performed as
follows: (a) locate the topmost extrema in the innermost ridge curve, if there is no rod; (b) otherwise,
locate the top of the rods. The final eight categories derived are as follows (see Figure 2): right loop,
left loop, arch, tented arch, whorl (plain whorl), S-type (double-loop whorl), eddy (accidental whorl)
and balloon (central pocket loop whorl).
 
Figure 2. The eight fingerprint types.
2.4. Questionnaire Design and Survey
This study designed a questionnaire with 74 closed questions since there is no measure of
personality and fingerprint available. Since the 74 closed questions are many, this study does not
provide all question items in this study. The 74 questions followed the 14 different personality
constructs [18]. Each construct had at least 3 questions prepared by this study to confirm the
results of respondents. However, this study also designed the reliability analysis and validation
analysis for verifying the questionnaire design and post-test verification for final result checking.
Based on reliability analysis and validation analysis, we confirmed that our questionnaire has the right
dimensionality and composition. After factor analysis, the recovered questionnaire data were used
to develop 14 personality constructs. The information collected from the questionnaire, along with
the left/right thumbprints taken from the test subjects, was used in conjunction with the personality
constructs to derive the relationship between fingerprint type and personality traits. A 5-point Likert
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scale was used for the personality trait questionnaire; 1–5 points were respectively assigned to the
options of strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree, nor disagree, agree and strongly agree.
Sampling in this study was conducted via the following steps:
1. Research targets: The use of fingerprints involves personal privacy issues, and the agreement
of the respondent with regard to using his/her fingerprints for research is difficult to obtain.
Thus, for the sake of convenience in collecting information, this study used non-probability
proportional sampling methods and selected the National Kaohsiung University of Applied
Sciences at Taiwan as the site for questionnaire distribution. The main respondent targets were
students in the Department of Industrial Management, Continuing Education Division.
2. Questionnaire response process: The process of filling out the questionnaires proceeded according
to classes (as units) and was arranged according to students’ class hours. After the left/right
thumbprints of the respondents had been collected into the fingerprint classification system,
the questionnaires were filled out.
3. Results: This study distributed 362 questionnaires. After the questionnaires had been collected
and any invalid questionnaires removed, the number of valid questionnaires was 282, resulting
in a valid recovery rate of 75.4%. After the average value of the questions in each construct had
been processed, these data were used for the final score of each respondent.
2.5. Statistical Analysis and Testing
Reliability analysis: This study used Cronbach’s α [24] to measure the reliability of the
questionnaire. According to the research of DeVellis [25], a reliability coefficient value of 0.7 and
up is acceptable. The overall Cronbach’s α value for the 74 items in this questionnaire was 0.799,
indicating that this questionnaire had high reliability. The Cronbach’s α value for the 14 constructs
also exceeded 0.7, indicating the reliability of the data. The Cronbach’s α value of individual
constructs of sentimentalism, impulsiveness, strong self-esteem, liveliness, passivity, positive attitude,
good money concept, socially harmonious method of operation, concern for others’ well-being,
impatience, strong sense of responsibility, slow method of operation, focused attention and strong
leadership ability are 0.797, 0.786, 0.793, 0.771, 0.829, 0.770, 0.792, 0.783, 0.764, 0.795, 0.776, 0.808, 0.804
and 0.771, respectively.
Validity analysis: Validity is the degree to which the questionnaire accurately measures what
it is intended to measure; in other words, the degree to which it reaches the goals of measurement.
This study used factor analysis to obtain the total variance explained by the questionnaire, and this
value was used to measure validity. However, Sharma [26] advised against relying solely on the results
of Bartlett’s test of sphericity to determine whether data are suitable for factor analysis, because the
validity of Bartlett’s test of sphericity is easily influenced by sample size. Therefore, this study mainly
used the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure and Bartlett’s test of sphericity to determine whether
the data were suitable for factor analysis. The KMO coefficient was used to measure whether each
variable had sampling adequacy. A KMO coefficient of 0.9 and up was considered upper level, 0.8–0.89
was considered moderate level and lower than 0.5 was an unacceptable level. The KMO and Barlett
test results show that KMO = 0.536, indicating that the data in this study were in an acceptable range
with regard to sampling adequacy. Bartlett’s test of sphericity also reached a level of significance
(p < 0.001), indicating that the data were suitable for factor analysis. The number of factors in factor
analysis could have been determined by the relationship of the 74 questionnaire items. This study used
principal component analysis for repeated estimation until the estimation of commonalities converged.
Varimax was then used for rotation. The analysis results showed that the Eigen value of 14 questions
exceeded 1, and the total explainable variance was 74.75%, surpassing the minimum requirement of
50%. Therefore, this study used these 14 factors as personality constructs.
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3. Experimental Results
This study recovered 282 valid questionnaires. Initial results indicated that in left/right hand
fingerprint types, the right hand fingerprints did not show arch type; arch type was also not found in
some of the left hand fingerprints. Among the fingerprint types, the left loop/right loop type accounted
for the largest group of test subjects (118 subjects), followed by the S-type/S-type (38 subjects),
eddy/eddy type (34 subjects) and whorl/whorl type (28 subjects). The summary of type numbers is
shown in Table 2 and Figure 3. In the questionnaire, 1–5 points each were assigned to the Likert scale
options (strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree, nor disagree, agree, strongly agree). This study
calculated the mean and standard deviation of each of the 14 personality constructs. Based on the
responses on Likert items, this study derived the interrelationship between fingerprint type and
personality construct; for details, please see Table 3.
Table 2. Fingerprint type number summary.
Fingerprint Type Left Loop Right Loop Tent Arch Whorl Eddy Loop S-type Balloon
Left Loop 2 118 2 0 6 2 6 0
Right Loop 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Tent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Arch 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
Whorl 0 2 0 0 28 2 0 0
Eddy loop 0 4 0 0 10 34 0 0
S-type 0 2 0 0 0 14 38 2
Balloon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Figure 3. Fingerprint type statistics. BA: Balloon/Arch; BS: Balloon/S-type; EL: Eddy Loop/Left
Loop; EW: Eddy Loop/Whorl; BB: Balloon/Balloon; SL: S-type/Left Loop; WE: Whorl/Eddy Loop;
ES: Eddy Loop/S-type; SS: S-type/S-type; RL: Right Loop/Left Loop; EE: Eddy Loop/Eddy Loop; WW:
Whorl/Whorl; WL: Whorl/Left Loop; RE: Right Loop/Eddy Loop; RS: Right Loop/S-type; LL: Left Loop/
Left Loop; TL: Tent/Left Loop; WR: Whorl/Right Loop; RW: Right Loop/Whorl; WA: Whorl/Arch.
Table 3 shows that S-type/right Loop had the highest overall average in the 14 constructs,
indicating that subjects with this fingerprint type demonstrated significant inclination in personality
traits. The overall average of arch/whorl was the second highest in the 14 constructs, particularly with
regard to the traits of “socially harmonious method of operation”, “concern for others’ well-being”,
“enthusiastic attitude” and “strong sense of responsibility”; the overall average in terms of these four
constructs even exceeded that of S-type/right loop. This indicated that individuals with this fingerprint
type have outstanding leadership qualities. Additionally, to summarize the distribution trend of
fingerprint type and personality constructs, a sample distributed clustering image of fingerprint type
and personality traits is shown in Figure 4, using four of the fingerprint types that accounted for
a higher number of subjects and two personality traits. This is a sample distributed chart of personality
traits based on fingerprint type, using four of the fingerprint types that accounted for a number of
subjects and two personality traits (1–5 points each were assigned to the Likert scale options).
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Figure 4. A sample distributed chart of personality traits.
4. Discussions
This study used the statistical concept of interval estimation to determine the personality traits
corresponding to different fingerprint types. Using the construct of “socially harmonious method of
operation” as an example: this study first calculated the average (X = 3.721) and standard deviation
(S = 0.6307) of this construct in the 282 questionnaires collected and then calculated the 95% confidence
interval for the mean: 3.6169 ≤ μ ≤ 3.8215. The researchers then determined whether the average of
the personality traits corresponding to each fingerprint type fell within the interval. The results of the
interval estimation are shown in Table 3.
4.1. Post-Test Verification I
The purpose of verifying the questionnaire was to test the accuracy level of the system. Verification
of the questionnaire consisted of three parts: The first part was a simple personality trait questionnaire
consisting of 15 questions; the second part was fingerprinting; and the third part was the test subjects’
rating of the accuracy level of the system. The assessment options were extremely inaccurate to
extremely accurate (1–10 points). The process of questionnaire verification was as follows: After test
subjects had filled in the personality trait questionnaire, their left/right thumbprints were taken.
Fingerprint classification was used to determine personality constructs. Test subjects then rated the
accuracy level of the system according to their personality construct placement. This study distributed
56 verification questionnaires in total and recovered 45 valid questionnaires, making a recovery rate
of 80.34%. Initial results showed that only 12 fingerprint types had been obtained, among which left
loop/right loop accounted for the highest proportion. The number summary of fingerprint type is
shown in Table 4. Table 4 shows that the left loop/right loop accounted for the highest proportion
(14 subjects), followed by eddy/eddy (nine subjects), S-type/S-type (six subjects) and whorl/whorl
(five subjects). This study used the concept of interval estimation on the fingerprint type data collected,
to determine the relationship between fingerprint type and personality constructs, as shown in Table 5.
Table 4. Fingerprint types number summary and proportions.
Fingerprint Type Amount Fingerprint Type Amount Fingerprint Type Amount
Left Loop/Right Loop 14 Left Loop/Whorl 2 S-type/Eddy 1
Whorl/Right Loop 1 Whorl/Whorl 5 Left Loop/S-type 1
Eddy/Right Loop 2 Eddy/Whorl 2 S-type/S-type 6
Left Loop/Tent 1 Eddy/Eddy 9 Balloon/Balloon 1
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Table 5 shows that some of the verification questionnaire results regarding personality traits
that correspond to fingerprint types differ from the pre-test questionnaire results (Table 3). There are
some discrepancies between pre-test and post-test. We amended the legend as the discrepancy
between pre-test and post-test shown in the highlighted cell. Possible reasons for these differences are
summarized below:
1. Insufficient sample number (subjects): Obtaining test subjects for the post-test verification was
difficult, resulting in a small sample number. This may have caused some errors in the process
of using interval estimation to determine corresponding personality traits, producing some
differences in the results.
2. Insufficient number of samples for different fingerprint types: This study noticed that the number
of samples for certain fingerprint types, such as whorl/right loop and left loop/S-type, was very
few. The pre-test results and the verification results show that the number of samples obtained for
some fingerprint types was very few; this insufficient sample number may have produced error
in the process of summarizing results. By contrast, the amount of samples collected in the pre-test
and verification processes for certain fingerprint types such as left loop/right loop, whorl/whorl
and eddy/eddy, is significantly higher than others. In the verification process, the results of
personality traits corresponding to these four fingerprint types were significantly more consistent
as compared to other fingerprint types.
This study used the mean confidence interval to determine whether the differences between
the pre-test results and those of post-test verification were significant. In view of the individual
uniqueness of fingerprints, this study assumed that fingerprint types were mutually independent.
Below is a simple explanation using the fingerprint type left loop/right loop and the construct “socially
harmonious way of operation”:
Pre-test questionnaire: n1 = 59, X1 = 3.65, S1 = 0.665; verification questionnaire: n2 = 14, X2 = 3.44,
S2 = 0.8644; these data were used for a mean difference test (α = 0.05). The resulting mean difference
confidence interval was [−0.2736, 0.6936], and the 95% confidence interval included zero; therefore,
we can assume that there is no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test results for the
fingerprint type left loop/right loop and the construct “socially harmonious method of operation”.
4.2. Post-Test Verification II
This study randomly sampled interested participants as subjects for this test. Following the test,
participants filled out an accuracy questionnaire on their degree of satisfaction with using fingerprint
types to analyze personality traits. There were 306 participants in this test. With the inclusion of the
45 valid questionnaires recovered from Post-Test Verification I, this totals to 351 results for the accuracy
survey. The average was 7.1268, and the mode was eight. This means that subjects rated the accuracy
of the system developed by this study at more than 70%. The results of the accuracy survey are shown
in Table 6. This study used the above data for hypothesis testing. Because researchers wished to
determine whether the outcome significantly exceeded the median (5), the null hypothesis was H0:
μ  6, and the alternative hypothesis was H1: μ > 6. The test result was 9.7. At the α = 0.001 level of
significance, the mean was shown to significantly exceed six. Therefore, we can infer that the results
obtained from this system were very accurate.
Table 6. Results of the accuracy survey.
Mean 7.126801153 Minimum 1
Standard error 0.116532499 Maximum 10
Standard deviation 2.170759935 Total 2473
Variance 4.712198697 Number of results 351
Mode 8 Median 8
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5. Conclusions
Analysis and accurate induction of personality traits is extremely valuable in both daily life
and academic research. This study designed 14 personality constructs and implemented the
questionnaire survey and fingerprinting through innovative fingerprint classification technology.
Through comparison of pre-test and post-test results, this study realized the induction ability of
personality traits from fingerprint type. Detailed conclusions are as follows:
1. Validity and reliability analysis showed that personality traits and fingerprint type are statistically
correlated. Additionally, more than 70% of subjects were satisfied with the accuracy of the results
of personality trait induction.
2. The results of the relationship between personality trait and fingerprint type showed that subjects
with the left loop/right loop fingerprint type accounted for the largest proportion and were more
moderate in terms of personality traits. In other words, subjects with this fingerprint type did not
exhibit any especially prominent personality trait in the 14 constructs. The overall average of
S-type/left loop was the highest among the 14 personality constructs, indicating that subjects
with this fingerprint type had generally obvious personality traits. Arch/whorl had the second
highest overall average in the 14 personality constructs, particularly in the constructs of “socially
harmonious method of operation” (5.00), “strong sense of responsibility” (4.83), “enthusiastic
attitude” (4.50) and “concern for others’ well-being” (4.11). In these four constructs, the overall
average of arch/whorl exceeded that of S-type/right loop, indicating that subjects with this
fingerprint type had strong leadership qualities.
3. Among the 20 left/right fingerprint types derived from fingerprint classification, four fingerprint
types accounted for a majority of subjects. The type accounting for the highest proportion was left
loop/right loop (pre-test: 42%, Post-Test Verification I: 34%), followed by eddy/eddy (pre-test:
14.29%, Post-Test Verification I: 12%); S-type/S-type (pre-test 13.74%, Post-Test Verification I: 13%)
and whorl/whorl (pre-test: 10.44%, Post-Test Verification I: 10%).
4. In the process of investigating fingerprint type, this study found an additional three fingerprint
types apart from the five known types: S-type, eddy and balloon. This is a new discovery
in fingerprint classification. With regard to accuracy, the classification accuracy of the eight
fingerprint types reached 89.76%.
Research on personality traits, whether in terms of theoretical or practical application, is a key
topic in modern research domains. Accurate induction of personality traits is a field of human research
that not only urgently requires development, but also offers high practical value in such circumstances
as schools selecting suitable students or corporations recruiting suitable personnel. Fingerprints
are a unique human biological characteristic. This study is the first to propose a method of using
fingerprint type to induce personality traits, as well as to verify the effectiveness of this method.
Future research can build on the results of this study and expand research on fingerprint type to other
areas, such as the relationship between fingerprint type and learning ability or the industries to which
individuals with different fingerprint types are more suited. Moreover, more samples need to be
prepared to study in this field to verify the original results and discover new findings.
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Abstract: Accurate tracking and modeling of internal and external respiratory motion in the thoracic
and abdominal regions of a human body is a highly discussed topic in external beam radiotherapy
treatment. Errors in target/normal tissue delineation and dose calculation and the increment of the
healthy tissues being exposed to high radiation doses are some of the unsolicited problems caused
due to inaccurate tracking of the respiratory motion. Many related works have been introduced for
respiratory motion modeling, but a majority of them highly depend on radiography/fluoroscopy
imaging, wearable markers or surgical node implanting techniques. We, in this article, propose
a new respiratory motion tracking approach by exploiting the advantages of an RGB-D camera.
First, we create a patient-specific respiratory motion model using principal component analysis (PCA)
removing the spatial and temporal noise of the input depth data. Then, this model is utilized for
real-time external respiratory motion measurement with high accuracy. Additionally, we introduce a
marker-based depth frame registration technique to limit the measuring area into an anatomically
consistent region that helps to handle the patient movements during the treatment. We achieved
a 0.97 correlation comparing to a spirometer and 0.53 mm average error considering a laser line
scanning result as the ground truth. As future work, we will use this accurate measurement of
external respiratory motion to generate a correlated motion model that describes the movements of
internal tumors.
Keywords: respiratory motion; radiotherapy; RGB-D camera; principal component analysis (PCA)
1. Introduction
Radiotherapy is one of the highly-discussed topics in the modern medical field. It has been
widely used in cancer treatments to remove tumors without causing any damages to the neighboring
healthy tissues. However, inaccurate system setups, anatomical motion and deformation and tissue
delineation errors lead to inconsistencies in radiotherapy approaches. Respiratory-based anatomical
motion and deformation largely cause errors in both radiotherapy planning and delivery processes in
thoracic and abdominal regions [1,2]. With respiration, tumors in abdominal and thoracic regions can
move as much as 35 mm [3–6]. As a consequence, inaccurate respiratory motion estimations directly
effect tissue delineation errors, dose miss-calculations, exposure of healthy tissues to high doses and
erroneous dose coverage for the clinical target volume [7–11].
Motion encompassing, respiratory gating, breath holding and forced shallow berating with
abdominal compression are some of the existing conventional respiratory motion estimation
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methods [1]. Difficulties in handling patient movements, longer treatment time, patient training and
discomfort are some of the most common drawbacks of these methods. On the other hand, real-time
tumor tracking techniques have started to gain much attention due to their ability in actively estimating
respiratory motion and continuous synchronization of the beam with the motion of the tumor.
Apart from radiotherapy, measurement of the respiration is an important task in pulmonary
function testing, which is crucial for early detection of potentially fatal illnesses. Spirometer and
pneumotachography are two of the well-known methods of pulmonary function testing.
These methods need a direct contact with the patient while measuring and may interfere with the
natural respiration. Furthermore, they measure only the full respiratory volume and cannot assess
the regional pulmonary function in different chest wall behaviors. Hence, there is a need for a
non-contact respiratory measurement technique, which can evaluate not only the complete, but also
regional respiration.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of using a commercial RGB-D camera as a
non-contact, non-invasive and whole-field respiratory motion-measuring device, which will enhance
the patient comfort. These low-cost RGB-D cameras can provide real-time depth information of a
target surface. We can use this depth information for respiratory motion measurement, but cannot
achieve higher accuracy due to a considerable amount of noise in the raw depth data. Therefore, we
proposed a technique of making an accurate respiratory motion model using principal component
analysis (PCA) and then using that model for real-time respiratory motion measurement. First, we
apply hole-filling and bilateral filtering to the first 100 raw depth frames and use that filtered depth
data to create a PCA-based motion model. In the real-time respiratory motion-measuring stage, we
project each depth frame to the motion model (principal components) and reconstruct back, removing
the spatial and temporal noise and holes in the depth data. We can achieve higher motion measurement
accuracy by using these reconstructed depth data, instead of raw depth data. The initial result of our
proposed method is published in [12].
The results of this study—accurate measurements of external surface motion—can be used to
predict the internal tumor motion, which is an important task of radiotherapy systems. Correspondence
models that make a relationship between respiratory surrogate signals, such as spirometry or
external surface motion, and internal tumor/organ motion have been studied in the literature [13–16].
Neural networks, principal component analysis and b-spline are a few example models that have been
used for predicting the internal motion.
This paper is organized as follows. First, a comprehensive review of related works is presented in
Section 2. An overview of the proposed method that describes the key steps and how to handle the
problems existing in related works is given in Section 3. A detailed description of all of the materials
and methods followed in the proposed method is presented in Section 4. The results of the experiments
we conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper by discussing the results and issues of the proposed method.
2. Related Work
The Synchrony respiratory tracking system, a subsystem of CyberKnife, is the first technology
that continuously synchronizes beam delivery to the motion of the tumor [17]. The external respiratory
motion is tracked using three optical fiducial markers attached to a tightly-fitting vest. Small gold
markers are implanted near the target area before treatment to ensure the continuous correspondence
between internal and external motion. The Calypso, the prostate motion-tracking system integrated
into Varian (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA), eliminates the need for internal-external
motion modeling by implanting three tiny transponders with an associated wireless tracking [18].
The BrainLAB ExacTrac positioning system uses radiopaque fiducial markers, implanted near the
target isocenter, with external infrared (IR) reflecting markers [19]. Internal markers are tracked by an
X-ray localization system, while an IR stereo camera tracks the external markers. The Xsight Lung
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Tracking system (an extension of the CyberKnife system) is a respiratory motion-tracking system of
lung lesion that eliminates the need for implanted fiducial markers [20].
Another interesting respiratory motion modeling technique using 4D computed tomography (CT)
images was introduced in [21], where PCA is used to reduce the motion artifacts appearing on the
CT images and to synthesize the CT images in different respiratory phases. Mori et al. used cine
CT images to measure the intrafractional respiratory movement of pancreatic tumors [22]. Yang et al.
estimated and modeled the respiratory motion by applying an optical flow-based deformable image
registration technique on 4D-CT images that were acquired in cine mode [23]. In contrast to CT,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides lesser ionization and excellent soft tissue contrast that
helps to achieve better characterization. Therefore, 4D and cine-MRI images have been widely used
for measuring organ/tumor motion due to respiration [24–28]. Apart from that, researchers have been
experimenting with ultrasound images for tracking organs that move with respiration [29,30].
Radiography and fluoroscopy imaging techniques such as X-ray, CT and MRI have the problems
of higher cost, slow acquisition, low resolution, lower signal-to-noise ratio and especially exposure
to an extra dose of radiation [2,21,31,32]. Additionally, some of these systems have the disadvantage
of invasive fiducial marker implantation procedures that increase the patient preparation time and
treatment time.
To avoid these problems, researchers have proposed optical methods, which mainly consist of
cameras, light projectors and markers. With the advantage of non-contact measurement, optical
methods have no interference with the natural respiration of the patient. Ferrigno et al. proposed
a method to analyze the chest wall motion by using passive markers placed on the thorax and
abdomen [33]. Motion measurement is carried out by computing the 3D coordinates of these markers
with the help of specially-designed multiple cameras. In [34], the authors proposed a respiratory
motion-estimation method based on coded visual markers. They also utilized a stereo camera to
calculate the 3D coordinates of the markers and estimated the 3D motion of the chest wall according to
the movements of the markers. Yan et al. investigated the correlation between the motion of external
markers and an internal tumor target [35]. They placed four infrared reflective markers on different
areas of the chest wall and used a stereo infrared camera to track the motion of the markers. Alnowami
et al. employed the Codamotion infrared marker-based tracking system to acquire the chest wall
motion and applied probability density estimation to predict the respiratory motion [36,37]. Some
researchers have investigated respiratory motion evaluation by calculating curvature variance of the
chest wall using a fiber optic sensor and fiber Bragg grating techniques [38,39]. Even though the
marker-based methods provide higher data acquisition rates and accuracy, the marker attachment
procedure is time consuming and results in inconveniences for the patient. Furthermore, a large
number of markers is needed to achieve higher spatial resolution.
In contrast to marker-based methods, structured light techniques provide whole-field
measurement with high spatial resolution. Structured light systems consist of a projector and camera
and emit a light pattern onto the target surface, creating artificial correspondences. The 3D information
of the target surface can be found by solving the correspondences on the captured image of the
illuminated scene. Aoki et al. proposed a respiratory monitoring system using a near-infrared multiple
slit-light projection [40]. Even though they were able to achieve a high correlated respiratory motion
pattern to a spirometer, they could not measure the exact respiratory volume or motion due to the
variable projection coverage on the chest wall, which is caused by patient movements. Chen et al.
solved this problem by introducing active light markers to define the measuring boundary, offering a
consistent region for volume evaluation [41]. They also used a projector to illuminate the chest wall
with a structured light pattern of color stripes and a camera to capture the height-modulated images.
Then, the 3D surface calculated by triangulation is used to derive the respiratory volume information.
However, the long baseline and the restriction of the camera plane to be parallel to the reference frame
limit the portability of this method. In [31], the authors adopted a depth sensor, which uses a near-UV
structured light pattern, along with a state-of-the-art non-rigid registration algorithm to identified
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the 3D deformation of the chest wall and hence the tumor motion. Time of flight (ToF) is another
well-known optical method that has been used by researchers for respiratory motion handling during
radiotherapy [42–44].
With the recent advances in commercial RGB-D sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect and ASUS
Xtion Pro, these have been used in a broad area of research work. Have a relatively low cost and the
fact that these sensors can measure the motion without any markers or wearable devices encourage
researchers to use them in respiratory motion analysis. However, the low depth resolution of these
sensors, which is about 1 cm at a 2 m distance, restricts the usage mostly for evaluating respiratory
functions such as respiratory rate [45–51], where highly accurate motion information is not needed.
In the case of radiotherapy, respiratory motion induces tumor movements up to 2 cm in abdominal
or thoracic regions and needs less than 1 mm accuracy in motion measurements [52]. Xia and Siochi
overcome the low depth resolution of the Kinect sensor by using a translation surface, which magnifies
the respiratory motion and reduces the noise of irregular surfaces [53]. A few other researchers
utilized RGB-D sensors to acquire 3D surface data of the chest wall and applied PCA to capture
1D respiration curves of disjoint anatomical regions (thorax and abdomen), which is related to the
principal axes [32,54]. However, the respiratory motion measurement accuracy of these methods is
affected by the patient movements, as they have not provided a proper method for handling these.
3. Overview of the Proposed Method
In this study, we introduce a non-contact, non-invasive and real-time respiratory motion
measurement technique using an RGB-D camera, which is small in size and more flexible for handling.
Furthermore, we introduce a patient movement-handling method using four dot markers. These four
markers define the measurement boundaries of the moving chest wall, providing a consistent region
for respiratory motion estimation.
Using the RGB-D camera, we capture continuous depth images of the patient’s chest wall at
6.7 fps covering the whole thoracic and abdominal area. Then, we create a respiratory motion model by
applying PCA to the first 100 frames, decomposing the data into a set of motion bases that corresponded
to principal components (PCs). Before applying PCA, we use an edge-preserving bilateral filter and a
hole-filling method to remove the noise and the holes of the first 100 frames.
According to the experimental analysis, we found out that a respiratory motion model can be
accurately obtained using the first three principal components. The remaining principal components
represent the noise and motion artifact existing in the input data. We start the real-time respiratory
motion measurement from the 101st frame, projecting each new depth frame onto the motion model to
obtain the low-dimensional representation of the data. To evaluate the motion in metric space, depth
images are reconstructed using the projection coefficient. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed
respiratory motion measurement process.
Using an RGB-D camera for respiratory motion measurement has many advantages. First,
compared to the CT/MRI techniques, the proposed method prevents patients from being exposed to
an extra dose of radiation. The RGB-D camera is a non-contact optical method and has no interference
with the natural breathing of the target. Moreover, this can give real-time depth information of the
target surface. Therefore, we can provide a comfortable and efficient, but lesser duration, treatment
to the patients. Compared to marker-based methods, the RGB-D camera has high spatial resolution
and provides depth information of the entire target surface; hence, we can measure not only the entire
chest wall motion, but also the regional motions. The RGB-D camera we use in our system provides
depth data in 640 × 480 resolution, and we select a 200 × 350 ROI providing 70,000 data points for
motion measurement, which is much higher than marker-based methods (as an example, [36] used
a 4 × 4 marker grid providing only 16 data points). The smaller size and lower price of the RGB-D
cameras facilitate building a more portable and inexpensive respiratory motion measurement system
compared to some other optical methods.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed PCA-based respiratory motion-analyzing system. The first 100
depth frames are used to generate a PCA-based respiratory motion model. Then, that model (principal
components) is used for real-time respiratory motion measurement starting from the 101st frame.
However, there is a known problem of low accuracy of the RGB-D cameras. Depth data acquired
from low-cost RGB cameras has much noise and many holes that affect the accuracy of motion
measurement. Alnowami et al. and Tahavori et al. used depth data acquired from an RGB-D camera
for respiratory motion measurement, but could not achieve sub-millimeter level accuracy when it
comes to experiments with real persons [55,56]. Using the PCA-based motion model, we increase
the motion measurement accuracy by removing the spatial and temporal noise along with the holes
in the depth data. When the filtered depth data are used as the input of the PCA-based motion
model, we do not need to apply bilateral filtering or hole-filling for each depth frame during real-time
motion measurement. Comparing with a laser line scanner, we prove that our method can achieve
sub-millimeter accuracy in respiratory motion measurement using a low-cost RGB-D camera.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Data Acquisition
We use an Asus Xtion PRO RGB-D camera (consisting of an RGB camera, an infrared camera and
a Class 1 laser projector that is safe under all conditions of normal use) to acquire real-time depth data
and RGB images of the entire thoracic and abdominal region of the target subjects. The RGB-D camera
provides both depth and RGB-D images in 640 × 480 resolution and 30 frames per second. However,
due to the process of saving data to disk for later analysis, we could acquire only about 6.7 frames
per second. The OpenNI library is used to grab the depth and RGB data from the camera and to convert
them to matrix format for later usage. The depth camera covers not only the intended measuring area,
but also the background regions. Moreover, the coverage of the chest wall is variable due to the surface
motion and the patient movements. However, we should have an anatomically-consistent measuring
area during the whole treatment time for delivering the radiation dose accurately.
To handle this problem, we attach four dot markers to define a measuring boundary on the
chest wall covering the whole thoracic and abdominal area. Instead of using active LED markers or
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retroreflective markers, which can interfere with the RGB-D camera, we use small white color circles
made of sticker paper.
After obtaining informed consent from all subjects following the institutional ethics, we collected
respiratory motion data from ten healthy volunteers. All of the volunteers were advised to wear a
skin-tight black color t-shirt and lay down in a supine position. The four markers are attached to
the t-shirt, and the RGB-D camera is placed nearly 85 cm above the volunteer as shown in Figure 2.
According to the specification of the RGB-D camera, it can provide depth information within an 80 cm
to 350 cm range. However, [55] showed that the RGB-D camera gives the best accuracy within the
85 cm to 115 cm range. By keeping the camera closer to the volunteer, we can cover the measuring
area with a higher number of pixels, which eventually provides more data points for motion analysis.
Analyzing all of these facts, we place the RGB-D camera 85 cm above the patient. Along with the
continuous depth frames, visual images are also captured using the built-in RGB camera nearly for a
duration of one minute. The RGB images are used only for the purpose of detecting the markers to
determine the measuring ROI.
Figure 2. Experimental setup where the patient is laying down in the supine position wearing a
skin-tight t-shirt with four white color dot markers. The RGB-D camera is placed nearly 85 cm above
the patient.
4.2. Measuring Region
To define the measuring region, we detect the dot markers on the RGB image by applying few
image processing techniques. Otsu’s global binary thresholding method followed by contour detection
and ellipse fitting [57] are applied to identify the center coordinates of each dot marker accurately.
Using the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the depth and RGB cameras, which are acquired by
a calibration process [58,59], depth images are precisely aligned (with sub-pixel accuracy) to the
visual (RGB) images. Therefore, the marker coordinates found on visual images can be directly used
on depth images to define the ROI, which marks the measuring area. The position, shape and size of
the ROI are not consistent throughout all of the depth frames due to the motion of the chest wall and
the movement of the patient. In order to make it consistent, the selected ROI on every depth frame is
mapped into a predefined size of a rectangular shape using projective transformation [60]. Figure 3
shows the steps followed for detecting the dot markers and creating the rectangular ROI. We use this
rectangular ROI for further processing of our proposed method.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3. The process of rectangular ROI generation. (a) Captured visual image; (b) after binarization
using Otsu’s method; (c) defining the measuring area after finding the center coordinates of the
four markers; (d) identified measuring area projected onto the aligned depth image; (e) generated
rectangular ROI using perspective transformation.
4.3. Respiratory Motion Modeling Using PCA
4.3.1. Depth Data Pre-Processing
We use the first 100 depth frames to create a respiratory motion model using PCA. Since we use
this model for real-time respiratory motion measurement, a precise model should be created using
accurate input data. Due to the slight reflection of the t-shirt and device errors, holes can appear in the
same spot of the chest wall area for a few continuous depth frames as depicted in Figure 4a. Moreover,
there is much noise existing in the raw depth data provided by the sensor. If we directly use these data
as the input for PCA without any pre-processing, we will encounter erroneous results as in Figure 4b,
where most of the data variation is concentrated in the areas of holes.
To avoid this problem, we first apply a hole-filling technique on depth images using the
zero-elimination mode filter. If there are enough non-zero neighbors, this filter replaces pixels with
zero depth values with the statistical mode of its non-zero neighbors. Next, we remove noise from
depth images using an edge-preserving bilateral filter [61]. Figure 4c shows the PCA result when we
use filtered depth data as the input.
Holes Large data variation
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. (a) Two example depth frames where holes appear in the chest wall region; (b) erroneous
PCA result (eigenvector) where large data variations appear near the hole regions; (c) PCA result after
applying hole-filling and bilateral filtering to input depth data.
4.3.2. Principal Component Analysis
After applying filtering to the first 100 depth frames, PCA [62] is applied to make a respiratory
motion model that is integrated into the major principal components. By column-wise vectorization
of the depth data (di) on the selected rectangular ROI, we create an input data matrix D of
dimension m × n:
Dm×n =
[
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where n is the total number of depth frames (n = 100) and m is number of pixels in the rectangular








from the input data matrix to create a normalized matrix D̂:
D̂ =
[
d1 − ̄d, d2 − ̄d, · · · , dn − ̄d
]
. (3)
Since m 	 n, we use Equation (4) to calculate the n × n covariance matrix C, reducing the
dimensionality of the input data.
C =
1
n − 1 D̂
T D̂ (4)
The transformation, which maps the high-dimensional input depth data into a low-dimensional
PC subspace, is obtained by solving the eigenvalues (λj) and eigenvectors (φj) of the covariance matrix
using Equation (5).
Cφj = λjφj (5)
All of the eigenvectors, which correspond to principal components, are then arranged in
descending order {φ1, φ2, φ3, · · · , φn} according to the magnitude of the eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
λ3 ≥ · · · ≥ λn).
Using an experimental analysis, we found out that the first eigenvalue dominates the rest of the
eigenvalues and accounts for over 98% of the data variation during regular respiration. However,
when the respiration is irregular, three eigenvalues are required to cover 98% of the data variation.
Figure 5 depicts the first ten eigenvalues of the covariance matrix calculated from five samples on
regular breathing and three samples on irregular breathing. Figure 6 shows three graphs of projection
coefficients (explained in Section 4.4.1) corresponding to the first three principal components calculated
for regular breathing, while Figure 7 shows examples of irregular breathing. An apparent respiratory
motion pattern is visible only on the first PC for regular breathing, while the first three PCs show a
respiratory pattern in irregular breathing. Following this analysis, we represent the respiratory motion


















































Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the first ten principal components using five sets of input data taken during
regular breathing and (b) three sets of input data taken during irregular breathing. The first principal
component is dominant over others and represents over 98% of data variance for regular breathing,
while three principal components are needed to cover 98% of data variance for irregular breathing.
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Figure 6. Projection results of 100 depth frames onto the first three PCs. Only the first PC shows a clear

















































Figure 7. Projection results of 300 depth frames on the first three PCs for irregular breathing. The first
two principal components show an apparent respiratory pattern, while the third one also shows a
smaller respiratory signal. Graphs (a,b) represent two datasets.
4.4. Real-Time Respiratory Motion Measurement
After creating a respiratory motion model using the first 100 depth frames, we start the real-time
respiratory motion measurement from the 101st frame. The data we use for respiratory motion
modeling should cover a few complete respiratory cycles in order to generalize the input data.
By following this rule, we can make sure that the motion model represents all of the statuses of
the respiratory cycle. After observing all of the experiment datasets, we empirically select 100 as the
number of depth frames for PCA-based motion modeling.
4.4.1. Projection and Reconstruction





to represent them using the first three principal components. The following equation is used as the
projection operation, where βi represents the projection coefficients.
βi = WT(di − ̄d) (6)
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Even though the calculated projection coefficients represent a clear respiratory motion, we cannot
use these directly for measuring the motion as these coefficients are three separate values in the
principal component domain instead of the metric domain. Therefore, the following equation is used
to reconstruct the depth data (̂di), which is in the metric domain, from the projection coefficient.
̂di ≈ ̄d + Wβi (7)
Here, the advantage is that we do not need to apply hole-filling or denoising filters to the depth
data that we use for real-time respiratory motion measurement. By reconstructing the depth images
using the motion model, we can remove the spatial and temporal noise, as well as the holes in the data.
Figure 8 depicts the advantage of applying bilateral filtering and hole-filling to the input depth images
for PCA. Figure 8a,b shows the PCA results with and without using filtering on PCA input data,
respectively. As shown in Figure 8c,d, if we use the erroneous PC for projection and reconstruction,
many holes and much noise will appear on the reconstructed depth data even if there are no holes
in the input data. In contrast to that, if we use an accurate PC for projection and reconstruction, we
can remove the holes and noise appearing in the input depth data by reconstructing it as shown in
Figure 8e,f.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 8. (a) PCA result (first eigenvector) using bilateral filtering and hole-filling; (b) PCA result
(erroneous) without using bilateral filtering and hole-filling; (c) example input depth image without
any holes; (d) reconstruction results of (c) using the incorrect PCA results shown in (b); (e) example
input depth image with few holes; (f) reconstruction results of (e) using the PCA results shown in (a).
4.4.2. Motion Measurement
We use these reconstructed depth data for respiratory motion measurements. The rectangular
ROI of the reconstructed depth data is further divided into smaller regions as in Figure 9a to separately
measure the motion in smaller regions. Average depth values of these smaller regions along with
2D image coordinates and intrinsic camera parameters are used to calculate the 3D (X, Y and Z)
coordinates of the mid-points. Then, we use these 3D coordinates to construct a surface mesh model
composed of small triangles as in Figure 9b,c, which can be used to represent the chest wall surface
and its motion clearly. We define the initial frame (101st frame) as the reference frame and calculate
the motion of the remaining frames using the depth difference between the current frame and the
reference frame.
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Figure 9. The surface mesh generation process. (a) The rectangular ROI of the reconstructed depth is
further divided into smaller square ROIs; (b) a surface mesh is generated by finding the 3D coordinate
of the midpoints of smaller ROIs using the average depth value of the region; (c) a selected frame of a
video sequence, which shows the motion of the chest wall in a 3D viewer using a mesh model. Green
dots represent the 3D position of mesh vertices over time.
4.5. Evaluation of the Accuracy
We propose an experimental setup as shown in Figure 10 for evaluating the accuracy of the
proposed method. First, our proposed method is compared with a spirometer, which measures the
air flow volume using a mouthpiece device, and then with a laser line scanner, which provides very









Figure 10. Experimental setup for evaluating the accuracy of the proposed method using a spirometer
and a laser line scanner. (a) Volunteers are advised to lay down in the supine position and breath only
through the spirometer. The RGB-D camera and laser line projector are placed above the volunteer,
and the laser line is projected onto the abdomen area. (b) CareFusion SpiroUSBTMspirometer. (c) The
configuration of the RGB-D camera and laser line projector.
4.5.1. Comparison with Spirometer
We compared the respiratory motion pattern generated using the proposed method with a
spirometer, which has been used for evaluating the accuracy of RGB-D camera-based respiratory
function evaluation methods [41,63,64]. During this experiment, the patient breathed through a
calibrated spirometer (SpiroUSBTM, CareFusion) to record the airflow volume while the depth camera
captured the chest wall motion simultaneously (see Figure 10a,b). The spirometer provides the air flow
volume in liters, not the respiratory motion in millimeters. Therefore, with the help of surface mesh
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data, we developed a method to measure the volume difference of the current frame compared to a
reference frame. We found the volume difference by calculating the sum of the volume of small prisms
created by the triangles in the surface mesh of the current frame and their projection on the reference
plane as the top and bottom surfaces.
First, these prisms were further divided into three irregular tetrahedrons. Then, the volume
of a tetrahedron was calculated using Equation (8), where a(ax, ay, az), b(bx, by, bz), c(cx, cy, cz) and







ax bx cx dx
ay by cy dy
az bz cz dz
1 1 1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (8)
4.5.2. Comparison with Laser Line Scanning
Laser line scanning, which is well known for providing high accuracy (<0.1 mm) [65], is a
3D reconstruction method consisting of a laser line projector and a camera. We used this method
to reconstruct a specific position of the chest wall accurately and to compare it with the PCA
reconstruction results. The setup for this experiment consists of a laser line projector and the RGB-D
camera as shown in Figure 10c. We projected the laser line onto the abdominal area of the target chest
wall and captured the illuminated scene using the visual (RGB) camera of the RGB-D sensor. We
prepared 15 datasets (D01, D02, ..., D15) from ten healthy volunteers ranging in age from 24 to 32 who
participated in the data capturing process. Volunteer information is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Clinical and demographic information of the volunteers who participated in the experiments.
Volunteer Gender Age (years) BMI (kg/m2) Datasets
1 M 29 26.4 D01, D02
2 M 32 28.7 D03
3 M 26 27.4 D04, D05
4 M 27 21.5 D06, D07
5 M 25 26.9 D08
6 M 28 26.5 D09
7 M 27 19.3 D10, D11
8 M 24 24.3 D12, D13
9 M 30 20.9 D14
10 M 25 24.0 D15
First, we calibrated the laser line projector and the RGB camera to find the 3D plane equation of
the laser line with respect to the camera coordinate system using a checkerboard pattern [65,66]. Then,
we separated the measuring area from the rest of the image by defining a rectangular ROI on the RGB
images the same as on the depth images. We took the red channel of the RGB image, applied Gaussian
smoothing and fit a parabola to each column of the ROI image according to the pixel intensities. Then,
by finding the maximum of the parabola, which corresponds to the laser line location, we can identify
the 2D image coordinates of it with sub-pixel level accuracy. We projected these image coordinates to
the 3D laser plane using the intrinsic camera parameters and calculated the 3D coordinates by finding
the ray-plane intersection points. These 3D coordinates are referred to as laser reconstruction in the
remainder of this paper. Next, we projected the 2D coordinates of the laser line onto the reconstructed
depth image ̂di to identify the 3D coordinates of the laser line according to the proposed PCA-based
method and referred to this as PCA reconstruction.
The purpose of the proposed method is not to reconstruct the chest wall surface, but to measure
the chest wall motion accurately. Therefore, instead of comparing the direct 3D reconstruction results,
we compared the respiratory motion; defined as the depth difference between the current frame
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and reference frame. We chose the 101st frame as the reference frame, as it is the starting frame of
real-time respiratory motion measurement. To have a quantitative comparison, we selected five points
(P1, P2, ..., P5) across the laser line and found the motion error of each point separately for 100 frames.
By taking the laser line reconstruction as the ground truth, we calculated the motion error Eij of the
j-th point on the laser line of i-th frame (1 ≤ j ≤ 5 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 100) using:
Eij =
∣∣∣(DLij − DLrj)− (DPij − DPrj)∣∣∣ , (9)
where Dij is the depth value of the j-th point on the laser line of the i-th frame. L and P represent the
laser reconstruction and PCA reconstruction, respectively, while r represents the reference frame.
5. Results
First, we present the accuracy evaluation results of the proposed respiratory motion measurement
method compared to the spirometer and laser line scanner. With the use of the spirometer, we examined
the respiratory pattern using volume changes. The laser line scanner was used to analyze the motion
measurement accuracy of the proposed method. Later, we compared our method with bilateral
filtering and then conducted isovolume maneuver to show the advantages of the proposed method
over existing ones. Finally, we analyzed how the proposed method works in a condition of longer and
irregular breathing. All of these experiments were performed in a general laboratory environment,
and the software components were implemented using C++ language with the help of OpenCV and
OpenNI libraries.
5.1. Comparison of Respiratory Pattern with Spirometer
Figure 11 depicts the volume comparison graphs of the spirometer and the proposed PCA-based
method. The sample rate of the spirometer is lower than the RGB-D camera. Therefore, we applied
b-spline interpolation on available spirometer data to generate a smooth motion curve to achieve a





































































































Figure 11. Comparison of respiratory volume measurement (normalized into −1:1 range) using the
proposed method (PCA) and a spirometer. Graphs (a–d) represent the selected four different datasets.
Black dots represent the original data points of the spirometer, while the blue line represents the
interpolated data.
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The magnitude of the respiratory volume is different between the spirometer and the proposed
method, as the measuring area and methodology are different. Therefore, we compared the data by
normalizing it to a −1:1 range. As shown in Figure 11, the proposed method could generate respiratory
motion patterns very similar to the spirometer with a 0.97 average correlation.
5.2. Accuracy Analysis Using Laser Line Scanning
Table 2 gives the motion error results of the five points on the laser line, calculated from 15 datasets.
We summarized the data on the table as the average, maximum and standard deviation of the motion
error (Eij) over 100 frames. The average motion error of all datasets on all five points is 0.53 ± 0.05 mm.
As a qualitative comparison, motion graphs of four datasets calculated on four different points of the
laser line are depicted in Figure 12. As a further analysis, we calculated the normalized cross-correlation
(NCC) between the PCA motion (DPix − DPrx) and laser line motion (DLix − DLrx) for each x coordinate of
the laser line over 100 frames. The graph in Figure 13 shows the NCC results, which was separately
calculated for each X-coordinate of the laser line for all 15 datasets. The results indicate a very high
correlation between the two motion estimation methods as the average NCC for all of the datasets is
0.98 ± 0.0009.
Table 2. Motion error of the proposed PCA-based method compared to laser line scanning calculated
on five locations of the laser line for 15 datasets. All data are given in mm.
Position Parameters D01 D02 D03 D04 D05 D06 D07 D08 D09 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 D15 Average
P1
Average 0.23 0.66 0.18 0.27 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.21 0.83 0.45 0.32 0.36 0.94 0.43 0.55 0.44
Max. 0.92 2.69 0.66 1.14 0.96 1.41 1.41 0.77 1.91 1.45 1.05 1.47 1.89 1.24 1.51 1.37
Standard deviation 0.19 0.66 0.13 0.24 0.22 0.32 0.32 0.16 0.47 0.31 0.23 0.29 0.50 0.27 0.38 0.31
P2
Average 0.39 0.34 0.33 0.52 0.22 1.09 0.47 0.47 0.85 0.46 0.30 0.50 0.52 0.97 0.38 0.52
Max. 1.10 1.34 0.84 1.62 0.66 1.87 1.37 1.31 1.72 1.34 0.79 1.55 1.56 2.51 1.38 1.40
Standard deviation 0.25 0.31 0.21 0.38 0.16 0.40 0.30 0.33 0.46 0.32 0.19 0.34 0.40 0.66 0.29 0.33
P3
Average 0.31 0.85 0.42 0.50 0.59 0.41 0.44 0.74 0.78 0.70 0.40 0.63 1.04 0.57 0.64 0.60
Max. 1.09 1.90 1.18 1.29 1.39 1.28 1.59 1.81 1.97 1.83 1.03 1.89 2.55 1.56 1.82 1.61
Standard deviation 0.25 0.44 0.26 0.32 0.34 0.31 0.34 0.44 0.50 0.46 0.26 0.47 0.65 0.36 0.40 0.39
P4
Average 0.42 0.27 0.28 0.51 0.34 0.40 0.36 0.38 1.18 1.55 0.69 0.50 0.74 0.49 0.41 0.57
Max. 0.95 1.38 0.77 1.72 0.91 0.90 1.03 1.24 2.45 3.18 1.52 1.52 1.86 1.11 1.02 1.44
Standard deviation 0.21 0.27 0.19 0.46 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.71 0.67 0.32 0.43 0.43 0.32 0.24 0.35
P5
Average 0.32 0.43 0.33 0.29 0.51 0.89 0.53 0.70 0.37 0.43 0.38 0.70 0.87 0.63 0.73 0.54
Max. 0.89 2.23 0.96 1.61 0.97 1.68 1.46 1.59 1.27 1.35 1.02 2.04 2.16 1.63 1.79 1.51





















































































Figure 12. Comparison of respiratory motion measurement using the proposed method (PCA) and
laser line scanning. Measurements are taken from different places on the projected laser line. The 101st
frame of the dataset is selected as the reference frame, and we measure the motion of remaining frames
with respect to it until the 200th frame. Graphs (a–d) show the motion measurement results of four
different datasets.
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Figure 13. Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) between PCA and laser scanning across 100 frames.
NCC is calculated for each point on the laser line along the X-axis separately.
5.3. Comparison with Bilateral Filtering
To show the advantages, we compared our proposed method with bilateral filtering. In our
method, hole-filling and bilateral filtering are applied only to the first 100 frames that we used as the
input for PCA, and we do not use this during real-time respiratory motion measurements. During
this experiment, we measured the respiratory motion by applying bilateral filtering and hole-filling
to all frames and without using PCA, and the results are compared with the proposed PCA-based
method. Figure 14a shows a part of the motion comparison graph, where the bilateral filtering gives a
rough curve with more temporal noise, while the proposed method gives a smoother curve with less
temporal noise. The reason is that PCA provides both spatial and temporal filtering, not like bilateral
filtering, which provides only spatial filtering.
Furthermore, Figure 14b compares the proposed method and bilateral filtering with a very
accurate 3D reconstruction method of laser line scanning (details are given in Section 4.5.2).
Considering the laser reconstruction as the ground truth, we calculated the motion error (Equation (9))
of the proposed method and bilateral filtering on a selected location of the chest wall. In the case of
the motion comparison provided in Figure 14b, the average error is 0.35 ± 0.06 mm for the proposed











































Figure 14. Comparison of the proposed PCA-based method and bilateral filtering. (a) A part of the
motion comparison graph. The proposed PCA-based method provides a smooth curve, while bilateral
filtering gives a rough curve with more temporal noise. (b) Comparison of the proposed PCA-based
method and bilateral filtering with laser line scanning.
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5.4. Isovolume Maneuver
We conducted an isovolume maneuver to emphasize the capability of the regional respiratory
motion measurement of the proposed method. During the test, the subjects are advised to hold their
breath without air flow, but exchanging the internal volume between thorax and abdomen. Then, we
measured the motion of whole chest wall (which is covered by the four dot markers) and the regional
motion of thorax and abdomen separately, presented in Figure 15. We used a few additional markers
to separate the thorax and abdomen area on the chest wall. Theoretically, there should be no volume
changes for the whole chest wall, but as we measure the depth difference in an ROI defined by the
markers, which does not cover the entire chest wall area exactly, a motion pattern appears on the
whole chest wall. However, opposite phases of the whole thorax and the whole abdomen motion with
−0.99 cross-correlation reflecting the volume exchange between them, which we cannot determine
























Figure 15. Respiratory motion graph of a volunteer performing the isovolume maneuver. The opposite
phase of the whole thorax and the whole abdomen motion reflect the volume exchange between them.
5.5. Handling Irregular Breathing
We analyze how the motion model generated using the first 100 frames affects the accuracy
during longer and irregular breathing. For regular respiration that does not have much variation in
respiratory rate and volume, only the first principal component is enough to accurately measure the
motion. Figure 16 shows two graphs of regular respiratory motion that were calculated over 350 frames
compared with the laser line scanning (details are given in Section 4.5.2). Even though we use only the
first principal component calculated over 100 depth frames, the average error is about 0.3 mm and
0.8 mm for the two graphs, respectively.
However, during irregular breathing (respiratory rate and amplitude change time to time),
accuracy gets lower when we are using only the first principal component as the motion model.
As shown in Figure 17, the large difference compared to the laser line scanning proves that only the
first principal component is not enough for handling irregular respiratory motions. Therefore, we
redo the accuracy analysis including the first three principal components of the motion model and
draw the results on the same graph. Using the first three principal components, we could achieve
sub-millimeter accuracy (∼0.5 mm) even if the respiratory pattern of the first 100 frames is entirely
different from rest of the data.
As a further refinement step for a very long treatment duration, we can update the motion model
by recalculating the principal components with a new set of depth data at regular intervals.
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Figure 16. Motion comparison graphs generated for a regular respiratory patterns over a longer
duration (350 frames). The first 100 frames are used for PCA, and only the first principal component
is used as the motion model. All frames are then used for accuracy analysis. Higher accuracy could
be achieved even though only the first PC is used for reconstruction. Graphs (a,b) show the motion


















































Figure 17. Motion comparison graphs generated for irregular respiratory patterns over a longer
duration (350 frames). The first 100 frames are used for PCA, and the first principal component and
first three principal components are used as the motion models, respectively. All frames are then used
for accuracy analysis. A large difference appears between the laser scanner and PCA method when we
are using only the first principal component. Higher accuracy could be achieved when we are using
the first three principal components as the motion model. Graphs (a,b) show the motion comparison
results of two different datasets.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
We have proposed a patient-specific external respiratory motion analyzing technique based
on PCA. A commercial RGB-D camera was used to acquire the depth data of the target respiratory
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motion, and PCA was applied to find a motion model corresponding to the respiration. Four dot
markers attached to the chest wall were used to define an anatomically-consistent measuring region
throughout the measuring period. Using an experimental analysis, we found out that only the first
three principal components are sufficient to represent the respiratory motion while the rest of the
principal components represent patterns of small perturbations. Therefore, all of the depth data were
projected onto the first three principal component and reconstructed removing the spatial and temporal
noise existing in the input data.
For the convenience of the volunteers who participated in the laboratory-level experiments, we
allowed them to wear a black-colored t-shirt and attached white color dot markers on it. Even though
we use a tight-fitting t-shirt, a few wrinkles can appear within the chest wall area and affect the accuracy
of the results. Therefore, we recommend not using any clothing that covers the measuring region
during the clinical treatment process. We can select dot markers with an apparent color difference with
the patient’s skin color and directly attach them to the patient’s body. Furthermore, it is advisable to
attach the dot markers on four locations of the chest wall where there is no compelling motion due to
the respiration, such as the end of the collar bones and hip bones.
During respiratory motion modeling using PCA, we used the first 100 depth frames as the input
data. The criterion for selecting this number is that input depth data should cover a few complete
respiratory cycles. All of our experiment datasets satisfy this criterion within 100 frames. The frame
rate during the experiments was about 6.7 fps on average because it takes time for writing/reading
data to hard disk frame by frame. However, during real respiratory motion measurement sessions,
reading and/or writing data to a hard disk is not necessary; thus, we can achieve a frame rate of around
20 fps. The frame rate was very stable during the experiments with only a 0.4 fps standard deviation.
The accuracy of the proposed method was first evaluated using a spirometer, which has an
accuracy level of 3%. Even though the magnitude of the measured volume was different, the spirometer
and the proposed method were highly correlated in motion pattern (0.97 average correlation). Second,
a laser line scanning technique, which is well known for high accuracy, was used to analyze the motion
measurement accuracy of the proposed method. A laser line that was projected onto the abdominal
area of the subject was reconstructed using a laser line scanning technique and compared with the
proposed PCA reconstruction method. The motion of the projected laser line is measured using
the both reconstruction results with respect to a reference frame. We could achieve high correlation
(0.98 NCC) between the laser line scanner and the proposed method. Considering the laser scanning
results as the ground truth, the measured average motion error of the proposed method is 0.53 mm,
which is very comparable to commercial respiratory tracking systems according to Table 3.
Table 3. Accuracy comparison of the proposed method with related respiratory motion tracking methods.
System Accuracy
Synchrony [17] <1.5 mm
ExacTrac [19,67] <1.0 mm
Calypso [18] <1.5 mm
Yang et al. [23] 1.1 ± 0.8 mm
Chen et al. [41] 4.25 ± 3.49%
Alnowami et al. [55] 3.1 ± 0.6 mm
Proposed Method 0.53 ± 0.25 mm
The proposed method provides not only a high accuracy, but also a very simple system setup,
which is very flexible and portable. With the advantage of non-contact measurement, the proposed
method has no interference with the patient’s respiration and, hence, provides more accurate
measurements. Furthermore, the proposed method has the advantage of measuring the motion
in a particular location of the chest wall, instead of measuring the motion of the whole chest wall
at once.
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Finding a motion model that can be used to correlate the external respiratory motion with internal
tumor motion has been discussed in the literature [14–16]. Linear, polynomial, b-spline and PCA-based
models are a few techniques that have been investigated so far. As future work, we are also planning to
work on finding a correlation model, that can be employed to measure internal tumor motion, by using
external surface motion as the surrogate input data. Furthermore, we are planning to test the proposed
system in a real clinical environment using patients with different demographic and clinical properties.
Supplementary Materials: The Supplementary Materials are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-
8220/17/8/1840/s1.
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Abstract: The initial detection of dental caries is an essential biomedical requirement to barricade the
progression of caries and tooth demineralization. The objective of this study is to introduce an optical
frequency-domain imaging technique based quantitative evaluation method to calculate the volume
and thickness of enamel residual, and a quantification method was developed to evaluate the total
intensity fluctuation in depth direction owing to carious lesions, which can be favorable to identify the
progression of dental caries in advance. The cross-sectional images of the ex vivo tooth samples were
acquired using 1.3 μm spectral domain optical coherence tomography system (SD-OCT). Moreover,
the advantages of the proposed method over the conventional dental inspection methods were
compared to highlight the potential capability of OCT. As a consequence, the threshold parameters
obtained through the developed method can be used as an efficient investigating technique for the
initial detection of demineralization.
Keywords: optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI); optical coherence tomography; dental caries;
demineralization; Bio-photonic detection
1. Introduction
Precise structural imaging and quantitative evaluation are critical for the diagnosis of dental
caries and research to prevent the formation of initial demineralized regions [1,2]. The depth imaging
of enamel, dentin, cavities, pits, and fissures with a high-resolution is particularly important for
the study of anatomical and pathological changes of the dental structure [3]. Optical coherence
tomography (OCT) is a rapidly advancing optical frequency-domain imaging modality, which can
provide non-invasive high-resolution cross-sectional images of dental tissues and various biological
tissues [4]. This near-infrared (NIR) biomedical imaging method provides images with high axial
and lateral resolutions (i.e., below 8 μm and 15 μm, respectively) [5,6], and, furthermore, OCT has
been widely used in different medical applications such as ophthalmology [7,8], dermatology [9],
and otolaryngology [10,11]. The methods currently in use for the detection of dental caries such
as radiography, microradiography, and X-rays do not provide sufficient resolution, sensitivity,
and contrast compared to OCT. Radiography is the most frequently applied inspection method
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in dentistry with a resolution of 50 μm, which is comparatively lower than the resolution of OCT.
Furthermore, radiography is not quantitative, and it is relatively difficult to apply for the initial
detection of dental caries [12,13]. Microradiography is another method that can be used to analyze
caries quantitatively, but it is hard to apply this method for clinical applications [14]. Other conventional
diagnostic methods such as infrared (IR) imaging, dental explorer, and visual inspection are unable
to provide more accurate cross-sectional images [15]. Several research groups have determined the
mineral loss and the depth of enamel caries using a histology analysis method called transversal
microradiography (TMR). However, due to the requirement of a thin sectioning process, applications
of the method in dentistry have been scarce [16]. The main drawback of this method is that caries can
be detected only at a relatively advanced stage when remineralization is no longer possible, and due to
the incapability of obtaining precise quantitative measurements, it is hard to barricade the progression
of caries. Thus, owing to the non-invasive and non-destructive imaging capability, and the capability
of acquiring precise quantifications such as accurate thickness and volumetric measurements, OCT has
gained a significant demand in the medical field as an early diagnosis method. Although OCT has
been extensively used as a powerful dental imaging technique, quantitative evaluation of enamel
thickness variation, depth dependent intensity fluctuation, and volumetric analysis of enamel residual
has not been broadly studied for the initial diagnosis of demineralization.
Especially in dentistry, OCT has been used to produce longitudinal images of dental tissues
and caries of an orientation similar to that of the B-scan ultrasound images [17,18]. In these studies,
a reduction in enamel reflectivity was observed in areas of dental caries [19]. It is considered that the
decrease in reflectivity during demineralization is related to the amount of mineral loss. Few studies
have demonstrated that there is two to threefold increase in the scattering coefficient at a wavelength
of 1.3 μm [20]. Furthermore, a polarization sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) endoscopic system using a swept
source has been implemented as a compact system for dentistry application [21]. Similarly, surface
demineralization can be detected using linearly polarized light and measured backscattered signal in
two orthogonal axes [22]. Some other OCT techniques have been applied to diagnose dental caries
as a result of changes in the optical properties of enamel after undergoing demineralization [23].
The obtained images were quantitatively evaluated by the identification of structures, dimensions,
and properties [24]. Moreover, in several review reports and research studies, OCT based dental
experiments were demonstrated to verify the stronger optical backscattering signals acquired from the
demineralized enamel regions, oral tissue images, caries, periodontal diseases, and oral cancers [25,26].
In addition, infrared light with long wavelengths were used in OCT for clinical applications owing to
the high depth penetration [27].
In this paper, we performed an initial ex vivo study using a 1.3 μm wavelength laser utilized
spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) system to introduce a quantitative method to calculate the thickness
and volume of remaining enamel region (enamel residual). Furthermore, we developed an algorithm
to analyze the total intensity fluctuation in depth direction of OCT images, which can be useful to
identify the progression of initial caries. As a result, the proposed quantification can be implemented to
identify the reduction of enamel region along with the progression of the demineralization. Moreover,
the capability of our SD-OCT system to perform the proposed method was validated by obtaining
images of ex vivo caries with a high resolution and a high depth penetration.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Optical Frequency Domain Imaging (OFDI) Technique
The implemented optical frequency domain imaging technique was a customized 1.3 μm SD-OCT
system. The speed of the SD-OCT system was 120 frames/s when the image size was 1024 × 500 pixels,
and the average output power of the system was 16 mW. In Figure 1, the broadband light source
that was used for light emission is a superluminescent diode (SLED) (Denselight Semiconductors,
Singapore) with 1.3 μm central wavelength and 135 nm bandwidth. The axial resolution of the
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system was 6 μm (in air) and 3.61 μm (in tissue). The transverse resolution of the system was
25 μm. The detector was a 14-bit complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) line scan camera
(SU-1024LDM Compact; Goodrich, Charlotte, NC, USA) with 1024 pixels. A 50:50 optical fiber coupler
was used to split the broadband light beam into the sample and reference arms. A galvanoscanner
(GVS002, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) connected to the sample arm was used to scan the tooth samples.
All the samples were scanned with a sufficient cross-sectional scanning range of 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm
dimensions. A compact spectrometer was designed and contained a collimator, a diffraction grating,
an achromatic doublet lens, and a line scan camera. The spectrometer was calibrated to compensate
the distortion of the point spread function (PSF), and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) up to
110 dB using previous literature reports [28,29]. Further details about the system configuration can be
found in Table 1.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT)
system. Note the use of the following acronyms in the figure: BS: broadband source, C: collimator,
DG: diffraction grating, FC: fiber coupler, FG: frame grabber, GS: galvanoscanner, L: lens, LSC: line
scan camera, M: mirror, PC: polarization controller, and ST: sample tooth.
Table 1. The details of the optical frequency domain imaging system.
System Parameters Specification
Central Wavelength 1310 nm
Spectral bandwidth 135 nm
Axial resolution air/tissue 6 μm/3.61 μm
Transverse resolution 25 μm
Maximum imaging width 8 mm
Maximum imaging depth >6 mm
Optical power variation ±5%
2.2. Specimen Preparation
For the proposed preliminary study, four types of ex vivo tooth samples, including partially
demineralized canine tooth sample, partially demineralized pre-molar tooth sample, partially
demineralized molar tooth sample, completely demineralized (carious) molar tooth sample, and in vivo
healthy molar tooth sample were involved in the experiment. All tooth specimens were examined in
patients before extraction. The experimented ex vivo tooth specimens were extracted after performing
early childhood caries (ECC) surgeries for four orthodontic patients at different age groups (10–12 years)
of the dental clinic of the Faculty of Dentistry, Kyungpook National University, Daegu, Korea.
The details of the experimented volunteers and tooth specimens are illustrated in Table 2. Prior to the
OCT inspection, all ex vivo tooth specimens were preserved in sterile filtered de-ionized water solution
for 24 h at 30 ◦C to eliminate any possible superficial enamel cracks and maintain a standard smooth
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surface after the extraction. The experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Kyungpook National University (Daegu, Korea) and
approvals from the human ethics committees of the Institute for Bio-diagnostics, Kyungpook National
University (Daegu, Korea) were obtained prior to sample collection.
Table 2. The details of the experimented tooth specimens.
Experimented Volunteer Tooth Classification Inspection Category
11-year-old male Molar tooth Healthy
11-year-old female Molar tooth Partially demineralized
10-year-old male Molar tooth Carious
11-year-old male Canine tooth Partially demineralized
12-year-old female Pre-molar tooth Partially demineralized
2.3. Intensity Fluctuation Analysis
To evaluate the proposed method precisely, the obtained cross-sectional images were involved in
an amplitude scan (A-scan) depth profile analysis to verify the microstructural comparison between
healthy, partially demineralized, and carious molar tooth samples. For the A-scan profile analysis,
a software-based program was coded using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to search the
intensity peaks in the depth direction. The acquired 2D OCT image was loaded and a peak search
algorithm-based cropped window with 15 intensity signals (A-scan lines) was applied. The developed
algorithm detects the maximum intensity in each individual A-scan line to search the peak position,
and all the peak positions in all 15 A-scan lines were rearranged while matching the peak intensity
index in the A-scans to flatten the region of interest. Owing to the non-flattened region of interest,
the maximum intensity index positions vary, and therefore, the index positions with higher intensity
values should be rearranged and matched linearly to obtain a flattened image. Finally, all the
rearranged and flattened A-scan lines were summed up, averaged, and normalized to obtain a single
A-scan depth profile of the region of interest. The applied refractive index of a tooth structure, which
affects the depth scale of 2D OCT images was 1.63 [30,31]. Moreover, we performed an additional
quantification method to analyze the total intensity fluctuation in deep microstructures according to
imaging depth. Thus, an additional automated program was coded using Matlab to analyze the total
pixel intensity of each depth range of demodulated 2D OCT images. The analysis was performed for
the entire visible depth range of 1 mm, and the total pixel intensity was evaluated for each 250 μm
depth range of the cross-sectional image to identify the depth dependent total intensity fluctuation of
each tooth specimen category. Then, the entire total pixel intensity of each depth range was summed
and averaged for each 2D OCT image. This study was a preliminary observational study, and the
data analysis was primarily descriptive. A continuous variation of the optical laser source power
was observed, which was compensated afterward. Due to the instability of the laser optical power,
the entire intensity of 2D OCT images was compensated by multiplying ±5%.
2.4. Volumetric Analysis
The volumetric measurements of enamel residual was obtained using 2D OCT image based
3D OCT volumetric images by implementing a pixel intensity based automated calculation method,
which was performed through a software program coded in Matlab. Figure 2a shows the volumetric
calculation algorithm of enamel residual of a single 2D OCT image along with the obtained 3D OCT
volumetric image containing 500 2D OCT images (Figure 2c). In the developed algorithm based
program, demodulated raw data was loaded and the intensity of the entire cross-sectional region was
analyzed. An image window was applied to select the enamel residual region. For the precise selection
(filter the region of interest) of the enamel residual region, we approximated the pixel intensity
difference between the enamel residual region and other cross-sectional regions, and provided a
pre-determined intensity threshold range for a separate evaluation of the enamel residual region.
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The entire cross-sectional intensity varies from 0 to 255, and the pre-determined enamel threshold
(TH(en)) range can be expressed as, 45 ≤ TH(en) ≤ 255. The selected threshold range contains the
intensity range of the enamel region and excludes the dark black region of the selected image window.
The area of a single pixel, which belongs to the selected image window in Figure 2b can be expressed as
lx × ly = Apix, (1)
where lx is the pixel size in the x-direction, ly is the pixel size in the y-direction, and Apix is the area of a
single pixel. The pixel sizes in the x-, y-, and z-directions can be expressed as
lx = ly = 12 μm, and lz = 7 μm.
The total number of z-direction pixels (B-mode images) is 500 owing to the composition of the 3D
OCT image. Therefore, the enamel residual volume (volume of the remaining enamel) of 500 2D OCT
images (3D volumetric image) can be calculated as
(
N1 × lx × ly
)× lz + (N2 × lx × ly)× lz + (N3 × lx × ly)× lz + . . . (N500 × lx × ly)× lz = Vtot, (2)
where Ni (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 500) is the number of image window pixels in each respective window,
which satisfies the pre-determined threshold value range, and Vtot is the evaluated volume of the
enamel residual. N1, N2, . . . , N500 represent the sequential number of respective image window pixels.
The accuracy of the developed algorithm can be enhanced by providing a precise pre-determined
threshold value range to detect the gradual changes of enamel structure as a result of demineralization.
Figure 2. Volumetric evaluation algorithm for enamel residual. (a) Sequential 2D OCT images
along with the applied image window; (b) Detected pixels, which satisfy the applied pre-determined
threshold range; (c) Acquired 3D OCT volumetric image.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological Analysis of Dental Caries along with Quantitative Evaluations
Figure 3a–c show the cross-sectional comparison between healthy, partially demineralized,
and completely demineralized (carious) molar tooth samples. Figure 3d,e present the three-dimensional
volumetric images of partially demineralized and carious molar tooth samples for a better view.
In Figure 3a, the structural layers such as, enamel, dentino-enamel junction, and dentin can be
visualized along with the depth ranges of 250 μm, 600 μm, and 800 μm, respectively. The progression
of the demineralization can be identified in Figure 3b due to the demineralized enamel region and
the formation of pits region in the depth range of 500 μm below the enamel range, and the remaining
dentino-junction and dentin layer thickness was about 300 μm. Moreover, a clearly distinguishable
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demineralized enamel and dentino-junction (in the depth range of 800 μm), which leads to a formation
of a carious region including pits and fissures were identified in Figure 3c. In addition, the remaining
dentin thickness was about 100 μm. The three-dimensional images (Figure 3d,e) emphasize the top
view of the partially demineralized and carious molar teeth samples. The infected microstructures,
formation of pits and fissures, as well as the enamel loss, can be clearly visualized through the
obtained volumetric images, owing to the high depth penetration. The desired morphological changes
owing to demineralization mostly occurred in the enamel and dentin regions, which belong to a
depth range that can be sufficiently achieved from the developed OFDI technique, and therefore,
the necessity of histological images could be minimized by using the two-dimensional cross-sectional
images acquired from the developed non-invasive OCT system [32–35]. Although the customized
SD-OCT system implemented in this preliminary study improves the anatomical evaluation of the
enamel and dentin, due to the low image acquisition speed and low sensitivity, the image quality
has a limitation in SD-OCT compared to optical frequency domain imaging based high-speed swept
source OCT (SS-OCT) [36]. Though the implementation of high-speed 1.3 μm SS-OCT can be beneficial,
the customized cost effective OFDI system of this preliminary study was capable of obtaining a
sufficient depth visibility to confirm the desired morphological results.
Figure 3. Two-dimensional OCT image comparison between healthy, partially demineralized,
and completely demineralized (carious) molar tooth samples along with three-dimensional OCT images.
(a) 2D OCT image of a healthy molar tooth region; (b) 2D OCT image of a partially demineralized molar
tooth region; (c) 2D OCT image of a completely demineralized (carious) molar tooth region; (d) 3D
OCT volumetric image of a partially demineralized molar tooth sample; and (e) 3D OCT volumetric
image of a carious molar tooth sample.
The blue color box regions of Figure 3a–c depict the averaged A-scan depth profile regions.
In Figure 4a, the blue solid line, red dotted line, and black dashed line represent the A-scan depth
profiles of healthy, partially demineralized, and carious samples, respectively. Owing to the high
scattering coefficient of the healthy structure region, a high backscattered signal intensity can be
identified compared to partially demineralized and carious samples. In addition, it is difficult
to detect dentin enamel junction and dentin regions of the partially demineralized and carious
samples (within depth range of 500 μm to 1000 μm) due to low signal intensity from the structure.
The demineralization mainly affects the hard calcium based structural surface of the tooth enamel
region by decreasing the calcium constitution and simultaneously increase the progression of caries,
which contain soft tissues and blood vessels. Owing to the aforementioned increase of the soft
tissue region containing blood vessels, light scattering coefficient decreases. Therefore, the degree of
demineralization affects the OCT signal in depth direction. As a consequence, low signal intensity
could be detected from partially demineralized samples compared to healthy samples.
The aforementioned depth dependent intensity fluctuation according to each sample within
each depth range is shown in the Figure 4b graph. The total intensity fluctuation of the healthy
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sample, partially demineralized sample, and carious sample are illustrated in blue, red, and gray color
plots, respectively. Owing to the high optical scattering coefficient, the healthy sample performs the
highest total intensity in all depth ranges, and the least intensity values could be identified in the
carious sample. Furthermore, the partially demineralized sample performed less total intensity than
the healthy sample and a higher intensity than the carious sample, which confirms the progression
of dental caries. All the obtained intensity values are shown along with the corresponding graph
bars. Furthermore, the enamel thickness was evaluated, and the next bar graph shown in Figure 4c
represents the depth direction enamel thickness values of the aforementioned three samples using
two-dimensional cross-sectional image based A-scan depth profile analysis. The thickness of the
healthy enamel region was measured as 255.45 ± 15.03 μm, a partially demineralized molar specimen
was measured as 150.30 ± 10.02 μm (with a reduction of 41.1% compared to the healthy sample),
and the enamel residual of the carious region was measured as 100.20 ± 6.68 μm (with a reduction of
60.8% compared to the healthy sample), respectively.
Figure 4. The quantitative evaluation method for healthy, partially demineralized, and completely
demineralized (carious) molar tooth samples. (a) A-scan depth profiles of healthy, partially
demineralized, and carious samples; (b) The total intensity fluctuation of healthy, partially
demineralized molar, and completely demineralized (carious) molar tooth samples for the entire
visible depth range of 1 mm with a gap of 250 μm depth range; (c) The depth direction enamel
thickness values of the healthy, partially carious, and carious samples.
To gain a better understanding about the enamel demineralization, we repeated the
aforementioned similar experimental method using partially demineralized canine and pre-molar
tooth samples, which have a healthy appearance externally. Figure 5a,c emphasize the 2D OCT
images along with the acquired 3D OCT volumetric images (Figure 5b,d) and sample photographs.
The scanned positions of the samples are shown by red dashed lines. Although the samples have a
healthy appearance, the formation of the demineralized enamel and root cavity region were identified
in cross-sectional images and 3D OCT images of both canine and pre-molar tooth samples. Moreover,
the enamel of the pre-molar tooth sample was demineralized towards a 750 μm depth to form the
cavity region, which can be quantitatively evaluated using A-scan depth profile analysis. To acquire
the most accurate quantification of enamel residual and the demineralized enamel region, we repeated
the previous quantitative methods under the same experimental conditions.
The obtained A-scans of partially demineralized canine tooth sample and partially demineralized
pre-molar tooth sample were compared with a healthy sample and shown in Figure 6a. In the A-scan
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profile, the blue solid line, black dashed line, and green dotted line represent the A-scan depth
profiles of healthy sample, canine sample, and pre-molar sample, respectively. Similar signal intensity
behavior was confirmed as before, owing to the low scattering coefficient of partially demineralized
samples, which confirms the changes of the sample composition compared to the healthy sample. Then,
we analyzed and compared the total intensity fluctuation of both partially demineralized samples
according to each imaging depth range (Figure 6b).
Figure 5. Two-dimensional OCT image comparison between a partially demineralized but healthy
appearing canine tooth sample and a partially demineralized but healthy appearing pre-molar tooth
sample with three-dimensional OCT images. (a) 2D OCT image of a partially demineralized but
healthy appearing canine tooth sample; (b) 3D OCT volumetric image of a partially demineralized but
healthy appearing canine tooth sample; (c) 2D OCT image of a partially demineralized but healthy
appearing pre-molar tooth sample; (d) 3D OCT volumetric image of a partially demineralized but
healthy appearing pre-molar tooth sample.
Figure 6. The quantitative evaluation for a healthy sample and partially demineralized but healthy
appearing canine and pre-molar tooth samples. (a) A-scan depth profiles of healthy and partially
demineralized but healthy appearing canine and pre-molar tooth samples; (b) the total intensity
fluctuation of healthy, canine, and pre-molar tooth samples for the entire visible depth range of 1 mm
with a gap of 250 μm depth range; (c) the depth direction enamel thickness values of the healthy,
partially demineralized but healthy appearing canine and pre-molar tooth samples.
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All the obtained intensity values are shown along with the corresponding graph bars. Although
a reduction of the total intensity was noticed in partially demineralized samples (compared to
the healthy sample), all the intensity levels were comparatively higher than the intensity levels
of the carious sample. Therefore, the results confirm that the experimentally tested samples were
neither healthy nor carious and verify the progression of demineralization. Next, we analyzed and
compared enamel thickness of all three samples, and the bar graph shown in Figure 6c represents
the obtained depth direction enamel thickness. The thickness of the healthy enamel region was
measured as 255.45 ± 15.03 μm, partially demineralized pre-molar tooth sample was measured as
180.36 ± 12.02 μm (reduction of 29.4% compared to the healthy sample), and partially demineralized
canine tooth sample was measured as 140.28 ± 9.35 μm (reduction of 45.1% compared to the healthy
sample), respectively. Therefore, the obtained quantitative evaluations confirm the progression
of early caries, and, moreover, the obtained quantitative evaluations can be utilized as threshold
parameters to detect the progression of early caries. To gain a better understanding about the quantified
thickness values and total intensity fluctuations of the experimented tooth specimens, the summarized
quantifications are illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3. The quantified enamel thickness and depth direction total intensity fluctuations.
Specimen Category Enamel Thickness (μm)
Total Intensity Fluctuation in Each Depth Range (a.u.)
0–250 μm 250–500 μm 500–750 μm 750–1000 μm
Healthy molar 255.45 ± 15.03 2.34 ± 0.2 3.10 ± 0.2 2.14 ± 0.2 1.21 ± 0.2
Dem. molar 150.30 ± 10.02 2.09 ± 0.2 2.21 ± 0.2 1.24 ± 0.2 0.77 ± 0.1
Carious molar 100.20 ± 6.68 1.24 ± 0.1 0.74 ± 0.05 0.41 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.01
Dem. canine 140.28 ± 9.35 1.10 ± 0.1 1.21 ± 0.1 0.99 ± 0.1 0.65 ± 0.1
Dem. premolar 180.36 ± 12.02 1.91 ± 0.1 1.65 ± 0.1 1.34 ± 0.1 0.72 ± 0.05
3.2. Volumetric Evaluation Technique to Identify Initial Caries
We quantified the volume of the enamel residual by applying the described volumetric algorithm
in Section 2.4. Thus, we calculated the enamel residual of a selected particular position determined
by the expert orthodontist for the healthy tooth specimen, three partially demineralized but healthy
appearing tooth specimens, and the carious tooth specimen. All the performed calculations were based
on the refractive index of 1.63, and the calculated enamel residual volume evaluations are illustrated
along with the parameters in Table 4.
Table 4. The volumetric evaluation results of the enamel residual.
Tooth Specimen






Healthy molar tooth 500 2.13 × 107 28.72
Part.dem. molar 500 1.31 × 107 17.70
Carious molar 500 0.91 × 107 12.26
Part.dem. canine 500 1.28 × 107 17.20
Part.dem. pre-molar 500 1.42 × 107 19.15
Hence, the obtained results confirmed that the proposed volumetric evaluation method will be
more useful to detect the progression of caries, since the gradual reduction of the enamel volume owing
to the gradual growth of caries can be detected quantitatively in advance. Therefore, medical treatments
can be initiated immediately in order to obstruct the progression of caries, once the volume reduction
of teeth is identified.
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3.3. Structural Comparison between OCT and Conventional Methods
Figure 7 shows the structural analysis of a carious molar tooth sample and a comparison between
imaging results obtained from various inspection methods. Figure 7a shows the in vivo radiographic
image of the carious tooth, which was captured before early childhood caries (ECC) surgery performed
on a 10-year-old male volunteer. The images were acquired to inspect the dental caries and cavity filling
portions using a system that is currently applied in standard clinical practice: ultra speed (D-speed) film
(Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA), 150 kVp, 15 mA, and 20 impulses. In this radiographic method, resolving
a sub-millimeter tissue structure proves to be difficult, and only the surface structures of the cavity
fillings, carious region, partially demineralized regions, pulps, and root canals along with healthy
tooth were visualized. Thus, the obtained results were neither quantitative nor sensitive, and the
cavity depths could not be imaged as well. Hence, precise radiographic detection of demineralization
is a challenging task, since minimally demineralized regions are unable to reach the threshold of
resolution. Figure 7b shows the photograph of the carious tooth, which was obtained after early
childhood caries (ECC) surgery. Figure 7c,d represent the ex vivo 3D OCT images of the same sample
and show the top and the side views of the sample. A precise enhancement could be identified,
compared to radiographic images. Both 3D OCT figures give a clear view of the distinguishable
anatomical structures e.g., dentin tubules, pulp, root canals, and cement owing to the high axial
and lateral resolutions. Therefore, the applicability and the reliability of our system were verified
because the dental caries, demineralization, and the inner microstructures of dentin were confirmed
simultaneously through the obtained results.
 
Figure 7. Structural analysis of the carious tooth sample using various inspection methods.
(a) Radiographic image of the carious tooth sample before the surgery; (b) Photograph of the carious
tooth sample after the surgery; (c,d) top and side views of 3D OCT images of the carious tooth sample.
4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated an optical frequency-domain imaging technique based quantitative
evaluation method as an initial ex vivo study to detect the progression of dental caries by comparing
partially and completely demineralized tooth samples with healthy tooth specimens. The quantification
techniques were carried out by evaluating precise volume and thickness of enamel residual. Next,
the total intensity fluctuation in each imaging depth range of all the specimens was quantified
to confirm the changes that occurred in the internal composition of partially and completely
demineralized tooth samples compared to a healthy sample. The performed study was a preliminary
descriptive observational study, which was performed to confirm the feasibility of the three developed
quantification techniques. The representative ex vivo tooth specimens as well as the experimental
procedure was conducted according to the guidelines provided by an expert orthodontist. The results
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obtained using our high-resolution OFDI system revealed anatomic and quantitative information
in a relatively nondestructive manner. The threshold parameters to detect the progression of early
caries were determined on the basis of the quantitative results obtained from partially demineralized
samples. Therefore, the physicians were able to diagnose the tooth volumetric and thickness changes
at an initial stage by considering the obtained results as promising threshold parameters, which will
be useful to barricade the progression of caries. To enhance the accuracy of the threshold parameters,
quantitative (thickness and volumetric) information of multiple in vivo specimens will be evaluated,
averaged, and normalized along with clinical trials in future studies.
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Abstract: Sports-related concussion is a common sports injury that might induce potential long-term
consequences without early diagnosis and intervention in the field. However, there are few options
of such sensor systems available. The aim of the study is to propose and validate an automated
concussion administration and scoring approach, which is objective, affordable and capable of
detecting all balance errors required by the balance error scoring system (BESS) protocol in the field
condition. Our approach is first to capture human body skeleton positions using two Microsoft
Kinect sensors in the proposed configuration and merge the data by a custom-made algorithm to
remove the self-occlusion of limbs. The standing balance errors according to BESS protocol were
further measured and accessed automatically by the proposed algorithm. Simultaneously, the BESS
test was filmed for scoring by an experienced rater. Two results were compared using Pearson
coefficient r, obtaining an excellent consistency (r = 0.93, p < 0.05). In addition, BESS test–retest was
performed after seven days and compared using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), showing a
good test–retest reliability (ICC = 0.81, p < 0.01). The proposed approach could be an alternative of
objective tools to assess postural stability for sideline sports concussion diagnosis.
Keywords: concussion evaluation; postural stability; balance error scoring system; Kinect sensor
1. Introduction
Sports-related concussion is common in most sports with a higher incidence in American football,
hockey, rugby, soccer, and basketball, of which 78% occur during games as opposed to training [1,2].
The Centers for Disease Control estimates that 1.6 to 3.8 million concussions occur in the US per
year in competitive sports and recreational activities [3]. Failure of early recognition and removal
of the concussed athlete from play may put the individual at risk for potential complications and
long-term consequences [4]. This often requires a rapid and accurate sideline assessment in the midst
of competition by certified athletic trainers and team physicians [5].
Since 1997, a multidimensional approach consisting of the systematic assessment of cognition,
balance and symptoms has been recommended for the diagnosis and management of sports concussion
(SC) [2,6,7]. The multidimensional approach emphasizes multiple diagnostic elements including
a physical examination, a survey of post-concussion symptoms, performance-based measures of acute
mental status and postural stability, and careful consideration of clinical history [5,8]. Unfortunately,
this approach is neither time- nor cost-effective, making them difficult to employ at varying levels
of sport. A recent survey of certified athletic trainers indicated that only 21% of respondents used
the recommended multidimensional approach to assess SC [9]. When used in isolation, each of the
aforementioned clinical measures of cognition, balance, and/or symptoms has been demonstrated to
have suboptimal reliability and validity [10–12].
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As an alternative to the multidimensional approach, the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS)
provides an objective measure of balance with the nature of being time- and cost-effective [13].
The BESS relies on the observational skills of trained sports administrator to count the total number of
predefined balance errors that a subject makes during three standing stances on firm and foam surfaces.
The BESS has been adopted as the current clinical standard of care for balance assessment in concussed
athletes on the sideline [14]. However, several studies have addressed the measurement properties of
the BESS showing variable inter-rater and test–retest reliability [4,15,16], which are partially based on
the raters’ subjective interpretations of errors committed throughout the test and different strictness of
the scoring criteria.
To overcome the subjective nature of the BESS, technologies have been used to automate the
assessment of postural stability. Such efforts can be divided into two main approaches: postural
sway and error scoring [14,17]. The first has been evaluated by using force plate [17–19] or wearable
devices [14,20,21]. Different from the scores of BESS, the metrics of postural sway are quantified by
measured changes in body sway amplitude, velocity, frequency and direction of anterior-posterior,
medial-lateral or trunk-rotation movements [20]. The primary clinical balance test for concussion
assessment and most often used clinically and described in the literature is the BESS [14]. Therefore,
the automated approach of error scoring with increased objectivity and subsequent reliability and
validity could have great utility. Brown et al. provided insight into the relationship between inertial
sensor-based kinematic outcomes and BESS errors’ scores [22]. Potentially being able to track the
six balance errors [23] as they are defined in the BESS standard, the Microsoft Kinect®sensor V1 [24]
and V2 [23] have been investigated for the purpose. The use of a single Kinect sensor in the previous
studies, however, has been called into the problem of self-occlusion happening when some parts of
a human body are hidden. In addition, none of the previous studies have accounted for the error of
eye-opening. As such, a large level of variability of the counted errors can result, leading to inaccurate
BESS scores. Self-occlusion may be addressed by using multiple Kinect sensors instead of one [25–27].
The configuration of two Kinect sensors has been demonstrated to enhance the recognition rate,
therefore limiting the issue of self-occlusion [28,29]. Nevertheless, the use of multiple Kinect sensors
has not been explored or validated specifically as a way to count the BESS errors.
The aim of the current study is to present and validate a portable, untethered, and affordable
solution for sideline sports concussion BESS test using two Kinect sensors. A custom algorithm
is developed to automatically score errors committed during each BESS trial from duplex-views.
The system is verified by concurrent validity and test–retest reliability in healthy participants.
We hypothesized that the use of two Kinect sensors will effectively address the issue of self-occlusion,
leading to strong concurrent validity and test–retest reliability when compared to a human rater.
2. Methods
2.1. Balance Error Scoring System (BESS) and Test Protocol
The BESS is a clinical accepted measure of postural stability prior to and following a sport concussion.
To complete the BESS test, participants are required to maintain balance in three different stances,
as shown in Figure 1. Each stance is performed on firm ground and pad form, respectively. The foam
pad is medium density and measured 40 cm × 40 cm × 8 cm in size [30]. All trials are 20 s in length.
During the completion of each trial, participants are asked to maintain a double leg, single leg or tandem
stance with their hands on their iliac crests and with their eyes closed. The BESS errors consist of removal
of hands from hips (balance error a), opening of the eyes (balance error b), stepping, stumbling, or falling
(balance error c), abduction or flexion of the hip beyond 30◦ (balance error d), lifting the forefoot or
heel off of the firm or foam surface (balance error e), and/or remaining out of the testing position or
more than 5 s (balance error f). A maximum of 10 errors could be committed during each trial. If a
subject committed multiple errors simultaneously, only one error was recorded. For example, if a subject
stumbled, removed his or her hands from their hips and opened their eyes simultaneously, only one
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error is counted [13]. The balance error is identified by human skeleton data from two Kinect sensors
and the final test score is counted. Testing consists of two parts separated by 7 days.
To complete the BESS, subjects are asked to stand at 2.5 m away from the sensors. Each participant
is then instructed on how to complete the BESS. Following instruction and assurance of participant
understanding, each participant completes the BESS test as previously described. After each trial,
a 30 s rest period is employed. An experienced rater (over 60 h of grading experience) simultaneously
counts the number of BESS errors for each trial. All trials are video recorded for a follow-up proof
counting in order to ensure the accuracy of error numbers. The same testing protocol is administered
seven days after the first session.















Figure 1. Trials of BESS test in three different stances (double feet, single foot and tandem) on two
different surfaces (firm and foam).
2.2. Instrumentation and Configurations
The Kinect V2 sensors (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) were deployed to measure
the 3D coordinates of the skeletons and joints of the human body, which were then being used to judge
the aforementioned balance errors a–f using custom-made algorithms. Though the camera is capable of
obtaining 25 human skeletal joints through the depth image, only wrists, hips, ankles, spine, shoulder
and hip center are used in the method, as denoted by the nine white circles in Figure 2. Experimental
equipment includes two Kinect V2 cameras and two laptop computers with Windows 8.1 operating
system (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA), Intel Core i5 processor and 4 GB memory. The
algorithms were implemented in Visual Studio 2013 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) and
Kinect SDK 2.0 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA).
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The basic configuration consideration for a Kinect sensor is to put the subject conducting the
trial stances in the field of view (FOV), even when the movement of the hip is up to 30◦ of abduction.
Moreover, the nine skeletal joints, as denoted in Figure 2, should not be occluded by body parts in the
camera vision, or there should be no self-occlusion, for all three of the stances.
 
Figure 2. The selected joints used for the BESS test.
The vertical FOV of a single Kinect is up to 60◦, illustrated as angle ∠C’K1B’ in Figure 3a; Point K1
represents the Kinect sensor mounted at height of 65 cm, which is regarded as the ideal operating
value of Microsoft Xbox One floor mounting stand; Point B is the test position where the subject stands,
and line BC denotes the height of subject, herein taking 2 m as the representative value.
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Illustration of duplex Kinect sensor placements. (a) the vertical field of view (FOV) of single
Kinect sensor and setup for a 2 m high subject; (b) the positions, horizontal FOVs and required space
(gray color) of the two sensors.
When the subject leans the hip maximally to 30◦, the projection height in the vertical axis is under
the curve CC’ in math. The point C’ corresponds to the subject’s head position at the abduction angle
30◦, which determines the upward tilt angle of the Kinect sensor and the minimal camera to subject
distance (MCSD) that is able to watch the whole body skeletons. Under the prescribed condition, the
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distance is computed to be 2.48 m and the radius BB’ of the test area is 1 m mathematically. The duplex
sensor setup in horizontal view is shown in Figure 3b, in which K1 and K2 denote the two Kinect
sensors. The distance between the two sensors is 2.12 m and the required test space as illustrated by
a gray color in Figure 3b is 5.21 square meters. Since the horizontal FOV of the camera is 70◦, the
horizontal rotation angle of the camera, α, is allowed to be between 15◦ and 36◦.
Although the above configurations are determined supposing 2 m as the height of participant,
the sensor can track the whole body skeletons of shorter subjects as well, without any alteration of
the setup parameters. When the subject is taller than 2 m, the mathematical expression between the






2 cot θ + 0.5
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where θ is the angle ∠C’SB’ as denoted in the Figure 3a, Hs and Hr are the sensor mounting height
of 0.65 m and the reference subject height of 2 m, respectively. Equation (1) is obtained according to
the triangular relationships of the sensor setup, as shown in Figure 3a, in which the setup parameters
including the tilt angle, horizontal rotation angle and mounting height of the sensors are all the
same as the case of the 2 m high subject. Typical numerical solutions of Equation (1) are present in
Table 1. In the situation, the subject would simply move a distance referring to Table 1, along line AO
toward point O as denoted in Figure 3b. The fixed installation parameters will help to ease the use of
the system.
Table 1. The height of the subject and the required minimal camera to subject distance.










It is noteworthy that the above setup parameters are the worst case values. For example, there
is less chance that one can fall like a rigid body without flexing one’s hip, and hence the test area
diameter should be less than 2 m. Therefore, in a real situation when these values are smaller, the
system will have better performance in terms of required installation space and MCSD distance.
2.3. Algorithm Development
Microsoft Kinect SDK 2.0 provides all the methods or functions to acquire the skeletal joints
coordinates of recognized users. In the tracking loop, NuiSkeletonTrackingEnable method is called
to enable the tracking and NuiSkeletonGetNextFrame method is to access the members of the
NUI_SKELETON_FRAME structure to receive information about the users. In the members of the
skeleton frame structure, the NUI_SKELETON_DATA structure has a SkeletonPositionTrackingState
array, which contains the tracking state for each joint. A tracking state of a joint can be “tracked” for a
clearly visible joint, “inferred” when a joint is not clearly visible and Kinect is inferring its position,
or “non-tracked”. In addition, the SkeletonPositions array in the skeleton frame structure contains the
position of each joint.
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Once the positions and tracking states of the participants are obtained, the data from two Kinect
sensors will be fed into a custom-made algorithm to compute BESS scores. It is mainly composed of
two parts: error motion recognition and scoring algorithm.
2.3.1. Error Motion Recognition Algorithm
The error motion recognition algorithm (EMRA) functions to determine whether the balance
errors occur during the BESS test. Specifically, the EMRA obtains the coordinates of skeletal joints
from the two Kinect sensors and then extracts the feature vectors of the predefined balance errors,
which is further processed by comparing the deviation of the joints away from its original position.
Subsequently, the EMRA merges the results of two cameras by weighting a fusion coefficient in order
to choose the best candidate of the skeletal joints from the two Kinect sensors, especially when one is







the vector between joint i and joint j at time t can be expressed as pti,j = p
t
i − ptj. Then, the error
equation δt(i, j) for balance error a, c, e is described as follows:
δt(i, j) =
{
1, ‖pti − ptj‖ > H, ‖pt−1i − pt−1j ‖ ≤ H
0, otherwise
, (2)
where H is the predefined threshold. When the δt(i, j) is computed to be 1, a balance error is found.
In the case of balance error a, the pi and pj are the coordinates of the joint wrist and hip, respectively;
the term ‖pti − ptj‖ is ‖ptwrist − pthip‖, and the H equals to ‖p0wrist − p0hip‖, which means the distance
between joint wrist and hip at the initial time. For the balance error c, the pi is joint spine_mid and
pj is its initial value, and the term ‖pti − ptj‖ is then ‖ptspine_mid − p0spine_mid‖. For the balance error e,
the pi is joint ankle and the term ‖pti − ptj‖ becomes ‖ptankle − p0ankle‖. The threshold H is set to 10 cm
in the study for balance error c and e, the amount of which is determined by experiments and set to
be large enough to reflect slight balance error motion meanwhile suppressing the jitter caused by the
camera vision noise.
The error equation of balance error d is defined by:
δt(i, j) =
{
1, cos(pt−1i,j , v) > H, cos(p
t
i,j, v) ≤ H
0, otherwise
, (3)
where pi,j is the vector from joint spine_base to spine_shoulder, v means a vertical vector, and threshold
H is 0.866 corresponding to the cosine 30◦ of the maximal allowed hip flexion angle.
The error recognition fusion equation is expressed as:
ϕt =
{
1, ωtA(i, j) · δtA(i, j) + ωtB(i, j) · δtB(i, j) ≥ 1
0, ωtA(i, j) · δtA(i, j) + ωtB(i, j) · δtB(i, j) < 1
, (4)
where δtA(i, j) and δ
t
B(i, j) represent the results of error recognition at time t from Kinect sensor A and B,
and ωtA(i, j) and ω
t
B(i, j) are the weight coefficients of sensor A and B at time t, respectively. The values
of ωtA(i, j) and ω
t
B(i, j) are determined according to the capture state of joint (well tracked, inferred
and not tracked), which are provided by the Microsoft Kinect SDK. The values of ω(i, j) are shown in
Table 2.
As for the balance error b, it can be achieved directly by calling the GetFaceProperties function of
the Microsoft Kinect SDK to recognize the states of the eye (open, closed and unknown).
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Table 2. The weight coefficient for error recognition fusion.
i j ω(i, j)
Not tracked Not tracked 0
Not tracked Inferred 0
Not tracked Well tracked 0
Inferred Inferred 0.25
Inferred Well tracked 0.5
Well tracked Inferred 0.5
Well tracked Well tracked 1
2.3.2. Scoring Algorithm
In addition to the error motion recognition, the software should also be able to score the BESS
trials automatically. As one error might be accompanied by multiple simultaneous or subsequent
errors, redundant errors count should be screened out. For the balance errors α and β, tαi,begin is the
start time of the i-th occurrence of the balance error α, and the end time is tαi,end; t
β
j,begin is the start time
of the j-th occurrence of the balance error β, and the end time is tβj,end. Whether the balance error α and














j,begin − tαi,begin < 0
tβj,end − tαi,begin ≥ 0
. (5)
If simultaneous errors are detected, the later one will be ignored.
A total of six stances are performed in sequence (double feet, one foot, tandem) on the firm surface
followed by the foam surface. For each stance, there are six types of balance errors a–f. The equation of
















ϕi − γ + ε ≥ 10
, (6)
where ϕi is the number of occurrences of balance error i, and γ represents the number of simultaneous
errors that should be ignored. The constant ε is to indicate whether or not the subject fails to maintain
the testing stance less than 5 s or remains out of a proper testing position for longer than 5 s. If so,
ε is 0; otherwise, ε is 10. The maximum score of each stance is limited to 10, and the total BESS score
is the sum of Scorej counted during all six stances. The total score acquired automatically using the
above algorithm is then compared with the rater score to verify the Duplex Kinects System’s validity
and reliability.
2.4. Subjects
The current study was approved by the institutional academic board. Thirty healthy and
physically active subjects (12 female and 18 male) between the 22 and 31 years (yr) of age
(25.6 ± 2.56 yr), and who were 158 to 190 cm tall (171.1 ± 6.72 cm) participated in the current study.
Exclusion criteria included neurological or musculoskeletal conditions, respiratory or cardiovascular
problems, and pregnancy. All subjects were informed of the purpose, methods and instructions to
complete the BESS and signed informed consent.
2.5. Analysis
Concurrent validity of scores obtained by the custom-made duplex Kinect BESS software and
by the rater were assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients. In addition, intraclass correlation
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coefficients ICC (2,1) (2-way random effect, single measure model) were used to assess the test–retest
reliability of the custom-made duplex Kinect BESS software between days 1 and 8. A modified
version of BESS (mBESS) using only three stance conditions on the firm surface, which is currently
included in the SCAT3 protocol and the Official NFL Sideline Tool [31], has also been accessed.
All analyses were conducted with p < 0.05 as the significance level and performed using SPSS Version
20.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). For the Pearson coefficient r, it was excellent relationship if
r was greater than 0.90, good relationship if r was between 0.8 and 0.89, a fair degree if r was between
0.7 and 0.79, and poor if r was below 0.70 [32]. Regarding the ICC coefficients, it was excellent if ICC
was greater than 0.90, good if ICC was between 0.75 and 0.90, moderate if ICC was between 0.50 and
0.75, and poor if ICC was below 0.50 [33].
3. Results
In order to validate the self-occlusion of the proposed sensor configuration, representative images
captured by sensors are shown in Figure 4. Direct view indicates the image captured by the sensor
placed at position A in Figure 3b, facing directly to the subject; left and right view shows images
captured by sensors placed at position K1 and K2 in Figure 3b, respectively, facing to the subject in the
same way as depicted in Figure 3b. In Figure 4a, the rear ankle is occluded by the front one during
tandem stance in direct view, resulting in a self-occlusion joint denoted as E in the figure. However,
the rear ankle joint occluded in direct view is tracked properly in the right view. The same result could
be found in the other three stance situations. The red dots overlaid on the eyes were generated by
software automatically in case the eyes were tracked by the sensor, as shown in Figure 4.
 
Direct View Right View Direct View Right View 
(a) (b) 
 
Left View Right View Left View Right View 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4. Representative self-occlusion images in direct, left or right view of Kinect sensors. (a) in the
direct view, the rear ankle joint E is occluded whereas not in the right view; (b) in the direct view, the
left wrist joint E is occluded when the body twisted, whereas not in the right view; (c) in the right view,
the joints E1 and E2 are occluded, whereas not in the left view; (d) in the left view, joints E1 and E2 are
occluded whereas not in the right view.
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Further experiments were performed to examine the performance of the system for the purpose
gof the BESS test. Table 3 shows the statistical results of the system measurements and the rater
counting of the six balance conditions. In each condition, balance errors a–f committed by the subject
were counted, including the error b of eye opening. Concurrent validity of the system and the rater
counting shows that the system’s BESS total score is 11.83 ± 7.62, and the rater’s is 11.33 ± 7.89, and
the Pearson coefficient r is 0.93 (p < 0.05). The total mBESS scores counted by system and rater are
4.67 ± 3.13 and 4.43 ± 3.40, respectively, indicating that the system score accurately fits the rater’s
(r = 0.92, p < 0.05) in the subset of balance conditions (firm surface only).
Table 3. The statistical results of the system and rater scores with Pearson coefficient value of each
condition (p < 0.05).
Balance Condition System Score Rater Score Pearson Coefficient r
Double feet firm 0.10 ± 0.40 0.10 ± 0.40 0.78
Single foot firm 3.37 ± 2.38 3.10 ± 2.34 0.89
Tandem firm 1.20 ± 2.34 1.23 ± 2.50 0.93
Double feet foam 0.33 ± 0.61 0.10 ± 0.30 0.55
Single foot foam 4.43 ± 3.13 4.30 ± 3.19 0.82
Tandem foam 2.37 ± 2.85 2.50 ± 3.08 0.87
BESS total 11.83 ± 7.62 11.33 ± 7.89 0.93
mBESS total (only firm) 4.67 ± 3.13 4.43 ± 3.40 0.92
A scatter plot is also presented in Figure 5, indicating that the system and rater score correlated
positively and agreed with each other.
Figure 5. BESS score for rater and system.
Test–retest reliability of the system measurements on the first and eighth day as well as the ICC
value in each condition shows that the first day total score of the BESS test is 12.07 ± 7.75, the eighth
day total score of the BESS test is 11.47 ± 6.93, and the ICC was 0.81 (p < 0.001). The mBESS test score
is 4.73 ± 3.17 on day 1 while 4.70 ± 3.76 on day 8, with ICC value of 0.84 (p < 0.001). The detail is
illustrated in Table 4. The scatter plot of the BESS score for the first day and the eighth day is shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. BESS score for day 1 and day 8.
Table 4. The statistical results of system score on the first and eighth day as well as the ICC value of
each condition.
Balance Condition Day 1 Day 8 ICC p
Double feet firm 0.13 ± 0.30 0.10 ± 0.30 0.83 <0.001
Single foot firm 3.37 ± 2.36 3.67 ± 2.95 0.78 <0.001
Tandem firm 1.23 ± 2.36 0.93 ± 2.18 0.57 0.012
Double feet foam 0.33 ± 0.61 0.23 ± 0.50 0.58 0.010
Single foot foam 4.57 ± 3.21 4.40 ± 3.22 0.68 0.001
Tandem foam 2.40 ± 2.89 2.10 ± 2.93 0.87 <0.001
BESS total 12.07 ± 7.75 11.47 ± 6.93 0.81 <0.001
mBESS total (only firm) 4.73 ± 3.17 4.70 ± 3.76 0.84 <0.001
4. Discussion
The BESS is recognized as the current standard for the evaluation of sports related concussion.
However, the intra- and inter-raters reliability of BESS scores has been questioned. In an attempt
to overcome the subjective limitations of the BESS, the proposed method used two Kinect sensors
along with a custom-made algorithm to track the postural balance errors committed by the participant.
The primary findings derived from the results include: (1) the duplex views from two Kinect sensors
can compensate for each other and track the key human body skeletal joints without blind spot or
self-occlusion, even during the challenging tandem stance; and, (2) due to the constraint of the sensor’s
field of view, placement parameters including sensor separation distance, tilt angle and mounting
height, etc., should be properly determined by taking into consideration the portability, installation
space and ease of setup.
Our proposed custom-made algorithm for duplex Kinect BESS yielded excellent correlation
coefficients to the human rater’s BESS scores (r = 0.93, p < 0.05) and test–retest reliability (ICC = 0.81,
p < 0.05) across an eight-day test–retest interval. Our method has greater test–retest reliability
compared to that of human rater’s BESS scores present by Finnoff et al. (ICC = 0.74) [16] and by
Valovich et al. for high school participants (ICC = 0.70) [34]. These results indicate that the suggested
duplex Kinect BESS method may be an objective and reliable measure of postural stability.
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Brown et al. employed inertial sensors to evaluate the oBESS scores using a custom-made equation
in an effort to overcome the subjectivity of the BESS scoring system [22]. Even though their oBESS was
able to produce scores with accurate fit to raters in certain conditions, it didn’t match well (ICC = 0.68)
when using data from the subset of conditions (firm surface only). Contrary to the result of Brown et al.,
our system’s mBESS scores are able to accurately fit the rater’s (r = 0.92, p < 0.05) in the subset of
balance conditions (firm surface only) as well. The support for the mBESS test of our method implies
a time-saving test of postural stability when required. Moreover, the methodology by Brown et al
didn’t take into consideration the error of eye opening, which results in further discrepancy relative to
the BESS standard.
Dave’s study [24] using Kinect sensor V1 can only recognize three balance errors out of a total
of six BESS test errors. In our study, we expanded on Dave’s work by using a second Kinect sensor
which tracked the six total BESS errors, resulting in system-derived scores with accurate fit to raters
(r = 0.93, p < 0.05) compared to Dave’s (r = 0.38) [24]. Furthermore, in Dave’s study, the subject’s
balance loss may introduce unwanted error detection or may not detect errors during the BESS test,
due to the joints’ location outside the FOV of the Kinect sensor. In this regard, our work suggested
a method to determine the advisable sensor configuration size and hence successfully removed the
problem. Moreover, Dave only used a single Kinect sensor V1 and found the camera was limited to
detect eye opening during the completion of each balance trial [24]. However, the use of the Kinect V2
improved upon the its predecessors’ capability and was able to detect eye-opening, potentially as a
result of an improvement of the Kinect V2 camera’s resolution from 640 × 480 to 1920 × 1080 pixels of
color image, and from 320 × 240 to 512 × 424 pixels of depth image. These results suggest that the
proposed methodology is an improvement over previous attempts at automating error counting while
participants complete the BESS.
In addition, Napoli et al. developed an automated assessment of postural stability (AAPS)
algorithm based on a single Kinect Sensor V2 to evaluate the BESS errors [23], in which low AAPS
performance levels were detected in single-leg and tandem stances on foam. In a separate paper on
the same work, they reported the issues detecting the back leg that is hidden behind the other leg
during the tandem stance [35]. Their works were only validated by comparing the level of agreement
of system’s BESS scores with that of rates and a professional camera. In our study, however, the
aforementioned limitations have been addressed and verified by concurrent validity and test–retest
reliability metrics.
Our study was limited to healthy normal subjects with a mean BESS score of 11.83 ± 7.62 errors.
The thresholds used in the error detection algorithm, which influences the sensitivity of the BESS
scoring, were determined through experiment and selection of optimal values. Therefore, the threshold
values should be further considered when applied to the concussed participants. Our future research
will also validate the duplex Kinect system in a clinical setting to assess errors in a large amount of
concussed samples.
5. Conclusions
In the current study, we presented a novel Balance Error Scoring System by using duplex
Kinect sensors and a custom-made algorithm. Our approach overcomes the self-occlusion problem
of a previous solution using the Kinect sensor, realizing the recognition of balance error and the
automatic administration of the BESS test, with a stronger test–retest reliability and concurrent validity
compared to previous works. The current methodology provides a contactless clinic-based concussion
administration and scoring approach that accurately detects all balance errors as per BESS instructions.
Our method could be used as an affordable, portable and reliable tool for the concussion assessment in
the field.
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